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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this report, written by NCAR division directors and their
colleagues, is to give the National Science Foundation (NSF) a concise pro-
grammatic description of the work carried out by NCAR from January through
September 1982 in fulfillment of the contract between NSF and the University
Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) for the operation of NCAR.
(This nine-month report constitutes a transition from a calendar year report-
ing period to a fiscal year period; the next one will cover a full fiscal
year.) The Annual Scientific Report is also intended to be a reference docu-
ment on NCAR's work for the use of colleagues in the atmospheric sciences
community.

NCAR's two missions--to conduct atmospheric research on processes and
phenomena of major scientific importance and to provide advanced facilities
to the research community--come together in the broad array of projects that
are collaborative with university scientists and that use NCAR computational
and field facilities.

During the report period, the most prominent field experiment was the
Joint Airport Weather Studies (JAWS) project, which shed much new light on
"downbursts," sharp discontinuities in air motions that pose severe hazards
to aircraft taking off and preparing to land. This project involved par-
ticipation by the Universities of Chicago, Wyoming, and Tennessee; NCAR; the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration; the Federal Aviation Admin-
istration, and the United Kingdom's Royal Aircraft Establishment. It was
characterized by twin opportunities: to add to our basic knowledge of atmo-
spheric processes and, at the same time, to address an important practical
problem. With adequate support, the techniques used in JAWS to detect,
measure, and track downbursts and to warn pilots about them can be applied
at busy airports in not more than four to five years.

In theoretical work, 1982 marked the completion, documentation, and first
use of the NCAR "model zero" community climate model. This model, developed
with the advice of a steering committee composed of scientists from seven
universities, has already had more than a dozen users, and we expect that as
our second CRAY-1A computer comes on line later in 1983, the number of users
will more than double.

These two examples of collaborative work are backed up by many other such
efforts described in this report. They range across every area of NCAR's
work, from atmospheric dynamics and chemistry to the interactions of the
atmosphere with oceanic and solar phenomena.

The entire UCAR research community can take pride in the vigor, breadth,
and excellence of its research efforts in a scientific realm of such impor-
tance to the nation and the world. NCAR plays, and will continue to play,
an integral part in these efforts, through innovative, productive programs
of research and facility development and operation.
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The 1980s present us with a range of special opportunities to advance
the science and its usefulness. Obvious examples are in the realms of
stormscale phenomena, atmospheric chemistry, and climate. I sense that
the NCAR staff and their university colleagues are enjoying the challenge.

Wilmot N. Hess
Director



ATMOSPHERIC ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION DIVISION

The Atmospheric Analysis and Prediction (AAP) Division studies the
behavior of the atmosphere and the ocean on spatial scales ranging from
the microscale (for example, turbulence) to the global scale, and on
time scales ranging from seconds to millions of years. AAP continues to
explore current questions in climate, forecasting (short- and long-
range), oceanography, and mesoscale meteorology (including turbulence,
moist convection, and the environment of severe local storms).

AAP studies the physical processes governing atmospheric and
oceanic behavior using observational, numerical, and theoretical
methods. Observational studies provide ground-truth analyses of actual
atmospheric structure and behavior for diagnostic studies and theo-
retical interpretation. Numerical simulations provide more detailed and
precise data sets for diagnostic and theoretical studies than are avail-
able from direct observations and permit the theoretical investigations
of complex circulations and feedback mechanisms for which analytic
methods are not suitable. Theoretical research complements the other
two methods by explaining fundamental principles that govern atmospheric
and oceanic behavior.

Although each of the above methods of research requires a degree of
specialization, the most productive scientific research generally occurs
when these methods are used together to attack scientific problems.

The administrative components of AAP and the principal topics of
research in 1982 are:

* Division Office (Richard Anthes, Director)
Regional-scale numerical modeling
Theory and parameterization of surface processes affecting

climate

* Mesoscale Research Section (John Wyngaard, Head)
Convective-storm and tornado modeling
Mountain waves and orographic precipitation
Alpine Experiment
Marine stratocumulus boundary layers
Boundary-l ayer measurements
Theory and parameterization of thermal convection and

turbulence

* Climate Section (Warren Washington, Head)
Climate modeling (Community Climate Model-CCM)
Global observational studies (for example, Global Weather

Experiment analyses, southern oscillation, global tele-
connections, climate statistics)

Structure of large-scale waves
Natural variability and potential predictability
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Determination of cloud properties from satellites
Cloud-climate interactions
Ocean-atmosphere interaction on global scales
Effects of carbon dioxide and other trace gases on climate
Effects of tropospheric aerosols
Paleoclimate studies

* Large-Scale Dynamics Section (Akira Kasahara, Head)
Diagnostic analysis of errors in medium-range forecasts
Analysis of data from Global Weather Experiment
Model intercomparison studies
Improved objective analysis schemes for numerical prediction
models (for example, multivariate optimal interpolation)

Improved initialization methods for numerical prediction
models (for example, normal-mode initialization, bounded-
derivative method, incorporation of diabatic effects)

Development of improved numerical prediction models (Community
Forecast Model-CFM)

Dynamical studies of large-scale circulation systems
Determination of theoretical limits on predictability
Comparison of primitive-equation models with balanced models

* Oceanography Section (William Holland, Head)
Studies of large-scale and mesoscale ocean circulations
Models (high-resolution, primitive-equation, intermediate)
Theoretical studies (equatorial waves, modons)
Observational studies (Indian Ocean, western North Atlantic,

North Pacific)
Measurement systems (surface drifting buoys, system to measure

oceanic heat changes)
Air-sea interactions

The activities of the research staff of AAP are complemented by the work
of university visitors at NCAR and by various joint undertakings, as
evidenced by the division's publications.

Perhaps the most extensive research project in AAP is the develop-
ment of the Community Climate Model (CCM) and the closely related
Community Forecast Model (CFM). Not only were significant research
results achieved with the CCM during 1982 (as described under the
Climate Section's activities below), but considerable progress was also
made toward developing and documenting one basic model for both climate
and forecasting studies. The ultimate goal is to have one basic global
dynamic model that can be used both by NCAR and university scientists to
conduct a variety of climate and forecasting studies on scales of motion
ranging from the synoptic to the global. Differences between climate
and forecasting applications will require differences in analysis and
initialization procedures, some physical parameterizations, and some
processing (output) routines. Except for these differences, there will
be commonality in code structure, numerical techniques, and output
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fields. In addition to the increased efficiency to be obtained by
extensively supporting only one basic model, there is the scientific
advantage that short-range (monthly) climate variability problems (such
as blocking) and long-range (two-week) weather forecasting are closely
related. For example, an appreciable portion of the forecasting error
in operational models beyond a week is the drift of the forecast model
to a model climate different from the real climate. We expect that the
simultaneous production of a CFM available to university users for
forecasting studies will enable productive interactions between climate
and forecasting research groups.
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AAP DIVISION OFFICE

Regional-Scale Numerical Modeling

Richard Anthes, AAP director, continued research on several meso-a-
scale phenomena. This work is intended to bridge the gap between the
mechanistic studies of mesoscale systems in the Mesoscale Research
Section (MRS) and developments of the global numerical weather predic-
tion models in the Large-Scale Dynamics (LSD) Section. In collaboration
with scientists at The Pennsylvania State University (Penn State),
Anthes completed the modeling of the environment of severe convective
storms from two 1979 Severe Environmental Storms and Mesoscale Experi-
ment (SESAME) cases. He continued modeling and diagnostic studies of a
case of explosive marine cyclogenesis over the North Atlantic in co-
operation with Ying-Hwa Kuo, a Ph.D. candidate from Penn State and John
Gyakum (University of Illinois). Results from several simulations indi-
cate the importance of an accurate initialization of the midtropospheric
jet and the lower tropospheric static stability in simulating the rapid
cyclogenesis. Diagnostic studies of the model data reveal that baro-
clinic instability in the weakly stratified lower troposphere is a major
mechanism for growth of this cyclone, although latent heat release plays
an important role in the later stages of development. The model showed
that sensible heat flux from the ocean in the cold northerly flow at the
rear of the cyclone significantly modified the boundary-layer structure
and the low-level cold-frontal circulation.

Anthes and Kuo have also applied a mesoscale model to study the
dynamical and thermodynamical structure of the Mei-Yu front over south-
eastern China. Analysis of the simulation reveals many features in
agreement with observations. The eastern portion of the system re-
sembles a baroclinic frontal system, while the western portion of the
zone resembles a tropical system. The release of latent heat is
important in maintaining the cloud band and the low-level cyclonic
vorticity.

In his role as adjunct professor at Penn State, Anthes has con-
tinued advising students in their thesis research. In addition to his
collaboration with Kuo, he continues to work with Peter Black (National
Hurricane Research Laboratory) on the oceanic response to hurricanes,
Eirh-Yu Hsie (Penn State) on the influence of moist physics on frontal
circulations, and Daniel Baldwin on the separation of processes con-
tributing to the generation of circulations in fronts. Under Anthes'
direction, Dalin Zhang (Penn State) completed his M.S. thesis on the
testing of a high-resolution boundary-layer model using SESAME 1979
data, and they prepared a summary for publication.

A major effort during the past year was the planning of the
National Stormscale Operational and Research Meteorology (STORM)
Program. Anthes and scientists in universities and other national
laboratories wrote a reference document, that summarizes our current
level of understanding and ability to observe and predict mesoscale

4
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weather. It also discusses unresolved issues and considers the probable
advantages of an integrated national program involving observational.
numerical, and theoretical studies.

Theory and Parameterization of Surface Processes Affecting Climate

Robert Dickinson has continued work in the development of submodels
for representing surface processes in global climate models. Some of
these submodels will also be used in NCAR mesoscale models. One primary
objective of this work is to provide a realistic description for a
diurnal cycle of surface energy balance and evapotranspiration.

A preliminary version of the surface algorithms had previously been
incorporated into the NCAR fourth-order grid-point model. Dickinson has
recoded this material into an off-line package with extensive documen-
tation within the code. In this process, he has added some improvements
to the physical parameterizations. He has also started to couple his
surface-process package to the CCM and tested it with some one-day runs.

Dickinson and Bruce Briegleb are continuing to analyze a seven-
month simulation, previously run with the grid-point model, to provide a
preliminary demonstration of the effectiveness of the surface-process
parameterizations. Dickinson calculated the seasonal variation of sur-
face CO2 sources and sinks, using submodels for plant net photosynthesis
and soil decomposition. The results were not sufficiently satisfactory
for publication, but showed where improvements were needed for a future
effort to make an acceptable surface carbon model and couple it to
global climate models. Such a model could provide the source term for a
calculation of the atmospheric seasonal variation of CO2.
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MESOSCALE RESEARCH SECTION

Overview

For several years the research activities of the Mesoscale Research
Section (MRS) have centered on the study of buoyancy-driven or buoyancy-
controlled atmospheric motions, including thermal convection, waves, and
turbulence. The details of these activities continue to evolve, how-
ever, in response to new research opportunities and staff changes.

As of 30 September 1982 the MRS staff included six Ph.D. scientists
and five support scientists. Changes during the year included the addi-
tion of Ph.D. scientist Jackson Herring, from the division office, and
support scientist Patrick Kennedy, from the Atmospheric Chemistry and
Aeronomy Division (ACAD). Support scientist Richard Brost departed and
Ph.D. scientist Douglas Lilly accepted a professorship at the University
of Oklahoma. Chin-Hoh Moeng joined MRS as a Ph.D. scientist. In mid-
1982 MRS and the Field Observing Facility (FOF) of the NCAR Atmospheric
Technology Division agreed to share the services of programmer and VAX
system manager Raymond Bovet, thus reducing Bovet's MRS service to half
time. At the same time FOF hired programmer Michael Spratte to work
under Bovet, and agreed to give MRS half of Spratte's time, beginning
1 October.

During 1982 MRS had three long-term visitors: Jean-Pierre Chollet
(University of Grenoble), David Raymond (New Mexico Institute of Mining
and Technology), and Hsiao-ming Hsu (University of Wisconsin,
Milwaukee). There were also twelve short-term visitors, with stays
ranging from six days to six months.

MRS has continued its fundamental research programs in severe
storms, planetary boundary layers, turbulence, and transport of trace
species in the lower troposphere. Furthermore, it has entered a new
area--regional air-quality studies. Highlights of the activities in
each of these areas follow.

Convective Storm Research

The long-term practical goal of the MRS convective storm research
is to provide a basis for improved warning and prediction of severe con-
vective storms and accompanying tornadoes. MRS is pursuing this goal by
investigating the important mechanisms governing storm evolution and
applying this understanding to help improve storm warnings. The
principal research tool is the three-dimensional cloud model developed
by Joseph Klemp and Robert Wilhelmson (University of Illinois). The
great complexity of convective storms dictates coordinated research
efforts that combine modeling, observational, and theoretical efforts.
Contributing MRS personnel are Klemp, Richard Rotunno, and Morris
Weisman, and strong collaborations are maintained with Peter Ray and his
associates at the National Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL), and with
Wilhelmson at Illinois.

6
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Studies have continued by Weisman and Klemp to assess the relative
influences of wind shear and potential instability in determining the
overall structure and longevity of storms. Earlier simulations in a
one-directional wind shear showed that for a given amount of instability
there is an optimal wind shear that maximizes storm intensity, and that
the overall structure and intensity of storms can be characterized by a
bulk Richardson number. More recently, Weisman and Klemp have inves-
tigated the influence of directional wind shear and found that with
hodograph curvature, an optimal shear no longer exists; rather, the
intensity of supercell storms continues to increase with increasing wind
shear. Furthermore, with clockwise hodograph curvature, multicell
storms favor the left flank, which is exactly opposite to the preferred
flank for supercell development. These results help explain the combi-
nations of multicells and supercells that are frequently observed to
coexist in storm systems. In these model storm systems, MRS researchers
have identified downdraft mesocyclones that could be erroneously classi-
fied as supercells based on current interpretations with real-time
Doppler radar.

An important goal of our research is to understand the storm-scale
features that generate tornadoes and the processes that amplify vortic-
ity to tornadic proportions. During the past year, Klemp and Rotunno
have continued to investigate the transition of a supercell thunderstorm
into its tornadic phase. This work involves analyzing high-resolution
numerical simulations initiated within the interior portion of a pre-
viously simulated mature supercell storm. With the enhanced grid reso-
lution, occlusion of the low-level gust front occurs in a manner that is
graphically similar to an occlusion of cold fronts in extratropical
cyclones. The low-level cyclonic vorticity increases dramatically, and
small-scale downdrafts develop in the vicinity of the low-level center
of circulation. Numerous features of the simulated transition bear
strong resemblance to those observed in tornadic storms. Evaluation of
the model simulations has uncovered new mechanisms to explain a storm's
transition to its tornadic phase. The large low-level vorticity is
generated through tilting and intense stretching of air from the inflow
side of the storm. This vertical vorticity is derived from both the
horizontal vorticity of the environmental shear and horizontal vorticity
generated solenoidally as low-level air approaches the storm along the
forward flank of the cold outflow boundary. Low pressure generated by
the strong low-level circulation dynamically drives the rear-flank
downdraft's intensity during the occluding phase.

Rotunno has continued his work on the dynamics of the tornado on
the scale of the visible funnel (10-100 m) through a combination of
numerical and analytical methods and has developed a three-dimensional
numerical model of a laboratory analogue to tornadic flow. For certain
values of the external parameters, asymmetric vortex motion occurs. The
asymmetric vortex lies in the region between the updraft and downdraft,
and analysis of this result has led to a better understanding of why
this also occurs in actual tornadoes. Rotunno (in collaboration with
Timothy Wilson, Los Alamos National Laboratory) has also done some
high-resolution axisymmetric numerical simulations of laminar-vortex

7
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boundary layers in which comparisons with a companion laboratory experi-
ment were made. The numerical model and the flow data obtained from
hot-wire anemometry agreed well, and Rotunno and Wilson evaluated the
theoretical predictions of a number of approximate analytical solutions.

Mountain Waves and Mesoscale Models

A primary goal of MRS participation in the international World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) Alpine Experiment (ALPEX) has been to
describe the momentum transports produced by mesoscale (and smaller)
mountain waves, to determine the effects of orographic drag on synoptic-
scale weather patterns. A second goal is to investigate the mountain-
wave dynamics that can produce violent winds such as the foehn and
bora. Last March and April, Kennedy, Klemp, Donald Lenschow, and
Borislava Stankov of MRS and Dale Durran of the Advanced Study Program
(ASP) participated in the ALPEX field program, based in Geneva,
Switzerland. Three long-range aircraft (the NCAR Electra, the NOAA P-3,
and the German DFVLR Falcon) flew 55 missions in western Europe to study
mountain-associated weather phenomena such as lee waves, lee cyclones,
turbulence, and cold-front deformation. The researchers encountered
several strong boras during the ALPEX observing period, but no strong
foehns. Preliminary analyses of two of the better cases by Stankov,
Durran, and Klemp have documented the weak foehn conditions that
occurred. In summer 1982, Kennedy, who serves as aircraft data manager
for ALPEX, produced an atlas of flight tracks, weather maps, and satel-
lite photographs. Processing of the aircraft data, both microfilm plots
and magnetic tapes, should be completed in early 1983.

To improve the realism of numerical mesoscale models, Klemp and
Durran have developed a radiative upper-boundary condition, which allows
vertically propagating internal gravity waves to pass out of the compu-
tational domain with minimal reflection. In this formulation, they
can determine the pressure along the upper boundary from the Fourier
transform of the vertical velocity at that boundary. This boundary
condition requires little additional computation and can easily be
incorporated in a wide variety of models. Although the researchers
derived the boundary condition from the linear, hydrostatic, Boussinesq
equations of motion, (neglecting Coriolis effects), they found that it
performs satisfactorily under the opposite assumptions. They believe
this radiation boundary condition will significantly enhance mesoscale
model i ng technology.

Turbulence Research

During 1982 Herring was involved in three turbulence projects: (1) a
study of thermal convection using a large spectral code; (2) the
continuing investigation of a passive scalar convected by turbulence;
and (3) the study of quasi-geostrophic turbulence (applicable to the
large scales of the atmospheric motion) by means of spectral closure and
direct numerical simulations. The convection study is in collaboration
with Steven Orszag (M.I.T.), James Curry (University of Colorado), and
Josef Loncaric (Harvard), and has continued over the past two years.

8
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The early efforts here focused on the onset of turbulence and the role
of vertical vorticity (horizontal swirling) in producing chaotic
motion. The results indicated that the transition to chaos for
Boussinesq convection must involve the vertical vorticity; earlier
two-dimensional studies that reported chaos were under-resolved, and
such two-dimensional chaos--having no vertical vorticity--disappears
with adequate numerical resolution. These results have been submitted
for publication to the Journal of Fluid Mechanics. At present, Herring
is continuing the convection study in the more vigorously turbulent
regime, where the results are being compared with closure results and
other parameterization schemes.

The passive scalar study continues the earlier collaboration with
French colleagues Daniel Schertzer (Directorate of Meteorology, Paris),
Chollet and Marcel Lesieur (University of Grenoble), and M. Larcheveque
(Laboratory of Dynamic Meteorology, Paris); Gary Newman (AVCO Systems)
also participated in these studies. Their goals were, first, to assess
the accuracy of certain theoretical methods by comparing them with
experiments; and second, to present a unified description of certain
theoretical procedures (the test field model and the eddy-damped
Markovian model)--assessing their relative virtues and faults. The
results were published in the November 1982 Journal of Fluid Mechanics.
The researchers collaborated with Robert Kerr (NASA Ames Research.
Center) on another aspect of the scalar problem, the comparison of
theory and numerical simulation at low Reynolds number. This study
appeared in the Journal of Fluid Mechanics in March 1982. Their results
indicated that at quite low Reynolds numbers, effects of the long
coherence times characteristic of laminar flows manifest themselves,
especially at small scales.

Herring is conducting the quasi-geostrophic turbulence study in
collaboration with James McWilliams of the Oceanography Section, and
aims to elucidate the conditions under which two-dimensional flow
behaves as turbulence, or resolves itself into an ordered system of
vortical patterns. Herring and McWilliams are making a detailed com-
parison of equivalent large-scale simulations with turbulent closure,
for both randomly stirred and decay experiments. The other aspect of
the quasi-geostrophic study is an investigation of the predictability of
such flows, focusing on how to best characterize the role of baro-
clinicity in predictability. The predictability aspect of this problem
is being studied with Lilly (University of Oklahoma).

Boundary-Layer and Trace-Species-Transport Research

Lenschow, Brost, and Mickey Wai (graduate student from North
Carolina State University) have continued analyzing data from the 1976
Marine Stratocumulus Experiment, in particular the distribution of
liquid water and cloud droplet size. They have found that the number of
cloud droplets varies from 20 to 120 per cubic centimeter, depending on
whether the air is pristine marine or whether some continental air has
been incorporated. This affects the droplet size distribution and con-
sequently the drizzle rate, because marine-air stratocumulus has larger
droplets for the same liquid water density. They also found that

9
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at the top of a stratocumulus-capped mixed layer with a positive jump in
equivalent potential temperature (e ) and a negative jump in humidity
(q), downdraft regions in-cloud coued be found with values of ee and q
intermediate between those of the boundary layer and the free atmo-
sphere. This can only be due to entrainment of air into the boundary
layer from above. At a level about 150 m lower, there was no evidence
of entrainment; the in-cloud air was uniformly saturated.

Lenschow and Alan Bandy (Drexel University) are planning another
marine stratocumulus experiment, to investigate not only the dynamics
and microphysics, but also the chemistry of marine stratocumulus in the
pristine boundary layer off the California coast. This experiment is
planned for the NCAR Electra aircraft in the summer of 1984. This
will provide an opportunity for combining both meteorological and chemi-
cal measurements to better understand the chemical interactions that
occur in an entraining boundary layer. New instrumentation for liquid
water concentration, temperature, and in-cloud humidity measurements may
also be available for testing during this experiment.

Lenschow is also planning to use the newly acquired NCAR King Air
aircraft for a boundary-layer program in the spring of 1983. This pro-
gram has several objectives. One is an investigation, in collaboration
with David Raymond (AAP long-term visitor), of the stably stratified
boundary layer to look for evidence of a symmetric instability and its
role in generating cloud bands and squall lines over the lower
Mississippi Valley. Another is to continue investigation of the mean
and turbulent structure of the nocturnal boundary layer. Using data
from NCAR Queen Air flights during the SESAME Nocturnal Boundary Layer
Experiment, researchers obtained vertical profiles of the mean and
turbulent structure for several cases of early-evening and early-morning
stably stratified boundary layers. Several important questions, how-
ever, still remain to be answered. Horizontal variability, for example,
was found to be significant, but the SESAME flight tracks were too short
to investigate it adequately. Another objective is to measure the
turbulent flux of C02 in collaboration with Gail Bingham (Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory), who has developed a fast-response C02
sensor. MRS scientists will make measurements over a variety of sur-
faces, including cropland, forests, and ocean, and will compare them
with tower-based C02 flux measurements. In addition, they plan to make
concurrent 03 flux measurements, in collaboration with Richard Pearson
(Colorado State University) to expand the knowledge of 03 surface
deposition and photochemistry.

Lenschow has continued to collaborate with atmospheric chemists in
applying micrometeorological techniques to the analysis of sources,
sinks, and transformations of trace atmospheric constituents, many of
which are chemically or photochemically reactive. An investigation of
the effects of chemical reactions on the eddy diffusivity, in collabora-
tion with Wyngaard and with Brian Fiedler and David Fitzjarrald of ASP,
has shown that chemical reactions can produce an effective eddy
diffusivity different from that of nonreactive scalars. Analysis of
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observed ozone vertical profiles indicates that thin layers of enhanced
or reduced ozone at the top of the boundary layer cannot be explained by
nonreactive diffusion processes.

During 1982, Brost and Wyngaard completed a series of large-eddy
numerical simulations of the convective boundary layer. Using a
40 x 40 x 40 grid covering a domain of horizontal extent 5 km x 5 km and
a vertical depth of 2 km, in which the energy-containing eddies are
resolved explicitly, they studied the vertical transport of a passive,
conservative scalar and the maintenance of stress under baroclinic
conditions.

An intriguing result of the passive scalar simulations is that the
vertical flux-mean gradient reaction for the scalar is different when
the flux is imposed at the boundary layer top and bottom. Each has a
positive eddy diffusivity of the expected shape (maximum in midlayer),
but the "top-down" diffusivity is smaller than that for the "bottom-up"
process. Typical convective boundary layers have a combination of the
two processes, but since scalar transport is linear the two subprocesses
can be superimposed. Brost and Wyngaard are summarizing this work for
publication. Moeng and Wyngaard plan to extend this study to noncon-
servative (that is, chemically reactive) scalars during 1983.

The purpose of the baroclinic simulations was to understand the
relation between turbulent-shear stress and mean wind shear under con-
vective conditions. Preliminary indications are that mean wind shear
maintains the stress in this case, and that a simple eddy-viscosity
parameterization might be reasonably effective. The eddy viscosity does
seem to scale with the product of the convective-velocity scale and the
boundary-layer depth, as predicted by mixed-layer similarity. The
analysis of these results is still under way.

Tzvi Gal-Chen (University of Oklahoma) and Wyngaard completed a
study of the fidelity of one-dimensional spectra of vertical velocity
derived from multiple-Doppler radar observations. They found analytical
expressions for the effects of radar-pulse volume-averaging on the ver-
tical velocity obtained by integration of the continuity equation.
Evaluating these expressions numerically, they studied the influence of
the relative resolution of the two radars, the ratio of vertical resolu-
tion and boundary-layer depth, and array geometry on the measured spec-
tra. The results, which are important for radar studies of boundary-
layer structure, will appear in the Journal of Applied Meteorology.

Regional Air-Quality Studies

During 1982 The National Science Foundation (NSF) entered into an
interagency agreement with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
which specified that NCAR would do an eight-month design study for a
regional acid-deposition model. This effort, guided by a steering
committee of Richard Anthes, Jack Calvert (ACAD), Julius Chang (Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory), Ralph Cicerone (ACAD), Shaw Liu
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(National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/Environmental Research
Laboratory [NOAA/ERL] Aeronomy Laboratory) and Wyngaard, will conclude
in early 1983. Wyngaard serves as the project coordinator, and eight
other NCAR staff members, plus long-term visitor Hsiao-Ming Hsu, are
involved.

The project goals include conducting a comprehensive survey and
critical review of available regional-scale models and model components,
and an assessment of the essential physical and chemical processes in
the acid-deposition phenomenon. Project members prepared a draft report
on these aspects for December delivery. The final report, which in-
cludes a complete, first-generation acid-deposition modeling system
design plan, will be delivered to EPA in February 1983.

Phase II of this project, which will involve the actual building of
the model, appears likely to begin at NCAR in 1983 and to continue for
several years. Wyngaard and other MRS scientists expect to contribute
to Phase II.

Interactive Computing System

The VAX computer system, installed in June 1979, is serving an
ever-expanding role in support of MRS research activities. This system
computes at a speed roughly one-seventh that of a CDC 7600, and cur-
rently contains 3 megabytes of memory and 600 megabytes of on-line disk
storage capacity. The software has been extended with the addition of
convenient remote job entry (RJE) software, allowing users to submit
jobs from the VAX to the CRAY-1A, and an interactive implementation of
the NCAR graphics package. With the VAX, scientists can write a com-
puter program, debug and execute it, and obtain graphics output for a
variety of runs, usually in only a couple of hours.

At present the VAX is being used not only by MRS staff but also by
the Convective Storms Division (CSD) and a number of visitors and ASP
postdoctoral fellows. Of the 86 current users, 45 are from CSD, whereas
20 are visitors. Because of the growing load on the VAX, MRS expects to
impose a priority system on the machine in the near future. The useful-
ness of the VAX extends beyond these in-house users. MRS has dis-
tributed its locally written RJE software to several sites, including
the University of Oklahoma, California Institute of Technology, and
M.I.T. The VAX version of the NCAR graphics package with interactive
capabilities has now been distributed to more than 82 organizations
worldwide.

Because many of the computing interests and issues at MRS are common
to other groups at NCAR, particularly at the 30th Street offices, MRS
has entered into a cooperative arrangement with FOF of the ATD, whereby
the MRS VAX and the FOF Research Data Support System (which includes a
VAX and a PDP 11-60) are managed by the same personnel. The machines
will remain autonomous, but this arrangement facilitates a sharing of
expertise and helps ensure compatibility between the systems.
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CLIMATE SECTION

The Climate Section is conducting research in three principal
areas. These are (1) the interconnections of natural climate fluctua-
tions on time scales of seasons to decades, (2) the formation of clouds
on climatic scales and the consequent radiative feedbacks, and (3) the
application of three-dimensional global climate models (atmosphere and
ocean) to examinations of the sensitivity of the climate system to its
various components and to external forcing. The Climate Section is
divided administratively into three groups that work primarily in one of
these areas: The Empirical Studies Group (ESG) is concerned mostly with
observational aspects of climate. The Cloud-Climate Interactions Group
(CCIG) is involved in the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE),
improvement of cloud-radiation parameterization in the CCM, and develop-
ment of methods for inferring cloudiness and cloud-radiative properties
from satellite measurements. The Global Climate Modeling Group (GCMG)
works on the use and development of climate models in collaboration with
the CCIG and scientists in the Large-Scale Dynamics Section, and in-
cludes in its work coupled atmosphere-ocean models. Two subprojects of
GCMG are the Department of Energy-funded study of climatic effects of
enhanced C02 and a paleoclimate Geophysical Affiliates Program (GAP)
study in cooperation with 15 universities.

Empirical Studies Group

The ESG continues to examine the factual and physical basis of
short-term climate characteristics, including both their regularities
and irregularities. The past year's work has included: the enhancement
of the accessible observational record in climate atlas form, the study
of teleconnections and climatic variability, the assessment of the
potential for climate predictability, and investigations of upper-level
planetary waves. ESG is also investigating objective analysis methods,
particularly using Global Weather Experiment observations.

Southern Oscillation and Global Teleconnections. Walker's southern
oscillation (SO) concept, involving correlated pressure variations in
different regions, affords a framework for examining climate fluctua-
tions for anomalies of circulation patterns and "teleconnections."
Harry van Loon continued working with Roland Madden and Jeffery Rogers
(Ohio State University) on a worldwide description of the SO, deter-
mining space and time scales in pressure and surface temperature with
spatial correlations and time spectra of seasonally averaged values.
Madden has examined the potential for seasonal prediction. Rogers and
van Loon have been investigating teleconnections within the Southern
Hemisphere and year-to-year variations of circulation patterns. They
are examining the SO globally, with emphasis on its association with
middle and high southern latitudes and its relation to the quasibiennial
oscillation.

A fundamental aspect of climate variability, and of the potential
for statistical prediction, is the stability of climate statistics over
a period of time. Van Loon and Madden investigated this question in
terms of standard deviations of monthly mean sea-level pressure. They
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found these to vary greatly, between 16-year subperiods of an 80-year
record. Moreover, while the intensities of the Aleutian and Icelandic
lows tended to vary in an opposite way during most of this period, they
tended to vary in harmony during the first three decades. Van Loon has
edited Volume 15 of World Survey of Climatology, Climates of the Oceans,
which is now in press.

Structures and Effects of Large-Scale Traveling Waves. Madden
isolated the average structure of a large-scale traveling wave ("16-day
wave"), based on upper-air data for the period 1964-1972. Interference
with this traveling wave by the wintertime mean zonal wave-number one
(associated with the continent-ocean distribution) should produce fluc-
tuations in eddy heat and momentum transports throughout the troposphere
and stratosphere in the one- to three-week period range. Cross-spectral
analyses, calculated for the subsequent period 1973-1980, show large
coherences between transports at different levels. Corresponding phase
relationships agree with those predicted by the wave structures from the
earlier period.

Madden and Peter Speth (University of Cologne) completed a study
based on a 17-year upper-air data set, establishing space-time spectral
properties of geopotential height for each season. The study also
investigates the structure and effects on the circulation of large-scale
traveling waves. Madden and Speth have been working on an extensive
statistical summary of this data set.

Natural Variability and Potential Predictability. Madden and
Dennis Shea are investigating the natural variability of precipitation
over the United States and Canada, utilizing a long time series (>40
years) of daily precipitation. The natural variability is a measure of
the "noise" in the climate system. The ratio of actual interannual
variability to natural variability provides a measure of the potential
predictability of precipitation over North America.

Annual Cycles of Climate Characteristics. Madden has completed
three movies that depict the sequence of long-term mean daily maps of
sea-level pressure over the Northern Hemisphere, 500-mb geopotential
height and 500-mb temperature, and their time-rates-of-change. These
are based on calculations made in collaboration with Harald Lejena's
(University of Stockholm), which were mentioned in last year's annual
report. The movies summarize a great deal of information by showing how
the annual cycles evolve. Madden hopes they will be instructive to
students and lead them to promising research in the area of controls by
changing external influences.

Shea is utilizing long time series (>40 years) of minimum, maximum,
and mean daily temperatures to describe the annual cycle and the inter-
annual variability of the amplitude of the annual cycle. He is also
using long time series of daily precipitation to study the unconditional
probability of precipitation on a given day during a season; transition
probabilities (of wet or dry days being followed by wet or dry days);
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and the interannual variability of the number of wet days for various
seasons.

Development of Climatic Statistics. Shea has compiled a surface
climate atlas for monthly mean temperature, pressure, and precipita-
tion. Statistics mapped for various time periods (decades, 30 years,
etc.) include the first four moments (long-term means, standard devia-
tions, skewness, and kurtosis), eigenvector patterns, and significant
trends. Besides a massive increase (about 25%) to the land-station data
base, preliminary work incorporating the ocean surface temperature data
into the data base is under way. The combined data set will allow a
truly global view of surface statistics. The atlas, in both computer
tape and microfiche forms, can be updated as more data are received.

Global Weather Experiment. In cooperation with the European Center
for Medim Range Weather Forecasts, Paul Julian continued to work on
objective analysis in the tropics. In addition, he took preliminary
steps toward reanalyzing portions of the Global Weather Experiment year
using the final FGGE data set. Finally, the entire dropwindsonde data
set for the GARP Alpine Experiment (ALPEX) was processed in cooperation
with the National Hurricane Research Laboratory.

Baroclinic Structure of Jet-Stream Waves. Chester Newton (with
Anna Trevisan, National Research Council of Italy, Atmospheric Dynamics
Group, Bologna, Italy) completed an investigation of properties of waves
in the westerlies, using numerical simulations and their analytical
interpretation. This extends the Bjerknes-Holmboe-Charney concept,
based on laterally uniform waves, to the three-dimensional motions
associated with jet streams. Changes of baroclinity, vertical and
horizontal shear, and static stability structures along the stream are
connected with the characteristics of confluence, divergence, and verti-
cal motions related to waveform and dimensions. Newton is midway in his
revision of the book Atmospheric Circulation Systems.

Cloud-Climate Interactions Group

Since its inception in 1981, the CCIG has made substantial progress
in a number of areas: retrieval of cloud cover information from satel-
lites, the role of cloud-radiative interactions in the general circu-
lation, and radiative effects of aerosols and trace gases such as CO2.
In response to growing concern about the climatic effects of trace gases
of anthropogenic origin, they have initiated a new effort in this area.
The group continues to place emphasis on both observational and modeling
studies.

Cloud Cover from Satellites. CCIG scientists are using the spatial
coherence method, developed by James Coakley and Francis Bretherton
(Oceanography), for retrieving cloud cover from satellite data. This
method has demonstrated the potential to provide new insights into the
spatial structure and optical properties of clouds. Coakley and Daniel
Baldwin have nearly completed work on the first version of an objective
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analysis scheme that uses the spatial coherence method to infer cloud
properties from high-resolution satellite imagery.

Coakley extended the spatial coherence method to the retrieval of
cloud cover for multilayered cloud systems. Using both the 3.7- and
11-um channels of the advanced very high resolution radiometer (AVHRR)
on the NOAA-7 satellite, he has successfully retrieved.the cover for
numerous two-layered systems. A long-term visitor to AAP, Gyula Molnar
(Central Institute for Weather Forecasting, Budapest, Hungary) has
developed a variant of this method, which allows the retrieval of multi-
layered cover from the 11-um radiances alone. Cloud cover deduced from
the 3.7-wn radiances is in excellent agreement with that deduced from
the 11-um radiances. Because radiative transfers in the atmosphere and
clouds are quite different at these two wavelengths, the agreement lends
a great deal of credibility to the cloud cover retrieved using the
spatial coherence method.

Bretherton is employing the spatial coherence method in conjunction
with a procedure that constructs scatter diagrams comparing visible with
IR radiances. Preliminary results of this study reveal considerable
small scale (-10 km) variations in cloud cover, visible brightness,
and radiating temperatures. Bretherton intends to classify those as-
pects of the small-scale variations that are governed by synoptic scale
variables, thus addressing the cloud parameterization problem for cli-
mate models.

Cloud-Radiation Sensitivity Experiments with CCM0. Two papers
published this year by the group illustrate the nature of cloud-
radiative interactions that arise from the dependence of optical
properties of clouds on liquid-water content. One paper included CCM0
(Version "O" of the CCM) experiments performed by V. Ramanathan, Eric
Pitcher (University of Miami), Robert Malone (Los Alamos National
Laboratory), and Maurice Blackmon. They found that in a model that
treated cirrus clouds as radiatively black, the polar upper troposphere
(in wintertime) cooled excessively and there were unrealistically strong
zonal winds. The water content of model cirrus clouds in polar regions
is sufficiently low so that the emissivity is negligible. The second
paper, one-dimensional model studies by Thomas Charlock, showed more
generally that the relationship between a cloud's liquid water content
(LWC), cloud optics, and hydrological cycle can form a vital climatic
feedback loop.

Motivated by these findings, Charlock and Ramanathan have developed
a new cloud-radiative interaction parameterization for the CCM. The new
routine, which calculates cloud optical properties as functions of LWC
and droplet size, obtains column-integrated LWC amounts from the model's
hydrological cycle. Preliminary results obtained with the new parame-
terization agree well with observed zonally averaged albedos and also
reveal strong regional asymmetries in the simulated albedos.
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Bruce Albrecht, a long-term visitor from Penn State, has begun work
on a simplified version of a marine stratocumulus/trade cumulus parame-
terization scheme for the CCM. The preliminary version of this new
scheme will allow entrainment and detrainment and will also enable the
clouds to transport water from the sub-cloud layer into the inversion
above.

Tropospheric Aerosols. Coakley, Robert Cess (State University of
New York at Stony Brook) and Franz Yurevich (Luikov Heat and Mass
Transfer Institute, USSR) have developed simple but accurate techniques
for treating the radiative effects of tropospheric aerosols in climate
models. The effect of the background aerosol on the regional climate is
the subject of a climate simulation experiment by Coakley, Cess, and
Ramanathan.

C02 Radiative Effects. Jeffrey Kiehl (ASP postdoctoral fellow) and
Ramanathan completed a study that examined in detail the accuracy of the
treatment of C02 radiative effects in climate models. They compared the
absorption by the 15-wm band system of CO2 as estimated by the broad-
band model of Cess and Ramanathan, with laboratory band-absorptance
measurements and narrow-band model calculations. The broad-band model
agreed well with laboratory measurements.

Trace Gas Climate Effects. The trace gas project is a collabora-
tive effort among Ramanathan, Cicerone (ACAD), Kiehl (ASP), and Hanwaht
Singh (Stanford Research Institute). The main objective is to estimate
the climatic effect of all radiatively active minor gases that have been
detected in the atmosphere. As a first step, Ramanathan's one-
dimensional climate model is being extended to allow for the radiative
effects of several trace gases including CH4, N 20, CF4, CC14, CH3CC1 3,
CF3C1, CF2C12, C2F 6, CHC1 3 (and six more), all of which have anthro-
pogenic sources of emission into the atmosphere.

Global Climate Modeling Group

The Global Climate Modeling Group (GCMG) has been developing and
using large-scale models of the global atmosphere and oceans such as the
CCM. These models have been used in simulations of the annual cycle,
blocking phenomena, stratospheric warmings, paleoclimate reconstruc-
tions, climatic effects of increased C02 and possible climatic con-
sequences of diverting the flow of Russian rivers to the Arctic Ocean.
The GCMG has also performed experiments on the climatic effects of ocean
surface temperature anomalies.

CCM0 Testing and Validation. Maurice Blackmon completed 1200-day
runs using CCME with perpetual conditions for both January and July.
These runs are the baselines with which future sensitivity experiments
will be compared. These data are also now available for analysis by any
interested scientists in the atmospheric science community.
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Blackmon and collaborators have documented the behavior of the
model, and they found several interesting improvements from previous
general circulation model (GCM) simulations. In particular, the zonal
average of the zonal wind shows clearly separated tropospheric and
stratospheric jets.

Blackmon has also examined the time series of the 500-mb heights
simulated by the model and found that the model generates realistic
episodes of blocking. In addition, Blackmon with Pitcher, John Geisler
(University of Utah), and Salvador Munoz found low-frequency fluctua-
tions in El Nino model experiments, which exhibit the Pacific/North
America teleconnection pattern discussed by John Wallace (University of
Washington) and David Gutzler (M.I.T.). Further work on these topics is
continuing.

Stratosphere-Troposphere Interactions. Byron Boville is using the
CCM to examine the influence of the troposphere on the stratosphere and
vice versa. Tropospheric forcing by planetary waves propagating into
the stratosphere is primarily responsible for the maintenance of the
nighttime circulation of the polar stratosphere and for development of
stratospheric sudden warmings. The CCMO simulates these features and
also the occurrence of minor sudden warmings. The vertical resolution
of CCM0 is inadequate to properly examine stratospheric flows, however,
and Boville has been working on versions of the model with several more
layers in the lower stratosphere.

Boville has been using the standard simulation and an experiment
with a degraded stratospheric simulation to examine the influence of the
stratosphere on the troposphere. Planetary-wave theory indicates that
only the longest planetary waves can penetrate into the stratosphere, in
the vicinity of the stratospheric westerly jet. The tropospheric struc-
ture of these waves is extremely important in both climate simulation
and weather forecasting, and Boville has shown that this structure
depends, at least partially, on the nature of the stratospheric jet.
Boville will continue his work on this topic and on high resolution
stratospheric models.

Annual Cycle Version of CCM0. Robert Chervin has developed an
annual cycle version of CCM0 using observed distributions of ocean sur-
face temperature, sea ice, and ozone path lengths to provide the appro-
priate "external" forcing. Chervin has made a 20-year integration with
the identical prescription of time-varying boundary conditions each year
to assess the model's ability to simulate the observed annual cycle in
the atmosphere. Preliminary analysis indicates that the model repro-
duces many of the major features of the observed annual cycle such as
variations in the Indian monsoon, the intertropical convergence zone,
and land-sea contrasts. Chervin is also using this base-line study to
quantitatively assess the contribution of unforced inherent variability
of the atmosphere (that is, internal dynamics) to the observed inter-
annual variability of various climate statistics. Because they dis-
tinguish between unpredictable and potentially predictable variability,
these results will provide guidance for the use of dynamical models with
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surface boundary-condition anomalies for monthly and seasonal climate
predictions.

Coupled Atmosphere/Ocean Model Experiments on CO Effects. Warren
Washington, Gerald Meehl, and Lynda Verplan have coupled the CCM with
variable surface hydrology to a hierarchy of ocean models starting with
a simple surface-energy-balance ocean (swamp), to a mixed layer, and
finally to a fully three-dimensional ocean model. A doubling of CO2yields a global warming of surface temperature of approximately 3°C in a
seasonal-cycle version of the CCM coupled to a simple mixed-layer ocean
model.

Ocean Studies Related to Climate Modeling. Albert Semtner has been
carrying out two numerical studies: the contribution of oceanic heat
transport to the maintenance of paleoclimate; and the nature of Arctic
Ocean circulation and its sensitivity to environmental changes. Both
studies use his multilevel primitive-equation ocean model with suf-
ficiently small grid size to allow eddy heat-diffusion coefficients with
realistic orders of magnitude. The emphasis is on long-term equilibrium
representations of water masses and heat transport. The first study is
in support of the Geological Affiliates Program (GAP) initiated by Eric
Barron. Preliminary results indicate that it is possible to produce
warm saline bottom water by specifying increased areas of marginal seas
(as in the Cretaceous period); but the increased poleward transport of
heat by the climatic system must still be done mainly by the atmo-
sphere. The second study aims to improve our understanding of ice and
ocean processes in the high latitudes, where large secular climatic
changes are likely. The water masses of the Arctic Ocean and its mar-
ginal seas are well represented in the basic simulation. Prescribed-
change experiments with reduced runoff from Russian rivers indicate
smaller-than-anticipated changes in the extent of Arctic sea ice.
Changes in ocean circulation provide a negative feedback mechanism that
tends to minimize effects on upper ocean stratification. Further Arctic
studies are planned in collaboration with investigators at Cambridge
University.

Paleoclimate Studies. The Paleoclimatic Studies Project is begin-
ning its second year within the GCMG, and work on the three initial
research projects continues. (1) Barron and Washington investigated how
atmospheric circulation responds to changes in geography with a series
of CCM sensitivity experiments coupled to an ocean model. The sensi-
tivity experiments were based on single changes in surface boundary
conditions involving continental permanent ice, topography, positions,
and area above sea level. These simulations indicate the importance of
geographic variables in determining aspects of the circulation, and as a
factor in explaining the long-term evolution of the earth's climate.
(2) Barron and Starley Thompson and NUzhet Dalfes (both of ASP) have
been developing an energy balance climate model (EBCM) with a separate
land- and ocean-surface temperature. Among other applications, this
model will be used to investigate the mechanisms (such as geography and
solar variation) that may be required to explain glacial and nonglacial
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climates throughout earth history. (3) Barron has started an inter-
national research effort (GAP), involving fifteen universities, to
produce an atlas of paleoclimatic data for the Cretaceous period (135 to
65 million years ago). He has developed Cretaceous geographic base maps
and guidelines for contributors during the last six months. This
project will provide data for verifying models and developing hypotheses
that can be tested on the nature of warm, ice-free climates.

Observational Studies. Blackmon and Yen-Huei Lee have investigated
the teleconnection patterns recently discussed by Wallace and Gutzler.
Blackmon and Lee have found that these patterns, which Wallace and
Gutzler identified in monthly averaged statistics, also occur in ten-
and five-day averages. The patterns also occur in daily data, but are
highly degraded. Blackmon and Lee have also calculated the "tele-
connectivity" map for five-day average fluctuations and found it similar
to that for monthly fluctuations. They conclude that for periods of
five to 90 days, atmospheric fluctuations have the same basic struc-
ture. They observed the contrast of these low-frequency fluctuations
with the structure and teleconnectivity of the higher frequency fluc-
tuations (periods of two-and-a-half to six days).

Blackmon and Lee have also studied autocorrelation functions for
the 500-mb-height field. They calculated the time between independent
samples using various approximations, and found that it varies
regionally between two and eight days. They have also calculated the
amount of variability expected in monthly averages due to sampling and
compared this with the observed monthly variability. They found excess
variability, or possible climate variability, in the regions of the
major teleconnections.

Meehl has been studying the relative contributions of annual and
semiannual changes in the general circulation, and relating the annual
cycle of Asian monsoon activity to fluctuations of midlatitude circu-
lation in the Southern Hemisphere. Meehl found that the active Asian
summer and winter monsoon periods are associated with the semiannual
oscillation in the Southern Hemisphere via heat and momentum transports
between the mean Hadley and Ferrel cells. He also found similar
associations in an annual-cycle CCM simulation.

Meehl has also been studying ocean heat storage and has computed
the annual cycle of zonal means for the Northern Hemisphere, globally
and for individual ocean basins, from observed mixed-layer depth and
sea-temperature data. This research will improve the coupling of the
CCM to an ocean model.
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LARGE-SCALE DYNAMICS SECTION

The general goal of the Large-Scale Dynamics (LSD) section is to
improve the understanding of the synoptic-scale motions of the atmo-
sphere. A major practical aspect of this goal is the improvement of the
numerical prediction of these scales of motion. One important aspect of
improving predictions is identifying the physical processes that govern
the development, movement, and decay of large-scale baroclinic and baro-
tropic waves, and improving their modeling. A second important com-
ponent of the prediction problem is analyzing observations of various
types to create dynamically consistent data sets suitable for initializ-
ing numerical models. During the past year LSD has continued to examine
how these two model components contribute to total forecast error, and
to develop methods to reduce the errors associated with each component.

In recent years, there has been dramatic improvement in the skill
of short- to medium-range (up to five days or so) predictions of large-
scale, mid-tropospheric flow patterns in global models produced by the
European Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) and the
National Meteorological Center (NMC). This may be due to improved
atmospheric observations and analyses during the First GARP Global
Experiment (FGGE) in 1979, but also to our increased understanding of
the behavior of planetary-scale motions. For example, in the past few
years we have made notable progress in research on initialization for
numerical forecasting models. The practical benefit is an improvement
in the data assimilation process leading to more accurate initial
atmospheric states for better weather predictions. LSD scientists have
also demonstrated why global models are better than hemispherical ones
in forecasting large-scale motions in the middle latitudes.

Despite the recent improvement in operational forecasting, we are
still uncovering various sources of deficiencies in the data analysis,
initialization, and numerical aspects of prediction models. The strat-
egy of LSD has been to identify these sources of deficiencies to
facilitate a better understanding of large-scale atmospheric motions.
Understanding the phenomena means being able to describe them quanti-
tatively through simpler models of the atmosphere that can capture
essential features of their processes.

During 1982, LSD efforts expanded to include more studies involving
FGGE data sets and the analyses produced by various operational centers
as they became available. LSD also began to develop a Community Fore-
cast Model (CFM) and the accompanying initialization software to be used
by NCAR and university scientists. Anticipating augmentation of com-
puting capability at NCAR in 1983 and the availability of high-quality
FGGE analyses, we plan to perform various forecasting experiments with
the CFM.

Community Forecast Model

Because of the extension of the role of the CCM to include a CFM,
and because of the expected widespread use of both versions of the model
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by outside scientists, a versatile, modular, well-documented code is
essential. The CCM/CFM Version 0 code originated from an adiabatic,
inviscid version of the spectral model developed at the ECMWF. A core
group, headed by David Williamson, of programmers from AAP (Linda Bath,
Michael Kuhn, Richard Wolski) and the Scientific Computing Division
(Richard Sato and Gloria Williamson) added physical parameterizations
and numerical approximations matching those of CCM0 (see Climate
Section) to this model. The resulting model is designated CCM0B.

Comparison simulations have identified the contributions of various
numerical procedures to the model climate. CCM0B now produces
simulations that agree in most important aspects with CCMO, while
providing a more flexible and modular code.

Diagnostic Analysis of Short- to Medium-Range Forecast Errors

A great deal of understanding of the behavior of large-scale atmo-
spheric motions is gained by examining the forecast errors of state-
of-the-art prediction models. Work continued on the collection and
analysis of a large number of forecasts made from the FGGE data base.
David Baumhefner has analyzed the forecast skill of the ECMWF, the
Australian Numerical Meteorological Center, Goddard Laboratory for
Atmospheric Science (GLAS), and NCAR models for a single case in January
1979. He studied both transient and systematic errors for various scale
decompositions. For this case, the ECMWF model was more skillful in
forecasting all scales except the largest.

Twenty forecasts produced by the GLAS model using FGGE data are
being verified and compared to other forecasts. Preliminary results
indicate that GLAS forecast skill is slightly less than that of the NMC
spectral model. We are beginning to analyze the forecast sensitivity of
the CFM, and it is comparable to that of the Australian operational
model for a single case.

Baumhefner conducted tests that revealed great sensitivity of the
planetary-scale forecasts to small differences in the initial rotational
part of the wind field. The results indicate that changes in the large-
scale tropical velocity field of - 5 m/s can significantly influence
the midlatitude forecasts in three to five days.

Thomas Bettge and Baumhefner expanded the examination of the fore-
cast errors in the NMC seven-level primitive equation (7LPE) hemi-
spherical model and the global (spectral) model to include the winters
of 1979, 1981, and 1982. The 1981 and 1982 spectral forecasts are
superior to the 1979 7LPE forecasts, with much of their improvement in
the largest-scale zonal wave numbers. An analysis of the systematic
errors shows that the spectral model maintains the correct latitudinal
pressure gradient of the flow through 72 h. Also, the spectral model
contains only a systematic error component, which grows with time in the
middle and high latitudes. The 7LPE model contains a similar component,
as well as a distinct systematic error in the tropics, which developed
early in the forecast.
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Bettge examined the 1981 NMC spectral model forecasts in order to
compare them with studies by John Wallace (University of Washington),
and Stefano Tibaldi and Adrian Simmons (ECMWF). Those researchers
speculated that the 24-h systematic errors in the ECMWF forecasts from
winter 1981 were largely due to orographic influences. Since the NMC
results were available for the same time span, Bettge made direct com-
parisons. He found that the systematic errors from the two models at
24 h were very similar and appeared to be related to major orographic
features.

Further development by Baumhefner and Bettge of a scale-decomposed,
normalized verification system has led to new measures of forecast use-
fulness. A forecast of no skill is defined when the error variance
reaches values comparable to the climatological variance for the total
field as well as various two-dimensional wave groups. LSD is currently
comparing limits of state-of-the-art forecasts to the ultimate forecast
limits as defined by predictability estimates. Baumhefner also made a
subjective comparison of the ECMWF baroclinic-wave forecast tracks to
the observed tracks. The comparison revealed remarkable accuracy in the
six- to eight-day range for some cases.

Bettge and Chervin (Climate Section) continued to examine the prob-
lem of climate forecast verification. Forecasts of winter season tem-
perature departures are highly correlated in space, and this correlation
makes it difficult to evaluate point-wise scoring techniques. In par-
ticular, they found that the chance benchmark score in such a system is
slightly higher than that expected for uncorrelated points. However,
the exact shift in chance appears to be dependent on the existing
pattern.

Diagnostic Analyses of FGGE Data

Williamson and Thomas Mayer have analyzed the behavior of large-
scale Rossby waves in the ECMWF Level IIIb analyses during the first
Special Observing Period of FGGE. They drew interesting conclusions
concerning the intermittent behavior of these modes. They are investi-
gating the intermittency of these modes to establish if, in any sense,
they are predictable. They are also developing objective procedures to
identify periods of regular versus chaotic behavior so that they can
examine many more modes and time periods.

Baumhefner examined the relationship between various two-
dimensional wave-number groups of scales and actual synoptic features.
These wave groups depicted the transient activity of the 500-mb flow in
a reasonable manner similar to zonal wave-number decomposition. He
conducted an extensive analysis of the active baroclinic waves for the
period 16-24 January 1979, and tracked the time history of 15 systems
subjectively at 500 mb and at sea level. The duration of these features
at upper levels averaged six to eight days, with multiple-surface cyclo-
genesis. An objective method of identifying these systems is being
tested using the height tendencies calculated by Arthur Mizzi and a
vortex-fitting technique of Williamson.
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Williamson collaborated with Ted Tsui and Robin Brody (Naval
Environmental Prediction Research Facility) to automate his storm-track
verification procedure. They are now using this procedure to establish
the systematic error of the Navy Operational Global Atmospheric Predic-
tion System. Williamson also began collaborating with members of the
NMC Development Division to implement this verification technique in
their forecasts.

One of the important factors missing in most present initialization
procedures is the effect of diabatic heating. Akira Kasahara and Mizzi
are determining the diabatic heating rate from the thermodynamic energy
budget using the 6-h ECMWF Level IIIb analyses for the period 22 January
to 5 February 1979. Preliminary results indicate the presence of a
significant diurnal variation in the heating rate in the tropics. Since
the existence of a large diurnal cycle of tropical deep cumulus
convection is well documented by satellite data and precipitation
records, it is worthwhile to pursue the question of a diurnal variation
of the heating rate.

Improvement in the Initial Specification of the Atmospheric State

Williamson and Roger Daley introduced a unified analysis-
initialization technique consisting of iterating multivariate optimal
interpolation (OI) and nonlinear normal-mode initialization. The nature
of the convergence properties of their technique can be illustrated in
simple cases with the aid of manifold diagrams, proposed by Cecil
Leith. They also tested the technique for more practical situations in
a shallow-water model framework. Several examples included purely
hypothetical extremes of error-free observations of one variable
(heights or winds) to more realistic configurations corresponding to
dense radiosonde observations. For extratropical regions, this tech-
nique produces a balanced (in a nonlinear sense) analysis consistent
with observational errors. The linear errors of multivariate OI
associated with geostrophically constrained covariances are eliminated.

Williamson continued to address the problem of incorporating the
gradient wind relation into multivariate 01 by successive local linear-
izations. Some previously unrecognized properties of the gradient wind
have been discovered and techniques for computing the various relevant
parameters have been developed.

Daley is visiting ECMWF from September 1982 to August 1983 to
provide an in-depth review of the ECMWF data-assimilation system, and to
carry out observing-system simulation experiments. Daley is working on
an improved multivariate OI scheme for use in the tropics and in meso-
scale observations. In particular, the constraint of nondivergence has
been relaxed, resulting in a system with greater freedom and
flexibility.

Joseph Tribbia extended a previous study on variational normal-mode
initialization and investigated the effect of the inhomogeneity of
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analysis accuracy over the globe on short-range predictions. The sig-
nificant result is that even for a short-range period of one to three
days the prediction of planetary-scale waves is substantially altered by
the use of horizontally variable confidence weights in the variational
formulation.

Many operational centers have had difficulty applying the iteration
scheme for initialization developed by Bennert Machenhauer (University
of Copenhagen). Tribbia developed a simplified method for obtaining
high-order nonlinear initialization that does not require iteration.
He plans to implement the new method for the CFM.

Until recently, it was not known whether problems with Machen-
hauer's iteration scheme were the result of nonexistence of solutions or
simply problems of convergence. Ronald Errico explored these problems
using a hierarchy of models, including the CFM. He found that problems
remain even when the prognostic equations for gravity modes are linear-
ized. Analysis of these linear equations revealed three important
properties of Machenhauer's scheme: 1) For the linearized problem, the
nonexistence of a solution is rare, and any existing solution is unique;
2) The scheme will converge to the correct solution if it converges at
all; 3) The scheme diverges when there are linear combinations of
gravity modes that are either quasi-stationary or move at twice their
linear-phase velocities.

As part of the above study, Errico investigated the effect of
under-relaxing in Machenhauer's iterative scheme as proposed by Takeo
Kitade (Florida State University). It was shown that eastward gravity
modes that diverged in the previous case may converge when the itera-
tions are under-relaxed. However, under-relaxing of iterations for
westward gravity modes only changes the rates of convergence or
divergence. From a study with the CFM, it appears that under-relaxing
does not improve convergence when all gravity modes of all equivalent
depths are initialized adiabatically. Thus, how to improve convergence
of Machenhauer's iteration scheme is still an open question.

Both scientific and philosophical gaps still exist between those
who produce objective analyses ("analyzers") and those who use the
analyses as initial states for prediction models ("modelers"). Daley
and Williamson designed and organized a workshop in cooperation with
Jacques Derome (McGill University), to promote dialogue between modelers
and analyzers. It was held at the Stanstead Seminar, Bishop's
University, Quebec, Canada, 12-16 July 1982.

Improvement of Numerical Prediction Models

Errico and James Vickroy have developed a variable-truncation
nonlinear normal-mode initialization software package (NMS) for the
CFM. In addition, Yosuke Shigehisa (long-term visitor from Japan
Meteorological Agency) and Kasahara developed for the CFM a modified
version of NMS. This version uses orthogonal functions, instead of
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nonorthogonal functions used by other operational centers, to do the
vertical decomposition of data.

One purpose of initialization is to suppress large-amplitude
gravity waves that may develop during the time integration of primitive
equation (PE) models. An alternative to modifying initial conditions is
to use an intermediate filtered model in which gravity waves are elimi-
nated. A quasi-geostrophic model is such an example. Daley and Grant
Branstator made a careful comparison between the PE and QG models for
the simulation of stratospheric sudden warmings. Daley also formulated
a noniterative procedure for the time-integration of the balanced model.

Tribbia, with Ferdinand Baer (University of Maryland), made an
extensive study of the use of normal-mode balancing as a method to
develop intermediate filtered models. The results show that the normal-
mode models are considerably better in the planetary scales than the
conventional balanced models.

Philip Thompson examined a method of integrating the primitive
equations that guarantees that there are no solutions corresponding to
freely propagating gravity waves. One of his tentative conclusions is
that it is probably not an efficient method of prediction. Instead, it
should be considered as an alternative method of initialization that is
not dependent on the representation (for example, spectral or finite-
difference), and does not assume a form for normal modes. Thompson
found that it has the same limitations as the Machenhauer initialization
procedure. He is now considering an entirely different initialization
scheme, one in which all ad hoc assumptions about the character of the
solutions are relaxed; but one that requires minimum adjustments of the
observations at two or more times to make them consistent with the full
dynamical equations.

Dynamical Studies of the Large-Scale Circulation Systems

Branstator has continued his research with a barotropic model,
which is linearized about basic flows varying in longitude and latitude,
to investigate how energy may propagate from source regions to distant
locations on the globe. Experiments with a climatological January
midtropospheric basic flow suggest that the equatorial region acts as a
barrier to interhemispheric transmission in two ways: the prevailing
easterlies and light westerlies over the Pacific absorb energy impinging
on them, while the southern flank of the Asian jet tends to reflect
energy emanating from the Northern Hemisphere. Studies with observed
monthly mean basic flows during FGGE indicate significant interannual
variation in the energy propagation properties. For example, when
westerlies in the tropical Pacific intensify, energy can pass between
the hemispheres.

Branstator has also been studying the normal modes of the nondiver-
gent barotropic vorticity equation, which is linearized about climato-
logical basic flow patterns. The fastest-growing modes for July
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midtropospheric basic states appear primarily in the Southern Hemisphere
and resemble those of Rayleigh-Kuo instability. For the January basic
flow, the fastest growing modes are in the Northern Hemisphere and have
qualities in common with the unstable Rossby modes found by Edward
Lorenz (M.I.T.). The fastest-growing January modes have e-folding times
of about one week, periods of the order of a month or two, and resemble
some of the teleconnection patterns of Wallace and Gutzler.

Tribbia has been investigating the meridional propagation of
planetary-scale, barotropically unstable waves from the equatorial
region into the midlatitudes. He sees meridional propagation as a
potential mechanism whereby the detailed structure of the mean flow in
the tropics might significantly affect the large-scale flow in mid-
latitudes in a relatively short period of time (three to five days).

Tribbia also has investigated the dynamics of the spherical gener-
alization of dipole coherent structures (modons) embedded in realistic
mean potential vorticity fields. These modon structures are stable, but
the presence of strong potential vorticity gradients and topography may
alter their stability characteristics.

While visiting the Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences at New
York University for five months during FY 1982, Leith studied the
stability properties of riders added to modons. Using a spectral trans-
form model, he showed that there is a critical rider amplitude above
which the rider destroys the modon, but below which the modon and rider
persist as a stable configuration. Unfortunately, this critical rider
amplitude is too small to permit geophysically interesting deviations
from the regular modon dipole fields. He observed, however, that the
critical amplitude corresponded exactly to the universal perturbation-
induced instability threshold noted by James McWilliams (Oceanography
Section) and Paula Malanotte-Rizzoli (M.I.T.).

Leith, while visiting the Division of Atmospheric Physics at Aspen-
dale, Australia, examined a problem to close the statistical energy and
enstrophy-cycle equations for the general circulation. He found simple
relation between the static stability and the rate of generation, cas-
cade, and dissipation of kinetic energy. Leith discovered, however,
that this relation was noted explicitly by Lorenz in an M.I.T. project
report in the 1950s and mentioned by Kirk Bryan (GFDL) in his disser-
tation written at that time. Apparently, it has since been ignored.
Although it is a key relation, it is not the only one needed, and the
system is not yet closed.

Most of Leith's effort since his return to NCAR has been on commis-
sioned reviews; one entitled "Theoretical and Empirical Predictability
of Climate," for a Leningrad meeting sponsored by the Joint Scientific
Committee/World Climate Research Program (JSC/WCRP), and another
entitled "Global Climate Research," to be the lead chapter in the book
The Global Climate, which is being published by the Cambridge University
Press.
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Thompson put considerable effort into a study of the equilibrium
kinetic energy and energy-transfer spectra for viscous, two-dimensional
flows with arbitrary spectra of random forcing. From a statistical-
mechanical formulation of the problem (using the "quasi-normal" approxi-
mation to calculate changes in energy transfer due to nonlinear inter-
actions), it is possible to extract a closed system of conditions for
statistical equilibrium of finite-order systems. He compared the
analytic results with similar independent statistics constructed from
long-time-integrations of the equations for individual realizations of a
low-order system, and found very good agreement.

In conjunction with Tsing-Chang Chen (Iowa State University) and
students, Tribbia has been examining the energy and enstrophy transfer
between the barotropic and baroclinic components of the flow. This
study has included both observational and modeling work, and Tribbia
recently made a theoretical evaluation of the vertical velocity and
divergent wind spectra as deduced from quasi-geostrophic turbulence
considerations.

Errico has investigated one aspect of the quasi-geostrophic dy-
namics of primitive equations by looking at the solution to an adiabatic
primitive-equation model with an initial condition taken from an atmo-
spheric simulation. For the first 20 days, the behavior can be de-
scribed by quasi-geostrophic dynamics. In fact, the geostrophic spectra
resemble those of the statistical-equilibrium solution to an adiabatic
quasi-geostrophic model starting from the same initial condition. There
is, however, a significant difference at day 20 due to ageostrophic
exchanges (between the rotational modes) missing in the latter. Beyond
20 days, ageostrophic exchanges become increasingly important. A true
statistical-equilibrium state in this solution is not reached until
after two simulated years. Errico found this latter length of time to
depend strongly on both the mean energy and enstrophy of the initial
state.

Tribbia is currently investigating the theoretical predictability
of a simple atmospheric model in the wave number-frequency domain. He
is using a two-level, quasi-geostrophic model having high horizontal
resolution and spherical geometry, with fixed topographic and zonal
thermal forcing. The ultimate goal of the study is to obtain an esti-
mate of the internal limit of predictability for long-range forecasting
(> 30 days).

Concerning the predictability of fluid flows, Thompson and Mizzi
have carried out some numerical experiments with a low-order spectral
model of two-dimensional flows, with two aims in mind, namely: 1) to see
the dependence of global error growth on the character of the true
initial energy spectrum, and 2) to explore the range of validity of the
"quasi-normal" approximation in calculating the rate of initial error
growth during the early stages of a prediction. As might be expected
from barotropic stability theory, the rate of error growth is least when
the scale of the error fields is much less than that of the synoptic-
scale features. The quasi-normal approximation is apparently very good
up to about half the maximum range of predictability.
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During FY 1982, Leith taught an advanced graduate-level course
entitled "Statistical Hydrodynamics of the Atmosphere" at the Courant
Institute of Mathematical Sciences, NYU. This gave him the opportunity
to refine a set of lecture notes that he had been requested to develop
into a book (to be published either by Princeton University Press or by
Springer Press).

During the winter quarter, January-March 1982, Kasahara taught a
graduate-level course, "Advanced Atmospheric Dynamics," in the Depart-
ment of Meteorology, University of Utah, while serving as an adjunct
professor of meteorology.
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OCEANOGRAPHY SECTION

The Oceanography Section has been active in several overlapping
areas: studies of large-scale ocean circulations and development of
relevant models; studies of local eddy processes; analysis and inter-
pretation of field data; and studies of air-sea interaction.

Large-Scale Ocean Circulation

Much of the work of the Oceanography Section continues to focus on
numerical studies of ocean circulation on the basin scale and larger.
This research requires the comparison between models with sufficient
resolution to describe the eddies explicitly, and those which parame-
terize the effects of the eddies. It also involves models that are
suitable for midlatitude problems (the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio Cur-
rents, and the subtropical gyre circulation), as well as the equatorial
ocean circulation. Thus a variety of models is needed, and their
development as well as exploitation is an important element in the
strategy of ongoing research.

William Holland has extended numerical experiments in simple (two-
layer, quasi-geostrophic, rectangular) ocean basins that resolve the
mesoscale eddy field in two ways; to include more vertical resolution
and to incorporate realistic geometry for the North Atlantic and North
Pacific basins. A number of new kinds of behavior are found (baroclinic
instability on the south flank of the subtropical gyre; extensive
regions of homogenized potential vorticity in the ocean interior), which
have some confirmation in the limited oceanic data base. Holland is
exploring the processes responsible for this behavior.

Geostrophic turbulence theory has been a continuing subject of
interest. McWilliams and Julianna Chow have made numerical simulations
of equilibrium, baroclinic, turbulent flow in a channel in the presence
of steady forcing either by surface stress or differential heating.
They also wrote a review paper on the relevance of two-dimensional and
geostrophic turbulence theory to atmospheric and oceanic phenomena.
Their recent work has focused upon the circumstances where turbulent
enstrophy vanishes ("potential vorticity homogenization") and on the
generation and persistence of coherent vortex structures in otherwise
turbulent flow.

Holland has continued development of a multilevel primitive-
equation model that allows outcropping of density surfaces at the sea
surface. He has carried out a number of experiments to understand how
direct atmospheric forcing via Ekman pumping can affect the main thermo-
cline and deep ocean interior. This work has progressed slowly but will
have a higher priority during the next several months.

Peter Gent and McWilliams have continued their work on a family of
balanced models that include the balance equations and the linear
balance equations. They wrote a manuscript which derived consistent,
initial boundary-value problems for the balanced family, and discussed
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various aspects of the design of numerical models to solve them.
Another manuscript, which discusses the regimes of validity of this
family of balanced models, has been submitted. In this study the
models are valid in different regimes, all through two orders of
accuracy in the Rossby number. Gent and McWilliams are also studying
the linear equatorial waves in these models.

With graduate student Mary Batteen (Oregon State University),
Holland has been exploring the possibility that intermediate models
(for example, semi-implicit primitive-equation models, balanced
models) may provide a candidate for the marriage between the efficient
quasi-geostrophic eddy models and the computationally expensive
primitive-equation models currently available. It seems possible at
least that we could develop a world ocean model that is an order of
magnitude more efficient than present ones, allowing both extensive
parameter studies with coarse resolution in the world ocean, and simi-
lar experiments on the basin scale (single oceans like the Atlantic)
with eddy resolution. This would mark a fundamental breakthrough in
ocean modeling.

Models of Local Eddy Processes

McWilliams has investigated the properties of isolated vortices.
These are defined as spatially localized solutions of the quasi-
geostrophic equations that are slowly evolving, relative to typical
wave-dispersion or nonlinear interaction times, in either a stationary
or a propagating reference frame. Such solutions may have relevance
to some of the more orderly and persistent natural phenomena, such as
Gulf Stream rings, atmospheric blocks, or Jupiter's spots. Some of
this work has been done in collaboration with Norman Zabusky
(University of Pittsburgh). The following topics have been addressed
during the past year: the robustness of isolated vortices in inter-
actions with turbulent flow, the collision properties of isolated
vortices, point-vortex representations of isolated vortex phenomena,
and isolated vortices in a review paper.

Analysis and interpretation of numerical studies of laboratory
flows in rotating, sliced-box geometry (Holland in collaboration with
Andrew Bennett, Institute of Ocean Sciences, Canada) have been ex-
panded to include new studies with Donald Boyer (University of
Wyoming) and Peter Davies (University of Dundee). Numerical models
can reproduce detailed laboratory flow patterns, including the fre-
quency and amplitude of boundary-current eddy generation and shedding
into the ocean interior, and the structure of flows over topography.

Analysis and Interpretation of Field Data

Work has proceeded on modeling the strong semiannual oscillation
in the equatorial Indian Ocean. The work is a collaboration between
Gent, Kathleen O'Neill, who is a postdoctoral fellow in ASP, and Mark
Cane of M.I.T. A linear periodic and frictional model is being forced
by the semiannual component of zonal wind stress calculated from
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Hellerman's world ocean data set. This very simple set of physics
reproduces the observations of Luyten and Roemmich very well.

McWilliams has made an analysis of the mean dynamical balances of
the North Atlantic Gulf Stream recirculation zone, based on data from
POLYMODE and a set of dynamical assumptions. He concludes that the
mean vertical circulation is locally quite intense, compared to ex-
pected averages for subtropical gyres, due in part to mesoscale eddy
vorticity flux divergence, and to the eddies' significant contribution
to the local mean momentum, heat, salt, and potential vorticity
budgets.

In addition, McWilliams has participated in the design and
analysis of the POLYMODE Local Dynamics Experiment: a preliminary
survey of its results has been written, calculations are being made of
the local vertical modes and their coupling, estimates are being made
of the geostrophic stream function and the potential vorticity and
heat balances (in collaboration with Brechner Owens (Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institute [WHOI]) and Lien Hua), and interpretations in
terms of the theory of isolated vortices are being made for the
abundant, long-lived, small-scale vortices that were observed.

The properties of mesoscale eddies in midlatitude oceans have
continued to be of central interest to members of the section. It
seems increasingly probable that they play a fundamental role in the
maintenance of the general circulation of the ocean, and hence in the
long-time-scale interactions between the ocean and atmosphere. Much
of the research described above on numerical modeling of midlatitude
gyres and geophysical fluid dynamics is obviously relevant to meso-
scale eddy theory.

Holland, with William Schmitz (WHOI), is extending preliminary
model-data comparisons to include a host of eddy-mean quantities from
both the North Atlantic and North Pacific basins. Long-term current
meter moorings are going into the Pacific this year (Holland is a
principal investigator on the WHOI proposal), and should provide some
severe tests of model capabilities to reproduce the contrasting sta-
tistics of the two ocean basins.

An initial examination of comparable data from the Pacific has
been made (Holland with Schmitz, Pearn Niiler [Oregon State Univer-
sity], and Robert Bernstein [Scripps Institution of Oceanography]).
With the recovery of further current meter moorings from the Pacific
in 1982, a comprehensive comparison between the North Atlantic and
North Pacific is planned, making use of model results for the two
basins.

Air-Sea Interaction

The central importance of the oceans in the climate system has
become widely recognized in recent years, but the modeling and obser-
vational framework for describing the most significant interactions
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between ocean and atmosphere is still evolving. Besides a major focus
on the development of models of the ocean circulation, the NCAR
Oceanography Section has been involved in the development of surface
drifters to measure the fluxes across the interface; has participated
substantially in international planning for the World Climate Research
Program; and has undertaken a number of strategic theoretical studies
such as the information gain from proposed observation systems, and
estimates of the impact of the heat capacity of the oceans on a warm-
ing associated with increasing atmospheric C02.

Bretherton has served as chairman of the international study
group on the World Ocean Circulation Experiment, and as a member of
the Continental Africa GATE Experiment feasibility study group. In
collaboration with Michael McPhaden and Eric Kraus (CIRES) he has
completed an analysis of the potential of an expendable bathy-
thermograph (XBT) program for estimating heat storage in the North
Atlantic. With Kraus and Brady Elliott (University of Miami), he has
begun an in-depth study of existing Atlantic XBT data. In collabora-
tion with Coakley of the Climate Section, he has developed new
approaches to the interaction of satellite cloud images, and with
Chervin has proposed a structure for summarizing the results of
atmospheric global climate models (GCMs) in a form suitable for use as
a simple upper-boundary condition for oceanic models. With Charles
Quon (Bedford Institute of Oceanography) he is investigating what
information about the deep circulation in the ocean is obtainable from
Lagrangian tracers.

McWilliams, William Large, and Niiler are using data from surface
drifters to estimate the important terms in the oceanic heat budget.
They are investigating the temporal and mesoscale variability of the
ocean's response to storms in detail. They have solved design prob-
lems with one drifter launched in October 1982, which survived
throughout 1982. Large and Niiler have initiated the addition of an
air-sea flux measurement capability and the design and testing has
begun at WHOI (Robert Walden, Henri Berteaux, and Richard Payne).
These buoys will be deployed in April 1983 to study the evolution of
the Sargasso Sea seasonal thermocline.

The air-sea turbulent flux measurements and parameterizations of
Large and Stephen Pond (University of British Columbia) have been
extended to include the sensible and latent heat fluxes. An analysis
of winds from Joint Air Sea Interaction moored platforms (Large,
Robert Weller and Payne [both of WHOI], and Walter Zenk [Institute for
Oceanographic Research at Kiel University, Kiel, Germany]), to which
the SEASAT-A scatterometer (SASS) algorithm has been tuned, revealed
that SASS-derived winds and stresses have not reached their potential
accuracy because of the uncertainty of the "ground truth" used to
construct the algorithm.

*GATE, the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment, was a subprogram of
GARP, the Global Atmospheric Research Program.
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STAFF AND VISITORS

Global Climate Modeling Group (GCMG)

AAP Division Office

Richard Anthes (Director)
Linda Bath
Jean-Pierre Chollet (long-term visitor)
Robert Dickinson (Deputy Director)
Barbara Hill
Holly Howard
Michael Kuhn
Ann Modahl
Richard Wolski

Mesoscale Research Section

Raymond Bovet
Richard Brost (to 10 September 1982)
Daloris Flaming
Jackson Herring
Dorene Howard
Hsiao-ming Hsu (long-term visitor)
Patrick Kennedy
Joseph Klemp
Ying-Hwa Kuo (long-term visitor)
Donald Lenschow
Douglas Lilly (to 6 October 1982)
Richard Rotunno
Borislava Stankov
Hiroshi Tanaka (long-term visitor)
Patricia Waukau
Morris Weisman
John Wyngaard (Section Head)
Xiaoping Zhou (long-term visitor)

Climate Section

Eileen Boettner
Warren Washington (Section Head)

Cloud-Climate Interactions Group (CCIG)

Bruce Albrecht (long-term visitor)
Daniel Baldwin
Bruce Briegleb
Thomas Charlock
James Coakley
Patrick Downey
Jeffrey Kiehl (long-term visitor)
Gyula Molnar (long-term visitor)
Karen Palen
V. Ramanathan (Group Leader)

Eric Barron
Gary Bates
Maurice Blackmon
Byron Boville
Robert Chervin
Ann Gayton (to 16
Yen-Huei Lee
Gerald Meehl
Salvador Munoz
Albert Semtner
Lynda Verplank
Warren Washington

April 1982)

(Group Leader)

Large-Scale Dynamics Section

David Baumhefner
Thomas Bettge
Grant Branstator
Roger Daley
Ronald Errico
Akira Kasahara (Section Head)
Cecil Leith
Thomas Mayer
Arthur Mizzi
Mary N emczewski
Yosuke Shigehisa (long-term visitor)
Philip Thompson
Joseph Tribbia
James Vickroy
David Williamson

Oceanography Section

Mary Batteen
Francis Bretherton
Julianna Chow
Judy Fukuhara
Peter Gent
William Holland (Section Head)
Lien Hua (long-term visitor)
William Large
James McW1lliams
Nancy Norton
Charles Quon (long-term visitor)
Christine Sashegyi

Empirical Studies Group (ESG)

Paul Julian
Roland Madden
Chester Newton (Group Leader)
Christine Sashegyi
Dennis Shea
Peter Speth (long-term visitor)
Harry van Loon
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Visitors

Howard Bluestein, University of Oklahoma, July and
August 1982, MRS

Christopher Bretherton, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, July and August 1982, MRS

Xiong-Shan Chen; Institute of Atmospheric Physics,
People's Republic of China; October 1981 to July
1982; Climate Section

Geoffrey Chessire, California Institute of Technology,
June to October 1982, Oceanography Section

James Curry, University of Colorado, August 1981
to January 1982, Division Office

Roland DeSzoeke, Oregon State University, March
to May 1982, Oceanography Section

Maria Silva Dias; University of Sao Paulo, Brazil;
November 1981 to February 1982, MRS

Pedro Silva Dias; University of Sao Paulo, Brazil;
November 1981 to March 1982, LSDS

Kerry Emanuel, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
October 1981, MRS

John Geisler; University of Miami; July to
September 1982, Climate Section

Richard Grotjahn, University of California at
Davis, June to September 1982, Climate Section

Brian Hanson, University of Minnesota, June to
September 1982, Division Office

Lin Ho, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
November to December 1981, Division Office

Jin-Jun Ji; Institute of Atmospheric Physics,
People's Republic of China; June 1982 to June 1983;
Climate Section

Harald Lejenas; University of Stockholm, Sweden;
June to July 1982; Climate Section

Bennert Machenhauer; University of Copenhagen,
Denmark; May to September 1982; LSDS

Robert Malone; Los Alamos National Laboratory;
November and December 1981, and July and August
1982; Climate Section

Hajime Nakamura; University of Tokyo, Japan;
December 1981 to February 1982; LSDS

Eric Pitcher, University of Miami, May to August
1982, Climate Section

David Raymond, New Mexico Institute of Mining and
Technology, September to December 1982, MRS

Jeffery Rogers, Ohio State University, June and
July 1982, Climate Section

F.H.M. Semazzi; University of Nairobi, Kenya;
October 1980 to October 1981, LSDS

Melvyn Shapiro; CIRES and NOAA; November 1981,
January to October 1982, Division Office

Mickey Wai, North Carolina State University, June
to August 1982, MRS

David Webb; Institute of Oceanographic Sciences,
England; July and August 1982, Oceanography Section

Takashi Yamanouchi; National Institute of Polar
Research, Tokyo, Japan; September and October 1982;
Climate Section

Shi Feng Zhang; Nanjing University, People's Republic
of China; April 1981 to February 1982, MRS

Qinglin Zheng; Central Meteorological Bureau, People's
Republic of China; October 1981 to October 1982;
LSDS
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. . . .

The goals of the Atmospheric Chemistry and Aeronomy Division's
(ACAD) research program are as follows:

* To derive and explain the chemical composition of the earth's
atmosphere, with particular concern for constituents that have
global and regional significance because of their effects on the
biosphere, air quality, climate, and the stratospheric ozone layer.
This research requires the identification and quantification of the
sources and sinks of atmospheric gases and of biospheric and indus-
trial emissions.

* To determine the atmosphere's composition (including the products
of chemical conversions) and dynamical features (including their
interactions with chemistry) from global observations. This is
accomplished through satellite programs; global in situ sampling
measurements from aircraft, balloons, and rockets; and various
global and regional chemical field programs.

* To design photochemical-meteorological models to analyze and
interpret atmospheric data and to predict future trends in the
*earth's chemical, physical, and biological environment, globally
and in selected regions.

* To determine the important chemical, physical, and biological
mechanisms that maintain and perturb chemical balances within the
earth's atmosphere. Examples are cycling processes of nutrient
elements and those processes that control precipitation acidity.

ACAD's organizational structure has been designed to meet these
goals and consists of four scientific and one support section. The
scientific sections are Precipitation Chemistry, Reactive Gases, and
Aerosols; Global Observations, Modeling, and Optical Techniques;
Atmospheric Gas Measurements; and Chemical and Aeronomical Modeling.
Most research activities are carried out within projects under the
sections and under the overall guidance of the section heads. Research
efforts frequently involve members and resources from several projects.
Meteorological and engineering and technical advice and assistance are
available in the division from the support section, as is clerical
assistance.

We consider a properly balanced scientific program consisting of
both theoretical and experimental efforts to be vital; without such a
balance the classical scientific method loses its potency. Thus, we
emphasize interaction between theorists and experimentalists. Addi-
tionally, because of the nature of our investigations, it is useful to
draw ideas, methods, and scientific personnel from disciplines other
than atmospheric science, for example, physics, chemistry, biology,
mathematics, oceanography, and soil science. Two major channels of
interaction include collaborations developing out of our visitor program
and cooperative research endeavors with university, government, and,
occasionally, private sector colleagues.
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A number of research highlights that have occurred under the
general areas just reviewed should be noted and described more specifi-
cally. First, in 1979, Cicerone suggested to Richard Turco (R&D
Associates) that the A120 3 particles from space shuttle rocket exhaust
could serve as effective ice nuclei or even condensation nuclei. Because
the surface and mass of these particles (due to annual total injections)
exceed those of AgI used worldwide in seeding experiments, a large-scale
impact might ensue. These calculations have now been completed and the
results published in Nature.

Secondly, with Thompson, Cicerone published a photochemical model
calculation that emphasized transient behavior of gases in the marine
troposphere due to sporadic rainfalls and cloud cover. The model also
included a parameterized surface boundary layer and dry deposition and
scavenging by rainfall. Calculated gas concentrations and key ratios,
for example, N02/HN03 showed that the interpretation of field measure-
ments taken in the planetary boundary layer must recognize the large
perturbations introduced by rain showers, sporadic clouds, and surface
properties. Walters contributed excellent programming to this effort,
including nonuniform spatial gridding and efficient matrix solvers.

Thirdly, Cicerone, Walters, and Shaw Liu (NOAA) prepared a paper
for the Journal of Geophysical Research on stratospheric ozone-column
sensitivity to chlorine injections. Briefly, they found that according
to currently available data on chemical reaction rates, a strong non-
linearity exists in the response of total ozone to chlorine injections.
Instead of being linear, the graph of total ozone vs. stratospheric
inorganic chlorine (C1X) mixing ratio has a slope that varies by a
factor of five or more for 1 ppb < C1X < 9 ppb. Ozone depletion per ppb
of C1X increases rapidly when C1X exceeds 3 ppb. While models that
include dynamical meteorology must be called upon to extend this effort,
these early results have great significance for efforts to detect ozone
trends and to assess the chlorofluorocarbon-ozone problem.

Finally, a large team effort involving Calvert, Cicerone, Walters,
Thompson, Delany, Philip Haagenson, Heikes, Robert Chatfield (ASP),
William Stockwell (ASP), and several NCAR/AAP scientists, was initiated
to develop a comprehensive regional acid-deposition model. In the
Phase I study (to end in January 1983) the team completed a literature
review (500-page report to EPA) and laid plans for a three-year model
development effort. Richard Anthes (AAP), John Wyngaard (AAP), Calvert,
Cicerone, Liu, and Julius Chang (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
are to complete a formal proposal for further EPA funding by February of
1983.
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Research activities of the past year are described below.

PRECIPITATION CHEMISTRY, REACTIVE GASES, AND AEROSOLS SECTION

ACAD research into air pollution, acid precipitation, global halogens,
and other experimental atmospheric chemistry involving reactive gases
and aerosols takes place within the PCRGA Section. The section is
headed by Jack Calvert.

The individual projects and their heads within PCRGA are as follows:
Reactive Gases and Particles (RGP) Project--Allan Lazrus; Global Halogen
Project (GHP)--Walter Berg; Homogeneous Tropospheric Chemistry (HTC)
Project--Jack Calvert; Radioactive Aerosols and Effects (RAE) Project--Edward
Martell; Analytical Techniques Development (ATD) Project--Anthony Delany.
The activities of each are presented under the project titles which
follow.

Reactive Gases and Particles Project

The primary goal of RGP during this year has been to expand knowl-
edge of oxidative processes in clouds. Several approaches are being
pursued: development of appropriate analytical techniques, laboratory
experimentation, field studies, data base interpretation, and develop-
ment of models.

We devoted a large fraction of our effort this year to completing
a dual-beam fluorimeter for the unambiguous measurement of hydrogen
peroxide. Gregory Kok, Sonia Gitlin, John Lind, and Allan Lazrus were
the main contributors to this effort. The method is based on the
oxidation of p-hydroxyphenylacetic acid by H202, selectively catalyzed
by peroxidase enzyme. The background signal from other peroxides and
interferences is measured in a second channel in which the H202 has
been specifically destroyed by catalase enzyme. The difference in the
signals of the two channels represents the signal due specifically to
H202. A final report describing the construction and operation of the
instrument was submitted to the Electric Power Research Institute, which
funded this work. Kok, Gitlin, and Joseph Gallegos (a summer student)
tested various analytical techniques for following bisulfite ion concen-
trations during reaction with Hz02.

Bruce Gandrud, with Arthur Wartburg of the Analytical Techniques
Development Project of ACAD, has continued the testing of tungsten oxide
coated denuders for analyzing nitric acid and ammonia vapors. A possible
interference from hydrogen cyanide vapor was observed in the ammonia
vapor determination.

Maureen McCarthy (summer student from Boston College), Gandrud,
and Lazrus developed a potentially useful denuder tube for sulfur dioxide.

ACAD visitor Scott McLaren (State University of New York [SUNY],
Albany) has been observing the seasonal and diurnal variability of
hydrogen peroxide in cloud water at Whiteface Mountain, New York, using
the dual-beam fluorimeter in cooperation with Volker Mohnen (SUNY, Albany).
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Lind and McLaren have operated the dual-beam fluorimeter at
Brookhaven National Laboratory to observe H202 in maritime cloud water
and to share the technology with Brookhaven's Atmospheric Chemistry
Division.

Kok and Lazrus, in cooperation with Willa Richards (Sonoma Technology,
Santa Rosa, California), used the dual-beam fluorimeter for measuring
H202 in coastal stratus cloud off the coast of southern California. They
discovered that significant fractions of sulfur in the plus-four oxidation
state, occurring as the adduct of bisulfite ion with aldehydes, can
exist simultaneously in cloud water with hydrogen peroxide. Additional
laboratory studies have been pursued by Kok and Gitlin to explore the
conditions under which this occurs.

Preliminary experiments and studies regarding electrical effects on
the aqueous production of hydrogen peroxide were undertaken by Kok,
Brian Heikes, and Lazrus.

Lazrus has analyzed the Acid Precipitation Experiment (APEX) data
collected during summertime convective storms. He also worked with
Ronald Ferek and John Winchester (Florida State University) to analyze the
chemical and morphological data on acidic sulfate aerosol collected
during APEX.

Lazrus wrote an interpretive review of empirical observations
relating to the transport and chemical transformation of acidic con-
stituents contributing to acid rain for a National Academy of Sciences
report.

Heikes and Anne Thompson formulated a theoretical basis for the
formation of nitric acid in clouds. The process entails the conversion
of NO2 (a highly insoluble gas) to NO3 and N205 in the interstitial gas
phase. Diffusion of these relatively soluble gases to the cloud droplets
leads to HN03 formation. The rate of diffusion is comparable to the
rates of competing reactions. This process helps to explain the finding
by APEX of in-cloud formation of nitric acid.

Heikes developed a second model capable of explaining the phase
equilibria of a multicomponent system. The model is particularly useful
for examining the partitioning of constituents between aqueous and vapor
phases in acidic aerosols and droplets.

Two proposals submitted by Lazrus were funded: (1) a proposal to the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to study aerosol formation in
multiphase systems, and (2) a proposal to the Electric Power Research
Institute for investigations on the availability of H202 for in-cloud
conversions of SO2.

Several major volcanic eruptions have had significant effects
on stratospheric composition this year. In particular, the eruptions of
El Chichdn in Mexico in late March and early April produced a significant
increase in both the sulfate and hydrogen chloride burdens. These
changes have been followed by means of U-2 flights in cooperation with
NASA/Ames and with balloon flights in cooperation with the Department of
Energy.
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The increase in hydrogen chloride concentration was the first observed
in association with a volcanic eruption. Neither the major eruption of
Mt. St. Helens in 1980 or of Vulcan Fuego (Guatemala) in 1974 produced
significant changes in stratospheric hydrogen chloride concentrations.

Global Halogen Project

For the past two years the research emphasis in GHP has been on
expanding our basic understanding of the geochemical pathways and atmospheric
chemistry of chlorine- and bromine-containing species. The research
goal has been to improve substantially our knowledge of the movement of
halogen-bearing species from biospheric, oceanic, and anthropogenic
sources to and through the troposphere and the stratosphere. During
1982 research efforts continued in both the laboratory and field to meet
this goal.

From a global perspective the major pathways in the halogen cycles
are understood only in the broadest sense, and key transformation
processes and rates are almost completely unknown. Most of the halogen-
containing species that have been predicted to form the backbone of the
chlorine and bromine cycles have not been detected in the atmosphere.
The size and spatial variability of sources for the enormous mass of
halogens in the marine atmosphere are currently unknown. During 1982
research efforts were focused on defining basic source term magnitudes
and processes necessary to account for the current atmospheric loading
of halogens in both the marine environment and in the mid-stratosphere.
From a more practical viewpoint the expansion of knowledge in this area
is important because: chlorine, bromine, and possibly iodine play a key
photochemical role in the potential destruction of the stratospheric
ozone layer; acid chlorides are known to contribute to acid precipitation
on a mesoscale level, especially in Europe; several prominent halocarbons
have global infrared effects; and halogenated pesticides and reaction
intermediates significantly affect global atmospheric and environmental
chemistry.

A three-phase systematic approach to the study of global halogen
pathways was adopted in 1981. Phase one, which consumed a major portion
of 1981, was devoted to the careful design and development of halogen
measurement systems for remote ship and aircraft operation over the
ocean, automated pumping and flow-controlled systems for balloon-borne
applications in the mid-stratosphere, and analytical techniques for
both species-specific and halogen group measurements. This design and
development phase was completed in 1981. As part of the second phase of
the research effort, these units were employed in five tropospheric
field projects and two measurement experiments at 36 km in altitude. A
major part of the second-phase effort involved analytical chemistry with
multiple analysis of 465 halogen samples by thermal and epithermal
neutron activation. The second phase consumed a small fraction of the
research effort in 1981 and a majority of the research time expended in
1982. Phase three was begun in mid-1982 as large blocks of halogen data
became available. Emphasis in this last phase has been and will continue
to be on data interpretation and publication of results. The third
phase of this research effort forms the foundation for the more detailed
tropospheric and stratospheric measurement program developed for 1983
and 1984.
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Most of the GHP research effort has been conducted in cooperation
with eight other research institutions: the Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LANL), the University of California, San Diego, the National Bureau of
Standards (NBS), the University of Rhode Island, the University of
Tokyo, the NASA Langley Research Center, Florida State University, and
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). A brief
description of each joint research effort conducted during 1982 follows.

A main focus of the GHP research program during 1982 has been on
mid-stratospheric measurements of halogen-containing species groups.
This has been a collaborative effort with Ernest Gladney (LANL). It has
been shown over the last several years that significant discrepancies
exist between theory and observation for several key chlorinated and
brominated species involved in stratospheric ozone destruction. Of
particular concern since 1977 has been the discrepancy between measure-
ments of ClO and the model-predicted maximum possible stratospheric
volume mixing ratio for ClX. Predicted total chlorine mixing ratios at
35-40 km have generally been in the neighborhood of 2.0 ppbv. Recently
available measurements, however, leave open the possibility for much
higher concentrations for stratospheric C1X and BrX. Discrepancies such
as these have led to suggestions that (1) the chlorine and bromine
chemistry in the current photochemical models is incomplete; (2) perhaps
not all of the stratospheric sources of chlorine and bromine have been
taken into account in the budget analyses and model calculations; or (3)
the high C10 measurements are not representative of average strato-
spheric conditions. An accurate global measurement of the stratospheric
total chlorine and total bromine volume mixing ratio would resolve this
discrepancy, provide a key test for current one- and two-dimensional
photochemical models, and increase our basic understanding of halogen
photochemistry in the stratosphere. For these reasons we continued our
efforts to obtain total chlorine and bromine measurements at the 35-km
level during 1982.

The halogen samples collected at 36 km during the October 1981
balloon mission were analyzed early in 1982 at the LANL Omega West
nuclear reactor. The results showed bromine and chlorine values that
were substantially higher than predicted. Several 20-km sampling runs
by a NASA WB-57F aircraft have also yielded comparably high halogen
values at lower and higher latitudes. Before ACAD publishes any of
these potentially controversial data, however, we will conduct an addi-
tional 36-km balloon flight in April 1983 to further corroborate our
1981-82 findings.

To prepare for this balloon mission we designed a new 1,200-lb
payload in early 1982. The previous payload was almost totally destroyed
after free-falling 10,000 ft after our last stratospheric flight (an Air
Force telemetry error). The new payload is nearly completed, and initial
flight tests are scheduled for March 1983. The new balloon-borne platform
is completely microprocessor-controlled and incorporates multiple feedback
circuits tor continuous checks on system status. A high-capacity cryogenic
pumping unit will maximize sampling capabilities and 24 units have been
built for the spring 1983 flight. Because of previous problems encountered
with the telemetry units supplied by the Air Force a new ground communication
and data acquisition system is also being constructed.
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Three additional experiments have been integrated into the payload
design. Each of these subprojects represents a cooperative research
effort with a non-NCAR research group. The first experiment involves the
mid-stratosphere collection of meteoric oblation products by two low-
pressure cascade impactors. This is a joint project with James Arnold's
group (Department of Chemistry, University of California, San Diego), and
Takashi Onaka and Toshihiko Tanabi (University of Tokyo, Japan). The basic
goals of the project are twofold: (1) to determine the absolute magnitude
of the oblation debris contribution to the middle stratosphere, and (2) to
explore the possibility that stratospheric metal vapors and/or aerosols
from meteoric oblation play a significant role in halogen-ozone photo-
chemistry. A prototype test system was successfully flown in late 1981 and
analyzed in November 1982.

The second payload subproject involves oxygen isotope measurements
at altitudes of 23 and 36 km. This is a cooperative effort with Mark Thiemens
(Department of Chemistry, University of California, San Diego). The purpose
of the joint experiment is to test recent theoretical hypotheses that predict
an isotopically selective photolysis of molecular oxygen at altitudes above
25 km. During 1982 a mass spectrometer with a separate high-vacuum gas
chromatographic line was set up for the measurements of the 180160/1 01(
and 1701O0 /160160 ratios. The detection of an isotopic ratio other than
the tropospheric value (6180 = 23.5 + 0.3 per mill) would be significant
as a potential isotopic tracer. An isotopic fractionation resulting
from the primary photochemical process with a concomitant altitudinal
variation could be capable of serving as an isotopic tag through the
stratospheric 02, 03, NO , HO , BrO , and C10 cycles. It should be
noted also that the measurement of the 170160160160 ratio will represent
the first atmospheric measurement of this ratio at any level above
ground.

The third payload subproject is the continuation of a research
effort begun in 1980 to measure HC1 at ambient concentration levels of
0.1 to 1 ppbv. Alan Fried, a laser spectroscopist with NBS in Washington,
D.C., has been working with the GHP staff to develop a photoacoustic
detection system for HC1 using a deuterium fluoride (DF) laser. During
1982 detection limits for HC1 were pushed to 10 ppbv. In late September
1982 several sensitivity enhancement techniques were instituted that are
expected to lower the detection limit by a factor of 110. The goal of
the HC1 experiment is to conduct continuous, cell-less, measurements of
HC1 from ground level to 40 km with a sensitivity of +0.1 ppbv.

In addition to the stratospheric research program, the GHP accelerated
the ongoing tropospheric halogen effort during 1982. The oceans are a
major natural source for most atmospheric halogen-containing species,
but the production mechanism(s), magnitude, and chemical speciation of
the major participants remain unknown. Trace-level measurement techniques
have been developed and are continuing to be perfected to examine in
detail the production mechanism(s) of the major inorganic and organically
bound halogen species (e.g., for chlorine they are not known but are believed
to be HC1 and CH3C1). The techniques include application of the computer-
assisted NCAR gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer system for organic
halogen chemistry; continued use of ion chromatography, neutron activation
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analysis (NAA), and proton-induced X-ray emission (as a cooperative
effort with Winchester, Florida State University) for elemental deter-
mination of total C1, Br, I, and F; and the field use of a DF laser (an
NCAR-NBS joint effort) for tracking the highly reactive HC1 molecule
using a photoacoustic detection technique.

During 1982 three tropospheric halogen field programs, all jointly
conducted in 1981, moved into the data analysis and interpretation
phase. These were discussed in detail in the 1981 Annual Scientific
Report and include: (1) a joint halogen experiment involving Robert
Duce and Eric Butler (University of Rhode Island), as part of the Sea-Air
Exchange (SEAREX) program, (2) a joint vertical profile study with Robert
Harriss and Daniel Sebacher (NASA Langley Research Center), involving
the first space shuttle launch during April 1981, and (3) a cooperative
background halogen measurement project with Katherine Malville (visitor,
Carleton College) entailing a globe-circling sampling cruise of the S.S.
Universe. During 1982 over 220 samples were analyzed in support of
these programs. Because of the heavy workload two students (Malville,
and Johanna Gray, Georgia Institute of Technology) joined the GHP and
worked on data reduction during May-August 1982. The data tabulation
and interpretation efforts for these three programs are still in progress.

As part of the tropospheric halogen research effort a measurement
program was started in the Arctic with a base at the NOAA Geophysical
Monitoring for Climatic Change (GMCC) station at Pt. Barrow, Alaska. At
present this is a joint research project with Kenneth Rahn (University
of Rhode Island). From stratospheric bromine data obtained in our
ballooning program it became evident that one or more large sources for
bromine remained to be identified in the troposphere. From aerosol data
and a detailed literature search completed early in 1982 it appeared
plausible that the Arctic Ocean, Greenland, and the Barents Sea, together
with adjacent northern seas, were probably the largest single source
region for naturally produced atmospheric bromine. Hence, we initiated
a bromine measurement program in a potentially major source region to set
the boundary conditions on atmospheric bromine and the potential role of
bromine in the catalytic destruction cycle of ozone. Detailed bromine
gas and aerosol measurements were completed under late winter/early
spring and summer Arctic conditions at Pt. Barrow. Data tabulation was
completed in September 1982. Initial results strongly suggest that, in
fact, the Arctic may be a major global source region. The gas-phase
bromine levels measured during the late winter/early spring exceeded
by a factor of more than 2 all other published tropospheric values.
Based on these results we expanded the program and started a modular
aircraft sampling system for use aboard the NOAA P-3 Orion research
aircraft. In March of 1983 more detailed bromine measurements will be
made with this unit as part of the NOAA Arctic Gas and Aerosol Sampling
Program (AGASP).

The scientific objectives of the GHP Arctic program are twofold:
(1) to provide an upper limit, as a function of altitude, to the total
amount of bromine produced in the Arctic available for potential strato-
spheric injection, and (2) to explore the nature of any spatial and
diurnal variability in particulate and gas-phase bromine produced at the
air-sea interface in the Arctic.
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Analytical Techniques Development Project

Work has continued on the diffusion denuder technique, which was
first brought to our attention by Robert Braman (University of Southern
Florida). Lazrus, Gandrud, and McCarthy have cooperated with us in
definition of the specificity of the technique.

With a tungstic oxide tube coating

* NO and NO2 are not taken up

* HN3, HCN, (CN)2 (and possibly other nitrogen species) are reversibly
taken up and on heating are released in the same form

* HNO 3 is irreversibly held, and on heating NO is released.

We have exploited this set of properties and fabricated an analysis
system for HN03 that will soon be ready for field testing. The analysis
system, which consists of a programmable timer, diffusion tube heaters
and coolers, flow controllers, valves, and a nitric oxide analyzer,
could be used with other nitrogen gases (NH3, HCN) if specific absorption
and conversion processes are defined. Attempts to obtain specificity
have been made using oxidation, photolysis, and different denuder tube
coatings, and some promising leads have been discovered.

Adaptation of the system for sulfur gas analysis (SO2, H2S, COS, CS2,
and DMS) is possible by substituting a flame emission sulfur detector
for the nitric oxide detector. Experience this last summer indicated
that we could make the system specific for sulfur species by using
different metal films.

We needed to construct a high-vacuum (10- 5 torr) film deposition
system, which is now ready for use. With it, it will be possible to
make much better metal film coatings on the insides of the denuder
tubes.

Anthony Delany working with Trevor Davies at the University of East
Anglia, England, during his sabbatical year, determined deposition
fluxes of NO and 03 by the gradient technique using a single-intake
aspirated flow system that removed the problem of systematic bias
between the upper and lower measurement stations. We will use this
technique in our future studies of dry deposition. A variation of the
gradient technique will use the HN03 analyzer which has just been described.

In addition to the gradient techniques, we plan to use the correlation
method of flux determinations for NO and NO in the field. It is possible
to acquire the requisite data through use of a fast (8-Hz), sensitive NO
analyzer, which has been developed in the ATD laboratory. Eventually
this system will be flown on an aircraft to complement the fast 03
correlation device developed with the assistance of Donald Stedman
(University of Michigan) and Donald Lenschow (Atmospheric Analysis and
Prediction Division) some three years ago.
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A field experiment is planned for early next year in which 03, NO,
NO , and HN03 fluxes will be determined in a surface layer meteorology-
chemistry study in cooperation with Lenschow, Richard Pearson (Colorado
State University), and Barry Huebert (Colorado College). In order to
carry out this experiment we have assembled a data acquisition system that
is capable of handling fast (up to 20-Hz) input and of calculating the
uptake fluxes in real time. Much of this system has been devised by
Frank Melchior.

We foresee future instrument development including the fabrication of
an eddy accumulator to measure fluxes of HN03 and other species.

Radioactive Aerosols and Effects Project

During the first eight months of 1982, the RAE Project conducted
further experimental studies on the properties and dynamics of indoor
radon progeny aerosols. During this period special attention was given
to an assessment of the size distribution and solubility of radon progeny
associated with smoke tar aerosols in smoke-filled rooms and in main-
stream cigarette smoke, and on factors that influence these properties.
Progress in these experimental studies was interrupted in late August
1982 by the departure of Kevin Sweder, support chemist on this project
(now pursuing graduate studies in chemistry at California Institute of
Technology) and by lack of adequate funding.

This project was supported in part by the EPA Office of Radiation
Programs' extramural research program on indoor radon progeny until the
funding for this program was cancelled due to EPA budget cuts in June
1981. The NCAR project has continued at a reduced level, pending
development of other sources of outside support. A research grant
application entitled "Indoor Radon Progeny Aerosols and Bronchial
Cancer" has been submitted to the National Cancer Institute for con-
sideration. The proposed work includes experimental studies on the
biomedical aspects of bronchial cancer induction in collaboration with
Mukta Webber and Helvise Morse of the University of Colorado Health
Sciences Center.

The experimental approach used in these indoor radon progeny studies
involves laboratory chambers in which the concentrations of radon or
thoron and their radioactive decay products are controlled, using solution
standards of 226Ra or a dry thoron emanation source of 228Th. Cigarette
smoke particles and other sources of submicron-sized particles are
introduced into these chambers in high concentrations. The influence of
aging, coagulation, and sedimentation on the radon progeny aerosol
population is evaluated using multistage cascade impactors for particle-
size determinations and a modified Rich-100 condensation nuclei (CN)
monitor for submicron particle concentration measurements. The activity
median aerodynamic diameters (AMAD) of radon progeny aerosols in chamber
air and in mainstream smoke were determined by 0 counting of each
impactor stage using sensitive, low-level B detection methods. The
solubility of radon progeny associated with smoke tar particles was
determined by subjecting filter collections of these radon progeny
aerosols to extraction by simulant lung fluid to determine the extent of
dissolution vs fluid volume and flow rate.
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The results of these experiments indicate that AMAD for radon
progeny aerosols is between 0.5 and 1.0 im in smoke-filled rooms, and
between 1.0 and 2.0 im in mainstream smoke. These radon progeny aerosol
populations also are surprisingly resistant to dissolution in simulant
lung fluid. Such properties have important implications for induction
of bronchial cancer. Upon inhalation, a fraction of these large particles
are selectively deposited in "hot-spots" at bronchial bifurcations. And
because of the resistance of smoke tar particles to dissolution in lung
fluid, there is a substantial degree of radioactive decay of radon
progeny at deposition sites before clearance. This gives rise to a
large cumulative alpha dose in small tissue volumes at bifurcations in
the lungs of smokers.

By contrast, radon progeny associated with natural Aitken nuclei
are very small hygroscopic particles that are soluble in lung fluid and
are rapidly cleared from sites of deposition in the lung. The important
implications of these differences in radon progeny aerosols for lung
cancer risks in smokers, passive smokers, and nonsmokers are clear.
Publication of these new experimental results is in progress.

Homogeneous Tropospheric Chemistry Project

The HTC Project was initiated upon Jack Calvert's arrival at NCAR
on 3 January 1982. It was designed to provide needed new information on
the properties of reactive transient species that may be significant
in the transformation of common atmospheric trace components including
SOz, NO , the hydrocarbons, and their oxidation products. The research
group consists of Jack Calvert and three young Ph.D. chemists: William
Stockwell (NCAR postdoctoral fellow) and visiting scientists Edward
Gardner (California Institute of Technology) and Ranmali Wijayaratne
(University of Maryland).

A major part of the research work of this group involves the use of
infrared analysis of chemical species of tropospheric interest. Stockwell
has been responsible for the transfer to NCAR of the Fourier transform
infrared spectrometer (FTIRS) and long-path photochemical cell from
Calvert's laboratory at Ohio State University. Stockwell and Calvert have
installed this equipment and associated gas-handling system at the NCAR
Mesa Laboratory.

Research with the FTIRS equipment and the detailed analysis of the
recorded IR spectral data from S02-containing reaction mixtures have
begun. The HO-S02 reaction (A) is generally accepted as the dominant
homogeneous process that initiates oxidation of S02 in the troposphere
and is seemingly important in tropospheric acid generation:

HO + S02 (+M) -» HOS02 (+M) (A)

However, the rate constant for this reaction at tropospheric
pressures is probably uncertain by as much as a factor of +50%. The
alternative pathways are ill-defined for the initial HOS02 product of
reaction which ultimately leads to H2S04 . Our preliminary studies
suggest we now have some key information on the rates and mechanism
of interest. We are actively involved in the quantitative evaluation of
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infrared spectral data obtained in product rate studies from photolysis
of HONO in SO2, CO, 02, and N2 gaseous mixtures. Two interesting pre-
liminary conclusions result from this analysis to date:

* The reaction in this system must be followed largely by a chain
propagating reaction such as

HOS02 + 02 -+ H02 + S03 (B)

This follows from the observation that the addition of significant
quantities of S02 to a photolyzing HONO-, CO-containing mixture has no
measurable influence on the HO-radical concentration in the system,
although about 50% of the HO radicals found reacted with S02 to lead to
H2S04.

* We have considered the rate data for all measured products and
reactants in the system NO, HONO, NO2, HNO 3 , C02, SO2, and H 2S04 by con-
ventional kinetic methods and computer simulation to derive new information
on the mechanism and the rate constant for Reaction (A). A preliminary
study of our data suggests that the rate constant for Reaction (A) in
1 atm of air is significantly larger than that derived from extrapolation
of lower-pressure data and in less direct measurements at higher pressures.
This ongoing study promises to give important new information on this
seemingly important reaction system.

Further research planned for the FTIRS system during the next year
involves the instrument calibrations for PAN (peroxyacetyl nitrate),
H 202, HNO3, and various other tropospheric contaminants. The absorption
at the characteristic IR bands will provide the primary reference for
the calibration.

Studies are planned to evaluate the potential role of 0 3-alkene
reactions in the troposphere as a source of S02 oxidation. It is known
from previous work of our group and others that Criegee intermediates
formed in these systems oxidize S02 readily. Analogous species formed
in the terpene-03 chemistry may play a role in S02 oxidation in the
natural troposphere.

The second major effort of the research of the HTC group is now
funded through EPA. This project, "The Primary Photochemical Processes
in Selected Hazardous Air Pollutants," began in August 1982 with the
arrivals of Gardner (physical chemist) and Wijayaratne (analytical
chemist). In this work the primary quantum efficiency of photodecom-
position of several carbonyl components in air will be determined as a
function of wavelength at various pressures and temperatures typical of
the troposphere. In the first phase of this work the compounds acetone
and acrolein will be studied. Preliminary data suggest that the photo-
oxidation of these species is slow in the troposphere. The major products
of these photo-oxidations will be analyzed using chromatographic (GC and
IR and UV-spectrographic, high-performance liquid chromatography) and
mass spectroscopic techniques. The data will allow an evaluation of the
tropospheric lifetime of these species.
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The complex gas-handling equipment required for this study is
nearly constructed. We feel that this experimental program will provide
a most useful resource for other needed photochemical information for
ACAD-NCAR programs.

GLOBAL OBSERVATIONS, MODELING, AND OPTICAL TECHNIQUES SECTION

The GOMOT Section is headed by John Gille. It consists of a Global
Observation and Modeling (GOM) Project, which Gille also leads, and an
Optical Techniques (OT) Project led by William Mankin.

The goals of GOMOT are to understand the chemical composition,
dynamics, and radiation in the atmosphere through making and interpreting
observations. Emphasis is on global scale processes and interactions in
the middle atmosphere, and tropospheric sources, sinks, transports, and
perturbations. The section's activities include data acquisition,
analysis, limited modeling, and instrument development.

Global Observations and Modeling Project

Global Data Acquisition. Reduction of data from the Limb Infrared
Monitor of the Stratosphere (LIMS) experiment on board the Nimbus 7
spacecraft was largely completed in April. Gille and James Russell III
(NASA Langley Research Center) are coleaders of the science team, which
had responsibility for the development of calibration, inversion, and
mapping algorithms. Other members are S. Roland Drayson (University of
Michigan), Herbert Fischer (University of Munich), Andrd Girard (National
Office of Aeronautical Study and Research, France), John Harries (Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory, England), Frederick House (Drexel University),
Conway Leovy (University of Washington), Walter Planet (NOAA), and
Ellis Remsberg (NASA Langley Research Center). Paul Bailey headed the
operational data reduction.

LIMS obtained data from 25 October 1978, shortly after launch,
until 28 May 1979, when the solid methane cryogen used to cool the
instrument was expended. The instrument performed almost flawlessly
over this period, providing data of excellent quality with very low
noise levels.

The data reduction took place in three steps, resulting in three
different output products. Initially the instrument output voltages are
converted to calibrated radiances and located. This step was completed
first. In the second step, the radiances from the six channels are
inverted to yield vertical distributions of temperature, 03, H20, NO2,
and HNO 3, registered on a pressure scale. The profiles are objectively
analyzed in the third step to yield coefficients from which maps and
cross sections of the quantities can be drawn.

The inversion algorithm is designed to enable the reduction of
large amounts of data relatively inexpensively, sacrificing some rigor
for speed. The transmittance information is incorporated into the
precomputed emissivities of 16 initial atmospheres, one of which is
adaptively chosen to start the iterations. The absorption by the pressure-
induced oxygen feature at 6 um is included, and the H20 channel radiance
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is used to correct for H20 interference in the NO2 channel. The opera-
tional inversions were completed early in 1982 by Edward Perkins and
Bailey.

A large effort by the LIMS team, including Gille, Bailey, Lawrence
Lyjak, and Sharon Beck at NCAR, has gone into assessing the accuracy and
precision of these results through simulations and comparisons with
in-situ measurements. Estimates are that the temperature is accurate to
<2° below 1 mb, and that the constituents are accurate to within roughly
75%, although accuracy varies from constituent to constituent and with
altitude. The precision is generally much better. A series of manuscripts
on the experiment, data reduction, and the validation of the data is
now being submitted for publication.

Beck reinverted all of the data from the Limb Radiance Inversion
Radiometer (LRIR), for which Gille is principal investigator and House
is co-investigator. The LRIR flew on the Nimbus 6 spacecraft, obtaining
good data on temperature and ozone from June 1975 to December 1976, the
lifetime again being limited by the amount of solid cryogen. Some
unrealistic features were found when the ozone data were mapped; these
were traced to an overly constrained ozone retrieval. Beck is now
running the ozone data through the LIMS ozone algorithm.

In other areas, Gille was asked to remain involved with the Upper
Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) program in the areas of data reduction
and interpretation, although hardware he had proposed was not selected
for flight. After further discussions Gille, Bailey, Michael Coffey,
and Mankin agreed to collaborate with Aidan Roche and his colleaaues at
the Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratories on the Cryogenic Limb Array
Etalon Spectrometer (CLAES) experiment. An additional scientist is now
being sought to work on this project.

Gille, Bailey, Coffey, and Mankin worked on the interpretation of
data from the limb-scanning infrared radiometer on the Solar Mesosphere
Explorer (SME) satellite, launched in October 1981. SME was designed,
constructed, and operated by the Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space
Physics (LASP) of the University of Colorado. The principal investigator
for SME is Charles Barth (LASP). Co-investigators include Gary Thomas
and A. Ian Stewart (LASP); Julius London (University of Colorado);
Shaw Liu, John Noxon, and Susan Solomon (NOAA); and C. B. Farmer (Jet
Propulsion Laboratory). This instrument was designed to make long-
term measurements of pressure, temperature, ozone, and water vapor in
the stratosphere and mesosphere. Unfortunately, the radiatively cooled
detectors stabilized at 162 K rather than the expected 130 K, resulting
in very noisy data in all but the H20 channel. Because of these data
problems and conflicting requirements on GOM resources, there is no
involvement with SME at this time.

Analysis and Interpretation of Global Data. Gille and Charles
Smythe developed an adaptive Kalman filter algorithm to analyze the LIMS
and LRIR data objectively. Unlike earlier versions of the algorithm,
detailed statistics (which do not exist for the LIMS constituents) are
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not required as input data. Consistency checks on the results showed
that the approach works well, and Bailey and Perkins used this algorithm
to analyze the LIMS data. The mapping was completed in April, but some
problems with the results from high latitudes led to a reanalysis of
temperature and height fields there. Leovy has independently evaluated
these maps and concluded that they were of good quality in a study
submitted for publication.

The LRIR data have more gaps, leading to additional problems.
Gille and Smythe did numerous sensitivity studies, and the LRIR tempera-
ture and height data have now been analyzed.

Gille was co-convenor with Karin Labitzke (Free University of
Berlin) of a workshop held at NCAR in May to intercompare data from four
satellite experiments and conventional data. The primary conclusion was
that all the data sets were similar, even under some very disturbed
conditions. Further, more quantitative, comparisons are being planned.

The mapped data were used to calculate zonal wind, indices of
refraction for planetary wave propagation, heat and momentum fluxes, and
Eliassen-Palm (EP) fluxes and their divergences. Gille, Lyjak, Bailey,
and Russell presented an overview of the disturbed winter of 1978-79 at
the Committee on Space Research (COSPAR) biennial meeting based on
these data, with emphasis on the "sudden cooling" at the end of January,
which was characterized by a large EP flux divergence and rapid accelera-
tion of the zonal wind. Subsequently, Gille and Lyjak have made more
refined calculations for the entire winter. These strongly support the
ideas that initial disturbances precondition the atmosphere, allowing
subsequent major warmings, that waves are guided in the mean (but not in
detail) by the refractive indices, that there is great temporal variability,
and that fields of EP flux convergence and divergence are very good
indicators of deceleration or acceleration of mean flow.

Additional studies of mean states of the atmosphere during the LIf1S
period, and of several dynamical and chemical problems are now beginning.
It is already clear that mesospheric ozone shows large variation during
a stratospheric warming. The warming also brings about a large redistribu-
tion of the trace species; these variations should provide considerable
information with which to test our understanding of winter chemistry.

Optical Techniques Project

The OT Project develops and applies methods of infrared spectroscopy
to the measurement of trace gases in the atmosphere. Two major efforts in
1982 were the continuation of recording and analyzing high-resolution
interferometric spectra of the stratosphere, and the development of
fast, sensitive instrumentation (based on tunable infrared diode lasers)
for the measurement of trace gases in the troposphere.

The airborne Fourier spectrometer, which has been used in the past
for measurements of numerous trace gases in the stratosphere, was flown
on the NCAR Sabreliner during two field periods this year. Mankin and
Coffey operated it at latitudes from 35°N to 71°N during July 1982, in
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order to determine the latitude distribution of the observable gases in
the summertime at higher latitudes than previous observations. The
resulting spectra have been analyzed for concentrations of nitric
oxide, nitrogen dioxide, and nitric acid. In the regions where the
measurements overlap the previous results, the agreement is good, and
the extension to higher latitude allows further comparison with photo-
chemical models in geographic regions where the variability is quite
large. These data will be published as a supplement to the previous
results on nitrogen compounds.

Analysis of the spectra has continued, in cooperation with Aaron
Goldman (visitor from University of Denver). The most important result
is the determination of the distribution of HC1 and HF as a function of
latitude from the equator to 71°N in summer and 55°N in winter. This
allows an assessment of the global stratospheric budget of these important
halogen-bearing species. Since HC1 is the most important reservoir and
sink for active chlorine and HF is the only sink for fluorine from
fluorocarbons, or other sources, these distributions allow a valuable
check on our understanding of stratospheric halogen chemistry.

The continuum absorption of the upper atmosphere in the 6-pm
spectral region has been studied. Coffey and Mankin have shown that the
spectral shape and the magnitude of the absorption are consistent with
the laboratory measurements of the collision-induced absorption by
molecular oxygen. This source of opacity is important in the analysis
of satellite measurements, such as have been made by LIMS, and calcula-
tions are being made to determine whether the effect of this opacity on
the heating and cooling of the lower stratosphere is significant.

The second field observation period occurred in September when
Mankin and Coffey cooperated in the International Balloon Intercomparison
Campaign. Measurements of stratospheric composition by different
observers, using different instruments at different times and places,
have shown a wide scatter in the results. It is not known to what
extent this scatter represents the variability of the atmosphere in
space and time and to what extent it reflects the errors or inter-
ferences in different measurements. To attempt to resolve this question
and to obtain a coordinated, simultaneous set of data on as many com-
pounds as possible, an international campaign was mounted to have
observers with different remote-sensing instruments observe simultaneously
from balloons located at nearly the same place. Scientists from seven
nations operated 17 instruments on four balloons launched in September
from NSBF in Palestine, Texas. Many of these instruments obtained
vertical profiles of molecules observable by the OT Project airborne
spectrometer. Although the airborne spectrometer measures only integrated
column amounts, it provides a stringent boundary condition on the
profiles. The spectrometer can measure almost all the molecules measured
by the balloon instruments, and the aircraft can cover a large geographical
area for intercomparison of instruments on balloons which have drifted
apart, making it a key instrument for the intercomparison. Mankin and
Coffey underflew the three balloons launched on 21 September and were
able to fly again ten days later to compare with a fourth instrument
package that failed to reach altitude on the first flight day. They
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also overflew Kitt Peak National Obseryatory to make comparisons with
their ground-based instruments, which could not be relocated to the
launch site.

The data for this international campaign will be analyzed and
compared with the results from other experimenters to attempt to answer
the questions about the accuracy of various methods of observation, and
to determine the accuracy of our understanding of the chemistry of
several species. Data will be exchanged with several groups to assess
the influence of analysis techniques. One of the methods to be used is
the least-squares method being developed by Goldman, Coffey, and Mankin.

During the September flight period, Mankin and Coffey made several
flights over the Gulf of Mexico, to observe the cloud of stratospheric
debris left by the eruption of El Chichdn volcano in Mexico in April
1982. Unlike most volcanic eruptions, this one seems to have had an
important effect on the gas-phase chemistry of the stratosphere, as well
as injecting a tremendous quantity of aerosol particles. In particular,
Mankin and Coffey have found a substantial enhancement of the concentra-
tion of HC1 in the stratosphere as a result of this volcano. The
enhancement in HC1 coincides spatially with the aerosol cloud defined by
lidar and satellite observation. This indicates that volcanoes may play
a significant role in the natural chlorine chemistry of the stratosphere;
this discovery could influence our estimates of the magnitude of anthro-
pogenic effects on the ozone layer. There may be other enhancements in
stratospheric chemical species detectable in the spectra as well.

The other major effort has been in the development of a laser diode
instrument for the rapid, sensitive measurement of carbon monoxide in
the troposphere. This instrument can be used on the ground or on aircraft.
There have been major improvements in the instrument since the initial
testing in 1981. The absorption cell has been modified to provide about
the same path length (and hence sensitivity) as the original cell, but
with a volume 30 times less. This increases the speed of response by
the corresponding factor, and allows a measurement with a sensitivity of
about 1 ppb with a measurement time of less than 1 s, on an air sample
of less than 0.01 mole. The electronics have been redesigned so that
the data processing is automatic, reading out the CO mixing ratio directly.
An internal calibration system allows calibration curves to be checked
in a matter of minutes. This system will be flown on the NCAR Sabreliner
in November. There is hope that with some more improvement in speed of
response, it can determine CO fluxes by the method of meteorological
correlation.

Work is in progress to construct a similar system using a much
longer optical path for the measurement of sulfur dioxide at ambient
levels. This work will be ground based, and should allow the deter-
mination of the rate of dry deposition of S02 on various terrains, a
quantity which is important for understanding the processes producing
acid precipitation.
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During the first quarter of 1982, Mankin was on sabbatical leave at
the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory of the Science and Engineering
Research Council, in Oxfordshire, England. There he worked with John
Harries (a former NCAR visitor and member of the LIMS science team) and
the Remote Sensing Group. The work there involved laboratory spectros-
copy and the planning of satellite experiments for remote sensing of the
earth's atmosphere.

ATMOSPHERIC GAS MEASUREMENTS SECTION

The Atmospheric Gas Measurements (AGM) Section is composed of two
projects. The first, the In-Situ Measurements (ISM) Project, is led by
Leroy Heidt; the second, the Biosphere-Atmosphere Interactions (BAI)
Project, by Patrick Zimmerman. Ralph Cicerone is acting as temporary
section head.

The BAI Project is devoted to the study of both natural and anthro-
pogenic impacts of the biosphere on the atmosphere. During the past
year, there has been particular emphasis on the contribution of methane
generated by termites to the worldwide budget of methane. The ISM
Project has emphasized the measurement of trace gases using high-altitude
balloons as observing platforms. Special attention was also given to
the intercalibration of the observing instrumentation of several other
research groups.

In-Situ Measurements Project

The continuing goals of the ISM Project have been to produce solid
trace-gas measurements in the troposphere and stratosphere, which help
to isolate sources and sinks, and to establish the in situ data required
to test atmospheric photochemical, radiative, and dynamical models. The
species measured serve as sources of radicals important in the ozone-
destroying catalytic cycles in the stratosphere. Further, the measurements
allow indirect deductions of the stratospheric OH and C1 concentrations,
thereby permitting the testing of the hypothesis that there are no
atmospheric sources of species such as CH4, N20, CH3C1, and CF4. The
combination of these data is also valuable in assessing climatic effects
of global problems such as the elevation of atmospheric CO2 resulting
from the increased use of fossil fuels.

As a part of this program, the ISM Project has participated in
several series of instrumental intercomparisons with other institutions
both in the laboratory and in the field.

An international intercomparison of stratospheric water vapor
instrumentation began in 1981 with a series of simultaneous balloon
flights from the National Scientific Balloon Facility at Palestine,
Texas. Heidt, Richard Lueb, and Walter Pollock used the ISM cryogenic
whole-air sampler to collect large stratospheric air samples for subsequent
measurements of HO2 in the laboratory. A second flight in which James
Shetter also participated took place from 15-16 May 1982. A modified
inlet system was tested. Nighttime data collected correlated well with
those of 1981. Investigators from other institutions participating in
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the H20 intercomparison series included Dieter Kley, Arthur Schmeltekopf,
and Daniel Albritton (NOAA Aeronomy Laboratory, Boulder); Konrad Mauersberger
(University of Minnesota); Nigel Swann (National Physical Laboratory,
England); John Mastenbrook (Naval Research Laboratory); Samuel Altmans
(Naval Research Laboratory and NOAA); David Murcray (University of
Denver); and Wayne Evans (Atmospheric Environment Service, Canada).

Preliminary data acquired in the initial intercomparison experiment
sponsored by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and NASA, were
presented at the fall (1981) meeting of the American Geophysical Union
(AGU) and published in the Upper Atmospheric Programs Bulletin of the
FAA. The results from the individual institutions (combining the 1981
and 1982 flights) were presented at the December AGU meeting and will be
submitted to the Journal of Geophysical Research for publication.

Heidt, Lueb, Pollock, and Shetter also participated in a second
stratospheric intercomparison late in 1981 with Dieter Ehhalt, Ulrich
Schmidt, and Jochen Rudolph (Institute for Atmospheric Chemistry,
Kernforschung Anlage, JUlich, West Germany). During a single flight of
the ISM Project's cryogenic whole-air sampler, samples were collected
and subsequently aliquoted. The two laboratories then performed measure-
ments of H2 , CH4, C02, N2O, CFC1 3, and CF2C12. Representatives of the
two groups met in August 1982 to discuss the intercomparison and to
assemble the data for publication in the Journal of Geophysical Research.

A separate effort has focused on the background troposphere. In a
collaborative program with the Geophysical Monitoring for Climatic
Change (GMCC) project of NOAA, the ISM Project began in FY 82 to measure
the CH4 baseline from samples collected weekly at four of the GMCC sites
(Point Barrow, Alaska; two sites in Hawaii; and American Samoa). Bruce
Henry is using samples routinely collected at these sites and measured
by GMCC for CO2 as the beginning of a new program to establish possible
seasonal and long-term trends in CH4.

With the support of the GMCC Project (James Peterson, Richard
Gammon, Tom Conway, Lee Waterman, and Dale Gillette), this program,
Trends in Atmospheric Constituents Study (TRACS), has been expanded.
Using ISM Project sampling containers, NOAA personnel will collect
samples at the four GMCC sites and return them to NCAR for analysis. In
addition, Vincent Lally and Marcel Verstraete of the NCAR Global Atmo-
spheric Measurements Program (GAMP) are collaborating with Heidt to
establish a fifth site in New Zealand.

As part of the United States Antarctic Research Program sponsored
by NSF, the ISM Project is equipping Russell Brainard (NOAA-GMCC graduate
student) with a field unit gas chromatograph, which he will operate at
the South Pole site to produce CH4 and CO measurements. This will provide
a sixth site for the TRACS program in FY 83 and pole-to-pole latitudinal
coverage in the Pacific quadrisection. Sample analyses have also been
expanded to include (in addition to CH4) N20, C 2H6, C2H4, C3H8, CF2C12,
CFC1 3, and H2. Plans for FY 1983 include the addition of CF4, CF3C1,
CH3C1 and CH3CC1 3 as well as the possible addition of PAN, C2H3 , C 1 -C6
aldehydes, and terpenes from these and other GMCC sites.
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A preliminary experiment was conducted this summer to determine the
feasibility of the latter measurements. ISM Project visitor James Johnson
collected large samples from the NOAA Research Vessel Discoverer during
its Pacific cruise and returned them to our laboratory, where Pollock is
analyzing them on the gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer.

As part of the Discoverer cruise during lay and June, Johnson
(Ph.D. candidate working under Halstead Harrison, University of Washington)
also measured the concentrations of COS in the surface layers of the
Pacific Ocean. These measurements show the ocean to be supersaturated
with respect to the atmosphere by a factor of approximately 2.0, indicating
the ocean is a source of atmospheric COS.

Shetter and Cicerone, working with C. C. Delwiche (University of
California, Davis), performed field measurements of methane emissions
from California rice paddies, covering the entire 1982 growing season.
This globally important source of atmospheric methane was found to be
pronounced in late summer. Results will be incorporated into a paper to
be submitted to the Journal of Geophysical Research.

A second ISM Project visitor, Mary Anne Carroll (Ph.D. candidate
working under Ronald Prinn, Massachusetts Institute of Technology),
completed her thesis project, Sources and Fluxes of Reduced Sulfur
Gases, at Wallops Island, Virginia, with the support of Arnold Torres of
the Wallops Flight Facility. Her detailed COS data and their relation-
ship to the simultaneously measured air and soil temperatures, light
intensities, and H2S and CS2 flux variations will be presented at the
December AGU meeting.

Biosphere-Atmosphere Interactions Project

The Biosphere-Atmosphere Interactions (BAI) Project explores inter-
relationships between biological processes and the chemistry of the
atmosphere. A better understanding of some of the key interrelationships
is needed to better predict human influences on the atmosphere.

A major BAI experimental program is centered on termites. Termites
occur over roughly two-thirds of the earth's land surface and consume
material equivalent to 37% of the net primary productivity in areas where
they occur. They are able to digest cellulose very efficiently and even
break down some lignins and humic substances. Because they are ubiquitous,
consume large amounts of material, and have high digestion efficiencies,
they have the potential to emit large amounts of trace gases. Preliminary
field measurements made in 1980 and laboratory measurements made in 1981
and 1982 indicated that termites could be responsible for large emissions
of methane and other trace gases. During the past year the project has
continued to improve techniques for keeping cultures of termites alive in
the laboratory. An automated system has also been developed for analyses
of methane, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, and nitrous oxide
for each of 15 experimental cultures. This system provides a means of
isolating variables which may affect emission efficiencies. Peter Bakwin
(University of Rhode Island) participated during the summer as a student
assistant.
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Results of preliminary research were published this year in Science
The research shows that termites may emit 1.5 x 101 g of methane,
4.6 x 1016 g of CO2 , small amounts of carbon monoxide and dimethyl disul-
fide, and large amounts of hydrogen.

The BAI group is now refining experimental techniques to evaluate
emissions from termites in the field. In the past year they have
tested field techniques near NCAR and have measured emissions from six
different termite species near Tucson, Arizona, in conjunction with
William Nutting and Ross Zimmerman (Department of Entomology, Arizona
State University).

Our research indicates that the largest potential emissions from
termites are likely to occur in the tropics. Some species of major
ecological importance in Africa are unique in their digestive physioloqy,
and predictions of their trace-gas productivity are subject to large
errors. The BAI group has therefore arranged to collaborate with
Johanna Darlington (International Centre for Insect Physiology and
Ecology [ICIPE]), who has extensively studied termites in Africa. Field
measurements in Africa have been planned for 1983. We will coordinate
our research through ICIPE and through S. 0. Wandiga (University of
Nairobi, Kenya).

Some hydrocarbons emitted by vegetation are highly photochemically
reactive and have a substantial impact upon the photochemistry of the
region. One of the most probable long-term decomposition products of
biogenically emitted hydrocarbons (for example, isoprene) is carbon
monoxide. The amount of carbon monoxide is one of the primary factors
that determine the steady-state concentration of hydroxyl radical (OH)
in the atmosphere. OH, in turn, is probably one of the most important
oxidizers in the troposphere, and its reactions with other trace gases
dominate much of the chemistry. Hydrocarbon data are therefore important
in the determination of the regional photochemistry of the area and its
impact upon global atmospheric chemistry.

The BAI group is collaborating with Frederick Fehsenfeld (NOAA),
Robert Sievers (University of Colorado), and James Roberts (University
of Colorado and NOAA) on measurements of C 2-C12 hydrocarbons at Niwot
Ridge, Colorado. Part of the experimental program has involved com-
parisons of methods of whole-air sampling and solid absorbent samplinq
at sub-part-per-billion levels. The BAI group also conducted limited
enclosure measurements to estimate biogenic hydrocarbon fluxes from
dominant vegetation species at Niwot Ridge. Eric Sievers (Brown
University) participated in the project during the summer of 1982 as a
student assistant. The BAI researchers found, for example, that although
aspen was only about 1% of the foliage at Niwot Ridge, it contributed
nearly 30% of the total hydrocarbon emissions (as isoprene). The research
results will be presented in a joint publication in 1983.

Although enclosure sampling provides a simple direct estimate of
biogenic emissions, it has major drawbacks. The drawbacks include the
possibility of disturbing vegetation, the difficulty in selecting
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representative vegetation to enclose, and the necessity of making many
measurements of many different species in stands with heterogeneous
vegetation. The BAI group is therefore developing alternative methods
for making flux estimates. One promising approach is the application of
sulfur hexafluoride (SF6 ) tracer techniques. If, for example, a known
SF6 release occurs in an isolated vegetation stand so that it simulates
the distribution of the organic emission of the stand, then samples
collected across the downwind plume of the stand will include the tracer
diluted by ambient air and the organic emittant. Since the emission
rate of the tracer is known, the organic emittant flux can be calculated.
This experiment was set up and repeated throughout the summer of 1982 by
Brian Lamb and Halvor Westberg (Washington State University) at a field
site near Goldendale, Washington. The BAI group participated in the
later stages of the project by making simultaneous enclosure measure-
ments. The results from the two methods for measuring flux are being
compared and will be published in 1983.

Some of the emissions from vegetation include oxygenated organics,
which are difficult to quantitatively sample and analyze using conventional
techniques developed for isoprene and the terpenes. The BAI Project
therefore worked on adapting derivatization and high-pressure liquid
chromatographic techniques developed by others to the analysis of organic
emissions. Jeffrey Otto (a postdoctoral fellow from the University of
Colorado) concentrated on this phase of the BAI research program during
his three-month stay as a visitor during 1982.

The analysis of the Brazil brush-fire experiments conducted in 1979
and 1980 was completed during 1982. The brush-fire experiments included
researchers from Florida State University and the Max Planck Institute for
Chemistry in Mainz, Germany, as well as from ACAD. The research was
primarily designed to aid in estimating the impact of tropical biomass
burning on the chemistry of the atmosphere. Greenberg and Zimmerman were
involved in the field work. The primary responsibility of BAI was to
collect ground-level samples of the gaseous emissions from fires and to
analyze fire, aircraft, and background air samples for C2-Cs1 hydrocarbons.

The research showed that substantial production of CO occurred over
the tropical jungle, probably as the result of the oxidation of organic
emissions from vegetation. It also showed that the hydrocarbon com-
position of brush-fire emissions in the tropics was similar to that
reported for fires in temperate regions. The results were presented at
"The Second Symposium on the Composition of the Non-Urban Troposphere,"
25-28 May 1982. The meeting was cosponsored by the American Meteorological
Society, the American Geophysical Union, and NASA. The papers will be
subject to peer review then published in a special issue of the Journal
of Geophysical Research, in early 1983. An overview paper has been
submitted to Acta-Amazonica.

CHEMICAL AND AERONOMICAL MODELING SECTION

The CAM Section is headed by Raymond Roble. It is composed of two
major projects, the Chemical Modeling (CM) Project, led by Ralph Cicerone,
and the Upper Atmosphere Dynamics and Aeronomy (UADA) Project, led by
Roble. The presence of the two major modeling efforts of the division
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in one section encourages cooperative research in areas of overlap and
the sharing of resources as each project focuses on its primary
responsibility--photochemical modeling for the CM and aeronomical processes
for the UADA.

Upper Atmosphere Dynamics and Aeronomy Project

The primary goals of the UADA Project are to understand the global
structure and circulation of the atmosphere above about 80 km; to examine
the interactions among upper and lower atmospheric physical, chemical,
and dynamic processes; and to understand the interaction of the aurora
with the earth's atmosphere. To accomplish these goals the project
emphasizes numerical modeling. Close collaboration is also maintained
with university, government, and foreign scientists to obtain the necessary
guidance for the numerical efforts and interpretation of the measurements.

Work toward the long-range goals of this project, which are described
in the ACAD multiyear plan, progressed in five separate but interconnected
areas: (1) thermospheric dynamics, (2) ionospheric dynamics and auroral
processes, (3) electrical coupling between the upper and lower atmospheres,
(4) the study of minor and major neutral constituents in the upper
mesosphere and lower thermosphere, and (5) chemical-dynamic modeling of
the stratosphere and mesosphere. In studies of thermospheric dynamics,
NCAR's thermospheric general circulation model (TGCM) has been used to
investigate the global temperature structure and circulation for solstice
conditions during solar cycle maximum. This work is a collaborative
effort among Raymond Roble (ACAD), Robert Dickinson (Atmospheric Analysis
and Prediction Divison), and E. Cicely Ridley (Scientific Computing
Division). The TGCM is a global dynamic model that describes the meteo-
rology of the earth's thermosphere. It is on a grid of 5° in latitude
and longitude with 24 constant-pressure levels in the vertical covering
the altitude range from 90-500 km. The energy sources that drive the
circulation and establish the temperature and compositional structure
include heating by the absorption of solar EUV and UV radiation, upward-
propagating tides and planetary waves from the lower atmosphere, and
high-latitude heat and momentum sources associated with auroral processes.
High latitude heat and momentum sources significantly alter the basic
sun-driven circulation during solstice. At F-region heights, the
ion density in the summer hemisphere increases, resulting in a larger
drag on the momentum for the neutral gas than in the winter hemisphere.
Thus, there are larger wind velocities and a greater tendency for the
neutral gas to follow the magnetospheric convection pattern in the
summer hemisphere than in the winter hemisphere.

The results of several TGCM runs were used to show that at F-region
heights it is possible to linearly combine the sun-driven and high-
latitude driven solutions to obtain the total temperature structure and
circulation to within 10-20%. In the lower thermosphere, however, non-
linear terms cause significant departures, and linear superposition of
fields is not valid.
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The F-region winds at high latitudes calculated by the TGCM were
also compared with the winds measured by the Fabry-Perot Interferometer
(FPI) and wind and temperature spectrometer (WATS) instruments aboard
the NASA Dynamics Explorer (DE-2) satellites. Both wind patterns are in
reasonable agreement, indicating that ion drag is a major controller of
winds in the high-latitude thermosphereo

During the past year the TGCM has been modified to include the
coupling of dynamics with composition (0, 02, and N2). This new inter-
active TGCM is being used to study the thermospheric oxygen cycle for both
equinox and solstice conditions.

Data to verify model predictions are obtained through collaboration
with Gonzalo Hernandez (NOAA); Paul Hays, Timothy Killeen, and John
Meriwether (University of Michigan); Manfred Rees (University of Alaska)-
Manfred Biondi (University of Pittsburgh); John Evans (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology), Vincent Wickwar (SRI); and Richard Behnke
(Arecibo Observatory).

These investigators measure thermospheric winds, temperature,
and composition using ground-based optical observations and incoherent
scatter radars for a variety of geophysical conditions. Roble is a theoreti-
cal investigator for the NASA DE-2 satellite and is using the satellite-
measured winds, temperatures, and composition in comparisons with TGCM
model predictions.

In ionospheric modeling, work is continuing on the development of a
global ionosphere-dynamo model for interactive use with the TGCM. The
model is being developed in collaboration with Arthur Richmond (NOAA),
and it is being used to determine the global distribution of ionospheric
currents and fields for both equinox and solstice conditions. The winds
for the dynamo forcing are obtained from the TGCM output considering
both in-situ forcing alone and with the inclusion of upward propagating
tides from the lower atmosphere. The bulk of the equivalent ionospheric
current is driven by in-situ winds, with tides contributing about 40%.

The NCAR auroral model has been used collaboratively with Barbara
Emery (ACAD) and Knut Stamnes and Manfred Rees (University of Alaska).
Studies include the determination of the neutral gas heating efficiency
due to auroral particle bombardment of various characteristic energies,
an investigation of the proton aurora, and an investigation of the
characteristics of auroral particle precipitation in the polar cusp
where large fluxes of soft particles occur. The aurora model has also
been modified so that the Dynamics Explorer satellite measurements of
electrons and protons can be used to calculate the ionospheric structure
from satellite altitudes down to 80 km along the satellite track. It is
thus possible to derive height-latitude contours of such important iono-
spheric properties as electrical conductivity, electron and ion density,
electron and ion temperatures, neutral gas heating rates, various
airglow emissions, and chemical production rates. This approach has
been used to investigate the properties of the 23 October 1981 Stable
Auroral Red arc that occurred over Boulder, Colorado, during the DE-2
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and NOAA-6 satellite overflights. The results of these ionospheric
modeling efforts using DE-2 satellite measurements are important for
guiding the development of auroral heat and momentum sources for
inclusion in the TGCM.

One- and two-dimensional models of atmospheric electricity have
been developed that couple the electrons, small and large positive and
negative ions with the electrical properties of the atmosphere from the
ground to 100 km. A realistic ion-chemical model is also used to calculate
the electrical conductivity of the atmosphere. These models have been
used to calculate the basic unperturbed electric state of the atmosphere
and its variations during solar-terrestrial events. During intense
solar proton events the current carried by the protons bombarding the
middle atmosphere can exceed the normal downward conduction currents
flowing in the global electrical circuit. This space charge and the
enhanced electrical conductivity due to increased ionization rates
significantly alter the electrical structure of the middle atmosphere
within the magnetic conjugate polar caps. During intense events the
normal downward directed electric currents and fields can reverse,
indicating a strong electrical interaction between the middle atmosphere
and ionosphere.

The electrical conductivity of the lower atmosphere is maintained
by cos:nic ray ionization. Solar-terrestrial disturbances, such as the
cosmic ray increases during solar flares and Forbush decreases several
days following solar flares, alter the electrical structure of the lower
stratosphere. Calculations during the intense August 1972 solar proton
event indicate that cosmic ray variations are capable of producing a 10%
variation of the ionospheric potential and in the electric currents and
fields in the global electrical circuit.

In studies of the constituents of the lower thermosphere and upper
mesosphere the two-dimensional model developed by Roble and James Kasting
(NASA) for the major constituents of the thermosphere has been used to
provide background properties for the two-dimensional minor neutral
constituent model developed by Roble, Jean-Claude G6rard (University of
Liege, Belgium), and David Rusch and A. Ian Stewart (University of
Colorado, Boulder). The chemical-dynamic model for 0, 02, and N2
calculated the basic sun-driven circulation, temperature, and composition
structure for December solstice conditions during solar cycle minimum,
The model was then used to determine the changes due to auroral particle
precipitation and high-latitude Joule heating. It was found that the
basic transport of atomic oxygen from the summer-to-winter hemisphere
is altered by the changes in circulation and temperature structure
caused by auroral processes. In the summer hemisphere the enhanced
circulation transports atomic oxygen out of the polar cap region, causing
a slow reduction in the 0 densities at high latitudes, In the high-
latitude winter hemisphere the auroral heating reverses the summer to the
winter hemisphere flow, effectively cutting off the transport of atomic
oxygen to the winter hemisphere. As a result, the atomic oxygen in the
winter hemisphere slowly diffuses downward and recombines to decrease the 0
densities. Thus, 0 in the winter polar cap decreases in response to
auroral activity. Using these calculated background fields the minor
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neutral gas constituent model was used to determine the distributions of
N(2D), N(4S), and NO densities for similar conditions, The calculated
NO densities considering the sun-drilen circulation and production only
case, neglecting auroral production, do not agree with the calculated NO
densities determined by the NASA Atmospheric Explorer satellite. A high-
latitude auroral production of N(2D) and N(4S) is necessary to bring the
calculated and observed NO structure into agreement. Furthermore, it
was found that NO is transported by the thermospheric wind system from
the summer to winter hemisphere giving maximum NO densities in the
winter polar cap. These large NO densities are transported toward the
mesosphere and stratosphere by downward mean motions and eddy diffusion,
These studies also found that chemical heating and radiational cooling
due to minor neutral constituents are important components for the
thermospheric energy balance and thus should be included in an inter-
active manner for further thermospheric dyanmic studies especially
during solar cycle maximum conditions.

A two-dimensional chemical model of the atmosphere from the ground
to 100 kn has been used in collaboration with Susan Solomon (NOAA) and
Paul Crutzen (University of Mainz, Germany) to determine the effect of
downward transport of NO from the thermosphere on the chemistry of the
mesosphere and stratosphere. It was found that large downward fluxes of
NO occur in the winter polar region and the NO can be transported to
stratospheric heights where it catalytically destroys ozone. These
various nodeling efforts indicate that transport of chemically active
species by dynamics is an important consideration for understanding the
chemical balance of the stratosphere, mesosphere, and thermosphere.

Chenical-Dynamic Interaction of the Stratosphere and Mesosphere.
Rolando Garcia (ACAD) and Solomon completed the first version of a two-
dimensional, coupled photochemical/dynamical model of the stratosphere
and mesosphere. Their results indicate that the residual Eulerian
formulation used to model the dynamics affords greater physical insight
than conventional Eulerian models into the way that transport processes
influence the distribution of chemical species in the middle atmosphere.
A new version of this model, which adds the chemistry of N20 5, NO3,
and HNO4 to the NOx family, has recently been used to study the distribu-
tion of NO2 in the high-latitude stratosphere. Solomon and Garcia find
that the effect of transport by residual Eulerian circulation is to move
the peak of the vertical distribution of NOx density to altitudes below
25 km at high latitudes, where temperatures in winter are very cold
(<210 K). Since NOz is converted into N2 05 at night, and the rate of
photolysis of N 20s during daylight hours is a strong function of tempera-
ture, most of the NOx at high latitudes in winter is predicted to be in
the form of N 20. This mechanism may provide an explanation for the
very low column abundances of NO2 observed poleward of 45° in winter,

Garcia and Solomon are also using the model to study the effect of
solar flux variability over the 11-year solar cycle on the chemistry and
dynamics of the middle atmosphere. This work is being carried out in
collaboration with Roble and Rusch. Among the more interesting findings
of this study is the effect of NOx produced by auroral processes in the
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thermosphere on the distribution of ozone in the high-1atitude strato-
sphere. At solar maximum, the amount of NOx produced in the aurora is
increased by over a factor of 2, This excess NO can be transported to
the stratosphere by the mean meridional circulation during the polar
night. Subsequently, the NOx can destroy ozone catalytically, leading
to reductions of over 30% between solar minimum and solar maximum in
the high-latitude stratosphere.

Further development of the model of the middle atmosphere includes
a gravity wave parameterization to study the effect of gravity waves on
the momentum budget and the distribution of chemical constituents in the
mesosphere. A quasi-geostrophic planetary wave model has also been added
to investigate the effect of wave transience and dissipation in the
model stratosphere. The latter work is being conducted in collaboration
with Susan Avery (University of Colorado, Boulder).

Chemical Modeling Project

The goals of the CM Project are to gain basic understanding and
ability to predict atmospheric chemical composition and its trends,
variations, and responses to chemical and physical disturbances. Specific
research efforts will focus on tropospheric gas-phase chemistry, tropo-
spheric heterogeneous and aqueous-phase transformations, and stratospheric
photochemistry. Increasing emphasis is being directed to coupling
meteorological motions with the chemical reactions. Further, more
attention will given to questions of regional air chemistry, as con-
trasted with the purely global scale research of the past.

In tropospheric chemical modeling attention has been devoted
particularly to three areas: global scale gas-phase constituents,
heterogeneous processes in the aqueous phase and in surface-deposition
phenomena, and mesoscale problems. Cicerone and Stacy Walters are
developing a two-dimensional, time-dependent, seasonally varying model
(with parameterized advective and diffusive transport) for application
to global scale problems. The possible application of the NCAR grid-
point general circulation model (GCM) and/or community climate model (CCM)
to hemispheric problems is being discussed with Robert Dickinson (AAP)
and Robert Chatfield (ASP). Aqueous-phase and surface processes and how
they affect tropospheric composition have been the subject of research
by Cicerone, Thompson, and Heikes, with consultation from Lazrus.

Stratospheric photochemical modeling has continued using one-
dimensional and two-dimensional models with parameterized transport
(Cicerone and Walters) and an interactive two-dimensional dynamical
model (Garcia and Solomon). Special attention has been given to
comparisons with stratospheric data, for example, from LIMS, IRIR,
and future satellites, and high-altitude whole-air sampling (Heidt);
chemical perturbations involving nitrogen oxides, halogen compounds,
and ozone; and the applications of model-sensitivity studies to designs
for future experiments. Cicerone has continued as a member of the HALOE
Satellite Science Team.
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Division Director's Office

Ralph Cicerone (Director)
Sherry Holt
Teresa LaCrue
Nelder Medrud Jr.
Mary Ann Olson

Precipitation Chemistry, Reactive Gases, and
Aerosols Section (PCRGA)

Jack Calvert (Head)

Reactive Gases and Particles Project

Bruce Gandrud
Sonia Gitlin
Gregory Kok (long-term visitor)
Steve Kunen (to 14 March)
Allan Lazrus (Leader)
John Lind

Global Halogen Project

Walter Berg (Leader)
Marvin Hewett
Paul Sperry

Analytical Techniques Development Project

Anthony Delany (Leader)
Frank Grahek
Arthur Wartburg

Radioactive Aerosols and Effects Project

Edward Martell (Leader)

Homogeneous Tropospheric Chemistry Project

Jack Calvert (Leader)

Global Observations, Modeling, and Optical
Techniques Section (GOMOT)

John Gille (Head)

Global Observations and Modeling Project

Paul Bailey
Sharon Beck
John Gille (Leader)
Lawrence Lyjak
Tyler Perkins
Charles Smythe

Optical Techniques Project

Michael Coffey
Dale Cupp
Philip Ensign
William Mankin (Leader)

AFF AND VISITORS

Atmospheric Gas Measurements Section (AGM)

Vacant (Head)

In-Situ Measurements Project

Leroy Heidt (Leader)
Bruce Henry
Richard Lueb
Walter Pollock
James Shetter

Biosphere-Atmosphere Interactions Project

Cheryl Scott
Gerald Dolan
James Greenberg
Patrick Zimmerman (Leader)

Chemical and Aeronomical Modeling Section (CAM)

Raymond Roble (Head)

Chemical Modeling Project

Ralph Cicerone (Leader)
Stacy Walters

Upper Atmosphere Dynamics and Aeronomy Project

Barbara Emery
Rolando Garcia
Raymond Roble (Leader)
Murry Salby (to June 10, 1982)
Israel Tzur (long-term visitor)

Visitor and Support Section

Nelder Medrud Jr. (Head)

Clerical Element

Sherry Holt
Teresa LaCrue (Leader)
Mary Nuanes
Mary Ann Olson
Donna Sanerib
Sharon Vieyra

Meteorological Element

Philip Haagenson (Leader)

Technical Element

Peter Crooimans
Frank Melchior (Leader)
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Visitors

Peter Bakwin, University of Rhode Island, June to
August 1982, Biosphere-Atmosphere Interactions
Project

Julius Chang, Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory, August 1982

Robert Chatfield; Max Planck Institute for Chemistry,
West Germany, and Colorado State University;
February to May 1982; Director's Office

Paul Crutzen; Max Planck Institute for Chemistry,
West Germany; February, March, June, and July 1982,
Biosphere-Atmosphere Interactions Project and
Analytical Techniques Development Project

Milford Davis; Universities Space Research
Association, Columbia, Maryland; July and August
1982; Visitor and Support Section

Dieter Ehhalt; Institute for Chemistry, West
Germany; August 1982; In-Situ Measurements Project

Joseph Gallegos, New Mexico Highlands University,
June to August 1982; Reactive Gases and Particles
Project

Edward Gardner, California Institute of Technology,
July 1982 to June 1983, Homogeneous Tropospheric
Chemistry Project

Jean-Claude Gerard; University of Li)ge, Belgium;
August and September 1982; Upper Atmosphere Dynamics
and Aeronomy Project

Aaron Goldman, University of Denver, September 1979
to September 1982

Johanna Gray, Spelman College, June to August 1982,
Global Halogen Project

Jeffrey Kiehl, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
September 1981 to August 1982, Chemical Modeling
Project

Kenneth Koehlert, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, March 1981 to February 1982, In-Situ
Measurements Project

Shaw Liu, NOAA, January 1981 to September 1982,
Director's Office

Katherine Malville, Carlton College, June to
August 1982, Global Halogen Project

Maureen McCarthy, Boston College, June to
September 1982, Reactive Gases and Particles
Project and Analytical Techniques Development
Project

Scott McLaren; SUNY at Albany; May and June 1982,
and September 1982 to August 1983; Reactive Gases
and Particles Project

Jeffrey Otto, University of Colorado, January to
March 1982, Biosphere-Atmosphere Interactions
Project

Brian Ridley, York University, May 1982 to May 1984

Colin Shen, University of Washington, July to
August 1982

Eric Sievers, Brown University, June to September
1982, Biosphere-Atmosphere Interactions Project

William Stockwell, Ohio State University, January
to July 1982, Homogeneous Tropospheric Chemistry
Project

Anne Thompson, Scripps Institution of Oceanography,
September 1980 to June 1982, Chemical Modeling
Project

Israel Tzur; Tel-Aviv University, Israel; August
to September 1982

Ramaswamy Venkatachalam, SUNY at Albany, January
1982 to January 1983, Chemical Modeling Project

Ranmali Wijayaratne, University of Maryland,
August 1982 to August 1983, Homogeneous Tropo-
spheric Chemistry Project

Hong Chun Zhuang; Space Science Institute, People's
Republic of China; January to April 1982; Upper
Atmosphere Dynamics and Aeronomy Project
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That the sun is variable in its behavior has been known since soon
after the discovery of sunspots in 1609. More than 200 years later, it
was recognized that the number of these sunspots waxed and waned in a
regular, periodic manner. Now we realize that the sun actually exhibits
a significant secular variability. But we have not yet achieved an
understanding of the causes for these variations; indeed, our under-
standing of the fundamental reasons for the sun's variability is rudi-
mentary. In progressing toward this understanding, we utilize the evi-
dence from exploration of the myriad of solar processes. However, this
progress is often hampered by the inherent complexity of the solar atmo-
sphere and interior. Nonetheless, the understanding of solar processes
remains one long-term goal of NCAR and of the High Altitude Observatory
(HAO). Measurable and, in some cases, significant progress toward this
goal has resulted from the activities of HAO staff and visitors during
the past year. Some highlights are briefly described in the following.

Progress continues in our understanding of global solar velocity
fields, as we exploit results from the prototype version of an instru-
ment designed to measure these fields over the solar surface. Indeed,
we expect these results to add to our presently sketchy knowledge of the
rotation rate of the solar interior, even down to the bottom of the con-
vection zone. At the same time, an improved version of the instrument,
called the Fourier tachometer, nears completion; we may expect improved
results from this latter version within the next several years. These
activities, and others which relate to our understanding of global solar
properties and their terrestrial influences, are described below in the
discussion of the Solar Variability Section.

In the lower solar atmosphere, material flows compete strongly with
the presence of magnetic fields, which are concentrated by convective
motions into compact regions of high strength. Significant effort has
recently been expended in interpreting results obtained by an
instrument--the Stokes II polarimeter--designed to measure the nature of
fields in sunspots and in the more tenuous atmosphere of solar prom-
inences. The effort builds upon a long, complex development carried
out at HAO concerning the physics of the behavior of radiating atoms in
the presence of magnetic fields. Information on these fields can now be
incorporated into models of spots and prominences, and the radiative and
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) processes occurring within these features
better understood. This activity is one of those within the Solar Atmo-
sphere and Magnetic Fields Section.

Turning to the outer solar atmosphere, we note that over the past
several years, our understanding of the global magnetic configuration
has been enormously enhanced through new interpretations of measurements
of the inner coronal structure. Indeed, it is now recognized that this
global configuration is reflected by the arrangement of dense structures
in the corona, which tend to reflect the undulatory nature of the global
solar "neutral sheet"--the region which delineates the different polari-
ties of the large-scale solar magnetic field. The outward extension of
this sheet into interplanetary space is responsible for the separation
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of the interplanetary field into "sectors," and new work has resolved
questions concerning the relation among observed surface magnetic
fields, their coronal extensions, and the observed coronal structures.
This work, within the Coronal and Interplanetary Physics Section, is an
important key in our progress in relating solar and interplanetary
phenomena.

Within each of the three scientific sections of HAO, we seek a bal-
ance of theoretical, interpretive, and observational efforts; the
results of the past year--a total of 128 publications by HAO staff and
visitors--reflect that balance. More importantly, they reflect a con-
tinuing progress toward understanding our nearest star, and hence its
effect on our surroundings.

CORONAL AND INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS SECTION

The broad, long-range goal of the Coronal and Interplanetary Phys-
ics Section remains that of understanding the physical properties and
processes determining the state of the solar corona and its interplane-
tary extension, the solar wind. The range of physical conditions from
the inner corona to interplanetary space is enormous: it spans the low
corona, where most of the energy resides in the magnetic field; the
outer corona, where the internal energy of the plasma and outward-
propagating waves produce the outward expansion known as the solar wind;
and interplanetary space itself, where the kinetic energy of the super-
sonically outflowing plasma dominates all. Studies within the section
are pursued in three arenas--through observing programs using both
ground-based and spaceborne instruments, through interpretive studies of
solar and interplanetary data stemming from our own observing programs
as well as those from outside of NCAR, and through a strong theoretical
effort aimed at the basic understanding of coronal and interplanetary
physics. Some of our studies extend beyond the coronal-interplanetary
environment to closely related space and astrophysical systems where
similar physical processes play an important role. The research program
of the section is clearly central to the NCAR theme of understanding
solar processes and their influence on the interplanetary medium.

General Physical Properties and Processes

We have little direct information concerning the spatial and tem-
poral variations of coronal temperature, the flow of coronal material,
the transport and deposition of energy in the corona by hydromagnetic
waves and oscillations, and the strength and geometry of the coronal
magnetic field. In order to understand the formation of the solar wind
and the heating of the corona we require knowledge of these properties.
Thus, attempts to observe them are of extreme importance. Further, very
general theoretical models of the interaction of the coronal plasma and
magnetic fields, of the acceleration of plasma on open magnetic field
lines, and of the propagation and damping of waves in the magnetized
plasma remain important tools in the study of these basic coronal
processes.
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The joint Harvard/Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory and HAO
instrument package, consisting of Lyman-alpha and white-light corona-
graphs, has been further refined and flown again to yield more informa-
tion on local flow speeds, coronal temperatures, wave velocity ampli-
tudes, and electron densities. An extremely important modification of
this instrument package involved the development by Richard Munro of a
camera for the white-light coronagraph that makes use of a charge-
coupled device (CCD) for a detector. This CCD camera, which was suc-
cessfully developed and flown during the past year, permits much greater
observational power and flexibility. For the first time in coronagraph
observations, the noise level is sufficiently reduced so that good
coronal-hole polarization observations can be obtained and used to sub-
tract the F-coronal (dust-scattered) signal accurately, thus allowing a
more accurate determination of the electron density in coronal holes.
The CCD camera also permits real-time monitoring of the white-light
corona and thus provides the ability to select the exact positions in
coronal structures where observations are to be made.

On the basis of recent coronal-hole observations obtained by the
instrument package, George Withbroe, John Kohl, Heinz Weiser (all of the
Harvard/Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory), and Munro have concluded
that relatively low coronal temperatures and significant "nonthermal"
contribution to the lines arising from the presence of Alfven waves are
consistent with the inferred radial profiles of electron density and
flow speed. This conclusion lends support to the suggestion that a sub-
stantial flux of Alfven waves plays an important role in driving high-
speed solar wind streams. This type of observation is just one of many
considered by Frank Orrall (University of Hawaii) and Gerald Pneuman in
a detailed review of the phenomenology of large-scale structures, flows,
and energy balance in the solar corona.

One of the most significant recent developments in this area is the
realization that the physical processes involved in coronal energy bal-
ance are likely to be quite different in magnetically open and closed
regions, with waves playing a major role in open regions and dissipation
of quasi-steady currents dominating the heat generation in closed
regions. A specific theoretical study of the wave mechanism has been
carried out by Tor Fla, Egil Leer (both visitors from the University of
Tromso, Norway), and Thomas Holzer, who have considered the propagation
and damping of fast-mode hydromagnetic waves in rapidly expanding
magnetic-field geometries characteristic of coronal holes. The fast-
mode waves, which do not generally propagate along the magnetic field
(as Alfven waves do), tend to refract into regions of low Alfven speed,
and since they are only weakly damped in coronal-holes, these waves can
deposit most of their energy in the region of supersonic flow--a neces-
sary requirement for driving high-speed streams. For a broad range of
coronal-hole models, fast-mode waves are found to deposit a majority of
their energy toward the center of the hole, which is consistent with the
observational inference that high-speed streams arise from the central
portions of coronal holes. A very different mechanism for transferring
energy to the corona, which has recently been suggested by Pneuman,
involves the ejection of magnetically contained (diamagnetic) structures
or plasmoids from the lower solar atmosphere. Pneuman has continued his
efforts directed toward linking such plasmoids with not only the quasi-
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steady solar wind, but also coronal-mass-ejection transient events,
which are discussed in more detail later.

Energy transport in the corona and solar wind is, of course,
directly related to the transport of mass and angular momentum, and
wind-associated mass and angular momentum loss are subjects of interest
in a broad range of astrophysical systems. Analysis of Helios space-
craft data relevant to the determination of solar wind angular momentum
transport has recently been completed by Victor Pizzo; Rainer Schwenn,
Eckhart Marsch, and Helmut Rosenbauer (all of the Max Planck Institute
for Aeronomy, Lindau, Federal Republic of Germany); K.-H. Muelhauser
(Max Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics, Garching, FRG); and
Fritz Neubauer (Institute for Geophysics and Meteorology, Braunschweig,
FRG). By making use of the opposed spins of the two Helios probes, they
were able to eliminate the large systematic errors plaguing previous
experiments and to accurately measure the ecliptic-plane angular momen-
tum flux density for the first time. This measurement is consistent
with the earlier theory of Weber and Davis concerning the coupling
between stellar rotation and magnetic fields, and thus provides the
first direct empirical evidence justifying the extensive use to which
this theory has been put in a broad range of astrophysical systems. In
this connection, Keith MacGregor and Pizzo have demonstrated theoreti-
cally that rotational characteristics of radiatively driven winds are
consistent with the Weber and Davis formalism and that numerous recent
claims in the literature that this formalism is flawed are unfounded.

Another effort relevant to other astrophysical systems was carried
out as a joint project involving HAO's Mauna Loa Observatory and the
Institute for Astronomy of the University of Hawaii. Richard Fisher,
David Sime, and Marie McCabe and Donald Mickey (both of the University
of Hawaii) studied the relationship of vector velocity and magnetic
fields in the lower solar atmosphere and of Ca II K-line plage areas
with the white-light corona. The first result of this study is that the
plage area and the total inferred coronal mass are directly related.
The rotational modulation of the full-disk integrated Ca II K-line
intensity is directly related to the plage area and is comparable in
magnitude to the solar cycle modulation of this line. These results
indicate that the rotational modulation of the K-line, which is observed
in other stars, can serve as a means of estimating the hitherto unknown
stellar coronal masses.

Time-Independent (or Slowly Evolving) Structures in the Corona and Solar
Wind

Although virtually every characteristic of the solar corona and
solar wind is observed to vary with time, some coronal and interplane-
tary structures change so slowly that they can be described at any given
instant as time-independent. Both the interpretation and the theoreti-
cal modeling of any such structures are considerably simpler than for
rapidly changing features. Thus, such slowly evolving phenomena,
treated as though they were time-independent, are favorite topics of
coronal and interplanetary research. Studies of coronal structures such
as long-lived holes, streamers, and rays, and related interplanetary
structures, such as recurrent high-speed streams, magnetic sectors, and
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magnetic neutral sheets, have led to some of the most significant recent
advances in coronal and interplanetary physics.

Studies of the global density structure of the corona over the past
17 years have been continued by Fisher and Paul Seagraves using data
from the Mark III coronagraph system operated at the Mauna Loa Observa-
tory since early 1980 and from the Mark II coronagraph, which was
operated at the same site before 1980. Newly included in this study are
the Mark II data from a sun-center distance of 1.5 R on the east limb
of the sun. From these data the long-term temporal and spatial varia-
tions of the polarized brightness of the corona and of the rotation rate
and lifetime of bright coronal structures are obtained. Information
concerning large-scale coronal structures and their long-term evolution
is also obtained from the study of related interplanetary structures
such as high-speed streams and magnetic sectors and neutral sheets.
Arthur Hundhausen has continued his work in this area, with particular
attention to the interplanetary neutral surface and its connection to
the belt of bright corona that is usually visualized as a band of
coronal streamers. His earlier work, which indicated that the neutral
surface extends nearly radially outward from the streamers, has now been
compared with another method for determining the near-sun neutral sheet
by extrapolating observed photospheric fields into the corona by using
the potential field approximation. Hundhausen and John Wilcox (Stanford
University) find that when reasonable values of the solar polar fields
and a reasonable height of the source surface are included in the poten-
tial field model, the two methods of neutral sheet determination agree
quite well. This means that the large-scale structure of the solar mag-
netic field can now be traced reasonably well in three dimensions from
the solar photosphere, through the solar corona, and into the distant
heliosphere, except perhaps when the structure is exceptionally complex,
as it is near solar maximum.

An effort in theoretical modeling of large-scale coronal structures
and their evolution has been undertaken by Gerald Browning, Hundhausen,
and Holzer. A two-dimensional MHD code has been developed and is
currently being applied to the problem of modeling coronal streamers
through a time-relaxation technique. Preliminary results suggest that
the magnetic structure of coronal streamers is not as simple as was pre-
viously thought and is controlled by the nature of diffusive transport
processes characterizing the system. The MHD code can be directly
extended to apply to the modeling of the slow evolution of coronal
streamers and other large-scale structures, and, it is hoped, eventually
extended to the modeling' of the rapid evolution of coronal structures,
like that associated with coronal mass-ejection transients.

The interplanetary counterparts of long-lived coronal spatial
structures--high-speed solar wind streams and the associated magnetic
sector structure--appear to an interplanetary spacecraft as time varia-
tions because of the rotation of the sun; these time variations then
recur with the solar rotation period. It is now recognized that such
recurrent solar wind disturbances produced the major long-term changes
in solar wind conditions and the major episodes of high geomagnetic
activity during the past sunspot cycle. The evolution of high-speed
streams as they propagate out through the solar system has proven to be
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an interesting test of the application of nonlinear fluid dynamics and
magnetohydrodynamics to the solar wind. The study of such interplane-
tary structures has long been and continues to be an important part of
the HAO research program.

Pizzo has recently published the last in a series of papers on
three-dimensional, quasi-steady solar wind dynamics. This effort
included the effects of the interplanetary magnetic field and quantita-
tively demonstrated that the flow near the equator can normally be
approximated as planar, because north-to-south flow effects are negligi-
ble even when the latitudinal boundaries of the streams are quite sharp.
Among the other topics included in the study are the shape and orienta-
tion of stream-associated corotating shock surfaces, distortion of the
interplanetary current sheet, and meridional transport of angular momen-
tum by stream interaction. Pizzo is also carrying out a two-dimensional
modeling effort in collaboration with Leonard Burlaga (Goddard Space
Flight Center) and Alan Lazarus (Massachusetts Institute of Technology).
This study involves radial-alignment mapping, in which plasma and mag-
netic field data are projected from one location (IMP 7 and 8 at the
orbit of earth) to another (Voyager 1 and 2 between 1.4 and 1.7 AU) by
using a numerical model. In one sense, the mapping constitutes a test
of the model itself, and in another it facilitates understanding of the
dynamics of the particular structures modeled. This work will also pro-
vide a basis for modeling of the very distant solar wind (beyond 10 AU),
where streams are expected to evolve into sawtooth pressure waves. Data
allowing comparison between observation and theory at these heliocentric
distances will soon be available from the Voyager and Pioneer missions.

Time-Dependent Phenomena in the Corona

There are, of course, many observed coronal phenomena that are
obviously time-dependent. The study of such phenomena is difficult,
demanding observations with adequate temporal resolution to delineate
the time-dependence, interpretive tools adequate to cope with the tem-
poral changes and the implied additional volume of data, and theoretical
models involving an additional independent variable.

Theoretical models of such phenomena in the solar corona require
solution of the time-dependent equations of magnetohydrodynamics; only a
very few analytic solutions of these equations are known, and these
apply under special and often idealized physical conditions. Numerical
solutions of these equations have been obtained for a broader range of
assumptions, but remain of limited applicability to coronal problems.
As noted above, the code being used by Browning, Hundhausen, and Holzer
can, in principle, be extended to describe rapid time evolution in a
wide variety of MHD phenomena, and work towards this extension is being
carried out in collaboration with Heinz Kreis (California Institute of
Technology). Until we have such a numerical modeling capability, MHD
modeling of these phenomena will remain special and limited in its
applicability.

Another class of time-dependent phenomena, arising from equilibrium
configurations, can be studied using classical methods of plasma physics
and magnetohydrodynamics. Stefano Migliuolo has continued to apply such
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analyses to several coronal phenomena, in particular to quiescent prom-
inences and the boundary between these cool structures and the hot
corona. Analysis of the stability of the Kippenhahn-Schluter prominence
against ideal MHD modes has led to the conclusion that such structures
are stable to all infinitesimal perturbations with wave vector parallel
to the gravitational field. Migliuolo has also carried out a comprehen-
sive kinetic analysis of the stability of infinitesimal perturbations
with wave vector parallel to the background magnetic field in a warm
plasma in which the gravitational field is perpendicular to the magnetic
field; wave-particle resonances are explicitly considered. This
analysis, which provides a kinetic description of the Rayleigh-Taylor
instability, is applicable to, among other things, the interface between
cool prominence material and the hot, magnetized coronal plasma.

A time-dependent coronal phenomenon of major importance in the HAO
research program is the mass-ejection coronal transient. The basic
properties of these coronal transients have been described in previous
Annual Scientific Reports. Two major observing programs currently under
way at HAO continue to reveal new aspects of the behavior of ejection
coronal transients.

The HAO coronal dynamics program involves the operation of a K-
coronameter with high time resolution and a hydrogen-alpha prominence
monitor at the Mauna Loa Observatory. These instruments detect coronal
transients at much lower coronal heights than currently possible with
the spaceborne coronagraphs widely used in past and present transient
studies and have thus continued to provide new information on the early
stages of coronal transients. As described in previous Annual Scien-
tific Reports, Fisher and his colleagues have established the existence
of (at least) two distinct classes of transients: one whose early man-
ifestation is an outward-moving deficit in coronal density and which is
frequently associated with an eruptive prominence, another which is ini-
tially characterized by a bright (dense) loop of material and is gen-
erally associated with a solar flare. Fisher and Munro have recently
carefully analyzed one of these flare-associated transients using Mark
III data, and they have drawn some important, new conclusions about the
three-dimensional structure of such a transient. This particular event
was characterized by a high velocity (about 800 km/s from 0.2 to 1.2 Rg
above the solar surface), was accompanied by X-ray and radio type II and
IV signatures, and exhibited a region of depressed coronal density fol-
lowing the bright (dense) leading edge. It was possible to determine a
minimum thickness (along the line of sight) of the region of depleted
density by assuming the complete absence of material in that region, and
this minimum thickness was found to be 70% of the width of this region
as measured in the plane of the sky. Thus it is clear that this flare-
associated transient has approximately the same horizontal dimensions in
all directions--a conclusion with important implications for the
theoretical modeling of such mass-ejection transients.

Sime has made use of Mark III data in a collaborative study with S.
T. Wu and S. Wang (both of the University of Alabama), Murray Dryer
(National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration), Arthur Poland and L.
E. Orwig (both of NASA Goddard Space Flight Center), C. J. Wolfson
(Lockheed Palo Alto Laboratories), and Alan Maxwell (Harvard
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University). The study compared coronal observations with the results
of a two-dimensional MHD model using chromospheric observations as an
input. A more detailed comparison of coronal observations (this time
from the HAO coronagraph on the ATM spacecraft) with the results of a
similar theoretical model is being carried out by Hundhausen, Robert
MacQueen, and Sime. They are finding significant discrepancies between
the observed density structure of the transient's leading edge and that
predicted by the MHD model of a compressive disturbance propagating
through the corona.

The HAO coronagraph/polarimeter (C/P) flown on the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Solar Maximum Mission (SMM)
satellite provides observations of coronal transients at greater heights
in the corona (1.5 to 6.0 RQ heliocentric distance) than the Mark III
K-coronameter does. The SMM program is now in a data reduction and
analysis stage involving collaboration with numerous guest and co-
investigators. The basic scientific goal of this investigation is to
study the time evolution of coronal structure near sunspot maximum,
including specifically the study of mass-ejection coronal transients,
but it also includes the study of evolution on virtually all time
scales. While this goal is being addressed through analysis of data
obtained in the 1980 epoch, plans for repair of the C/P and the SMM
spacecraft as a whole are proceeding toward the end of providing
extended observations near the minimum of the solar activity cycle.

The HAO white-light coronagraph on Skylab obtained transient obser-
vations during 1973 and early 1974--the declining phase of the sunspot
cycle. During this period, transient mass ejections were observed to
occur at a rate of about one every two days, and they tended to be
clustered within 400 of the solar equator. From studies of the varia-
tion of transient frequency with sunspot number, it was suggested that
t-e rate of occurrence of transients might increase by as much as a fac-
tor of four (i.e., about two transients per day) at solar maximum. Con-
stance Sawyer has completed a study of the frequency of occurrence and
the latitude distribution of coronal transients observed by the C/P on
SMM at solar maximum. She has found that at solar maximum transients
occur only about once per day, or at only twice the rate observed by
Skylab. The latitude distribution is found to be much more nearly uni-
form at solar maximum, so the rate of transient occurrence within 40° of
the solar equator has not changed much from the declining phase to solar
maximum, but many more transients come from the polar regions at
maximum--the region dominated by coronal holes during the declining
phase and minimum of the solar cycle. This conclusion implies that the
rate of occurrence of coronal-transient-associated solar wind distur-
bances observed in the plane of the ecliptic may not differ signifi-
cantly over the solar cycle, although the nature of such disturbances
would be expected to change in response to any change in the nature of
the near-equatorial transients over the solar cycle.

William Wagner; Sawyer; Rainer Illing; Lewis House; Raymond Smartt
(Sacramento Peak Observatory); Russell Howard, Martin Koomen, and Donald
Michels (all at the Naval Research Laboratory); and Dryer have found
that a transient mass ejection studied exhibited a nearly constant speed
from the coronal base out to 10 RQ. In another study of an individual
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transient event, Illing finds a useful description in terms of "streamer
splitting." Illing has also examined a number of events in which he
observed striations that are reminiscent of those formed in barium
clouds artificially produced in the high-latitude terrestrial iono-
sphere. The HAO SMM team, in collaboration with some 30 other scien-
tists from around the world, has engaged in a study of the association
of radio emission with white-light transient events, and this study has
raised serious questions concerning the mechanism and location of type
II radio emission. In a separate study, Wagner and MacQueen suggest
that type II emission may, in fact, arise from the interaction of a
compressive wave (resulting from a transient-associated flare) and
coronal transient density enhancements.

More general studies of coronal time variations (not necessarily
associated with mass-ejection transients) have been carried out by House
and Illing. In creating and studying a synoptic map of the March 1980
C/P data, they have found that some features change drastically on a
time scale of hours, while other features persist for more than a solar
rotation. House .is currently attempting to derive a physical model of
one of these long-lived features--a high-latitude streamer seen both at
the limb and in passage over the pole of the sun.

Although the difficulty of constructing analytic MHD models was
stressed earlier, Boon Chye Low has continued to have rather remarkable
success in creating just such models of the transient expulsion of a
magnetized plasma from the gravitational field of a star--the general-
ized coronal transient problem. A class of self-similar, time-dependent
MHD solutions has been derived and applied by Low to the process of an
expanding stellar envelope. In a continuing effort, more complex forms
of these solutions are being applied to the phenomenon of coronal tran-
sients. Low's work suggests that coronal transients result when quasi-
steady hydromagnetic systems become gravitationally unstable: thus the
observed expanding coronal structures associated with transients, which
often contain an embedded prominence, can be viewed as the whole
entrails carried along by global outflows. Low is at present endeavor-
ing to test the predictions of this theory, which derives from the exact
results of the governing equations.

SOLAR VARIABILITY SECTION
During 1982, the solar variability program made significant prog-

ress in several areas. New insights were developed from our solar
dynamo model; a whole new approach to a theory of the solar cycle was
begun; the prototype Fourier tachometer yielded high-quality observa-
tions of solar oscillations, and construction of the new instrument pro-
gressed; the solar diameter monitor obtained good data on 120 days; new
clues were found indicating climatic response to solar luminosity
changes; further insights into the mechanism of cosmic-ray modulation
were found; still more variations in ionospheric current systems
responding to changes in solar inputs were discovered; luminosity varia-
tions of 10% were found in Pleiades stars using the Harvard historical
plate collection; new periods were found in cataclysmic variables; and
planning began for developing a new instrument to measure stellar
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var i ability.

These results support further progress toward the general goal of
solar variability research--to describe and understand the fundamental
operation of the solar cycle over a broad range of time scales, from
weeks to millennia, including the ways in which the outputs of the sun
that reach the earth are influenced and organized by the activity cycle.
Research in solar variability remains central to the understanding solar
processes and their influence on the interplanetary medium, and is
increasingly important for understanding climatic trends and their
causes.

Modeling the Global Circulation and Dynamo

The 1981 Annual Scientific Report summarized a number of new
results found by Peter Gilman for dynamos driven by incompressible con-
vection in a rotating spherical shell. In particular, these included
solutions for field-reversing cyclic dynamos, and feedbacks on the flow
which, if extreme enough, could shut off the magnetic cycles. In 1982,
Gilman has developed from these results a "regime diagram," which
categorizes the kind of dynamo to be expected, i.e., whether magnetic
cycles occur or not, as a function of the amount of influence rotation
has on the convection which drives the dynamo. While applying ex-
plicitly to the simplified model calculations Gilman has performed, such
a diagram may also be useful for interpreting observations of stellar
activity and activity cycles.

Another prominent feature of the new dynamo solutions relevant to
stars is that the cyclic part of the dynamo tends to be confined to the
region of the convection zone that is outside the cylinder tangent to
the inner boundary equator. This is because in high latitudes, the
poloidal fields produced by the convection are nearly parallel to the
rotation contours, resulting in greatly reduced induction of toroidal
fields compared to low latitudes. If this behavior also occurs on
stars, then zones of cyclic activity should be confined to low and
midlatitudes, with the latitudinal extent greater for stars with deeper
convection zones.

An additional effect found with the model is that feedbacks from
the induced magnetic field to the motions can naturally modulate the
envelope of magnetic cycles such as occurs on the sun, though no model
behavior as extreme as a "Maunder minimum" has yet been found. Also,
magnetic fields of either symmetry about the equator (the sun's field is
predominantly antisymmetric about the equator) are nearly equally likely
and the model can get "locked in" to one symmetry for many magnetic
cycles--but symmetry switching does occasionally occur, something never
observed for the sun (but observable only since the beginning of the
20th century).

All of the above calculations have been done for an incompressible
fluid. A compressible version of the same model is nearly complete, and
should be running operationally during fiscal year 1983. A linear ver-
sion of this model is already operational.

Gilman and Edward DeLuca (a new graduate assistant in HAO) are
beginning to develop a whole new approach to the theory of the solar
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cycle, starting with a model for hydromagnetic torsional oscillations
occurring in a thin layer at the bottom of the convection zone. Whether
this approach becomes competitive with convection zone dynamo theories
should be determined during fiscal 1983.

Timothy Brown has worked on applications of maximum-entropy estima-
tion methods to turbulence theory. This has led to a description of the
wave number spectrum of isotropic turbulence and recently to some prog-
ress on a treatment of turbulent convection. The most elementary appli-
cation to convection (and the only one worked out so far) is a purely
local treatment. This approach yields scaling laws identical to stan-
dard mixing-length results, in particular giving the energy flux as pro-
portional to the 3/2 power of the superadiabatic temperature gradient.
The local treatment may be generalized to a nonlocal one in a natural
way, and this is the next problem awaiting consideration.

Finally, Brown, in collaboration with Barbara Mihalas (visitor,
Sacramento Peak Observatory) and Edward Rhodes Jr. (University of South-
ern California), has been writing a major review paper on solar waves
and oscillations.

Observations of Global Flows

Work by Brown and collaborators in attempting to measure global
solar velocities has gone forward on two fronts--use of the prototype
Fourier tachometer instrument already at Sacramento Peak Observatory
(SPO) and development of the next version, scheduled for installation at
SPO in the spring of 1983. Programs currently in progress include
analysis of synoptic data for use in studies of solar rotation and
large-scale velocity fields, a program to detect wakes behind sunspots
in collaboration with Lee Fowler and Peter Foukal (both of AER Inc.,
Cambridge, Mass.), and a program to study the frequencies and rotational
splitting of intermediate solar p-mode oscillations in collaboration
with Jorgen Christensen-Dalsgaard (visitor, Aarhus University, Denmark)
and with Douglas Gough (Cambridge University, England). Work on the new
instrument has entered the final stages of fabrication and integration,
with the electronic components being assembled at HAO while the mechani-
cal and optical assemblies are in progress at SPO. The SPO scientist
principally in charge of activities there is John Evans.

The p-mode program uses full-disk velocity pictures of the sun
taken with the prototype instrument which are multiplied by spatial
filters chosen to isolate oscillations with particular spatial struc-
tures, corresponding to particular values of spherical harmonic indices
1 and m. The noise level of the observations is low enough to allow
detection of oscillation modes with amplitudes as low as 30 cm/s in a
single day. In this respect the Fourier tachometer is competitive with
other instruments currently used to observe global oscillation modes,
but it provides much more spatial information than any of them. The
observations now in hand include 28 days with more than 5 h of observing
time per day, including one string of nine consecutive days. Reduction
of these data is proceeding, with the aim of determining the variation
of the solar rotation rate with depth down to the bottom of the convec-
tion zone.
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Efforts to measure 20th century changes in the solar rotation from
sunspot positions continue by Gilman and Robert Howard (Mt. Wilson
Observatory). Three-fourths of the Mt. Wilson white-light plates have
now been read for sunspot positions, and we expect this task to be com-
pleted by the early spring of 1983. Preliminary calculations indicate
that reasonable differential rotations can be found, but these values
are currently sensitive to the limits we place on daily changes in spot
position in longitude and latitude. These limits are necessary to iden-
tify the same spot from one day to the next, because visual identifica-
tion is impossible with so many plates to analyze, given the resources
available. A second study of the secular behavior of photospheric rota-
tion using sunspots as tracers, carried out by John Eddy and Douglas
Hoyt on Royal Observatory data, awaits completion.

Luminosity Variations and Climatic Response

In a continuing study Ronald Gilliland has pursued the analysis of
a historical record of climate (Northern Hemisphere mean surface air
temperatures over the past century) to elucidate the roles of various
external factors which influence climatic change. Of the three forcing
functions (anthropogenic carbon dioxide, volcanic aerosols, and solar
cycle modulation at %80 years) only the volcanic component is highly
significant ( '3 a ) statistically, explaining in excess of 50% of the
interannual temperature variance. Current empirical determinations of
warming expected from a C02 doubling are model-dependent and sensitive
to small changes in the temporal data base. With inclusion of a solar
luminosity forcing at 80 years, as might be expected based upon
Gilliland's earlier claims of a similar solar diameter variation, the
CO2 doubling response is 2.4 + 0.9° C, using data through 1981. After
accounting for 67% of the variance with the above forcings, spectral
analysis of the residuals shows the strongest signal at 21.9 years--
matching the Hale double sunspot period and supporting a link between
the solar magnetic cycle and climate.

Eddy and Hoyt continued their historical reconstruction of short-
term solar constant variations, based on the now-established relation-
ship between projected sunspot and facular areas and the total solar
irradiance. With Gilliland they examined the probable climatic response
to the 11-year, cyclic variation in the solar constant that results from
accumulated sunspot-blocking. The full amplitude of this extrapolated
forcing is about 0.1%, which would induce, in simple equilibrium climate
models, a modulation in surface temperature of 0.1 to 0.20 C, with lower
temperatures at times of maximum solar activity. The magnitude of the
effect should be enhanced over continental land masses, due to reduced
thermal inertia; near and over the oceans the effect is much reduced.
Such a modulation was reported by R. G. Currie in 1981 in his analysis
of 80 years of U.S. weather station data, with an amplitude and phase
consistent with these predictions. Currie's study found a statistically
significant 11-year signal in surface temperature that was limited to
the northeastern sector of the United States. Eddy, Gilliland, and Hoyt
also find a significant tendency in the same geographical area for
extreme cold temperatures to occur in years of maximum sunspot number,
and a marginal tendency for extreme high temperatures at times of
minima. These effects of solar constant forcing, if real, are of minor
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climatic importance when compared with established climatic trends of
the past 100 years and an order of magnitude smaller than those
predicted as the result of increased C02 loading.

Short-term earth-orbital variations produce another modulation in
insolation which for high latitudes is of comparable magnitude to that
of sunspot blocking. Perturbations in the inclination of the earth's
axis of rotation, due to the tidal pull of Jupiter, for example, modu-
late insolation patterns with a period of about 11.6 years; the moon
introduces a similar modulation of 18.6 years. E.P. Borisenkov, A.V.
Tsvetkov, and S.V. Agaponov at the Main Geophysical Observatory (MGO)
Leningrad, have recently calculated year-by-year values of these high-
frequency earth-orbital effects on insolation for a 200-year period in
modern times. At midwinter in high latitudes the 18.6-year lunar per-
turbation should modulate insolation at a level slightly greater than
0.1%. The effect is appreciably smaller at lower latitudes and in other
seasons. Eddy is collaborating with the Soviet group to combine the MGO
calculated earth-orbital changes with NCAR's historically reconstructed
sunspot-blocking data to reconstruct all that is presently known of
insolation changes for the past 100 years, for purposes of climate
analysis.

Gordon Newkirk has written a review on solar luminosity variations
for Annual Reviews of Astronomy and Astrophysics. His review has con-
centrated on the meIFianisms, ranging from changes in the efficiency of
energy transport in the convection zone to the inhibition of convection
by the magnetic fields of sunspots, which may influence the solar lumi-
nosity over time scales of days to thousands of years. Observations of
sufficient accuracy to investigate these mechanisms quantitatively are
limited to those made by the Solar Maximum Mission over a nine-month
period. They suggest that the flux blocked by a sunspot is not reradi-
ated immediately as a "bright ring" but stored for long periods in the
convective zone. The detailed analysis of such data may be expected to
reveal as much about the fundamental process of turbulent convection as
about sunspots.

Diameter and Calcium Flux Instruments

We have now operated the solar diameter instrument for more than a
year, obtaining about 120 good observations. Brown's preliminary
analysis of these data reveals that the root-mean-square noise in a
daily measurement of the diameter is about 0.4 arc second and in both
the horizontal and vertical dimensions. Most of this noise now appears
to be atmospheric in origin, rather than instrumental. Brown is con-
tinuing to consider ways to reduce it. But even at this level of accu-
racy, with 100 or more observations per year, it should be possible to
test recent conjectures about solar cycle variations in diameter in
about two more years.

Gilman and Robert Howard's collaboration to measure the solar diam-
eter from the Mt. Wilson white-light plates is continuing. As with the
spot positions, diameters have now been measured for about three-fourths
of the plates. A number of corrections must be applied to the results
to remove effects of focus changes, temperature, and other errors.
Currently, the variations in annual average results are much larger than
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estimated from the remaining daily scatter, so further systematic
effects must still be present that must be removed.

The calcium flux monitor to be installed at Mauna Loa is awaiting
electronic design and fabrication, which will begin in fiscal 1983 after
our major effort on the Fourier tachometer development winds down.

Cosmic-Ray Modulation and the Interplanetary Medium

In collaboration with John Lockwood and Leonard Fisk (both of the
University of New Hampshire), Newkirk has continued the analysis of the
interaction of galactic cosmic rays of 5-GeV energy with fast solar
wind streams in interplanetary space. The K-coronameter data assembled
since 1964 at our Mauna Loa site provide a key perspective for the
analysis in that it allows, during times of relatively stable solar con-
ditions, an estimate of the position of the undulatory current sheet
separating the solar wind from the two high-latitude coronal holes.
Newkirk's analysis demonstrates that the decrease in cosmic-ray flux
observed in fast solar wind streams is most easily understood as a
decrease in flux with distance from the current sheet (toward the center
of the fast stream). Previous interpretations of this phenomenon as due
to time-dependent factors or due to longitudinal variations in cosmic-
ray density caused by the interaction of fast and slow streams are shown
to be inadequate. A numerical model is currently being used to place
this new interpretation on a solid theoretical footing.

Newkirk has also begun devoting time to the data gathered over four
years with the KELP (coronal emission line polarimeter) instrument to
determine the directions of magnetic fields in the corona. A critical
requirement in this analysis is a self-consistent means of determining
the field from the polarization vectors, Jean Arnaud (Toulouse Observa-
tory) visited HAO during the summer of 1982 as part of a long-term pro-
gram of developing such a theory. He will return in the fall of 1983.

Geomagnetic Response to Solar Variability

In order to investigate terrestrial responses to solar variability,
Sadami Matsushita and Wen-Yao Xu (visitor, Institute of Geophysics,
Academia Sinica, Beijing, China) have estimated equivalent ionospheric
current systems of the solar daily geomagnetic variations in both high
and mid-low latitudes during a solar active period for three seasons
(winter, equinoxes, and summer) and for the yearly average, and compared
them against those during a solar quiet period. They examined field-
aligned electric currents as well as the wind dynamo effects which pro-
duce the obtained electric current systems. Since unreasonably large
electric conductivity or wind speed is required to simulate the polar
currents by the wind dynamo, they concluded that field-aligned currents
play a basic role in producing the current systems at high latitudes.
Tomikazu Namikawa (Osaka City University, Osaka, Japan) and Matsushita
have suggested that a possible source for the field-aligned currents is
the mean electromotive force perpendicular to the mean current induced
by random hydromagnetic waves in a collisionless plasma.

Midlatitude equivalent ionospheric current systems (integrated for
90-200 km in height) estimated from geomagnetic data in different
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seasons for a solar quiet year and a solar active period have been exam-
ined by Wallace Campbell (United States Geological Survery) and
Matsushita. An intense counterclockwise current flows at mid-low lati-
tudes in the daytime. The ratio of the current intensity in summer to
winter is around 1.6. The total current intensity on quiet days during
a solar active period is approximately 2.2 times that during a solar
quiet period, where the ratio due to upper-atmospheric wind effects is
about 1.4 and that attributed to electric conductivity effects is about
1.6. These wind and conductivity variations are caused by the enhance-
ment of the solar radiation during the active period.

Matsushita, with the assistance of Xu, had previously examined (see
1981 Annual Scientific Report) equivalent ionospheric current systems
representing interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) sector effects for each
of the 12 calendar months by spherical harmonic analyses of geomagnetic
hourly data at 13 polar stations for seven years. The main feature of
the equivalent current systems they obtained includes circular currents
(eastward for the away sector and westward for the toward) at about 800
latitude mostly in the daytime in summer and reversed circular currents
at about 70° latitude mainly at night in winter. They estimated field-
aligned current distributions responsible for equivalent currents, as
well as vector distributions of electric fields and ionospheric
currents, from current functions of equivalent current systems, with use
of the computer algorithm developed by Kamide, Richmond, and Matsushita
(the KRM method).

To investigate further the control of high-latitude electric fields
and currents by IMFs Eigil Friis-Christensen (visitor, Meteorological
Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark) and Matsushita examined geomagnetic data
observed at the chain of ten stations on the west coast of Greenland in
the summers of 1972 and 1973, and inspected the corresponding IMF infor-
mation from the HEOS-2 satellite. The calculated results not only con-
firm the current systems found by Matsushita and Xu but also give good
agreement with direct observations of fields and currents by satellites
and radar facilities. This clearly demonstrates the validity of the KRM
method and the adopted conductivity model. In addition, they have shown
that negative values of the IMF vertical component produce strong
currents due to substorm occurrences.

The above studies of electric currents and fields in the upper
atmosphere produced by the solar variations and IMF sector structures
indicate a clear solar-terrestrial relationship between the sun and the
upper atmosphere. Effects of those upper-atmospheric currents and
fields on the lower atmosphere are now being examined. Caution is
needed in conducting such studies particularly with respect to the large
ionospheric electric conductivities and horizontally varying potentials
needed as well as the sector assignments based on geomagnetic data in
winter. Matsushita concludes that careful investigations of electrical
and dynamical interactions between the thermosphere and the mesosphere
are essential in order to study solar-terrestrial influences on weather
and climate. Comparisons of statistical curves showing some variations
of certain phenomena at two different altitudes without any explanation
for the physical mechanism are likely to be meaningless.
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Stellar Variability

Eddy, in collaboration with Lee Hartmann (Harvard/Smithsonian
Center for Astrophysics), has completed a pilot study of sample plates
from the Harvard College Observatory (HCO) archives to determine the
limits of detectability of secular brightness changes in stars in the
Pleiades cluster. Their method involves two-dimensional, automated den-
sitometry of a large number of stars in this young, well-documented open
cluster. Relative photometry proves capable of identifying changes of
0.1 magnitude (or 10% in luminosity) in 100 stars of the cluster with
magnitudes between 5 and 10.5. Since this meets their initial goal,
they will continue the study by analyzing selected plates from the 80-
year HCO collection, making use of the Yale Observatory densitometer
facility. Secular changes exceeding 0.1 magnitude have been detected in
isolated stars in more limited studies. The broader sample of the
present investigation should help define the limits of ten- to 100-year
brightness changes in populations of young stars, and, by inference, the
probability of smaller changes in older stars like the sun.

Gilliland has completed analysis of spectroscopic and photometric
observations of cataclysmic variable stars obtained in 1980 with the 4-m
telescope at Cerro Tololo International Observatory (CTIO). In collab-
oration with Mark Phillips (CTIO), he analyzed data for the novalike
variable QU Car, which revealed an orbital period of 10.9 h and showed
that the ubiquitous X 4630-4660 emission feature arises primarily from
C III instead of N III Bowen fluorescence as had been widely believed.
For EX Hydrae Gilliland's detection of a period change for the 67-min
oscillation has been instrumental in developing models for the system in
which accretion onto a magnetic white dwarf torques up its rotation
rate. The observations of V436 Cen and BV Cen provided improved deter-
minations for orbital periods and radial velocity amplitudes, thus
allowing better estimates of physical parameters. Gilliland used stel-
lar evolution computations combined with analysis of the orbital parame-
ters to show that the secondary in BV Cen has a radius some 50% larger
than a zero age main-sequence star of the same spectral type (G5-8 V).
The cataclysmic variables provide a laboratory for studies of stellar
evolution in which strongly coupled dynamical, thermal, and nuclear
processes take place on time scales short enough to be directly observ-
able.

Dimitri Mihalas, who rejoined the HAO staff in September 1982, has
initiated efforts by a team of HAO and university-based scientists to
develop instrumentation to monitor magnetic field generation in solar-
type stars, on time scales from days to years (cycles). A special-
purpose instrument will measure spectral emission features known from
solar work to have a strong correlation with magnetic fields. One goal
of this program is to infer stellar rotation periods, using techniques
pioneered at Mt. Wilson Observatory. These data, coupled with knowledge
of the morphology of stellar cycles, should provide an empirical founda-
tion for the development of theories of stellar dynamos. An observing
site is now being selected; the hope is to operate the program as a col-
laboration between HAO and university departments and/or other national
observatories.
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SOLAR ATMOSPHERE AND MAGNETIC FIELDS SECTION

The Solar Atmosphere and Magnetic Fields Section studies a wide
variety of problems ranging from the essentially neutral gases of the
photosphere, through the partially ionized plasma of the chromosphere,
to the fully ionized plasma of the chromosphere-corona transition region
and inner corona. Within these layers, the average temperature ranges
from near 4,300 K at the temperature minimum to 10 K in the inner
corona and the density decreases by some eight orders of magnitude. In
transient features, such as sunspots and flares, the temperature drops
as low as 3,500 K and rises as high as 10 K.

The gases and plasma of the photosphere, chromosphere, and corona
are highly dynamic, with fluid velocities frequently reaching a substan-
tial fraction of the sound velocity and with large fluctuations in tem-
perature and density at any given level in the atmosphere. The photo-
sphere exhibits a variety of pulsations and oscillations associated with
internal pulsational modes of the whole sun and with both propagating
and evanescent waves generated by convection eddies in the subphoto-
spheric convection zone and by high-order pulsational modes.

At the levels of the photosphere and chromosphere the average gas
pressure exceeds the average magnetic pressure, and, as a result, the
magnetic field is concentrated into small areas of high strength.
Within the upper chromosphere and corona the average magnetic pressure
competes with the average gas pressure and the magnetic field begins to
guide the fluid motions rather than yield to them. At these levels, the
magnetic fields become much more uniform than in the lower layers.

The average structure of the solar atmosphere is roughly known--
except in the upper chromosphere and lover transition region, where the
temperature increases from about 3 X 10 to 3 X 103 K. Within this tem-
perature regime, all extant theoretical models predict extremely high
temperature gradients and, consequently, very little total matter.
Spectral observations in the extreme ultraviolet, however, indicate or-
ders of magnitude more matter at these temperatures than is predicted by
the theoretical models. Furthermore, the observations suggest a complex
geometrical structure of highly dynamical character involving large
vertical mass flux.

Transient features of the solar atmosphere are not well understood,
even in their average properties. The vast majority of studies of sun-
spots, for example, are confined to photospheric levels. Relatively
little is known about sunspot structure at chromospheric and coronal
levels. Similarly, flares have been studied extensively in isolated
temperature bands. Only recently have individual flares been success-
fully observed through a wide range of temperatures. Magnetic fields
have been observed extensively at photospheric levels but only to an
extremely limited extent at chromospheric and coronal levels. Even at
photospheric levels, the great bulk of the observations give only the
line-of-sight component of the field.

Research within the Solar Atmosphere and Magnetic Fields Section
during the past year has concentrated on interpretive studies of the
transition region, sunspots, prominences and flares: theoretical studies
of magnetostatic equilibria in a gravitational atmosphere; and both
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observational and theoretical studies of stellar atmospheres exhibiting
sunlike phenomena. Stellar observations offer the opportunity to study
the phenomena of chromospheres and coronae under different surface grav-
ities, rotation rates, effective temperatures, and stellar ages. Thus,
they provide valuable insight into the fundamental physical processes on
which they depend.

It is an interesting feature of solar magnetic fields that they are
concentrated by convective motions into compact areas in which the field
becomes sufficiently rigid to resist further buffeting by the fluid
motions. At this limit, the study of magnetostatic structures becomes
relevant, and, in the absence of adequate observations of the field
topology in the chromosphere and corona, we still have much to learn
from magnetostatic models in gravitational atmospheres.

In order to maintain a balanced program dealing with the wide range
of physical conditions in the solar atmosphere, the research work in the
section strives to include an appropriate mixture of observational,
interpretive, and theoretical work. Observational work has been cur-
tailed during the past year as a combined result of the malfunction of
the NASA SMM satellite and a decision to terminate observations with the
Mark II Stokes polarimeter in the fall of 1980. No other solar observ-
ing programs were conducted by the section during the past year. This
circumstance has afforded the opportunity for an intensive effort in the
interpretation of data acquired with SMM and the Stokes II instrument.
On the other hand, stellar observations were conducted at Kitt Peak
National Observatory, Mount Wilson Observatory, and Lick Observatory.

Polarimetric Observations and Their Interpretation

Earlier attempts to extract vector magnetic field information for
sunspots observed with the HAO/SPO Stokes II instrument resulted in
inconsistencies between the observed Stokes profiles for the polarized
radiation and the theoretical profiles. In collaboration with Bruce
Lites (SPO), Andrew Skumanich has improved the profile diagnostics by
including magneto-optic birefringence, collision damping in the line
wings, and a component of scattered light in the instrument. The
results, tested on one well-observed sunspot, now give spectral line
parameters consistent with other data and vastly improved agreement
between theoretical and observed Stokes profiles. The resulting vector
magnetic field data have been incorporated with other spectroscopic data
in the construction of a sunspot model.

An interpretive study of polarization in the D3 line of He I
observed in quiescent prominences with the HAO/SPO stokes instruments
has been completed by Grant Athay in collaboration with Charles Querfeld
(formerly at HAO), Smartt, Egidio Landi Degl'Innocenti (University of
Florence), and Veronique Bommier (Paris Observatory). This study, which
has included extensive theoretical work on polarization in the D multi-
plet independently by Landi Degl'Innocenti and Bommier, yields t e first
extensive set of complete vector magnetic field measurements in prom-
inences. The field lines are found to lie parallel to the solar sur-
face, but to have no exclusively preferred direction relative to the
long axis of the prominence. In one interesting case of a large prom-
inence observed just prior to eruption, the azimuth angle of the field
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was observed to be rotated by about 1400 between opposite ends of the
prominence. Generally, measured magnetic field strengths in quiescent
prominences range up to about 30 gauss with an average near 16 gauss.

A Stokes polarimeter developed at Lockheed Observatory (Alan Title)
for flight on future shuttle missions will be tested at HAO using a
ground-based telescope. The new polarimeter differs from the Stokes II
instrument in that it achieves both high spatial resolution and, using
two-dimensional detector arrays, high time resolution. Spectral resolu-
tion, however, is compromised. Recently, the 10-in. vacuum telescope
at HAO was prepared and tested by Thomas Baur and Fisher as a feed for
the Lockheed polarimeter. Observations with the polarimeter will be
initiated in fiscal 1983.

Magnetohydrodynamic Modeling

Modeling solar features and properties usually involves a combina-
tion of data interpretation and theoretical work. The theoretical work
is required to supplement inadequate data and to develop appropriate
diagnostic methods for interpreting observational data in terms of phys-
ical variables.

The study of systematic flow patterns in the chromosphere and
corona has shown that the flow is a major factor in the transport of
energy. In addition, the flow patterns provide an opportunity to map
the magnetic field patterns in the highly ionized layers where the flow
is guided by the magnetic field. Observational data from the ultra-
violet spectrometer and polarimeter on the SMM satellite were used by
Athay in collaboration with Joseph Gurman (Applied Research Corpora-
tion), Richard Shine (Goddard Space Flight Center), and William Henze
(Teledyne-Brown Engineering) to continue their earlier study of the
structure and flow patterns in active regions at transition region tem-
peratures. They found widespread evidence for magnetic loop structure
with a predominance of downflow in both legs of the loops. In a
separate study of vertical flows over sunspots at transition region tem-
peratures, Gurman and Athay found cases of strong upflow and other cases
of strong downflow with no clear preference for one or the other.

The effect of fluid flow along magnetic field lines on the energy
balance in the transition region was investigated by Athay for both
"open" and "closed" magnetic field configurations. Although in each
case the flow was found to play an important role in the energy balance,
it played only a minor role in the radiation flux as a function of tem-
perature. Thus, the radiation flux by itself is not sfficient to
discriminate between models with quite different energy transport by
fluid flow.

Solar variability in the Lyman-alpha chromospheric line has been
studied by Skumanich and Judith Lean (Cooperative Institute for Research
in the Environmental Sciences and University of Colorado) using a
three-component model (plage, network, and supergranule cell) with rela-
tive components derived from Ca II K line observations. They computed
the expected variation in Lyman-alpha flux from 1969 to 1980. The
results agree well in both amplitude and phase with long-term and solar
cycle fluctuations observed with OSO-5 and with the phase of
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fluctuations due to solar rotation observed recently with the AE-E
satellite. This suggests the possibility of using the predicted Lyman-
alpha fluctuations as a means of calibrating the absolute intensities
observed with the AE-E satellite.

Two major modeling projects involving long-term visitors and
members from different sections in HAO were initiated during the past
year. Migliuolo, Skumanich, Peter Cargill (visitor, University of St.
Andrews, Scotland), and Charles Hyder (visitor, NASA Marshall Space
Flight Center) are modeling a well-observed two-ribbon flare using a
combination of theoretical models and observational data. Migliuolo and
Cargill have completed a study of the stability of magnetic arcades with
all field lines tied in the photosphere. They were unable to find any
case of instability for force-free fields without embedded prominences.
The study is currently being extended to include non-force-free equi-
libria with embedded prominences. Assuming that an unstable configura-
tion can be found, they will then attempt to incorporate visual and EUV
data for the two-ribbon flare with the characteristic properties of the
magnetic field instability.

In the second large modeling effort, Athay, Holzer, and MacGregor
have begun to construct a unified, self-consistent model from the photo-
sphere into interplanetary space. Earlier attempts at such models have
not extended sufficiently deep in the atmosphere to make the models
insensitive to the choice of boundary conditions. The development of a
unified, self-consistent model will require major extensions of current
modeling techniques. In the chromosphere, for example, it will be
necessary for the models to conform to a prescribed energy input, which
has not been done previously. Athay has developed an efficient method
for handling the extended radiative transfer computations required for
this purpose.

Hyder has continued the study of flare models using results from
the SMM satellite. He has further developed his suggestion that vortex
motion may play an important role in flare formation.

Magnetostatic Modeling

Magnetostatic studies within the section during the past year
include the stability of force-free magnetic arcades with line-tying in
the photosphere, the stability of two-dimensional condensations in an
infinite magnetostatic atmosphere, nonlinear equilibria in three dimen-
sions, the change in energy in magnetic fields undergoing a transition
from a force-free to a potential configuration, and the field topology
in sunspots. These studies are part of a larger program overlapping
with those reported by the Coronal and Interplanetary Physics Section.

The study by Migliuolo and Cargill of stability in magnetic arcades
of the type associated with two-ribbon flares was mentioned in the
preceding section on modeling. The semi-infinite arcade model without
embedded condensations and with photospheric line-tying produced stabil-
ity in all cases studied. By contrast, the study of two-dimensional
embedded condensations in an infinite magnetostatic atmosphere by Low,
Hundhausen, and Ellen Zweibel (University of Colorado) indicates insta-
bility in all cases. The change from stability to instability in these
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two separate studies is more likely associated with the change from a
semi-infinite model with line-tying to an infinite model rather than
with the presence or absence of a condensation.

Low, in collaboration with Yu-Qui Hu (visitor, Chinese University
of Science and Technology) and Wen-Rui Hu (visitor, Chinese Academy of
Sciences), developed a perturbation method for obtaining sunspotlike
magnetostatic equilibria departing slightly from axial symmetry. Low
has expanded and applied the method to discuss nonlinear equilibria of
fully three-dimensional magnetostatic structures in the solar atmosphere
for the case of constant gravitational acceleration. These are the
first successful attempts to treat three-dimensional magnetostatic prob-
lems analytically and represent an important new breakthrough in studies
of magnetic field topologies. The method is currently being expanded by
Low, Hundhausen, and Y.-Q. Hu to include a 1/r variation in the gravi-
tational acceleration, which is important for the study of large-scale
features of solar magnetic fields.

It is commonly assumed that many transient solar phenomena, such as
flares, derive their energy from the relaxation of a current-carrying
magnetic field back to a current-free potential field. Low has carried
out numerical computations of the energy release and the change in field
topology associated with the relaxation of a force-free current system
to a potential field. The computations are done for the quasi-static
case and do not include the time-dependence of the relaxation.

Pizzo has initiated a study of axisymmetric magnetostatic sunspot
models including the effects of gravity and temperature gradients. This
numerical study will provide an improved understanding of the coupling
of the magnetic field toplogy with the thermodynamic structure of sun-
spots. Studies of return-flux sunspot models have been extended by
Skumanich, in collaboration with Fla and Vladimir Osherovich (National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration), to investigate the effect of
force-free current systems. For amplitudes of field spiraling (produced
by the currents) consistent with observational data, the effects of the
field spiraling on the thermodynamic structure of the spot are small.
The field spiraling decreases the vertical gradient of the field in pro-
portion to the square of the azimuthal component of the field, but,
again, the effect is small for observed amplitudes of the azimuthal
fields.

Stellar Atmospheres
Mass loss is a ubiquitous property of stars of different spectral

types, including binary as well as isolated stars. Late-type, low-
gravity stars exhibit the curious, and so far unexplained, phenomenon of
winds whose terminal velocities are much less than the surface escape
velocities, whereas middle- and early-type stars often have winds whose
terminal velocities are comparable to or exceed the surface escape velo-
cities. Different physical mechanisms are thought to be responsible for
the acceleration of winds in stars of different spectral type. In
early-type (hot) stars, radiation pressure arising from scattering of
photospheric continuum radiation by ultraviolet resonance lines of abun-
dant ions in the outer atmosphere is a likely mechanism. Early-type
stars are also rapid rotaters, a fact which may account for a
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significant azimuthal component to the wind flow. MacGregor has shown
that the force due to radiation pressure also has an azimuthal component
that results from the azimuthal component of motion in the wind. This
azimuthal force can be a significant component of the total force if the
resonance line producing the scattering is suitably placed relative to a
photospheric absorption feature. Quantitative evaluation of the impor-
tance of the azimuthal force is in progress.

In late-type, low-gravity stars Alfven waves have been suspected as
the source of the wind, and earlier studies have shown that observed
mass-loss rates can be produced by reasonable estimates for the energy
flux in Alfven waves. However, the predicted winds have terminal ve-
locities in excess of the escape velocities, in conflict with observa-
tions. MacGregor, working with Hartmann and Eugene Avrett (both from
Harvard/Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics), has completed an extensive
study of Alfven-driven winds including an exponential damping of the
wave energy with a constant scale length approximately equal to the
solar radius. The ad hoc imposition of such a scale length for damping
reduces the wind velocity to the observed values and helps explain other
wind-related phenomena, provided that the chosen scale length lies
within very narrow limits at a value near the stellar radius. However,
the assumption of a constant scale length for the damping is in conflict
with theoretical results found by Holzer, Leer, and Fla. Their results
indicate that the damping length varies in the wind-forming region by
several orders of magnitude. The assumption of a constant damping
length with narrowly defined limits, therefore, appears to be unjusti-
fied, and the Alfven wave mechanism does not seem to be tenable as the
primary source of the wind.

Chromospheres and coronae in close binary stars show enhanced
activity relative to isolated stars of the same spectral types. Using a
scaled version of the wind in solar-type stars to estimate the enhanced
wind resulting from the increased chromospheric and coronal activity in
binary stars, MacGregor has investigated the effect of the winds on the
binary evolution. The braking action of the wind slows the rotation
rate of the primary star which, in turn, increases the orbital period of
the secondary companion. These effects speed up the expansion of the
stars to fill their Roche lobes and initiate mass transfer. Numerical
estimates indicate that the evolutionary time for the beginning of mass
transfer between the two stars can be an order of magnitude smaller than
the usual estimates ignoring the effect of the winds.

Skumanich and Arthur Young (visitor, San Diego State University)
have completed an observing program to measure chromospheric emission in
rapidly rotating solar-type stars, most of which are found in close
binary systems. Both isolated stars and long-period binaries were
included in the observing program to provide reference points for
assessing the influence of close binarity and rapid rotation. When com-
pleted, the study should provide a better understanding of the increased
chromospheric activity in the close binaries.
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Visitors

Jean Arnaud; Pic-du-Midi Observatory, France; June
and July 1982

Jqrgen Christensen-Dalsgaard; University of Liege,
Belgium; February and March 1982

Robert Duncan; CSIRO, Australia; October 1981 to
October 1982

Tor F 8; University of Tromsd, Norway, March 1981
to February 1982

Wen-Rui Hu; Chinese Academy of Sciences, People's
Republic of China; September 1981 to September 1982

You-Qiu Hu, University of Alabama, September to
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Charles Hyder, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center,
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Vincent Lane, Jackson State University, June to
August 1982

Egil Leer; University of Troms0, Norway; September
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Barbara Mihalas, Sacramento Peak Observatory, June
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Ake Nordlund; Astronomical Observatory of Copenhagen
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L. Harper Pryor, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center,
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David Rees; University of Sydney, Australia;
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Arthur Young, San Diego State University, September
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In its role as a center for collaborative research throughout the at-
mospheric research community, NCAR strongly supports interactions among its
own staff, university researchers, and graduate and postgraduate students
in the atmospheric sciences. Much of this collaboration is facilitated
through the Advanced Study Program (ASP). ASP administers a visitors pro-
gram, consisting of graduate research assistantships and postdoctoral fel-
lowships, that is designed to foster new and continuing cooperative work
between NCAR scientists and university investigators. In its role as
initiator of new research areas, ASP also contains an Environmental and
Societal Impacts Group (ESIG). ESIG explores the social context and impli-
cations of atmospheric research and phenomena through interdisciplinary
studies within NCAR and in collaboration with university, governmental, and
nongovernmental agencies.

VISITORS PROGRAM

Graduate Research Assistantships

ASP awards a limited number of graduate assistantships to students
pursuing master's or doctoral degrees in the atmospheric sciences. While
in residence at NCAR, graduate assistants carry out research based on their
thesis proposals, which must be endorsed jointly by a university scientist
and an NCAR scientist. These scientists serve as advisers for the thesis
and as members of the student's thesis committee. The students work
directly within NCAR research projects in such areas as atmospheric
dynamics, climate, cloud physics, and oceanography. The length of tenure
for the completion of a Ph.D. thesis is normally a maximum of two years and
for an M.S. thesis, one year. These periods are designed for students who
have finished their course work and qualifying exams and can emphasize
their thesis research. To make the program competitive, applications are
evaluated quarterly: in January, April, July, and October. In 1982 four
new one-year appointees were named and three short-term assistantships were
awarded, six assistantships were continued, and two assistants received the
doctoral degree. Two examples of the work by ASP qraduate research
assistants are given below.

Philip Rasch from Florida State University developed and tested a
barotropic primitive equation model for use in testing normal mode
initialization (NMI) methods. He constructed a variety of initialization
schemes. These consisted of Machenauer NMI, a method of bounding first and
second derivatives of the fields with respect to time, underrelaxation
variations on NMI, and a method incorporating nonlinear programming
techniques. The results of each of the methods were compared with the
others in an attempt to arrive at a technique which is both feasible and
accurate for larger operational forecast models.

Rasch developed a formalism to explain convergence problems in
Machenauer initialization. This formalism interprets NMI as a filter in
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time which can amplify components with certain frequencies. The same tech-
nique suggests why the underrelaxation methods may be more robust. The
results were sufficiently positive to suggest tests on large operational
forecast type models. He chose as a prototype the model to become the
second version of the Community Climate Model (CCMOb), and the Community
Forecast Model (CFM).

Mary Anne Carroll from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
undertook a study of the flux of carbonyl sulfide from a salt water marsh,
in order to determine the role of a salt water marsh in the global car-
bonyl sulfide cycle. She spent the first seven months on method develop-
ment, calibration studies, and field work preparation. The last five
months were spent conducting field work and data collection. Development
involved an optimized gas chromatograph, used to separate and quantify
carbonyl sulfide (OCS), hydrogen sulfide (H2S), and carbon disulfide (CS2),
and a cryogenic sampling technique that allowed collection and storage of
these gases for quantitative analysis. Interference tests were run for the
various compounds expected to coexist with these sulfur compounds in
natural environments.

Diurnal measurements were taken using a dynamic flux chamber in con-
junction with the above-mentioned cryogenic sampling technique. Fluxes of
OCS and H2S were determined and fluxes of CS2 estimated for experiments
conducted on Wallops Island, a barrier island off the coast of the Delmarva
Peninsula, over the period July through September 1982. The effects of
soil moisture and soil temperature were observed to be important to the
productivity of the Spartina alterniflora--and Sartina patens--covered
marsh. A second experiment was conducted in early July: ambient concen-
trations of OCS and CS2 were also measured at 20,000 ft altitude from San
Juan, Puerto Rico, to Albany, New York, courtesy of a NASA/Langley sampling
aircraft flight.

Postdoctoral Fellowships

The ASP fellowship program seeks to provide opportunities for talented
Ph.D. scientists with less than four years of applicable experience to con-
tinue pursuing their recent research objectives and/or to take advantage of
NCAR's intellectual and physical resources to gain expertise in other
areas. The program also serves to enrich atmospheric science research ef-
forts by inviting a limited number of Ph.D. physicists, chemists, applied
mathematicians, engineers, biologists, social scientists, and specialists
from other appropriate fields to apply their training and experience to
problems in the atmospheric sciences.

The one-year fellowship appointments may be extended for a second
year. During the first year, fellows are encouraged to pursue individual
interests, including exploration of new areas of research. For reappoint-
ment, however, interaction with NCAR staff is stressed, as fellows are ex-
pected to participate in the large-scale, coordinated research projects be-
ing conducted at NCAR in climate studies, large-scale dynamics, mesoscale
meteorology, oceanography, geophysical fluid dynamics, severe storms, at-
mospheric chemistry, atmospheric physics, solar physics, solar technology,
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or environmental and societal impact assessments. Fellows have direct ac-
cess to the NCAR CRAY-1/Control Data 7600 computer system and to the main
research library; use of other facilities--aircraft, radars, and
laboratory and field observing systems--is by mutual agreement with the ap-
propriate project or facility.

During the past year, ASP awarded 12 new fellowships, gave second-year
renewals to eight appointees, and continued seven 1981 appointments. An
unusually large number of highly qualified applicants appeared in the 1982
competition. To respond to this situation, an ad-hoc "fund-sharing"
programwas instituted in which the NCAR director offered to split costs
with any NCAR division interested in the appointment of one additional
fellow in its general research area. Five additional fellows were able to
be appointed as a result of this administrative experiment.
Highlights of the research of four fellows are given below to exemplify
the contributions they typically make, both to the specific goals of NCAR
and to atmospheric research in general.

David Fitzjarrald (University of Virginia) concentrated on two
projects: (1) modeling turbulent control of katabatic winds and (2) fluxes
of reactive constituents in the surface layer.

Radiative cooling along slopes leads to the regular development of
katabatic (downslope) winds in mountainous areas. As the population grows
in these areas, the prediction of nocturnal pollution levels will require a
better understanding of the factors controlling the thickness of the
boundary layer and the onset time of katabatic winds. This is particularly
important in areas where the influence of synoptic-scale disturbances is
small, as it is frequently in the tropics. The motivation for this work
came from a series of observations made by Fitzjarrald of the atmospheric
boundary layer in Veracruz State, Mexico.

This work used a simple model to examine the control that turbulent
entrainment and radiative cooling rates exert on the onset time of
katabatic winds. The problem was idealized by hypothesizing that the onset
time of the katabatic wind is determined by a balance between turbulent en-
trainment, tending to thicken the boundary layer and move it uphill, and
radiative cooling that makes the layer cool, accelerating it downhill.
Laboratory observations of bulk entrainment rates were used, and the model
equations resulted from integrating through the depth of the boundary
layer. This simple approach differs from the more common method of using
some type of eddy viscosity in the boundary layer. Its justification lies
in the fact that an empirical formulation is necessary for modeling en-
trainment and that empirical data on entraining gravity flows have been
compiled using bulk definitions. A more compelling justification is that
the model based on the bulk equations allows a more complete understanding
of the types of possible solutions allowed. This work was nearly complete
at year's end.

The research on fluxes of reactive constituents in the surface layer
was designed to extend the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory in the surface
layer to apply to the ozone-NOx chemical reaction system, and was
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undertaken in cooperation with Donald Lenschow of the Mesoscale Research
Section. This theoretical development is needed to determine correctly the
deposition fluxes of these substances common in polluted air. The correct
specification of these fluxes is an important boundary condition to
larger-area models.

Fitzjarrald and Lenschow have demonstrated that the nonreactive pro-
file method of determining surface layer fluxes of ozone and NOx can be
seriously in error when NOx concentrations are high. Related theoretical
work indicated that the Monin-Obukhov flux-profile relation may be used for
reactive constituents if a modified relation describing constituent flux
convergence is added. The flux-profile relation of the Monin-Obukhov
theory is not correct, however, above the first few meters from the sur-
face. This work will be expanded to mesh with developments in boundary-
layer modeling and to provide analysis procedures to be used with proposed
NCAR surface-layer measurements of ozone and NOx fluxes.

Timothy Fuller-Rowell (University College, London) attempted to
incorporate a nested grid within a three-dimensional, time-dependent,
thermospheric model. The fundamental problem of nested meshes,
particularly in "two-way" interactions, where information from the "coarse
to fine" as well as from "fine to coarse" is permitted, is that of
reflection of short wavelength and period disturbances at the boundary.
Since short wavelengths are not well defined on the coarse mesh in the
numerical representation of the differential equations, the waves tend to
be reflected rather than transmitted, rapidly corrupting the solution over
the whole domain of the fine mesh.

If the requirements of the nested model are purely "one-way," where
information from the fine-to-coarse mesh only is permitted, the problem is
less severe, since a method of "upstream differencing" can be employed. In
this method, first and second spatial derivatives at the boundary are
defined purely from values continued within the fine mesh. To combat the
"two-way" interaction problem a one-dimensional model was developed to
solve (1) the simple advection-type equation, (2) the shallow-water equa-
tions to simulate gravity-wave propagation.

For the first experiment, where the simple advection of a disturbance
was modeled, both the method of time integration and the method of interpo-
lation at the boundary were varied, the latter required to define the spa-
tial gradients of variables at the boundary. When various interpolation
procedures, including linear, cubic, and cubic spline, were used, the
degree of reflection appeared insensitive to the method of interpolation.
However, when the integration scheme was changed from the "leap-frog" to
the one-step, second-order, Lax-Wendroff method, the improvement was
considerable. In fact, visually, the reflection at the boundary was not
discernible for grid ratios up to six-to-one.

With the second experiment, where the simulation of a gravity-wave-
type propagation was modeled using the shallow-water equations, a further
variable was included; that of the relative positions of the grid nodes de-
fining pressure and velocity. For a staggered grid case, the previous
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Lax-Wendroff integration method was ineffective in controlling reflection,
whereas the case where variables were defined on coincident meshes was
found to have the same beneficial properties as the advection experiment.
Using coincident meshes to solve coupled equations of this type, it was
necessary to define the source disturbance over two or more grid nodes,
otherwise an initial decoupling and damping of the oscillation mode
ari ses.

The simulations were entirely successful and demonstrated that a sec-
ond-order, one-step, Lax-Wendroff integration scheme with linear interpo-
lation at the boundary of the fine and coarse meshes was suitable for in-
corporating a nested-grid model. This information is being used in the
next stage of development, that of a two-dimensional model to study auroral
dynamics and chemistry in high temporal and spatial resolution.

Jeffrey Kiehl (SUNY, Albany) worked on several projects related to
carbon dioxide (C02 ) increases and radiative transfer. One was a study of
the importance of the 12-18 micron water vapor continuum to the C02-climate
problem. It had been suggested that this continuum would drastically re-
duce (by an order of magnitude) the increase in surface temperature due to
doubled C02. Kiehl and V. Ramanathan (Atmospheric Analysis and Prediction
Division) performed a series of calculations to assess this conjecture.
They found that the change in the long-wave flux at the surface due to
doubled C02 is indeed reduced by an order of magnitude; however, the change
in the net flux at the tropopause is hardly altered. Thus the heating of
the surface-troposphere system, which is governed by the change in the flux
at the tropopause, is not reduced by the continuum. But the distribution
of heating within the troposphere is altered by the 12-18 micron
continuum.

Kiehl has also investigated the role of isotopic fractionation in the
C02-climate problem. Organic material fractionates the carbon isotopes in
such a manner that the CI3 isotope is depleted with respect to the other
isotopic species. Since organic matter is the source of some or all fossil
fuels, fossil fuels are also depleted in the C13 isotope. And radiative
properties of CO2 molecules in the atmosphere depend, slightly, on whether
the molecule contains cl2 or C13. A "broad-band" model was used since
such a model is one of the few which enables one to study the effects of a
particular isotope. Results of the calculations indicated that the sur-
face-troposphere heating is being overestimated by about 10%. Although
this is not a large effect compared to the uncertainties due to the radia-
tive properties of clouds and aerosols, it does establish a source of error
which will become more important as our understanding of the other
processes is clarified.

William Stockwell (Ohio State University) investigated the photo-
chemistry of synthetic atmospheres composed of common sulfur- , nitrogen-
and carbon-containing pollutants. A long-path Fourier transform infrared
spectrometer (FTIR) was assembled for this work. A 6-m glass cell con-
tained gas mixtures at atmospheric pressure which were photolyzed with
ultraviolet light with an intensity and spectral distribution similar to
that of the sun at 40° solar zenith angle at sea level. A path length of
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170 m allowed most reactants and products to be monitored at the parts-per-
million level.

Computer modeling techniques were used to evaluate the fit of various
kinetic models to sulfur dioxide oxidation data obtained from FTIR experi-
ments. These studies showed that homogeneous oxidation of sulfur dioxide
by the hydroxyl radical is best fitted by a chain mechanism. At year's
end, several other computer modeling projects were in progress: studies of
the photochemical steady-state approximation, the photochemistry of
aldehydes in the atmosphere, and the homogeneous oxidation of sulfur
dioxide in the formation of acid rain.

OTHER ASP STAFF RESEARCH

Stephen Schneider is deputy director of ASP and head of the Visitors
Program. His responsibilities are divided among the areas of climate sys-
tems research and modeling, climatic impact assessment, editing of books
and the journal Climatic Change, committee membership (e.g., the National
Academy of Sciences' new Board on Atmospheric Science and Climate), and
scientific management.

Schneider worked with a number of university and ASP scientists on
projects such as bioturbation effects on climatic spectra, oxygen isotope
fractionation of precipitation modeling (for ice age studies), validation
experiments with the International Futures Simulation model, and C02-forced
transient response modeling. Two of these efforts are described here.

Schneider and Starley Thompson (student visitor, University of
Washington) showed that the transient response of the surface temperatures
in different latitude zones to C02 forcing was strongly dependent on the
land/sea fraction in each zone. Therefore, they argued, the results of
Bryan et al. (Science 215, 56, 1982) with a coupled atmosphere/ocean gen-
eral circulation model with uniform land/sea fraction in all zones, could
not be expected to mimic the actual transient response from C02 increase.

Schneider and Danny Harvey (student visitor, University of Toronto)
worked on problems of the role of the deep ocean in the transient climate
response to changes in the radiative forcing, and on how to couple
asynchronously atmosphere and ocean models in a computationally efficient
manner while still preserving the same transient response obtained with
synchronous coupling. The two problems were approached using a mean
annual, globally averaged climate model and a seasonal, hemispherically
averaged climate model, each with a diffusion-advection deep ocean.

The sensitivity of the transient climate response to ocean model for-
mulation and the effect of ocean model formulation on internally generated
climate oscillations, which are a solution to some climate models, were in-
vestigated. The transient solutions do vary considerably with different
formulations, as does the sensitivity of the transient response to a
variety of plausible ocean parameter feedbacks. With regard to the
asynchronous coupling problem, a method appropriate to a seasonal model was
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found which is at least one order of magnitude faster than synchronous
coupling, while reproducing the synchronous results. Further testing is
under way.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIETAL IMPACTS GROUP

Members of the Environmental and Societal Impacts Group (ESIG) have
continued to focus their research activities on multidisciplinary issues
related to the atmospheric sciences with the primary goal of improving the
knowledge base from which society can understand, anticipate, and respond
to these issues.

Ongoing research activities include: climatological and meteorological
aspects of desertification, possible benefits of assessing climate impacts
by analogy, climatological and societal factors in fishery management,
development of a rainfall index for the Sahel, the value of weather
forecasts in frost protection, climate scenario development, feedback loops
in the climate system that might affect sources and sinks of carbon
dioxide, societal impacts of a C02-induced warming, analysis of the final
results of the Denver Regional Air Quality Management study, case study of
the public participation in the decisionmaking process for air quality
planning in Denver, resolution of technical controversies under conditions
of uncertainty within the context of the proposed revisions to the Clean
Air Act, evaluation of the adequacy of the SAI urban photochemical model
for regulatory purposes, combination of statistical analysis and
meteorology to be able to extract emissions trends from monitoring data of
carbon monoxide, analysis of obstacles of effective regulation of acid
deposition, development of an acid deposition regional model, development
of a quantitative relationship between pollutant emissions and judgments of
visual air quality, development of simple, easy-to-implement, carbon
monoxide and ozone box models and assessment of the use of such models for
policy analysis, methods for evaluating alternative futures, and the role
of judgment in risk analysis.

Major activities carried out in 1982 by members of ESIG
are highlighted in the following paragraphs.

Michael Glantz investigated the potential benefits of assessing
jointly the impacts of and responses to two long-term, gradual, cumulative,
environmental changes with potentially severe societal consequences for the
U.S. Great Plains: the depletion of the Ogallala Aquifer and a possible
global warming induced by increasing carbon dioxide (C02) in the
atmosphere. While these two issues (one actual and one potential) have
been addressed separately in the past, there are compelling reasons to
consider them together. A most important reason is that both have
implications for the amount of water available for sustained agricultural
production in this region. Also, linking such issues could enable us to
learn on the basis of how society responds to one issue how it might
respond to others. Moreover, policies judged too expensive in response to
one issue might seem more affordable (and perhaps more necessary) as
responses to a combination of issues.
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Robin Dennis, Mary Downton, and Robbi Press (a masters student from
Pennsylvania State University) investigated, with a supplementary grant
from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the most appropriate
measures to use for evaluating urban photochemical models. From the list of
measures developed at an AMS/EPA workshop in September 1980, a subset of
measures was identified that gave the most useful information to evaluate
an urban model. This work ties in with the EPA-sponsored activities of the
American Meteorological Society (AMS), in evaluating air quality models to
determine if they are sufficiently good for the kind of guidance they must
provide in developing air quality regulations. The ESIG work highlighted
the fact that urban photochemical modeling for ozone must predict ozone
concentrations for emission conditions that are outside of past or present
experience and hence present special problems of verification. Also, the
need to predict a diurnal pattern of ozone production sets these models
apart from other air quality models.

William Kellogg's research has continued to concentrate on a set of
complex questions relating to a C02 -induced global warming. Recently
acquired data from Alaska and the southeastern United States allowed some
revision and extension of the "warm" scenario, showing the regional
manifestations of an earlier (4,000-8,000 B.C.) warm period, as a guide to
the range of regional change that may be associated with the C02-induced
climate change.

The visual air quality group, headed by Paulette Middleton, made
significant progress toward the understanding, assessment, and evaluation
of visual air quality. In January, Middleton, Thomas Stewart, and Dan Ely
completed a comprehensive field study investigating the relationship
between human observations and physical measures. The results of this
study and their four previous field studies are the supporting evidence for
several fundamental papers on the definition and measurement of visual air
quality, methods of analyzing judgments of environmental quality and
guidelines to urban visual air quality regulation. As a result of their
earlier contributions, the group was invited to a national visual values
workshop in May to discuss the application of their methods to pristine
area visibility assessment. Through their modeling studies, Middleton,
Stewart, and Dennis identified the major obstacles to establishing a
quantitative relationship between emissions and human judgments of visual
air quality.

ESIG postdoctoral fellow Steven Rhodes and Middleton have recently
completed an analysis of obstacles to effective acid precipitation
regulation in the United States. Their paper carefully describes the
pressures for action, the major technical options being discussed as
control measures, and the gap between what is being proposed and what may
need to be done given the present understanding of acid deposition. They
point out that the main obstacle is the complexity of the physical
phenomenon itself. Rhodes and Middleton also began an investigation of the
potential convergence of two major environmental concerns--acid deposition
and deterioration of drinking water quality. Growing evidence suggests
that significant amounts of toxic metals such as lead can be leached from
watersheds and drinking-water pipes by acidic water, thereby causing human
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health problems. This human health impact has not received, as yet, much
attention in the acid rain debate.

Stewart carried out, with the encouragement and advice of Richard Katz
and Allan Murphy of Oregon State University, a descriptive study of the
value of minimum temperature forecasts in protecting fruit from frost
damage. A dozen fruit growers in Yakima County, Washington, were
interviewed; eight of them kept detailed frost protection records during
the frost season. Analysis of the results revealed that a highly dynamic
process, based on frost alarms, constant temperature monitoring, hourly
dewpoint reports, and weather observations, was used on nights that low
temperatures threatened crop injury. A previous study by Katz, Murphy, and
Winkler, using a "Bayesian" modeling approach, had assumed a static process
in which no new information was obtained after the evening forecast. Katz
and Murphy plan to modify their model to reflect Stewart's findings. The
interaction between Stewart and the Oregon State University researchers has
shown how a combination of descriptive and normative modeling approaches
can be used to study both the value of improved forecasts and the value of
improved use of forecasts. This combination of approaches is particularly
important when the forecast is used along with other sources of information
in a dynamic process.

As an ESIG visitor, Katz worked with Schneider and Linda Mearns on a
project funded by the International Federation of Institutes for Advanced
Study (IFIAS, Stockholm, Sweden), to assess the effect of a shift in mean
temperature on the probability of extreme temperature events. The
rationale for this project was that extreme temperatures may have a
deleterious effect on crop yields and that relatively small shifts in mean
temperature may correspond to relatively large changes in the probability
of such extreme events. The early results of this study, a calculation of
the number of corn-damaging hot days in Iowa as a function of the mean
temperature, demonstrated that it is indeed necessary to take into account
extremes, not just means, in assessments of the impact of climatic changes
on food production.

ESIG members also collaborated with scientists from other divisions at
NCAR as well as from other universities and government agencies. Kellogg
is co-principal investigator with Warren Washington on a project
funded by the Department of Energy, studying the response of the Community
Climate Model to a doubling of atmospheric CO2. Middleton, with NCAR
scientists Richard Anthes, John Calvert, and Ralph Cicerone, is writing a
comprehensive review of regional acid deposition modeling, and is
developing a design for a three-generation regional model which could be
used for both regulatory and research purposes. Middleton is also
collaborating on acid precipitation-related work with Volker Mohnen from
the State University of New York at Albany. Middleton and Dennis, in
collaboration with Richard Miksad at the University of Texas at Austin, are
working with NCAR graduate research assistant Glen Long on the development
of carbon monoxide and ozone scenario models for air quality management.
Dennis has been working on the analysis of observed air quality data with
the Colorado Department of Health and Georgeo Tiao of the University of
Chicago. He has been also investigating the process of resolving technical
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uncertainty, in collaboration with General Motors' Environmental Section,
Philip Lorang of the Environmental Protection Agency, Ann Arbor, and the
Colorado Department of Health. The visual air quality group has been
working on different aspects of the project with Terry Daniel from the
University of Arizona, Melvin Branch of the University of Colorado, John
Leary of the Colorado Department of Health, and R. K. Stevens of the
Environmental Protection Agency. Stewart has cooperated with Kenneth
Hammond of the Center for Research on Judgment and Policy at the University
of Colorado on the question of the formulation of judgments regarding
risk. Glantz is collaborating with Norman Rosenberg and Donald Wilhite
from the Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources, University of
Nebraska, on a case study of governmental response to the mid-1970s drought
in three Great Plains states. Another of Glantz's collaborative efforts,
with that Institute and representatives of the Central Meteorological
Bureau of the People's Republic of China, involves a joint study of the
climates and agriculture of the North China Plain and North American Great
Plains. In addition, Glantz is working with Jesse Ausubel from the
National Climate Board, National Academy of Sciences, on assessing climate
impacts by analogy. Glantz has also undertaken a project to identify the
meteorological and climatological aspects of desertification, as part of an
ASP project funded by IFIAS.

In addition, ESIG members are serving on several national and
international scientific committees such as the UNEP World Climate Impacts
Program Advisory Committee, the International Board of Advisers to the Arid
Zones Research Center (Mexico), the AAAS Committee on Climate, the AAAS
Committee on Arid Lands, the International Climate Commission of
IAMAP/IUGG, Committee on Polar Regions and Climate of the National Academy
of Sciences, and the Chemistry and Physics Review Panel for the
Environmental Protection Agency.
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STAFF AND VISITORS

Division Staff

John Firor (Director)
Bernhard Haurwitz
Susan Henry
Barbara McDonald
Mary Rickel
Ursula Rosner
Walter Orr Roberts
Stephen Schneider (Visitors Program Head)
Betty Wilson

Environmental and Societal Impacts Group (ESIG)

Beverley Chavez
Robin Dennis
Mary Downton
Daniel Ely (to 30 September)
Michael Glantz (Head)
Richard Katz (1 July to 31 December)
William Kellogg
Maria Krenz
Paulette Middleton
Jan Stewart
Thomas Stewart
Richard Warrick (to 30 September)

Graduate Research Assistantships

Penelope Boston, University of Colorado
Stephen Bougher, University of Michigan
Mary Anne Carroll, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology
H. Nuzhet Dalfes, Rice University
Norman Donaldson, University of Toronto (27 April

to 26 July)
Richard Heede,. University of Colorado (2 August to

30 September)
Brian Heikes, University of Michigan (to

30 September)
James Johnson, University of Washington (19 January

to 16 April)
Diana Liverman, University of California at

Los Angeles
Glen Long, University of Texas
Paul McKenna, University of Colorado (to

15 September)
Steven Mullen, University of Washington
Philip Rasch, Florida State University
Michel Verstraete, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology

Visitors

Donald Borock, Gettysburg College, June to August
1982, ESIG; climate research and food policy

Alison Bridger, Colorado State University, June
1981 to June 1983, Postdoctoral Fellow;
problems in dynamic meteorology

G. Garrett Campbell, Colorado State University,
November 1980 to November 1982, Postdoctoral
Fellow; radiation budget and climate
variability

Peter Cargill, University of St. Andrews, Scotland,
February 1982 to February 1984, Postdoctoral
Fellow; solar physics

Robert Chatfield, Colorado State University, May
1982 to May 1984, Postdoctoral Fellow;
atmospheric chemistry

J0rgen Christensen-Dalsgaard; University of Liege,
Belgium, September 1980 to September 1983,
Postdoctoral Fellow; theory of solar and
stellar oscillations, solar physics

Petr Ch9lek, SUNY at Albany, July to August 1982,
Scientific Visitor; sea levels, radiation, and
climate

Barbara Coe, University of Colorado at Denver,
July 1981 to October 1982, ESIG; study of the
air-quality policy-making process

Curt Covey, University of California, January 1982
to January 1984, Postdoctoral Fellow; planetary
atmospheres and modeling

Timothy Dunkerton, University of Washington,
September 1981 to September 1982, Postdoctoral
Fellow; wave-mean-flow interaction

Dale Durran, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
August 1981 to August 1983, Postdoctoral
Fellow; effects of moisture on the dynamics of
mountain windstorms

Brian Fiedler, University of Colorado, June 1982 to
June 1983, Postdoctoral Fellow; modeling
mesoscale meteorological phenomena and the
turbulent processes influencing them

David Fitzjarrald, CIRES and University of Virginia,
October 1981 to October 1983, Postdoctoral
Fellow; atmospheric boundary-layer structure
and dynamics

Timothy Fuller-Rowell, University College, London,
England, September 1982 to September 1983,
Postdoctoral Fellow; neutral windmodel data,
response of global thermosphere to changes in
levels of solar and geomagnetic activity

Kevin Hamilton, Princeton University, March 1981 to
October 1982, Postdoctoral Fellow; dynamic
meteorology

L. Danny Harvey, University of Toronto, Canada,
July 1982 to March 1983, Student Visitor;
climate modeling
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Mark Hjelmfelt, University of Chicago, September
1980 to June 1982, Postdoctoral Fellow; severe
convective storms, modeling of mesoscale
meteorology

Ruth Hogue, State of Colorado, December 1980 to
September 1982, UCAR; problems of the environ-
ment and energy

Hsiao-Ming Hsu, University of Wisconsin, June 1982
to June 1983, Postdoctoral Fellow; mesoscale
disturbances, a coupled dynamical-chemical
approach to regional air quality

Colleen Keeling, University of Colorado, June 1980
to February 1983, ESIG; data and statistical
analysis of air-pollution-related models

Jeffrey Kiehl, SUNY at Albany, September 1982 to
September 1983, Postdoctoral Fellow; a coupled
radiative-convective-chemistry model

Michele Knox, Clark College, June 1982 to August
1983, Summer Employment Program/ESIG; acid
precipitation

Tamara Ledley, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, February, September, and October 1982,
Student Visitor; glacier modeling

Thomas Leschine, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institu-
tion, January, June, and July 1982, ESIG; ocean
policy

Edward Lorenz, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, August 1982, Scientific Visitor; dynamic
meteorology

Glen Marotz, University of Kansas, May to September
1982, Scientific Visitor; thunderstorm activi-
ties in the Great Plains, water quality and
drought

Kathleen O'Neill, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institu-
tion, January 1982 to September 1983, Post-
doctoral Fellow; numerical modeling

William Perrie, University of British Columbia,
Canada, September 1981 to September 1983,
Postdoctoral Fellow; geophysical fluid dynamics

Robbie Press, Pennsylvania State University, June
1981 to June 1982, ESIG; Denver regional air
management study

Steven Rhodes, Colorado School of Mines, June 1982
to June 1983, Postdoctoral Fellow; relationship
between atmospheric phenomena and human socio-
economic welfare

Robert Schware, London School of Economics and Poli-
tical Science, England, September 1980 to
September 1982, Postdoctoral Fellow; societal
impacts of climate variability

Anne Smith, University of Washington, June 1982 to
June 1983, Postdoctoral Fellow; geophysical
fluid dynamics, dynamical interactions in the
stratosphere

Piotr Smolarkiewicz, University of Warsaw, Poland;
August 1981 to August 1983, Postdoctoral Fellow;
influence of the dynamics of convective clouds
on the evolution of precipitation

James Spensley, State of Colorado, December 1980 to
September 1982, UCAR; problems of the environ-
ment and energy

William Stockwell, Ohio State University, June 1982
to June 1983, Postdoctoral Fellow; modeling
sulfuric acid oxidation data

Anne Thompson, Bryn Mawr College, June 1982 to
June 1983, Postdoctoral Fellow; coupling of
chemical and dynamical effects in simulating
typical synoptic episodes in the troposphere

Starley Thompson, University of Washington,
December 1980 to December 1982, Student Visitor;
climate modeling

T.M.L. Wigley, University of East Anglia, England;
August 1982, Scientific Visitor; climate
modeling

Derek Winstanley, September 1980 to January 1982,
Scientific Visitor; climate impacts and
climatic applications
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The focus of research in the Convective Storms Division (CSD) is to
improve understanding of convective clouds and storms, especially in
relation to the formation of precipitation and to the interactions
between storms and their mesoscale environment. In connection with the
latter, emphasis is placed on the role of storm outflows, which may pro-
vide an important link between precipitation forming processes and the
initiation of convective cells. Problems of current interest include (1)
the appearance of higher-than-expected concentrations of ice particles in
particular locations, which may, for example, be due to a multiplication
process or to downward transport from higher and colder levels; (2) the
mechanisms by which dry environmental air is entrained into clouds; (3)
the transport and evolution of growing hydrometeors; (4) the factors that
determine the properties of storm outflows, and the role of such outflows
in triggering new convective cells and in the formation of mesoscale
convective systems; and (5) the development of a sufficiently realistic
microphysical parameterization scheme for use in a three-dimensional
cloud model. Resulting basic knowledge will contribute to a number of
long-term goals; these include improving short-range forecasting, evalu-
ating the possibilities of useful modification, estimating the extent of
inadvertent anthropogenic modification, and understanding the role of
clouds in atmospheric chemistry, in atmospheric electricity, and in
modulating planetary radiative fluxes.

Precipitation formation in convective clouds depends on both parti-
cle growth processes and the fields of flow which not only create growth
environments but also transport growing precipitation embryos from one
environment to another. Some microphysical events can be simulated and
studied in the laboratory, but dynamical processes cannot be included.
Numerical models at present can realistically treat either microphysical
events or dynamical processes, but not both simultaneously. As a result,
our studies rely heavily on field observation. This entails an emphasis
on improving our instrumentation, particularly for acquiring hard-to-
obtain measurements in clouds. This emphasis is exemplified by tile Cloud
Particle Measurement Workshop and Symposium which were conducted jointly
by CSD and the Atmospheric Technology Division (ATD) and which are
described below.

Because of the strong interactions between various processes, impor-
tant phenomena can seldom be examined in isolation. Field programs are
therefore designed to acquire spatially and temporally comprehensive data
sets on both the cloud- and meso-p scales. Programs of this scope pro-
vide many opportunities for university groups to participate, and the
programs are greatly enhanced thereby. This mode of operation has led
CSD to develop the logistic and technical capabilities needed to coordi-
nate large field projects; it also calls for strong interaction with the
community in the planning, execution, and analysis phases.
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The final report on research carried out in the National Hail
Research Experiment (NHRE), entitled Hailstorms of the Central High
Plains, has been published in two volumes. The first discusses physical
studies, numerical simulation, and certain aspects of hail suppression;
the second includes case studies of some of the more fully observed and
carefully analyzed storms.

ICE INITIATION IN COLORADO STORMS

On a number of occasions when the sailplane reached altitudes around
-18°C and colder, it has encountered small ice particles (200-400 Am in
diameter) in concentrations of the order of 100 per liter. Such concen-
trations are two or three orders of magnitude higher than predicted from
surface ice-nucleus activity measurements, and about an order of magni-
tude higher than the concentrations NHRE cloud seeding aimed to achieve.
How and when these ice particles form is of considerable interest because
they can deplete cloud water rapidly and they are found not only in
inactive cloud regions, but also in updrafts of moderate intensity. The
highly continental nature of the storms and the cold temperatures at
which ice particles in high concentrations are first observed do not
favor the Hallett-Mossop ice-multiplication mechanism or other mechanisms
that require the presence of large drops. Ilga Paluch has been carrying
out detailed analyses of some cases of this kind.

During the 1976 field season there were seven sailplane ascents
above the -18°C level. On four of these (6, 22, 25, and 27 July) concen-
trations above 100 per liter were observed, while on the other three (21,
22, and 30 June) ice-particle concentrations were below ten per liter.
Surface measurements did not show systematically higher ice-nuclei
concentrations on days when high ice-particle concentrations were
observed. This indicates that the situation is more complex than one
might suppose, and that the observed discrepancies between ice-particle
and surface ice-nucleus concentrations cannot be solely attributed to
systematic undercounting of ice nuclei.

The three clouds that did appear to contain the very high
ice-particle concentrations were penetrated in their early stages, before
the appearance of reflectivities above 15 dBZ and precipitation below
cloud base. The four clouds in which concentrations exceeded 100 per
liter were penetrated in their later stages of development and they had
some precipitation below cloud base when cloud penetrations began. This
correlation between the high ice-particle content and the existence of
precipitation below cloud base is based upon an uncomfortably small num-
ber of cases. However, data collected in updrafts of mature storms from
the armored T-28 aircraft sometimes show similar high ice-particle con-
centrations, which also appear to be associated with the later stages in
the cloud's life cycle.

The possibility that large numbers of ice particles have formed
through collisional breakup is generally difficult to evaluate because it
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requires some knowledge of the past history of the cloud air. Data
collected from the sailplane is more suitable for this purpose than data
collected in straight cloud penetrations because the sailplane attempts
to follow the updraft air, spiralling in circles about 1 km in diameter.
The sailplane has a relatively low sink rate of about 1.5 m/s, which
lowers its path by about 100 m per spiral (or minute) with respect to the
ascending updraft air. However, the sailplane pilot is not always
successful in finding steady updrafts and so he often changes course in
search of better lift. One of the most successful sailplane flights
occurred in a storm on 6 July 1976, where the sailplane found a steady
but relatively weak updraft (- 8 m/s) in which it remained for 13 min,
spiraling with a nearly constant bank angle up to 10.4 km MSL (6.5 km
above cloud base). Data from this case study has been analyzed in some
detail. On the downwind side of the steady updraft region, the ice-
particle concentrations were found to increase from ten to 100 per liter
in the time it took the sailplane to complete a circle (1 min). The high
concentrations were mainly due to small particles 200-400 m in mean
dimension (200 pm was the minimum size for which the Cannon particle-
camera data could be reliably interpreted). Estimates indicate that the
observed increase in concentration could not be attributed to collisional
breakup, because in the lower updraft levels the ice particles were too
small and too few to undergo significant numbers of collisions that could
produce fragments. Where and how these ice particles were formed is not
easy to explain. The highly nonuniform ice-particle distribution suggest
that some kind of mixing process may be involved.

The ice particles could have nucleated higher up at colder tempera-
tures, where ice nucleation can take place more efficiently, and been
carried down by penetrative downdrafts. Calculations based on the near-
est sounding of the 7 July 1976 storm indicate that up to about 9.1 km
(-32°C) mixing of cloud air with environment can produce significant
negative buoyancy. Apart from ice nucleation in the updraft, it is
possible that, during mixing at cold temperature, contact nucleation
through Brownian capture of very small aerosols may contribute signifi-
cantly to the number of ice particles nucleated. In the updraft most of
these small particles should be captured rapidly at temperatures too warm
for efficient ice nucleation, but the cloud could entrain such particles
from the environment at colder temperatures where they could nucleate
ice.

There is also the possibility that the high ice-particle concentra-
tions are due to entrainment of some outflow air rich in ice nuclei,
Ice-nucleus concentrations as high as 500 per liter active at -12°C have
been observed in or near storm outflows. The observed ice-particle sizes
in the updraft of the 6 July 1976 storm are roughly consistent with a
nucleation temperature near -12°C. Radar data from this storm shows that
the inflow region was surrounded by precipitation below cloud base 10 min
before the high ice-particle concentrations were first observed. The
updraft may have entrained some of this air, which could have contained
high concentrations of ice nuclei. Precipitation below cloud base in the
vicinity of the inflow was also observed in the other three storm pene-
trations in which high ice-particle concentrations were encountered.
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What produces the high ice-nucleus concentrations in outflow air is
presently not well understood. The high concentrations could be due to
accumulation of ice-nuclei that had participated in precipitation forma-
tion or, alternatively, changes in ice-nuclei spectrum may be taking
place as precipitation melts, sheds, and evaporates below cloud base.
This process could involve coagulation of ice nuclei of Brownian size
with other impurities in the evaporating cloud droplets or shedding of
secondary particles from some large soil particles in the melting
precipitation.

Further investigation of these conjectures will require improvement
of measurement capability. To determine whether high concentrations of
ice nuclei are typically found in outflow air and subsequently entrained
into inflow air, airborne ice-nucleus measurements with at least a kilo-
meter resolution are needed. To determine whether large numbers of ice
particles are nucleated in upper cloud levels and recycled to lower
levels, measurements of concentration of ice nuclei at cold temperature
and of small ice particles in mixed and unmixed cloud regions are
needed. While the presently available two-dimensional probes, manufac-
tured by Particle Measuring Systems, Inc. (PMS), can detect ice particles
as small as 50 r m, the sample volume at these small sizes is not well
defined. To distinguish between mixed and unmixed cloud regions, reli-
able liquid water measurements are also needed because temperature
measurements alone can be quite insensitive to mixing, particularly if
there are penetrative downdrafts or latent heat is released as cloud
water freezes. Since contact nucleation is expected to be most effective
at cold temperatures and because the fastest ice particle growth by vapor
deposition occurs around -15°C, cloud regions at this and colder tempera-
tures are of particular interest for further study.

STORM INFLOW ORGANIZATION

It is often assumed that the inflow air feeding the storms in the
central High Plains originates from the first 50 mb (about 500 m) above
ground where water-vapor mixing ratios are the highest. That this may
not always be the case is suggested in the analysis of the 6 July 1976
case study. There it appeared that the inflow air originated from alti-
tudes where the low-level winds with respect to the storm were the
strongest, 0.6 - 1.2 km above ground. At these altitudes the water-vapor
mixing ratios were lower than near the ground but the air still had
enough buoyancy to rise. The interpretation of the data from the 6 July
1976 case study is not unequivocal because it is based on the assumption
that the nearest sounding, taken 45 km away in the direction of the storm
inflow, is representative of the storm environment. However, the data
have an internal consistency which make the interpretation plausible.

That most of the air feeding the cloud should come from altitudes
where the low-level winds with respect to the storm are the strongest,
provided the air has enough buoyancy to rise, is compatible with other
case studies of storms in the NHRE 1976 field season. In these cases the
cloud air was found to originate from the surface levels, but the storms
traveled faster and the low-level winds were such that air near the
surface had the maximum velocity with respect to the storms. Further
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studies of this kind on the organization of storm inflows are planned,
using data from the Cooperative Convective Precipitation Experiment
(CCOPE).

INSTRUMENT PLANS AND EVALUATIONS

Understanding of precipitation processes is most likely to come from
measurements using a combination of remote-sensing techniques, whereby
large-scale features of a convective cloud or storm can be examined
essentially simultaneously, together with detailed in-situ observations
from an instrumented research aircraft. To date the primary technique
for remote sensing has been radar, which, however, yields information
that is often only indirectly related to the meteorological parameters of
interest. In-situ measurements can sample only a very small fraction of
a cloud. Also, they can be seriously affected by the high speed of the
sampling aircraft and by the unknown airflow patterns around it.

Jack Warner has begun investigating ways in which remote sensing,
other than through the use of radar, may be of value in studying cloud
properties. A contract is being negotiated for a design study of a
technique of in-cloud temperature measurement based upon infrared emis-
sion by carbon dioxide in the 4.3-p m band. If the results of the study
are promising, they could lead to the development of a thermometer that
would be largely insensitive to the presence of hydrometeors and to the
motion of the aircraft on which it is mounted. Techniques are also under
investigation for remotely sensing liquid water in a cloud.

During the past two years, CSD has devoted considerable effort to
the calibration and evaluation of instruments for measuring liquid-water
content, cloud-droplet-size spectra, and temperature within cloud. This
effort was motivated by the realization that if multiple aircraft
penetrations of the type that were extensively flown in CCOPE are to
provide meaningful data, there must be improvement in the knowledge of
the accuracy of the instruments used on the different aircraft and prob-
ably also improvement in the accuracies themselves. Prior to and during
the CCOPE program calibrations, ground tests and in-cloud comparisons
were conducted on instruments flown on each of the aircraft used in
CCOPE. Early analysis of these tests and comparisons showed further work
was needed, and this motivated the studies which were conducted during
this past year.

One of the instruments to which significant effort has been devoted
is PMS's forward scattering spectrometer probe (FSSP), which is used to
measure the cloud-droplet-size distribution from 2 to 47 p m diameter.
This complicated electro-optical instrument, which uses a He-Ne laser to
illuminate a sample volume, has become widely used for the measurement of
the cloud-droplet distribution, yet results from CCOPE as well as from
other parts of the world were showing that there was considerable uncer-
tainty about the accuracy of the results and large systematic differences
from instrument to instrument. James Dye (CSD) and Darrel Baumgardner
(Research Aviation Facility [RAF] within ATD) separately undertook some
basic studies of the FSSP and later collaborated in further studies.
Soon recognizing that each probe had slightly different electronic
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features and optical characteristics, they organized a small workshop,
which was held during December 1981 and January 1982, to perform detailed
tests, calibrations, and comparisons of each of the FSSPs used during
CCOPE and to improve basic understanding of the probes. Along with Dye
and Baumgardner, Todd Cerni (University of Wyoming), Walter Strapp
(Atmospheric Environment Service, Toronto, Canada), and Lawrence Radke
(University of Washington) participated in the workshop. The RAF ARIS IV
data-processing and recording system and the RAF data processing computer
were used to process all data, thereby standardizing the comparison data
and allowing judgements of probe hardware performance to be made
readily.

This workshop has led to improved understanding of the operation of
the FSSP and the accuracy and limitations of the instrument. New and
improved calibration techniques were developed, such as the use of a
25 p m nylon fiber mounted in an adjustable device, to accurately
determine the depth of field and beam diameter of the laser--two of the
parameters which directly determine the sample volume. Baumgardner
conducted detailed electronic tests that demonstrated that many FSSPs are
being operated at the limit of the frequency response for which they were
designed. These same tests provided explanations of some of the irregu-
larities in field data which previously had not been understood. Dye
conducted careful studies using a dropmaker that produces monodisperse
water droplets in the size range of the FSSP in order to (1) demonstrate
that the depth of field decreases slightly as the droplet size increases;
(2) show that for the one FSSP tested, the size calibration agreed well
with the manufacturer's calibration; and (3) quantify the amount of
spreading that occurred as a result of nonuniformities in the intensity
of the laser beam.

The early analysis of the CCOPE in-cloud comparison data had shown
large disparities in the measurements of cloud-droplet concentration.
Comparison of these same instruments at the workshop showed that when the
measurements from each probe were processed similarly, incorporating
corrections for the different electronic characteristics which had been
found for each probe and corrections for electronic deadtimes and coinci-
dence events, the disagreement was rarely more than 10%.

In tandem with the FSSP studies, Daniel Breed (CSD) has been
gathering, processing, and analyzing the in-cloud intercomparison data
from CCOPE. In-trail penetrations, where one aircraft follows another
aircraft into the same cloud at the same altitude and heading about 30 s
later, were conducted in CCOPE resulting in 27 in-cloud comparisons
between seven different pairs of aircraft. The results show both the
difficulty of successfully performing these intercomparisons and their
importance. One problem in CCOPE was that the need for intercomparison
flights conflicted with the need for research flights. The best clouds
for intercomparisons were also the best for research missions.
Consequently, the intercomparisons tended to be in weaker, less-organized
clouds. Nonetheless, the comparisons do show some trends, with
measurements from some instruments on different aircraft being
consistently higher or lower than others. Although the data are
inadequate to allow definitive corrections to be made, there is enough
information to indicate to prospective data users that considerable
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discretion must be exercised when using data from certain instruments.
The results also suggest that further observational studies are currently
limited by instrumental inaccuracies and shortcomings. The severity of
the problem is magnified when one considers that the instruments on these
aircraft have received much more careful scrutiny than many other
aircraft systems.

Breed's results for FSSP showed that droplet-concentration measure-
ments by the various aircraft were generally within 20% of each other,
but that differences in sizing between some FSSPs were substantial.
Consequently, the derived liquid-water contents often showed substantial
disagreement, by as much as a factor of two, between some aircraft.
Wind-tunnel calibrations of these same sensors prior to CCOPE had shown
relatively good agreement. Thus, it appears that conditions encountered
in flight--grounding problems of the sensor on the aircraft and perhaps
mounting location on the aircrdft--contributed to degrade the reliability
of measurements from Johnson-Williams probes on some aircraft.

As a result of being involved in the instrument studies and being in
contact with other scientists who were investigating the capabilities of
the PMS probes, Baumgardner and Dye became aware of the need for a work-
shop to bring together these scientists as well as other researchers who
were using the probes and finding problems. The response to a question-
naire on the possibility of such a workshop was very large: so large, in
fact, that a workshop in which instrument calibration, comparisons, and
tests could be conducted was impractical. Instead, the small FSSP work-
shop previously discussed was held and plans were made to hold a separate
symposium with unlimited attendance.

The Cloud Particle Measurement Symposium, held 4-7 May 1982 in
Boulder, was jointly organized and conducted by Baumgardner and Dye.
Over 120 participants from the United States and other countries attended
the meeting. Most of the time was devoted to presentations and discus-
sion of the PMS probes--the FSSP and the one- and two-dimensional optical
array probes. A half-day was also devoted to discussing the measurement
of liquid-water content by the Johnson-Williams and new Commonwealth
Scientific Industrial Research Organization hot-wire probes.

The symposium was structured so that presentations by Robert
Knollenberg (president of PMS), on the principles of operation and design
consideration for each probe, were followed by invited presentations on
specific topics from individual investigators. These presentations were
followed by large blocks of time for discussion, which allowed detailed
and active exchange of information. Summary sessions led by a panel of
cochairmen from the earlier sessions were held on the last half-day.
Baumgardner and Dye have compiled and edited an NCAR Technical Note
(NCAR/TN-199+PROC) which contains summaries prepared by Dye on the FSSP,
by William A. Cooper (University of Wyoming) on the optical array probes,
and by George Isaac (Atmospheric Environment Service, Toronto, Canada) on
general topics. It also contains extended abstracts of the symposium
presentations.
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CSD MODELING HIGHLIGHTS

Microphysical Modeling

Considerable success has been achieved during the past year on the
development of an efficient and accurate method for treating microphysi-
cal equations. The usual procedure of solving microphysical equations
that describe, say, the warm-rain processes is to break the water
spectrum into a large number of finite radius categories. Typically,
this involves considering drop sizes from 1 i m to 2500 m in radius.
Using these finite radius categories, the governing equations are recast
in appropriate form using finite-difference and/or quadrature tech-
niques. This type of approximate solution technique is very expensive
primarily because of the large number of radius categories required to
span the appropriate radius space. Furthermore, each of these radius
categories must be treated as a model field variable which results in
excessive computer memory requirements for multidimensional cloud-model
simulations. Some models have used as many as 70 radius categories to
describe the warm-rain processes of nucleation, diffusional growth, and
stochastic coalescence.

The approach being developed by the CSD modeling group for mathe-
matically treating the microphysical equations is in some ways similar to
the approach reported by Terry Clark in 1974 and 1976 articles published
in the Journal of the Atmospheric Sciences. A fixed number of distribu-
tion functions are used to represent the particle spectrum. Each
distribution function has three parameters which are taken to be the area,
mean, and variance. The area and mean are usually equated to the droplet
concentration and mean radius, respectively. The parameters of each
distribution function are allowed to vary with time so that a large
number of different physical realizations can be represented by each
distribution function. This flexibility allows for a considerable
reduction in the number of degrees of freedom required to describe the
warm-rain processes. For example, calculations with two log-normal
distribution functions of the stochastic coalescence equations compare
quite accurately with calculations using 69 finite-radius categories.
The method used to derive the tendencies of the parameters of the distri-
bution functions is to apply a least-squares fit to the governing equa-
tions along with the application of constraints on the mass and particle
numbers. Preliminary tests with the latest version of this approach
suggest it should be practical for consideration in multidimensional
cloud models for the direct simulation of cloud physical processes. It
should also have useful applications in the area of pollution modeling in
cases where the water species is important.

Modeling airflow over mountainous terrain

Two types of numerical simulation studies were performed with the
CSD three-dimensional non-hydrostatic model and reported in Clark and
Gall (Journal of the Atmospheric Sciences, pp. 766-791, 1982). In both
studies the simulations of airflow over isolated topography were compared
with aircraft observations. A wintertime case of airflow over Elk
Mountain near Laramie, Wyoming, and a springtime case of airflow over
Mount Withington in New Mexico were the cases considered. The main
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purpose of the study was to assess the ability of the model to reproduce
the observed structures. This should lead to a better understanding of
the problems involved in simulating local features of topographically
forced air motions. The wintertime case, for which surface heating
effects could be ignored, was considered by far the more successful
simulation. The simulations showed that there were strong lee waves
produced by Elk Mountain. The signature of these lee waves was evident
in the observations and the comparisons between model and observations
showed good agreement in both the waves' amplitude and phase. Sensitiv-
ity experiments with the model strongly suggested that many wintertime
responses of airflow over Elk Mountain cannot be considered as responses
to an isolated mountain. The terrain to the south had a strong influence
on the flow to the east of Elk Mountain even when the flow was primarily
from the west to northwest. The reason for this influence was attributed
to the interactions between the lee waves.

The comparison of observations and simulations of airflow over the
heated terrain of Mt. Withington were much less successful. The model
produced longitudinal rolls whereas the observations suggested a much
more cellular structure is produced. The differences between the model
and observations were attributed to uncertainties in the low-level wind
field. Also, the transient nature of the lateral boundaries makes this
case a much more difficult one to simulate than the more-or-less steady
forcing of Elk Mountain.

New Advection Scheme for Numerical Models

Piotr Smolarkiewicz recently completed two investigations on the
subject of advection in numerical models. The first study dealt with
improvements in the commonly used Crowley advection scheme. The conser-
vation form of the second-order Crowley method, as several authors have
pointed out, may lead to numerical instability for multidimensional
flows. The new scheme of Smolarkiewicz involves replacing the original
approximation involving second-order accuracy of first partial deriva-
tives in space with one that includes information about the dimension-
ality of the field and also considers the cross-space differences. With
this technique, the instability is eliminated without destroying the
level of conservation or the accuracy of the original Crowley scheme.
The investigation also led to some flux-correction solutions that avoid
the development of negative values in the solution for positive-definite
scalars, and the solution of the advection equation in the case of strong
deformational flow was considered.

The second investigation treated the subject of advection of
inherently non-negative quantities such as liquid-water content. It is
well known that the erroneous development of negative values for such
positive-definite scalars in the solution of the advection equation is an
important difficulty in numerical modeling. Smolarkiewicz has proposed a
new positive-definite advection scheme that has a simple form, small
implicit diffusion, and low computational cost. The new method is based
on the common "upstream" differencing technique that is positive-
definite but suffers from excessive numerical diffusion. To eliminate
this implicit diffusion a corrective step has been applied which is again
the upstream technique, but using a specially defined deformational
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velocity field. The present method shows good results when compared with
other known positive-definite schemes.

INTERACTIVE ANALYSIS OF DOPPLER RADAR DATA

Doppler radars have been used for more than a decade in the measure-
ment of circulations within convective storms. Such networks of radars
are capable of amassing enormous amounts of data that have been difficult
to examine in a timely fashion. Until recently, virtually all such
efforts have involved large "batch-mode" computers with inherent limita-
tions that have prohibited scientists from taking any sort of cursory
look at data in a hands-on mode.

With these past limitations in mind, L. Jay Miller and Carl Mohr
began developing a radar data analysis system that was moderately trans-
portable and capable of being executed in an interactive computer
environment. Early in the development of this system, several investi-
gators from CSD and NCAR's Field Observing Facility (FOF), the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Wave Propagation and
National Severe Storms Laboratories, the Illinois State Water Survey,
the University of Chicago, and the U.S. Department of the Interior Bureau
of Reclamation met at a workshop and agreed to a common format for
exchange of Doppler radar data tapes. This universal format (UF) has
enabled nearly all investigators to stabilize input-output portions of
computer programs and to pursue the vital analysis phase.

The synthesis of Doppler radar data to obtain winds dictates that
data be transformed from the sampling space (range-azimuth-elevation) to
the analysis space (Cartesian coordinates). This transformation has been
accomplished with a fast, efficient linear-interpolation method requiring
only that data be entered serially, compared to other methods that
require storage of large fractions of the input. One troublesome point
in the past has been the necessity of resolving ambiguities in the radial
velocity due to periodic sampling, the so-called folding or Nyquist
problem. If such ambiguities are not resolved, interpolation across the
fold-discontinuity will result in biased estimates at Cartesian grid
points. However, all that is needed to prevent this is to be sure that
all radial velocities within a radar sampling cell affecting a grid point
are spatially continuous. This is achieved by offsetting all the
velocities so that they fall within a Nyquist co-interval of the one
closest to the grid point. This method has made it possible to by-pass
the time-consuming and often difficult task of unfolding all radar data
in sampling space.

These data are, instead, unfolded in analysis space where now infor-
mation from all radars can be examined at common grid points. More
importantly, because interpolation typically results in a 10- to 20-fold
reduction in the amount of data, a day's worth of radar data in Cartesian
space resides on a single magnetic tape rather than on 20 or more field
tapes. This greatly facilitates the exchange and transport of data
between large "batch-mode" and smaller interactive computers.
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When large amounts of data are to be analyzed, radar field tapes in
UF are transferred to the mass storage device at the NCAR computing
center. These data are then interpolated in batch-mode, and the output
tape (usually two to three hours of radar data) is transported to an
interactive computer where these data can be edited, the velocities
unfolded, and storm motions synthesized. For smaller, quick-looks, UF
tapes are spooled directly into the interactive computer, interpolated
and then edited, unfolded, and synthesized.

Carl Mohr and Karen Miller have written all of these programs. Mohr
has installed all or parts of this software package on interactive
computers at Colorado State University, Air Force Geophysical Laboratory,
NOAA Prototype Regional Observing and Forecasting System (PROFS), and
NCAR's Mesoscale Research Section and FOF. In the future he expects to
install this package at the University of Wyoming and Ohio State
University.

AIRCRAFT POSITIONING

A major scientific objective of CSD has been to improve the under-
standing of precipitation formation in convective storms. The resulting
large, coordinated field projects that are a major part of CSD's work
entail deploying several instrumented aircraft in the same cloud,
coordinated with each other and with radars on the ground. Such projects
underscored the need for an accurate aircraft positioning system: a
system that could give the experiment's coordinator aircraft tracks and
locations in "real-time" and superimposed on a radar display of a storm,
while also providing accurate aircraft-position data for later analysis.
This turned out to be a major technical problem that consumed the bulk of
CSD's technical efforts for several years. However, CSD completed the
development of the new multiple aircraft positioning system (MAPS) in
time for use in CCOPE, where it was an essential part of the operation.

While MAPS performed reasonably well during CCOPE, there were times
when rather large position errors were evident. Some of these errors
have been traced to hardware problems and, after careful analysis, some
were traced to interactions between antennas in each interferometer
array. Field tests in the Boulder area have verified the interactions
and CSD is currently investigating techniques for correcting for them.
These techniques will take the form of phase corrections based on the
position of the tracked airplane and will be implemented in software.

Most of the hardware problems were from two major components in the
remote-site electronics. One of the components was a frequency
synthesizer used to tune in the various aircraft being tracked. The
synthesizer was very difficult to maintain in the field, and its availa-
bility from the manufacturer was uncertain. This unit has since been
completely replaced with one designed in house which provides a cleaner
signal and improved reliability and maintainability. The other problem
component was a local oscillator. This unit has also been completely
redesigned with a more reliable phase lock loop section. These changes
will result in a significant improvement in the accuracy and reliability
of the system. They were field-tested this past summer and will be
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tested further in the near future, (In the summer of 1982, two of the
MAPS remote-tracking sites in the Boulder area were deployed in support
of the Joint Airport Weather Studies [JAWS] project.)

Nearly completed is an addition to MAPS for displaying, via
telemetry, all aircraft positions and altitudes on board each aircraft
and at remote ground sites. Often the coordination of observational
platforms is best done from an aircraft so this additional capability
will be very valuable in future projects.

HAIL STUDIES

The mechanisms of hail growth in clouds have been a topic of consid-
erable scientific interest for many years. The early studies were
directed primarily at the basic thermodynamics involved in the growth of
hail, and the more recent studies have primarily focused on the nature of
the hail embryos and the mechanisms by which they developed into hail.
The understanding of the hail formation mechanisms gained in these
studies was incomplete, in part because the complete data sets needed to
investigate the complex formation mechanisms did not exist.

To facilitate a more complete understanding of the mechanisms lead-
ing to hail production, previously unavailable information on the
characteristics of hydrometeors in hailstorms and on the structure of the
three-dimensional winds were acquired during the 1976 field season of the
National Hail Research Experiment (now the Convective Storms Division) in
northeast Colorado. Researchers within CSD, in collaboration with non-
NCAR participants, have been analyzing the data for two of the hailstorms
over the past year; the data analyzed for these storms has been used to
calculate particle trajectories and thereby to infer the mechanisms of
hail production.

An unusually broad data base has been acquired for a multicellular
storm that occurred in northeast Colorado on 22 July 1976. This storm
produced hail over a period of several hours, with hail sizes ranging up
to about 2 cm. Observations made by high-resolution conventional radar,
dual-wavelength radar, a network of scanning Doppler radars, cloud-
penetrating aircraft and aircraft flying in the subcloud region, and net-
works of surface and upper air stations, all contributed to the data
base. The data have been analyzed through a cooperdtive, case-study
approach, by Brant Foote, Andrew Heymsfield, Charles Wade, and Harold
Frank of NCAR, Arthur Jameson of the Illinois State Water Survey, and
Dennis Musil of the South Dakota School of Mines and Technology.

The trajectories of particles in this storm were calculated over a
one-hour period by using the wind fields obtained from analyses of the
triple-Doppler radar data over the period. Andrew Heymsfield and Brant
Foote have been focusing on different aspects of the hail production pro-
cess. Their studies used the vertical velocities derived from the
triple-Doppler radar analyses as a basis for specifying the liquid-water
content at different positions within the storm. The types and sizes of
particles at positions throughout the storm were estimated by extrapola-
tion from the particle types observed by aircraft. The growth and
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trajectories of these initial particles were then calculated as they
advected through the measured storm wind field until they fell to the
ground,

Several principle processes leading to hail development were
inferred from their trajectory calculations. Particles that became hail
were those whose terminal velocities were nearly equal to the vertical
velocities of the air parcels in which they had developed. These parti-
cles were the only ones able to sediment into the regions of relatively
high liquid-water content in the main updraft cores. The terminal
velocities of the particles that became graupel were not as well matched
to the parcel velocities and so had shorter growth times; also, these
particles grew in areas of lower liquid water content and thus attained
correspondingly smaller sizes.

A particle evidently had to meet two primary criteria if it was to
grow along a favored, "hail-producing" trajectory. First, in its early
stages of growth, it had to develop along the forward portion of the
storm, in a region which was about 1-km wide. This region was located at
the boundary between air parcels that moved either around the updraft
cores or through the updraft cores. Second, it had to become a rela-
tively large graupel particle prior to the time of its introduction into
the main updraft core. This criterion was satisfied only if a particle
began to rime in the weaker updrafts, primarily those associated with the
feeder cells located adjacent to the main updraft core.

Data acquired for a more extensive and intense hailstorm, the multi-
cellular storm of 22 June 1976, were used to deduce the mechanisms
conducive to the hail-formation process in that storm. The data for this
storm were analyzed by Charles Knight, L. Jay Miller, James Fankhauser,
Nancy Knight, and Daniel Breed. Hail fell from this storm over a two-
hour period, and maximum hail sizes exceeded 3 cm. A much more complete
set of information on hail sizes and times of fall to the ground was
acquired for this storm than for the one described previously. Unfortu-
nately, in-situ penetrations were not made at times when the storm was in
its vigorous stage.

Graupel particles with sizes from 0.1 to 1.0 cm were assumed to
exist at various positions throughout the region of the storm, especially
in the vicinity of a large echo vault. The subsequent growth trajec-
tories of these particles were then calculated from the liquid-water
contents and the winds they encountered. As in the previous case, the
three-dimensional wind fields derived from triple-Doppler analyses were
used to calculate the liquid water content and the trajectories of the
particles through the storm.

It was assumed that these millimeter-sized embryos formed initially
in smaller cells that were located to the south of the main updraft
core. One of the main findings was that the intense updraft core within
the radar echo vault functioned mainly to produce the final increment of
growth to hailstones. If this region of high liquid-water content and
large vertical velocities had not been present, the embryos, which origi-
nated in the feeder cells, likely would have not attained hail sizes.
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MESOSCALE ASPECTS OF HIGH PLAINS CONVECTIVE SYSTEMS

It is beyond question that the cumulonimbus cloud is the fundamental
element in High Plains convective weather; indeed, it has been the focal
point of CSD research for years, and will continue to be so in CCOPE
analysis. Nevertheless, as in other parts of the world, the formation
and intensity of cumulonimbus are strongly influenced by their mesoscale
environment, and the most intense cumulonimbus cloud systems often evolve
into large mesoscale complexes. Looking ahead toward eventual impacts of
research on convective storms upon forecasting, the storms with strong
mesoscale interactions may prove to be more amenable to prediction.

In cooperation with scientists involved with the NOAA PROFS and the
JAWS, Edward Szoke and Edward Zipser participated in the field program
during the summer of 1982 in eastern Colorado. They served as aircraft
scientists on board the University of Wyoming/NCAR King Air and the NCAR
Sabreliner, and helped to organize the surface-based storm intercept
group. With guidance from the JAWS control center at the CP-2 radar,
some 15-20 tornadoes were observed, along with many weaker vortices, and
dozens of downbursts and microbursts; these observations will be
important verification data for both PROFS and JAWS.

One mesoscale influence upon convective storms in northeast Colo-
rado, which is well observed by the PROFS surface mesonetwork, appears to
be of such importance thdt it was made the object of a special study.
A strong zone of cyclonic vorticity and convergence is often present near
Denver on days with ambient low-level flow from the south or southeast,
apparently related in some way to the high ground of the Palmer Ridge
south of Denver. A case study of the Denver tornadoes of 3 June 1981 (by
Szoke, John Brown, Fernando Caracena, and Thomas Schlatter [all of NOAAJ,
and Morris Weismdn [NCAR]) reveals that most severe thunderstorms on that
day initiated or intensified near that zone. Further work in progress is
likely to quantify the extent to which this result may be applicable to
other severe weather situations.

A more general mesoscale interaction with convective storms is
through mesoscale cold-air outflows resulting from the downdrafts of
storms. Szoke and Zipser are studying such systems, in which data from
the excellent surface mesonetwork of CCOPE will be important, as well as
from the PROFS-JAWS data. The first question to be explored is how to
distinguish between those outflow boundaries which continually generate
new convective storms and those which fail to do so.

The above studies are examples of mesoscale organization of convec-
tion which, if better understood, could have positive influence upon our
ability to make very short-range (about one-hour) forecasts of convective
weather. In two articles published in 1982, Zipser has analyzed
mesoscale systems in terms of the possibility of their being forecast.
He differentiated mesoscale systems according to their lifetimes, and
therefore their valid extrapolation time scales. With respect to convec-
tive phenomena, we are more likely to be able to make very short-range
forecasts of the behavior of systems organized on the mesoscale than on
those which are not, for two reasons. First, they live longer; second,
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their life cycle may be more tractable and therefore we may be able to do
more than merely extrapolating from what exists. As many scientists have
observed, mesoscale convective systems in different parts of the world
are structured and evolve in similar ways; this matter will be the
subject of further study during the coming years.

INVESTIGATION OF THE SEVERE STORM ENVIRONMENT
ON 2 AUGUST 1981

One of the goals of the CCOPE field experiment was to learn more
about the environmental conditions that led to the formation of deep
convection in the High Plains. The ultimate goal, of course, would be
better prediction of thunderstorms and severe weather events. During the
late afternoon and evening of 2 August 1981, an intense rain and hail-
storm developed to the northwest of Miles City, Montana, and moved
east-southeastward across the center of the CCOPE research network. The
storm produced hail as large as 6-8 cm in diameter (baseball or larger)
and was accompanied by surface winds in excess of 40 m/s. Since thunder-
storms of this intensity are relatively rare in eastern Montana, it is
important to understand the synoptic and mesoscale conditions that led to
its formation. Charles Wade of the CSD Macrophysics Group has begun an
investigation of the environmental conditions that attended the 2 August
1981 storm using data from the excellent observational platforms avail-
able in CCOPE. The storm passed through the center of the surface
meteorological network, where approximately 120 mesonet stations were
providing continuous measurements of temperature, pressure, humidity, and
wind direction and speed. Serial rawinsonde observations of these same
five parameters were obtained at 90-min intervals throughout the after-
noon of 2 August 1981 from four sites located within the surface
network. Additional useful information was obtained from the GOES-East
and -West satellite, from reflectivity data from the NCAR CP-2 radar,
from surface time-lapse photography, from nearby National Weather Service
surface and upper-air data, and from aircraft data gathered by the
University of Wyoming King Air, which provided additional vertical sound-
ings during the early afternoon.

The analysis for 2 August 1981 shows a number of interesting
features in the surface and upper-air data which preceeded the formation
of the severe storm. At the synoptic scale, at low levels, relatively
humid air was entering eastern Montana from the southeast as a result of
a counterclockwise circulation around a surface low in northcentral
Wyoming. The humidity was the highest in a narrow tongue located just
south of a weak cold front oriented east-west over northern sections of
the network. The storm track was east-southeastward along the cold front
and along the band of highest humidity. A capping inversion developed
over the network during the afternoon which acted to keep the humidity
concentrated in the lower levels of the troposphere and prevent its early
release. The inversion developed as a result of differential advection
of warmer air to the southwest of Miles City over the network. The
development of the inversion was very sudden and suggests that it was a
mesoscale phenomenon due, perhaps, to heating of the higher terrain
southwest of Miles City rather than to a larger synoptic-scale process.
Finally, late in the afternoon, when the inversion was destroyed over the
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network due to continued heating of the boundary-layer air and to lifting
due to mass convergence along the cold front, vigorous convection broke
out. The storm on 2 August 1981 was well observed by research aircraft
and Doppler radars, and an effort is currently underway in CSD to analyze
these data sets as well.

MESOSCALE ANALYSIS OF A TROPICAL SQUALL LINE; THE
IMPORTANCE OF ADVECTION OF CONDENSED WATER ALOFT

Yi-Leng Chen and Edward Zipser analyzed upper-air, aircraft, radar,
and satellite data to study a tropical squall-line case in GATE. They
obtained the mesoscale kinematic and thermodynamic structure, vertical
velocity profiles, and heat and moisture budgets of the 12 September
squall-line system, distinguishing between the regions of mesoscale
sinking and mesoscale ascent. The most striking feature of the kinematic
analysis is the presence of mesoscale upward motion at high levels above
the mesoscale sinking in the stratiform rain area. Beneath the anvil
cloud base, dry, warm air was observed as evidence of mesoscale sinking
with cool-cloud downdraft air near the surface. At high levels, drying
and warming were found above the squall front as a result of the
compensating sinking. The convective clouds at the leading edge of the
squall-line system were rather shallow. The tall clouds were found in
the area where the squall line intersected the preexisting cloud band and
in the stratiform anvil.

The propagation of the squall-line system was accomplished by con-
tinuous generation of the new convective cells in front of the squall
line, leaving old convective cells behind. The remnants of the old con-
vective cells in the upper troposphere were carried by the wind and
joined the stratiform anvil. An area of heavy rainfall within the
stratiform region occurred after upward motion developed in the upper
troposphere. The regions generating heavy rainfall are 50-100 km or more
behind the active convective portions of the squall line, where the lower
troposphere is cooler and much drier. It is thus impossible to explain
the origins of the heavy-rainfall regions in terms of new convective-
cloud growth from the boundary layer; the most logical explanation is
that they are generated in the thick anvil-type clouds in the upper
troposphere. Detailed radar cross-sections and time-series rain-volume
analysis is now under way so that the true nature of this precipitation
process can be understood better.

The analysis completed for this squall-line system makes it possible
to look at heat and moisture budgets on a small scale. First Chen and
Zipser studied the moisture budget for a late stage of the system, The
vertically integrated horizontal moisture flux was computed for each grid
box (11 by 11 km) and compared with the observed rainfall. The compari-
son is instructive, showing that the computed rainfall is greater than
that observed in the convective region near the leading edge, and much
less than that observed in the stratiform rain area, where the computed
rainfall is often actually negative. The significance of these results
is in explaining the imbalance. Two terms are believed to contribute
most: the water-storage term and the hydrometeor-transport term. Water
is going into storage in the deep cumulonimbus clouds near the leading
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edge, being transported into the deep anvil-type clouds overlying the
stratiform rain area, where it leaves storage. Chen and Zipser are
currently completing the heat and moisture budgets and making a number of
consistency checks to attempt to verify the reasonableness of these pre-
liminary results.

HURRICANE RAINBAND STUDIES: WHAT HAPPENS TO THE LOW-LEVEL AIR?

Rainbands (spiral bands) and the eyewall are the two major precipi-
tation features of a mature hurricane. In the past decade or so, field
work has focused upon either the eyewall structure or on modifications of
the inner core of the hurricane, with relatively little attention given
to rainbands.

Gary Barnes and Edward Zipser, in association with David Jorgensen
and Frank Marks Jr. of the National Hurricane Research Laboratory (NHRL),
devised a series of plans for flying through hurricanes to gather data on
the mesoscale reflectivity, state, and kinematic structure of the rain-
band. The two WP-3D aircraft of the NOAA Research Flight Center
completed 26 flight legs across a rainband in hurricane Floyd on
September 7, 1981. A second flight mission through hurricane Irene was
completed three weeks later.

Barnes, Zipser, Jorgensen, and Marks have completed a preliminary
analysis of the Floyd data set. On the mesoscale, the rainband changed
little in either location or appearance over the three-hour research
period. The three radars aboard each. aircraft showed a cellular reflec-
tivity structure on the upwind end of the rainband; this evolved into a
uniform pattern toward the downwind end. These small-scale echoes were
approximately level with the mean low-level horizontal wind within the
rainband. Vertical velocity measurements support the hypothesis that the
cellular reflectivity structure is associated with convective-scale
features (cumulonimbi). The uniform precipitation area is evidence of
stratiform clouds; and the vertical velocity measurements reveal far
fewer convective up- and downdrafts in this downstream part of the
rainband.

Composite analysis of the radial wind component shows that a partial
mesoscale barrier to the low-level inflow is associated with the rain-
band. As the air approached the band from the outside, decelerations of
6 m/s in the subcloud layer were observed; this zone of strong radial
convergence is where much of the air ascended, often in cumulonimbus
clouds within the band, A few kilometers radially inward from the ascent
zone, there was strong divergence and sinking. It is in this zone that
the equivalent potential temperature of subcloud air was observed to
decrease by over 10°K. The depth of this cooler, drier air is approxi-
mately a kilometer in depth. The evidence is strong that convective
downdrafts within the band were responsible for the appearance of this
air near the surface.

These findings suggest that the Floyd rainband reduced the potential
for cumulonimbus convection in low-level air spiraling inward toward the
eyewall. If this is true of other hurricanes, we will need to understand
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how rainband processes may influence the strength of the storm itself
(probably negatively), and to evaluate the extent to which sea-air fluxes
may restore the heat and moisture content of air reaching the eyewall.

Recent theoretical work of Hugh Willoughby and.Lloyd Shapiro of NHRL
suggest that concentric rainbands can block inflow to the eyewall and
eventually cause the inner core to decay. The hurricane Floyd rainband
study confirms that the inflow towards the eyewall has been slowed, at
least temporarily, and that the subcloud layer equivalent potential
temperature has been decreased, making the environment less favorable for
convection.

RADAR STUDY OF CONVECTIVE CELLS IN MESOSCALE SYSTEMS IN GATE

One of the dreas of study emphasized in previous and ongoing
research within the Mesoscale Interactions Group concerns GATE (Global
Atmospheric Research Program Atlantic Tropical Experiment) convective
cells as part of a mesoscale system such as a squall line. One important
characteristic of the GATE-type cell is its generally low vertical
velocities, as revealed from analyses of aircraft penetrations of convec-
tive cells in organized lines. An important question raised from these
analyses is: How are the weak updrafts reflected in the vertical radar
reflectivity profiles of GATE convective cells? The collection of radar
data available from GATE allows for the necessary study to answer this
question. While much work has been done using the GATE radar data, most
emphasis has concerned the horizontal structure and characterization of
the radar echoes. An in-depth study of the vertical radar structure has
not been done, and would be necessary to address our question relating
radar reflectivity with updraft strength. Additional benefits of such
study include an increase in our understanding of the structure of GATE
convective cells.

Based on hints from earlier work, Edward Szoke and Edward Zipser
formulated the working hypothesis that, given the existence of weak
updrafts in GATE cells (most updrafts were less than 6 m/s), the cells'
radar echo would be only moderate and characterized by a rapid dropoff
with height. Microphysical arguments can be used to support this
hypothesis, but they are difficult to verify due to the lack of needed
observations. Weak updrafts imply that precipitation has a longer time
to grow and therefore raindrops should form at low levels in the cloud.
In addition, there should be an absence of hail and a quick fallout of
raindrops as they grow larger than about 1 mm and cannot be suspended in
the weak updraft. These arguments indicate the likelihood of high
reflectivities occurring only at low levels. Also, in slow updrafts,
there is more time for water drops to freeze (for example by contact
nucleation), resulting in lower radar reflectivity.

To establish d typical vertical-reflectivity profile, almost 300
convective cells from GATE were examined by Szoke and Zipser. They
concentrated on cells from organized mesoscale lines over several GATE
days, as this complements other previous and ongoing work in the
Mesoscale Interactions Group. For comparison, they also examined some
isolated cases not associated with organized lines. They determined the
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maximum reflectivity profile for each cell, the cells being chosen at
random among those that had a near-surface reflectivity of at least
40 dBZ, Cells were chosen within a radar range of about 80 km for better
resolution.

The mean GATE profile resulting from Szoke and Zipser's sample is in
agreement with the ideas set forth in the working hypothesis. Reflec-
tivities are moderate, with the maximum occurring in the lower levels;
there is only a slow dropoff below the freezing level followed by a rapid
dropoff above. Even the few strongest cells in the sample exhibit this
general shape. Szoke and Zipser examined mean profiles for each convec-
tive line, and while there were variations, the mean profiles were not
much different from each other overall.

The fairly large size of the cell sample allowed the researchers to
adopt a statistical approach to studying certain properties of the
cells. Looking at isolated cells as well as cells in organized systems,
Szoke and Zipser found that strong cells of over 50 dBZ reflectivity or
12-km echo height are rare. These results are consistent with other GATE
statistical studies. Szoke and Zipser found a general relationship
between increasing cell height and increasing near-surface reflectivity,
but the scatter is large. In agreement with their working hypothesis,
the maximum reflectivity is found either near the surface or in the
lowest few kilometers, consistent with the inability of the weak updrafts
to suspend large hydrometeors.

While this statistical examination of GATE convective cells revealed
much useful information, several new questions arose and it became
apparent that to further understand the GATE convective cells and further
interpret the mean profiles, it would be necessary to examine the life
history of the cells. Since the construction of a life history for each
cell is extremely time consuming and sometimes impossible, a representa-
tive sample of GATE cells was examined, using the 5-min time resolution
available from the Quadra radar. One of the important questions to
address was how representative the GATE mean profile is of the active
stage of the convective cell. Profiles during the dying or late stage of
a cell sometimes tend to exhibit an extremely rapid dropoff of reflec-
tivity with height, which could bias results.

Szoke and Zipser compiled life histories of over 40 cells for
several mesoscale systems over three GATE days. A wide range of cell
types was considered, including some truly isolated cases. Examination
of the life histories of even the stronger cells revealed the accuracy of
the characterization of the GATE cell derived earlier from the mean pro-
files. Extensive cloud depths with low reflectivity values often exist
above the freezing level, while the stronger reflectivities are generally
below 5 to 6 km. Construction of a mean reflectivity profile using
maximum-strength profiles from each cell life history compares closely
with the mean profile gathered from the larger sample, confirming that
the overall mean profile is representative of the active portion of the
cell lifetime. Thus the general conclusion reached earlier appears to
hold true: the GATE convective cell has moderate low-level reflectivi-
ties and a rapid dropoff of reflectivity with height above the freezing
level,
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The cell life-history time plots reveal other useful information
about GATE convection unavailable from consideration of just the mean
profiles. The level of first echo formation is consistently between 2 to
4 km, in agreement with the idea of a low height of echo formation due to
the slow ascent. This also indicates formation and early growth by the
warm-rain process. However, in time most cells grow to above the freez-
ing level and so growth may involve the ice process. Cells whose maximum
heights remain near or below the freezing level are found to exhibit a
typical short life cycle associated with the isolated tropical cumulus
(about 30 min or less); most deeper cells have a longer lifetime.

An important condition necessary to the development of these deeper
and longer-lived cells is their association with an organized convective
line. Szoke and Zipser believe that the key ingredient to their forma-
tion is forced mesoscale ascent, normally found near the leading edge of
such lines. The very few cases of cells isolated from any line were the
shortest lived and weakest cases and the area between the systems is
often free of echo. The longest-lived cases are cells growing close to
other echo areas, and they often become surrounded by other echos quite
early in their lifetimes. A few cases could be followed, after joining
with other cells, as identifiable echo masses for up to two hours. At
the end of their lifetimes these echo masses often contribute to the
trailing anvil region composed of older cumulonimbus and can be traced up
to 60 km behind the new leading line edge. This large dying-echo area
produces an organized mesoscale downdraft as part of the overall
mesoscale system, as discussed in much previous work by the group.

From the life cycle work, a picture has emerged of the typical life
of a convective line. New cells form ahead of the established echo edge
along an extensive gust front. As these cells grow they merge with the
convective line and produce their own gust front, continuing the process
of discrete propagation. Meanwhile, the dying cells often join to form a
sometimes large area of more stratiform rain to the rear of the system.
Variations of this scenario of course occur, with subsequent variations
in the extent and strength of the lines. The overwhelming impression
from the days studied, however, is the importance of a forcing feature in
creating new cell growth. Several examples of well-organized convection
in arc lines along gust fronts were found. The most intense convection
was found near intersection points between two or more convective lines,
in agreement with other work in mid-latitudes.

To explore further the hypothesized relationship between the weak
vertical velocity of the GATE cell and its radar profile, the GATE pro-
files were compared with some hurricane and some mid-latitude continental
profiles. The hurricane profiles are quite similar, which is encouraging
as their vertical velocities are also generally rather low and closely
comparable to GATE. Continental cells, however, have considerably
stronger vertical velocities. Citing results from other studies, Szoke
and Zipser find the vertical radar reflectivity profiles from the conti-
nental cells to be notably stronger than the GATE and hurricane profiles,
with the dropoff of reflectivity occurring at a higher altitude. Com-
parison of the GATE life-history profiles with examples from NHRE also
emphasizes the greater strength of the continental cells. First echoes
occur at higher levels than in GATE, usually at about the -15°C level;
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and reflectivities are stronger and extend to greater heights, which is
consistent with the discussion given above,

HOW DO CUMULONIMBUS CLOUDS TRANSPORT MOMENTUM?

Using data gathered in traverses of clouds and convective systems in
GATE, Margaret LeMone has found that the momentum transport by convection
in GATE does not necessarily follow the simple "mixing-length" theory in
which the momentum is transported down the vertical shear gradient.

In order to isolate the reason for this, she examined the causes of
the momentum transport in a convective line observed on 14 September 1974
in the tropical Atlantic. Because of its simple two-dimensional geometry
and long lifetime (about 12 h, over which precipitation and turbulence
quantities were constant for about 3 h), the five aircraft flying across
this system provided the best documentation to date of fluxes and struc-
ture in a convective line.

The structure of this line has already been documented by Zipser,
R. Meitin, and LeMone. It is the north-south part of an arc of cloud
that occurred over the GATE array. The aircraft flew 140 km traverses
across the line at seven levels from 150 m to 5500 m. The line, front to
rear, was about 100-km wide, with a 25-km active leading edge consisting
of growing convection and concentrated updraft and downdrdft cores, while
the 70-km trailing portion was mainly stratiform, consisting primarily of
anvil cloud based at about the freezing level (4 km). The 25-km active
zone roughly coincided with the mesoscale ascent, which was computed from
the aircraft data using the two-dimensional continuity equation.

For this particular line, the vertical flux of momentum normal to
the line (the u-momentum, defined as positive in direction of line
movement) was transported against its vertical gradient, contrary to
mixing-length theory, while the vertical flux of v-momentum (positive 90°
to the left) was "with" its vertical gradient. Since the mean shear
au/az < 0, the flux is countergradient if the mean vertical u-flux
uw < 0.

Computations of the instantaneous u-w correlation showed that the
u-momentum flux was concentrated within the first 25 km of the convective
line, where Zipser, f4eitin, and LeMone had already documented the line's
growing portions. The flux was associated primarily with strong updrafts
of scales less than 6 km. In the trailing 70 km, which they called the
"stratiform" zone, the vertical flux of u-momentum was small.

Since three of the aircraft were equipped with working radar
altimeters, the pressure perturbation field within the line could be
reconstructed using the difference between the radar and pressure alti-
tudes (the so-called "D-values"). It was found that, going into the line
from its leading edge, the pressure fell through most of the first 25 km,
providing a horizontal pressure gradient which accelerated the updraft
air into the line. This, along with upward acceleration due to buoyancy,
provides the required negative correlation of u and w.
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The mesoscale pressure field can be explained simply by hydro-
statics. Since the leading edge of the convective line is tilted about
60° from the vertical, and the cloud is 12.4-km deep, an air column from
the base of the cloud to 12.4 km is not completely filled with cloudy air
in the first 22 km of the line. Hence, if the cloud is positively
buoyant, the pressure falls from the increased depth of cloudy air
above. An analysis of the vertical momentum equation shows that the
nonhydrostatic terms are negligible in the first 15 km or so. A pressure
rise is noted toward the rear of this mesoscale updraft zone due to
increased water loading and the increased importance of the non-
hydrostatic terms,

One can calculate the mean buoyancy in the first 20 km of the line,
given the perturbation pressure by integrating the hydrostatic equation.
The value obtained agrees well with that obtained by assuming that the
first 20 km of the line is populdted by typical updraft cores with a
typical concentration, as defined in a census of GATE updraft cores done
by Zipser and LeMone.

Because of the two-dimensionality of the line, we would not expect
such a pressure gradient to be set up in the direction along the line
axis. Hence, the v-momentum transport would be mainly by drafts conserv-
ing momentum, except for influence of mixing and perhaps the coriolis
accelerations,

A look at the budget for turbulence momentum flux supports the above
conclusions. The vertical u-momentum flux is maintained by the u
velocity-buoyancy correlation term. Acting against it are terms involv-
ing interaction of the convective drafts with the mean flow and with one
another, as well as (surprisingly) a term involving the coriolis
acceleration 2 Q cos(lat). On the other hand, the budget for the verti-
cal flux of v-momentum is dominated by processes similar to those in a
typical subcloud-layer momentum-flux budget.

The time rate of change in the mean vertical shear normal to the
line from the vertical divergence of the u-momentum flux is significant.
Even after five hours, it is larger than that related to the (2 Q sin
[lat]) coriolis acceleration of the ageostrophic wind that results from
the vertical divergence of the v-momentum flux. It is the latter that is
used by Newton (Journal of Meteorology, pp. 210-222, 1950) to explain the
propagation of mid-latitude squall lines and that is related to the
symmetric instability proposed to explain certain mid-latitude convective
lines. A comparison of the u-momentum transport by the above mechanism
to the coriolis mechanism suggests that the former cannot be neglected in
understanding of mid-latitude squall lines.

Preliminary study of several convective lines in GATE suggest that
the conclusions of the 14 September case study are rather general, if the
convective line is two-dimensional. That is, the u-momentum flux is
always negative in the coordinate system with u normal to the line, posi-
tive in the direction of the line movement. Momentum is fed toward the
rear of the line aloft, and toward the front of the line at lower levels,
in a way qualitatively similar to some of the early diagrams of Moncrieff
and Miller. Further, the line tilt is similar to that observed for the
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above case study, typically about 60° from the vertical, and in such a
way that the line reaches a point at the surface before its portions
aloft. Most often, but not always, the tilt of the line is with the
shear; that is, the wind aloft is blowing more front to rear, and the
wind at the surface is blowing more rear to front. In some cases, this
is the result of modification of the mean wind by the line.

The exceptions to the general pattern are just as interesting.
Single clouds in GATE seem to transport momentum down the vertical
gradient. One convective line for which the vertical u momentum trans-
port was positive at higher levels had only very widely spaced towers
aloft, with negative vertical u flux only in its lower, two-dimensional
portions. A second line with flux of the "wrong" sign had become dis-
organized (three-dimensional) by the time fluxes were measured. LeMone
plans to examine the environmental conditions associated with the dif-
ferent patterns of convection.

The results of the study seem to account for some of the failures of
using mixing-length theories to explain the effects of cumulus convection
on motions of larger scale. For example, in their 1980 paper, Shapiro
and Stevens (Monthly Weather Review, pp. 1816-1826, 1980) attempt to
account for the apparent sources of vorticity and momentum, in an early
diagnostic easterly wave study by Stevens, using some one-dimensional,
steady-state cloud models in which momentum transport corresponds to
mixing-length theory. The vorticity sources were reproduced by the
parameterization, but the sources and sinks of momentum were poorly
predicted, particularly for the zonal component. If one assumes that
convective lines in GATE follow the pattern described above, depositing
front-to-rear momentum at upper levels and rear-to-front at lower levels,
where "front" is the line's leading edge, the distribution of line move-
ment vectors found in a study in progress by Barnes and Szoke are in the
right sense to account for the discrepancies. It should be noted that
their line movement vectors do not necessarily correspond to the motion
of anvils seen from satellite. Rather, the latter is the movement of the
centroid of a group of lines, or a cloud cluster.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CUMULUS CLOUDS BASED ON
AIRCRAFT OBSERVATIONS NEAR CLOUD BASE IN CCOPE

The two main purposes of CCOPE were to investigate moist convection
in two fairly distinct phases of development. So-called "early-storm
studies" were designed to gather coordinated measurements of air motion
and precipitation growth in the early stages of individual cumulus and
cumulus congestus clouds. As clouds reached the cumulonimbus stage,
field resources were directed toward gathering data on "mature storms".
Since cumulus convection precedes the development of cumulonimbus clouds,
the opportunities for successful early-storm flight missions were more
frequent. The result from the 1981 experiment was a large body of data
relevant to the general physical characteristics of continental cumulus
clouds.

The early-storm flight patterns were designed to investigate a
number of levels in a cloud simultaneously. The NCAR Queen Air aircraft,
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equipped to obtain high-resolution air motion and thermodynamic measure-
ments, were used to monitor conditions a few decameters below cloud base,
while other aircraft instrumented for detailed cloud-physics observations
penetrated the cloud. Ideally, penetration aircraft were available to
sound internal conditions near the -5°C (4.5-5.5 km) and -15°C (6-8 km)
levels within the cloud, but early-storm missions were considered to be
useful whenever a cloud-base Queen Air and at least one penetration
aircraft were coordinated on the same cloud.

The flight plan called for all aircraft to fly repeated traverses
below cloud base. The early-storm research objectives were met best
when a series of traverses were flown in coordination with other aircraft
on clouds first observed early in their lifetimes. As a first step in
analyzing the extensive early-storm data base, a group in CSD (Gary
Barnes, Cleon Biter, Daniel Breed, James Fankhauser, and Margaret LeMone)
has conducted a systematic investigation of the Queen Air measurements
collected near cloud base. Data were collected on 85 different clouds
during 21 flight missions flown by the two aircraft between late May and
early August. Logistical, as well as meteorological, constraints
frequently made it impossible to complete the designated four-leg pattern
on all clouds chosen for investigation. For this reason, individual sub-
cloud legs were identified as the basic analysis unit. A cloud-base
climatology based on 288 such legs characterizes the physical properties
of continental cumulus clouds and provides a basis for interpreting the
in-cloud measurements obtained by the cloud-physics aircraft.

Determindtion of lateral cloud boundaries and the height of cloud
base were fundamental to the interpretations of the Queen Air measure-
ments obtained beneath cloud base. Uncertainties associated with real-
time attempts to document these quantities during flight required
development of objective techniques involving parameters regularly re-
corded by the aircraft data systems. The researchers calculated the time
when the aircraft passed beneath a vertical cloud boundary from time-
lapse photography obtained from "forward-looking" cameras mounted in the
cockpit. They also used airspeed and geometry involving the cameras'
characteristics to calculate horizontal dimensions of cloud base to an
accuracy of about 500 m. A representative cloud-base height was deter-
mined from flight-level temperature and dew point data, assuming parcel
ascent. To account for thermodynamic irregularities, they used the 12
contiguous 1 s values that produced the lowest possible cloud base.

In the analysis of the data from individual flight legs, averages of
several quantities--pressure, temperature, mixing ratio, aircraft head-
ing, horizontal wind, vertical velocity, virtual potential temperature,
and equivalent potential temperature--were computed separately for the
portions of flight beneath cloud and for the segments of each flight leg
that lay beyond the vertical cloud boundaries. Such averages were used
to compare subcloud properties with those in the near-cloud environment.

The sample revealed that the cumulus clouds in southeastern Montana
had several distinguishing characteristics. The average cloud dimension
was 5 km, but the most frequent cloud size was between 2 and 3 km. A
comparison of cloud widths to the length of the flight legs suggests that
the near-cloud environment was observed reasonably well in most cases.
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On average, clouds occupied less than 50% of the total flight legs, which
were restricted to straight and level flight. The flight altitude was
typically 115 m below cloud base. The mean of the thermodynamic data
indicated that the average cloud-base temperature was 40 C, with a range
from -8°C to +16°C. Cloud-base mixing ratio varied from 2 g/kg to 13
g/kg, but the mean was near 7 g/kg. Comparison of subcloud vertical
velocity with that in the near environment showed that on average the
subcloud air was ascending at a mean rate of 0.7 m/s, relative to its
surroundings.

Similar comparisons of mean thermodynamic conditions beneath cloud
to those beyond vertical cloud boundaries indicated that potential
temperature was typically a few tenths of a Kelvin cooler below cloud,
while the mixing ratio was about a third of a gram per kilogram moister
than the surroundings. For the overall data set, these two parameters
combined to produce a mean subcloud virtual potential temperature that
was slightly negatively buoyant with respect to the near-cloud
environment.

Statistics derived to date are based on the complete archive of 288
subcloud legs without regard for the variety of clouds and circumstances
that prevailed when the measurements were made. The most useful physical
interpretations are expected to arise from intelligent stratifications of
the data, such as examining (1) isolated vs. non-isolated clouds; (2)
precipitating vs. nonprecipitating clouds; (3) flight patterns with three
or more consecutive legs for along-wind vs. crosswind differences and
thermodynamic and kinematic trends; and (4) detailed case studies involv-
ing data (including photographic data) from aircraft that penetrated
clouds.

A LARGE CUMULONIMBUS CLOUD OBSERVED IN CCOPE

The mission of the NCAR Queen Airs in "mature-storm" studies in
CCOPE was to fly closely coordinated patterns just below cloud base in
the thunderstorm inflow region to obtain detailed mapping of thermo-
dynamic properties and vertical air motion. One task of the observers
aboard these aircraft was to photograph interesting cloud features with
high-quality hand-held cameras. During the investigation of one of the
most intense thunderstorms observed in CCOPE (11 July 1981), a number of
intriguing cloud forms were photographically documented by CSD scientists
Gary Barnes and James Fankhauser. Three transient cloud types, commonly
associated with severe thunderstorms, occurred within a 30-min period
beneath the uniformly flat base of the "shelf cloud" in the storm's
inflow sector. After careful comparison with similar features already
documented in the literature, they were identified as "collar," "pedes-
tal," and "scud" (or "arcus") clouds. In contrast to these lowered
cloud-base anomalies, a cloud-free vault that penetrated about 300 m
upward into the base of the uniform shelf cloud was also documented by
photographs. A remarkably luminous azure coloration was emitted from the
vault's vertical walls and the blueish-green hue was tentatively
attributed to back-scattering from the clear sky.

The meteorological conditions that attended the development of the
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various visual cloud phenomena were interpreted within the context of
detailed surface-mesonet, aircraft, and radar data available in CCOPE.
The storm's radar reflectivity structure at the time of observation
possessed many of the features commonly associated with the steady phase
of so-called supercell thunderstorms. Among these were a cusp in the
low-level reflectivity pattern and a pronounced radar-echo overhang above
the inflow zone that gave evidence of the broad, strong, organized
updrafts encountered by the Queen Air aircraft flying directly beneath
it. The horizontal airflow within the storm, determined by Jay Miller
from Doppler radial velocity measurements from three CCOPE radars,
revealed that the cusp region in the reflectivity pattern was near the
center of a mesocyclone.

Barnes, Fankhauser, and Miller found that all of the departures in
cloud-base height from the uniformly flat base of the shelf cloud could
be explained in terms of moisture excess or deficit in various branches
of the three-dimensional circulation around the mesocyclone. They con-
cluded that the flow reaching the vortex of the mesocyclone, where the
lowered base of the collar cloud was observed, arrived there after
following a path that carried it through a region of significant precipi-
tation so it had somewhat higher moisture and slightly cooler tempera-
tures than the average inflow air. This result provides an empirical
basis for numerical modeling simulations that indicate dir parcel trajec-
tories originating near the ground in the forward left-hand quadrant of a
severe convective storm pass to the rear of the main updraft, usually
located near the center of a mesocyclone, and ascend rapidly on its
southern edge. This air, having more moisture and cooler temperature,
will condense at a lower level than the general inflow air and can
account for the lowered cloud base designated as the collar cloud.

The Doppler data on the wind field near cloud base was also useful
in explaining the origins of the dry dir responsible for upward inden-
tions associated with the spectacular cloud-free vault. When viewed in a
framework relative to the moving storm, the Doppler data on the winds
indicated that the source of the air responsible for the elevated cloud
base surrounding the vault had its origins on the southern flank of the
storm, where aircraft found subsiding and somewhat warmer and drier air.
Air parcels flowing north-northeastward above dnd parallel to the surface
outflow boundary were forced to ascend mechanically and condense at a
slightly higher altitude, thereby accounting for the upward penetration
of the cloud-free region above the base of the otherwise uniformly flat
inflow shelf cloud produced by the air having the average properties of
the general inflow.

DATA MANAGEMENT

In collaboration with the Bureau of Reclamation, CSD has nearly
finished compiling and cataloging data from CCOPE, conducted during the
summer of 1981 near Miles City, Montana. CCOPE was one of the largest
field experiments ever undertaken to study storm processes using advanced
techniques. It involved simultaneous observations from a variety of
research platforms: eight radars, up to eight aircraft at one time,
seven upper-air sounding sites, and 123 surface meteorological stations.
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It was coordinated by NCAR and the Bureau of Reclamation, and included
250 participants from U.S. and foreign universities and government
agencies.

Since then, both NCAR and the Bureau of Reclamation have made a
major effort to get the CCOPE data ready for investigators who request
it. The work consists of organizing and, to various degrees, editing the
data taken by the major measuring systems, for the two and one-half
months of the program. Reports from satellites and the National Weather
Service and daily entries in the operational log also went into the CCOPE
data set. A formal inventory of all data collected during CCOPE, includ-
ing a general description of equipment, modes of operation, people to
contact for requesting the data, types of data available to requestors,
maps of equipment location, samples of graphic products, and summary
tables, was assembled and published by the Bureau of Reclamation this
summer. The CSD data office, run by Toni Biter, also keeps tabs on less
formal sources of data, such as notes from pilots, aircraft scientists,
operations-room coordinators, and debriefing sessions. A CCOPE news-
letter is issued at intervals of several months to update the progress of
the data processing and archiving and to disseminate news of the progress
of the analysis.

Aircraft data

The problems of reducing data gathered by aircraft are complex,
especially problems involving measurements by multiple research platforms
that are moving through a medium that is itself moving. During CCOPE,
many different aircraft and recording systems were used, and a common
system was needed to handle the many different formats, including differ-
ent record sizes, word size, and order of bytes. The NCAR Scientific
Computing Division is in the final stages of developing a computer soft-
ware package called GENPRO II for processing such data. CSD has used
GENPRO II for presenting CCOPE aircraft data in a common format, either
as lists and plots on microfilm, or as processed data on magnetic tape.
Analysts can now obtain plots of the data at any scale and format they
need. Peter Johnson and Robin Vaughan of CSD coordinated the application
of GENPRO II to the CCOPE aircraft data. Displays of the aircraft flight
tracks are also available.

An analysis of the quality of the aircraft data from CCOPE is being
performed by James Dye, Cleon Biter, and Daniel Breed of CSD. This
includes analysis of intercomparison flights, and wind-tunnel and ground
tests of the instruments that measure cloud-droplet sizes and moisture
contents. As part of this program, a workshop on one of the probes used
on several aircraft during CCOPE took place in December of 1981.
Participants included NCAR, the University of Wyoming, the Atmospheric
Environment Service of Canada, and the University of Washington. The
purpose of the workshop was to increase understanding of the operation of
the probe and to try to document and understand the differences between
the various instruments, particularly those used in CCOPE.
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Radar data

The CCOPE radar network consisted of three Doppler radars from
NCAR's FOF, three from NOAA's Wave Propagation Laboratory, and one from
the Illinois State Water Survey, and one surveillance radar from the
Bureau of Reclamation. As with the aircraft, the use of multiple radars
meant that data were recorded in several different, often-incompatible,
formats. Radar investigators met before CCOPE to choose a universal
format for all the radar data. Conversion of much of these data is now
complete. A Users' Guide to Universal Format Data is now available that
describes the 1981 CCOPE Doppler radar data, the universal format for
data on tapes, and how to gain access to data and processing software
from NCAR.

Carl Mohr and Jay Miller of CSD developed computer programs for
using these universal format data for the analysis of internal storm
motions. At NCAR, investigators can work with radar data either by sub-
mitting programs to the CDC 7600 or the CRAY-1A computers (in "batch
mode") and receiving microfilm output, by using the interactive Research
Data Support System (RDSS) color graphic system, or by using an inter-
active software package that can be used on either the FOF or the
Mesoscale Research Section VAX computers for interpolating, editing, and
wind synthesizing. Software is also being developed to deal with
ambiguities that occur in radar data that result from storm motion.

Mesonet

A total of 123 ground weather-reporting stations were used during
CCOPE, including NCAR's Portable Automated Mesonet (PAM) and the Bureau
of Reclamation's portable remote observations of the environment (PROBE)
systems. These networks operated 24 hours d day and collected a great
quantity of data. Charles Wade of CSD has created a "quick-look" view of
the CCOPE experiment area that shows the weather conditions at 30-minute
intervals for the entire field season. The quality of the data is also
being examined to determine whether and what corrections may be needed
for some of the stations.

Soundings

Daily soundings using balloon-borne weather instruments were made at
five sites during CCOPE. The high resolution sounding data used for
analysis were collected and tabulated in the field by Texas A&M Univer-
sity personnel. The tabulated sounding information was subsequently
edited and processed by CSD scientists using programs on the large NCAR
computers. Printed summaries and graphical analysis of these soundings
are now available on microfilm through NCAR.

The CCOPE field operations amassed a great quantity of data, cover-
ing convective storms from their earliest stages onward. This com-
prehensive data set should provide a much-needed description of the many
processes that take place in a convective cloud. Scientists may then be
able to answer some of the fundamental questions that stand in the way of
predicting precipitation and severe weather and evaluating the potential
of weather modification techniques.
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The primary mission of the Scientific Computing Division (SCD) is to pro-
vide large-scale computing facilities to the national community of university
and NCAR scientists who perform basic research in the atmospheric and related
sciences. Atmospheric sciences research depends upon large-scale computing,
primarily in the areas of simulation modeling and analysis of very large data
sets. The computational power required for such studies is generally not
available at universities. Hence, the principal mission of SCD is to provide
computing power of a magnitude sufficient to support computations for exten-
sive modeling and data analysis, as well as storage and archive capacity for
major data collections. The emphasis is on best-available, high-performance
equipment and support services tuned to this research.

CURRENT SYSTEMS

To meet these goals, SCD is equipped with a CRAY-1A, capable of executing
80 million instructions per second for very-high-speed computational power; a
Control Data Corporation (CDC) 7600 for fast data analysis and file manipula-
tion; an IBM 4341 computer system providing interaction access to the major
computing engines; an Ampex Terabit Memory System (TMS) which provides mass
storage for archived data as well as significant on-line data storage; and a
remote job entry system that communicates with 79 universities across the
country. SCD also has a Dicomed graphics systems; a Network Systems Corpora-
tion (NSC) high-speed data network to connect the various systems; and a Gan-
dalf port contention device which permits selective user access to the
machines within the division. SCD has recently installed the national network
service for asynchronous communication from Uninet, an operation of United
Telecommunications, Inc.

SERVICES

From January to September 1982, SCD provided computer support for 377
projects at 79 universities, involving 565 scientists, students, and program-
mers. Computer resources were also made available to 317 NCAR projects serv-
ing 318 scientists and programmers. In addition, 58 joint projects, involving
both NCAR scientists and university colleagues were supported. These
resources were divided among the following broad areas of scientific interest:
cloud physics--9%; weather prediction--21%; astrophysics--7%; upper
atmosphere--9%; climate--38%; oceanography--9%; basic fluid dynamics--7%.

ORGANIZATION

SCD is organized into four sections and several staff functions that
report to the director. The Data Support Section is responsible for the col-
lection, maintenance, and distribution of high-quality meteorological and
climatological data sets to the atmospheric science community. It also parti-
cipates in national and international planning of data archives, data
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exchanges, and field experiments.

An Advanced Methods Group conducts research into numerical algorithms
widely used in atmospheric research and provides consultation on the best
methods and software for numerical problems.

The User Services Section offers consulting services to users, provides
for the creation of all user documentation (including user guides, tutorials,
and information on all services and operational procedures of the division),
and provides for the creation and maintenance of software libraries of numeri-
cal and utility tools.

The Systems Section develops network, communication, and mass storage
systems, and maintains operating systems and language compilers supplied by
the vendors. The Operations Section operates and maintains the systems of the
facility and provides digital data library services, use statistics,
microfilm/microfiche, and movie capabilities.

The SCD administrator is responsible for managing the division budget and
the management reporting system. The Clerical Support Group provides clerical
services to about 97 members of SCD.

DATA SUPPORT SECTION

The Scientific Computing Division's Data Support Section (DSS), headed by
Roy Jenne, maintains a large archive of computer-readable research data and
provides assistance to users in locating data appropriate to their research
needs, interfacing their programs with the datasets, and accessing utility
routines for manipulation of the data. Users can access the data from remote
terminals, in addition to using the data at NCAR or obtaining data tapes from
NCAR.

As the owner of the largest collection of data in the NCAR archives, the
Data Support Section maintains many large sets of analyzed grid data and
observed data from the National Meteorological Center (NMC), the National Cli-
mate Center (NCC), the U.S. Navy (USN), and the U.S. Air Force (USAF). Other
countries and laboratories also provide data. Supporting data such as land
elevation and ocean depth are included. The archives are largely described in
Data Sets for Meteorological Research, by Roy Jenne (NCAR-TN/IA-111, 1975). A
more recentbrief summary listing of many of the datasets is also available.

Emphasis is placed on acquiring data sets that have potential for multi-
ple uses, continuity in time, and sufficient information to monitor some of
the changes in the global atmosphere and ocean. Some data are obtained for
the archive to meet a specific request. More often, data are acquired in
anticipation of research needs through assessment of the general needs of the
research community in combination with specific current and past requests.
There are also continuing efforts toward improving the quality and accessibil-
ity of data in the archive. In addition, significant efforts are required
simply to update and maintain the data archive and to serve user needs.
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When DSS receives requests for data to be used on NCAR computers, it typ-
ically can supply users with catalog information, access programs for reading
the data, and general information about data content and quality. The access
programs usually read in the data, unpack it when desired, and present the
user with data arrays ready for calculations. A selection of subroutines is
also available to help the user with such tasks as grid interpolation and
transformation, and geostropic wind calculation. Users do not have to be at
NCAR to use DSS data on the NCAR computer. A program to use the NCAR data can
be sent to the NCAR computer by telephone from a university. Use of DSS data
by remote access is increasing. During 1982, there were 5,800 direct accesses
to the archives by users.

The DSS staff is available to answer questions about data handling, mag-
netic tape usage, and related subjects. Consulting assistance and utility
routines are also available to aid users with a wide spectrum of general data
handling problems such as reading tapes formatted for other computer systems
and efficient storage methods for data archives.

National And International Planning

Two meetings sponsored by the World Climate Programme Office of the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) in Geneva were attended by Jenne. The first
meeting was held to make further progress in the inventory of the world's data
concerning climate. Jenne had been at WMO during January-February 1980 and
was involved for a portion of the time in the inventory problem then. One
immediate outcome of the meeting was that NCAR now has quite a good listing of
meteorological data sets held in Australia. In other discussions at WMO,
information was exchanged about climate monitoring, First GARP Global Experi-
ment (FGGE) hydrology progress, regional climate activities in Southeast Asia,
etc. The second meeting was the first major WMO meeting to set directions for
data management aspects of the World Climate Programme. Jenne chaired one of
the groups that integrated statements of data requirements and considered
selected aspects of what specific data sets need further preparation.

A meeting was held in Washington to plan the preparation of a combined
set of surface marine data (for 1850 to 1980) during the coming year. Jenne
gave a talk to outline the status of different component data sets. NCAR is
now involved in major reformatting and sort-merge tasks with the data set.
NCC and the Environmental Research Laboratories of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) are doing other large tasks.

Jenne attended meetings of the National Acadeny of Science's CSSP/CSTR
data panel in April and June. This panel, which has been organized under the
committees for solar and space physics (CSSP) and solar-terrestrial research
(CSTR), is considering problems of handling data for a one-satellite Upper
Atmosphere Research Satellite mission in about 1988 and for a proposed four-
satellite "open" mission starting about 1989. A combination of distributed
and centralized data processing by many principal investigators is being con-
sidered. Many types of correlative data that are not gathered by these satel-
lites are also needed and are therefore included in the planning.
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Jenne is also the NCAR representative on the UCAR personnel committee.
He attended a meeting at Purdue University in June where information about
NCAR personnel policies, practices, and changes was presented. While there,
he gave talks on the NCAR computing facilities, data resources, and recent
aspects of Milankovitch theory. The latter included earth orbital variations,
and lake levels over the southwestern United States, Africa, and Australia
from 30,000 years BP(before present) to current times. It also included data
from Kutzbach's model of the enhanced monsoon climate of 9,000 years BP which
is related to the higher lake levels in Africa, India, and Australia at that
time.

Jenne prepared a paper and talk entitled "Data Inventories, Archive
Preparation, and Access" for the second annual computer users conference in
January. He has nearly finished a long chapter on data information for a new
applied meteorology handbook that will be published under the editorship of
David Houghton (University of Wisconsin). Other authors have contributed por-
tions of the text.

Planning guidance for the World Climate System, a report prepared for the
World Climate Programme, was sent to Geneva for publication in late February.
This 135-page report by Jenne has been in preparation for two years. A new
set of changes and updates was added in early 1982. Betty Thompson did an
excellent job preparing this text on the SCD word-processing system.

DSS has also been involved in planning efforts to prepare for future data
tasks, such as supplying several data sets to Australia and use of Air Force
three-dimensional nephanalysis data at the University of Utah. Jenne and
Dennis Joseph attended a planning meeting for archiving ionospheric incoherent
scatter radar data at NCAR, and DSS will operate this archive.

Additions To Scientific Data Archives

The Data Support Section added a number of new data sets to the archive
during 1982. These include stratospheric grids, Canadian daily rawinsonde
(raob) data, monthly statistics from time series raobs, and Nicholson's
monthly African rainfall data. The stratospheric grids include 12-z height
and temperature analyses at levels of 70 through 0.4 mb for the Northern and
Southern Hemispheres. This set of NMC 65 x 65 analyses begins in June 1981
and will be an ongoing set. Earlier data will be received later. Canadian
raob data (mandatory and significant levels) were obtained from the Canadian
Meteorological Service and include data for 1961 through 1980. Earlier data
were already available in NCAR archives. Monthly mean statistics have been
computed for many raob stations in the time series set. Stations computed
include all U.S. controlled stations, permanent ships, and stations operated
by Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Singapore, and the United Kingdom.

Sets with data now available at least through 1981 include the U.S. con-
trolled time series raobs, sea-level-pressure time series grids, 500-mb time
series grids, and tropical-grid time series. The FGGE IIIb global analyses
from the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) is now
complete and includes data for December 1978 through November 1979. A
reduced-volume 3.75° resolution (data each 12 h) version of this set has been
prepared on 18 tapes (1600 BPI). FGGE analyses from the Geophysical Fluid
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Dynamics Laboratory are expected by about February 1983.

The DSS now has a large time series set of global surface synoptic data
for about 1930-1965 from the Environmental Technical Applications Center-NCC
TD13 set (about 100 tapes - 6250 BPI ). The original archive was on about
1,000 lower-density tapes. It has about 107 million observations. These data
will be used by Julius London (University of Colorado) and Steve Warren
(University of Washington) in a statistical cloud climatology study, and will
likely be used for many other research projects. The synoptically ordered
Navy sets of observed upper-air and surface data are now available from 1967
through 1980 on about 80 tapes (6250 BPI). This global observed data is in a
compact format, and planned subsets will make the data even more accessible.
NMC observed and gridded sets continue to be updated to within about six weeks
of the current date by Paul Mulder. The U.S. controlled time series raobs
have been updated through 1981.

A set of tropical Pacific monthly sea surface temperature, surface air
temperature, and surface wind analyses by Eugene Rasmusson and Thomas Car-
penter (Climate Analysis Center-NOAA) have been added to the DSS archives.
These analyses cover the period 1946 to 1976. Using these data, DSS produced
a movie of surface water temperature and wind fields over the tropical Pacific
during El Nino events. Gregg Walters did the programming. Eight-km resolu-
tion satellite data and catalogue information for access to data from GOES
East and West are now available through DSS. This information was provided by
Eric Smith (Colorado State University) who will continue to maintain the data
set volumes on the NCAR mass store.

Data sets that are routinely updated are listed below. The data from NMC
is usually received within three to seven weeks of observation time. Other
data sets often have lag times of eight months to two years or longer. A par-
tial listing follows:

o NMC global observed surface and upper-atmosphere data
o NMC analysis data
o NMC limited-area fine-mesh model analyses
o Monthly surface and upper-atmosphere station data from NCC
o U.S. time series raobs from NCC
o U.S. daily cooperative station data from NCC
o U.S. hourly precipitation
o Southern Hemisphere analyses from Australia
o Navy global observed surface and upper-atmosphere data

Additional corrections and additions were applied to the Nicholson Afri-
can rainfall set and the set was released for general use in July 1982. Some
additions are still being made periodically.

Processing of the U.S. Summary-of-Day surface data was completed early in
the year, reducing the total volume from the original 163 tapes (1600 bpi) to
16 6250-bpi tapes. The actual data volume was reduced to one-third that of
the original by using a more efficient format. Access routines and documenta-
tion were developed for this set. Data from Alaska and Hawaii were received
later, and updates for 1979-1981 are planned to be added to this set. Indian
raob data (all stations from 1951) are converted and available for use
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although all checks have not been made.

Archive maintenance activity included backing up of FGGE IIb and IIIb
data sets on 6250-bpi tapes and updates to historical accounting records.
Work continued on improving the DSS on-line documentation and putting other
documentation on microfiche. Access routines are now available for the
compressed summary-of-day format (U.S. Daily data for 10,000 stations) and
read routines for the FGGE IIIb spectral data were coded. Work is proceeding
on modification of plotting programs to execute on the Cray.

Some of the older DSS data sets have undergone refurbishing. Tapes were
recopied and/or documentation updated for a mesoscale satellite set, tropical
wind analyses, and older time series raob data.

The Data Support Section is beginning a large ocean ship project which
will make significant additions to the DSS archive. In cooperation with NOAA,
we are preparing a combined set of surface ship observations. Data are being
gathered from the Marine Atlas Set, the Historical Sea Surface Temperature
Set, and several smaller sets (nearly 100 6250-bpi tapes in all). The result
should be the most complete set of long-term surface ship observations avail-
able. Much of the data sorting, merging work, and duplicate elimination will
be done at NCAR.

Data And Programming Support Provided

Continuing programming efforts included gathering statistics on access to
the data archive, improved plotting packages and data interpolation routines,
and on-line access to DSS documentation for users.

More summarized information was prepared about key data holdings. A
short text gives the content and number of tapes in major sets. Another text
gives the status of major sets of surface ship data in the United States and
the United Kingdom. Other texts describe the status of subsets of the FGGE
data and NMC grids.

Programming support included the preparation of programs for accessing
grid data transmitted from Washington, D.C., to NCAR, using the NMC line.
This allows the National Scientific Balloon Facility in Texas to get grid
printouts by logging onto the NCAR IBM 4341. Surface data from South America
and from Nicholson's African rainfall set were put into the World Monthly Sur-
face Climatology format for use by Dennis Shea (Atmospheric Prediction and
Analysis-AAP). Support to Harry van Loon's (AAP) climate studies included
calculating temperature flux, heat flux, and wind composites for various grid
levels and raobs. Wilbur Spangler also computed first and second harmonics in
sea-level, 500-mb, and 200-mb winds for individual years and over the long
term, including standard deviation of amplitude, phase, and wind components.

Other project support for research includes zonal mean calculation of
temperature and momentum fluxes over the Indian Ocean for Gerald Meehl (AAP)
and calculation and display of zonal mean stratospheric analyses, satellite,
and cloud data for Cristos Zerefos (Academy of Athens).
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Three tapes of ozonesonde data were sorted and merged for Julius London
(University of Colorado). Two tapes of Umkehr observations were likewise
ordered. For a project with Peter Speth and Michael Ponater (University of
Koln, West Germany) Spangler computed monthly mean and standard deviation
latitude-longitude grids of heights and temperatures at seven levels for
selected time periods in order to compare NMC analyses with German analyses.

A set of 22 microfiche have been produced which contain seasonal plots of
temperature, precipitation, and pressure for period of record for about 1,800
monthly surface stations distributed around the world.

An undetected tape-read error on the 7600 was finally diagnosed by by
Joseph and repeatable failures were found to occur on certain tapes. This
situation has likely existed on the 7600 for several years, but the error
occurred so rarely that it was detected only after careful analysis of unex-
plained failures in DSS processing programs. Our experiences with this prob-
lem further emphasize the importance of using independently calculated check-
sums to insure the integrity of the data archive. A similar piece of detec-
tive work found that tape data files sent over the network periodically had
most of the bits altered in one 32-bit word. A change was made in a system
software program to correct the problem.

Additional efforts by Joseph were put into developing general-purpose and
DSS routines on the IBM 4341. SBYTES is now available and several tape
input/output (I/O) routines for procedures not requiring significant central
processor unit (CPU) activity were adapted for the 4341. These now allow some
processing of data requests and updating and maintenance of the archive to
take place on the 4341. A large class of DSS functions require more CPU power
or better disk speed than is available on the 4341 and have not been con-
sidered for 4341 conversion. Consulting on 4341 tape I/O, data sets, and gen-
eral I/O continue to be a major DSS function.

The general consulting load, especially for help with decoding tapes
which are not directly compatible with the NCAR systems, seems to have
increased. Joseph served as a member on the SCD Accounting and Allocation
Revision Committee, which defined a new charging algorithm for use on SCD sys-
tems.

In September 1981 one member of the group, Dean Frey, retired, leaving
five people in the section. Because of overall budget restrictions, Frey's
position will not be filled immediately.

Data Sent

During the October 1981-September 1982 period, the Data Support Section
responded to 230 requests for data. Researchers in this country and overseas
received 708 magnetic tapes containing data selected from 1,654 archival
volumes. Microfilm, fiche, and printer output were also created and sent to
some users. Following is a sampling of data requests filled during this year.

* Year-month mean grids for 1955 through 1980 (R. Lofgren,
Laboratory of Tree Ring Research, University of Arizona).
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* Selected surface and upper air observational data for a four-day
period (L. Bosart, State University of New York at Albany).

* Navy 10-min elevation data and NOAA 1-k elevation
data (F. Prince, Hamilton College, Clinton, New York).

* NMC global analyses for a period in February 1981 (P. Rosenkranz,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology).

* Daily German stratospheric analyses (A. Navato,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology).

* NMC LFM forecast fields for sumner seasons of 1976 through 1979
(W. Frank, University of Virginia).

* Various collections from the DSS archive of gridded data (70 tapes)
(Greek Meteorological Service).

* African rainfall data (I. Hamnond, NOAA, Columbia, Missouri).

* U.S. hourly precipitation data for the first six months of 1979
(E. G. Astling, University of Utah).

* NCAR Electra one-second data for summer MONEX (three tapes copied)
(D. Cadet, Florida State University).

* The entire set of ECMWF FGGE global analyses (82 tapes copied)
(K. Gratke, University of Wisconsin).

* Northern and Southern Hemisphere climatology grids and monthly mean
raobs (D. Karoly, Australian Numerical Meteorology Research Centre,
Melbourne, Australia).

* Raob and surface data for various periods from 1960 through
1978 (30 tapes read, four tapes written) (P. Kocin, NASA,
Goddard Space Flight Center, Maryland).

* Time series grids at 300 and 100 nb for a 14-year period
(T. Barnett, Scripps Institute of Oceanography).

* Trenberth's edited sea-level pressure grid set, 1899 through
1977, (G. Jacoby, Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory).

* Long-term mean ocean temperatures and surface winds (James
O'Brien, Florida State University).

ADVANCED METHODS GROUP

The Advanced Methods Group (AMG) performs research in areas of mathemat-
ics that are directly applicable to the atmospheric sciences. It provides
consultation to internal and external users of the NCAR computing equipment,
and is also responsible for the development and acquisition of math software.
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The group at present consists of Paul Swarztrauber (Manager), Gerald Browning,
Cicely Ridley, John Adams, and Russell Rew as full-time employees, and James

Curry and Ginger Caldwell as part-time consultants. Former consultant
John Gary did not renew his contract, and left NCAR in September to accept a
consulting position with the National Bureau of Standards.

Rew joined AMG on May 1, bringing a new area of expertise to the group
with his background in computer science. Until now, AMG's main strength has
been computational mathematics, but with the addition of Rew it can now assist
users in the general area of computer science, particularly with questions
related to data management and the management of large scientific libraries.
Rew has completed the requirements for a Ph.D. in computer science at the
University of Colorado, with the exception of a thesis.

Caldwell accepted a visitor position with AMG in October. Her field of
interest, statistics, is another area of expertise that was not previously
provided to users of SCD. She has been involved in a number of NCAR projects
and in addition has taught three courses in statistics and related topics,
covering the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) software package that was
recently installed on the IBM 4341, linear and nonlinear regression with the
aid of SAS, and time series analysis with the aid of SAS.

Curry also joined AMG in October. He has assisted with math software
development and also with the math software conversion effort for programs
that will be moved off the 7600. His other activities have included the docu-
mentation and introduction of math software to the users of SCD.

Software Development

In the area of partial differential equation (PDE) software development,
Adams was able to locate and correct logical errors in his CRAYLIB solvers,
LIPTIC/CROSEL. These occurred in a marching problem where time dependence in
the coefficients of the PDEs was not properly handled. The two-dimensional
multigrid code he has been working on is done except for PDEs with cross-
derivatives and certain boundary condition combinations. For these cases the
finite differencing must be altered in a yet unspecified way.

Adams is collaborating with Ray Roble (Atmospheric Chemistry and Aeronony
Division) in an effort which will lead to a joint publication in which the
usefulness of the PDE code SEPELI (particular the fourth-order option) in
solving an atmospheric electricity problem will be demonstrated. The purpose
of this effort is to understand the effect that satellite-measured intense
horizontal electric fields at 100 km have on measurements at ground stations.
Are they the mechanisms which explain the electric field reversals at the
ground? To answer this question, SEPELI will be used to solve an elliptic PDE
for electric potential. Separable transformations in the horizontal and vert-
ical are used to concentrate resolution in the region of interest. We expect
the use of fourth-order approximations to yield better results. At first the
intense electric field upper boundary condition will be simulated with ana-
lytic functions that will later be replaced by real satellite data. Attenua-
tion of the field with decreasing height will be examined via contour plots,
graphs, etc. At present, a code for this is ready for use. A horizontal
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transformation utilizing the arc tangent and a vertical one using the hyper-
bolic secant are being tested. The horizontal transformation allows a region
(-infinity,infinity) which is necessary to simulate a pole-to-pole electric
field with a "small" region of intense electric potential and grid points
there. The vertical transformation concentrates needed grid points near the
ground.

In conjunction with Swarztrauber, Adams reviewed a Fortran program EXTREM
submitted for publication to Transactions of Mathematical Software. This
involved fairly extensive testing (running-the program thru the PFORT verifier
and executing test cases on the PDP-11, CDC 7600, and the CRAY-1A) and a final
written report.

Modeling

Adams is working with Israel Tzur (Atmospheric Chemistry and Aeronony
Division) to model the earth's fair-weather electric field. This involves
solving three coupled, two-dimensional nonseparable and nonlinear elliptic
PDEs. The equations have been artificially decoupled by incorporating two of
the unknowns in each equation into the right-hand side. The nonseparable
equations are then linearized and solved iteratively using the direct method
solver LIPTIC. On simple but realistic test cases, convergence was achieved
after a tuning of the parameters. The next step is to analyze the two-
dimensional problems with more complex physics. This could allow Tzur to
examine untested hypothesis to explain the charging mechanisms in the earth's
electric field and in cloud lightning. More immediately, Adams and Tzur
intend to incorporate mountains into the solution region and examine their
effect on the electric field.

Cicely Ridley continued her work with Roble and Robert Dickinson (Atmos-
pheric Analysis and Prediction Division) using the Thermospheric General Cir-
culation Model developed over the last several years. The effects of the
photo-dissociation of molecular oxygen were included, which required a consid-
erable coding effort since the prognostic equations for the abundance of 02
and 0 are coupled and involve the inversion of a block tridiagonal matrix. The
processor was also extended to calculate balances of the sources and sinks of
the species, 020, and N2. Promising results are now emerging.

Gerald Browning is working with Thomas Holzer and Arthur Hundhausen of
the High Altitude Observatory. Browning has developed a two-dimensional model
of the solar corona which incorporates well-posed open boundary conditions not
previously used in such models. Initial tests of the new boundary conditions
have been very successful. Because of the very stable properties of these new
boundary conditions, the amount of diffusion in the model is much less than in
models developed elsewhere. An initialization procedure has been devised
which forces the model to rapidly approach a steady state. This state will be
used as an initial state for both physical parameter and boundary condition
studies. The model is currently written in polar coordinates. This step was
taken in order to test the new boundary conditions in an environment free of
coordinate singularities. The next step is to use the composite mesh method to
handle the spherical case. This method involves using different coordinate
systems in different regions of the globe, thus avoiding the singularity of
the global spherical coordinate system at the pole.
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Browning is also working on a project which involves the development of
an anelastic model for use in pollution studies by Hsiao Ming Hsu, a scientist
at NCAR on leave from the University of Wisconsin. The boundary conditions
for anelastic models have previously been developed by ad hoc methods. A spin-
off from a paper by Heinz-Otto Kreiss (California Institute of Technology) and
Browning is a rigorous development of well-posed boundary conditions for such
models. Browning discovered that the traditional initial conditions for ane-
lastic models are extremely unstable and require a large dissipation term to
stabilize the model. By using a more reasonable method to drive the model, he
has been able to simulate thunderstorm development and decay over a 6-h period
with no dissipation terms added to the equations. The current model is two-
dimensional and periodic in the horizontal direction. This model will supply
the boundary data for a model with open boundary conditions based on the paper
mentioned above. This will demonstrate the accuracy and stability of the new
boundary conditions. A three-dimensional model containing the new conditions
will then determine if the third dimension introduces any new difficulties.
This series of experiments will be reported on in a joint paper. Hsu will
then add his physical parameterizations and real initial data for his pollu-
tion studies.

Outside User Applications

Adams and Ridley continued their administration of outside user applica-
tions for computer resources at NCAR. This includes preparation of materials
for and attendance at the biannual SCD Panel meeting during which large com-
puter requests (over 5 h) are given final review, as well as the handling of
the numerous small requests (under 5 h) that are uniformly received over the
entire year.

Ridley continued to serve on Walter Macintyre's Ad Hoc Committee on
Accounting and Allocation until a first report was presented in June.

Other Work

In other work within AMG, the paper entitled "Initialization of the Shal-
low Water Equations with Open Boundaries by the Bounded Derivative Method" by
Browning and Kreiss appeared in Tellus 34,334-351. A second joint paper enti-
tled "Problems with Different Time Scales for Nonlinear Partial Differential
Equations" appeared in the SIAM Journal on Applied Mathematics 42,704-717.

Kreiss and Browning have finished their preliminary numerical tests of
the new system of equations that they developed for large-scale, limited-area
weather forecasting. The initial system that they developed was based on the
traditional scalings used by meteorolgists for large-scale weather patterns.
Although the forecasts with this system were fairly good, the patterns in the
north/south velocity component degenerated fairly quickly. This is the
smaller component of the wind so that the error in the velocity was still
small. Upon investigating the data more closely, they discovered a new scal-
ing which they employed to further refine the system. Forecasts with the
refined system have been extremely encouraging. Weather systems move through
the boundaries without distortion and the error after 18 h is less than 10%.
A paper describing the new system is currently being written.
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Gary worked on the atmospheric electricity problem with Tzur. Two codes
were investigated: a two-dimensional solver (PDECOL) which Richard Sincovec
(University of Colorado, Colorado Springs) installed last summer at NCAR and
another code (ATY) which Gary wrote. He added an elliptic equation solver to
PDENEW and made substantial revisions to ATY in order to treat more general
systems of equations and more general boundary conditions and also to improve
the time step control. These changes were necessary in order to handle the
atmospheric electricity problem. These codes were revised to include an
improved boundary condition plus several hundred lines of code designed to
test performance. After an extensive study of the literature, Gary was able
to incorporate a new approximation for the mixed boundary case.

Gary also spent some time on the development of some benchmarks for Paul
Rotar (SCD). Gary assisted Juliana Chow (Atmospheric Analysis and Prediction
Division) and Adams with their work on the multigrid method, and ran some
tests on a multigrid code in order to compare the results with a code that
Adams wrote.

Swarztrauber's work centered on the spherical vector harmonics. He has
completed a manuscript entitled "Identities for the Spherical Vector Harmon-
ics," which outlines some of the difficulties that are encountered when solv-
ing problems on the surface of the sphere. The purpose of this work is to
provide the tools that are necessary to analyze vector differential operators
on the sphere. The approach is to make the vector spherical harmonics as sim-
ple to use for vector valued functions as the scalar harmonics are for scalar
functions. Swarztrauber presented a paper that described this work at the
30th anniversary meeting of the Society of Industrial and Applied Mathematics
at Stanford University in July.

Swarztrauber is also working jointly with Akira Kasahara (Atmospheric
Analysis and Prediction Division) on an analysis of the shallow-water equa-
tions on the sphere. This work, in which the theory and software for comput-
ing the Hough functions will be presented, includes an extensive software
package for computing the Hough vector harmonics. A unique aspect of this
package is the way in which the zonal modes are computed.

A special SCD seminar was held in May, sponsored jointly by SCD and the
Rocky Mountain Chapter of the Special Interest Group on Numerical Analysis
(SIGNUM). Eugene Golub, chairman of the Computer Science Department at Stan-
ford University, delivered a talk entitled "The Total Least Squares Problem."
Golub was at NCAR on May 17-18 and consulted on computational problems in
atmospheric science, including certain matrix problems that occur when comput-
ing the modes of the shallow-water equations.

Another joint SCD and SIGNUM seminar was held in August, at which Roger
Hockney (University of Reading, England) spoke on the subject,
Characterization of Parallel Computing and Algorithms".

Swarztrauber organized a symposium on the numerical solution of partial
differential equations for the spring 1983 national meeting of the Society for
Industrial and Applied Mathematics (SIAM) that will be held in Denver. Paul
was elected to the SIAM council for a three-year term of office that begins in
January. SIAM is a national organization of applied mathematicians with
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approximately 4,000 menbers.

USER SERVICES SECTION

The User Services Section, managed by Richard Sato, is responsible for
assisting members of the scientific research community to gain access to the
various computing resources available from SCD. This section offers consult-
ing services to users, provides documentation and training assistance covering
the services and operational procedures of the division, acquires and main-
tains software libraries of numerical and utility tools, develops software
utilities and systems to improve the user's computing environment, and has
responsibility for the communications facilities to the user community.

Organization

The 28 staff members of User Services Section are organized into four
functional groups, each with related projects. The section's assistant
manager, Buck Frye, works with the manager in coordinating intergroup pro-
jects, meets regularly with other assistant managers of the division in coor-
dinating daily activities between sections, and generally assists the manager
in management of the section. The four groups within User Services are:

* Data Communications -- Group Head: Dave Fulker -- provides the interface
between the user community and the SCD communications facilities.

* Multi-User Software -- Group Head: Bob Lackman -- is responsible for
cooperative software efforts between SCD and a particular user group.

* Software and Libraries -- Group Head: Ben Domenico -- is responsible for
the maintenance and acquisition of software libraries from external
sources and the development of the NCAR graphics software.

* User Interfaces -- Group Head: Ann Cowley -- is responsible for consult-
ing, documentation, and training.

Although all groups may be involved in development of user software, the
major responsibility for such development lies with the Multi-User Software
and Software and Libraries groups.

The User Services Section remains active in many areas to ensure a con-
tinuing improvement of user facilities. Its menbers research state-of-the-art
software in mathematical and other areas, participate in various standards
committees, work with the scientific community on collaborative projects,
design and develop innovative training programs, create user guides and other
documents to enhance the user's ability to make effective use of the computing
environment, and are involved in the SCD procurement processes for additional
or improved facilities.

Data Communications Group

The Data Communications Group has principal responsibility for the user-
related aspects of SCD data communications. This includes providing
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consulting help, writing user documentation, keeping records on remote access,
planning changes in communication services, and coordinating the interplay
between SCD sections with respect to data communication activity. The latter
is effected in part through the Data Communications Policy Committee.

The most recent development from this group has been the initiation of a
packet switching network service to augment and enhance the remote accessibil-
ity of the SCD systems, especially for interactive use.

A major effort had been underway at the beginning of 1982 to determine
data communication needs of our users, with particular emphasis on the need
for high-speed communications. A questionnaire on the subject was distributed
to all of our remote users and the results of the questionnaire were presented
at the Second Annual SCD Users' Conference in January 1982. Several alterna-
tives for advancements in data communications were also presented at the
conference and the representatives gave strong endorsement to our efforts to
acquire packet switching network services, to plan for new up-to-date protocol
support, and to consider mechanisms for high-speed support, especially for
one-way data traffic from NCAR to the universities.

We received and evaluated three responses to the request for proposals
for packet switching network services. The final contract was awarded to
Uninet. Uninet will provide most university users of SCD with access to
interactive computing via a local telephone call (to the nearest Uninet access
location). The user s local connection will require the use of common modems
and the standard asynchronous protocol, while the network trunks and the con-
nection to NCAR will utilize modern packet-switching and error-correcting pro-
tocols. This arrangement provides users of common ASCII terminals (or per-
sonal computers) with inexpensive, reliable communications to NCAR from the
home university. Future possibilities include user access to the network for
high-speed synchronous communications via several protocols, including the
CCITT standard, X.25. An announcement of the availability of the Uninet ser-
vice was made in the October issue of The Record.

As part of our high-speed data communication effort, we substantially
improved our data communication statistics gathering software, permitting more
accurate measures of our users needs and costs. Remote site records were also
maintained, including the addition of six new sites, and corrections to
numerous others. Updated tables of all remote sites were prepared for use by
SCD staff.

The consultation activities of the group continued at typical rates, but
for six months were handled by a single consultant due to staff shortages.
Some 225 communications problems and questions were addressed, 36 requiring
datascope analysis and/or extensive follow-up. For some of the remote job
entry problems encountered, scrutiny of the Modcomp performance yielded
software problems for which trouble reports were prepared.

The Data Communications Group also manages the PDP 11/70 minicomputer
systems which are heavily used by SCD personnel for program development data-
base management, word processing, and general office automation. The 11/70
system management function continues, including monitoring of resources and
performance, assistance with 104 user problems such as file recovery and tape
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access, and maintenance of the integrity of the file systems. As software
problems were encountered and diagnosed, trouble reports were prepared for
Interactive Systems Corporation and solutions were implemented.

Other activities largely concerned developments toward remote use of the
IBM 4341, some of which were performed in conjunction with the Data Communica-
tions Policy Committee. Preparations are underway for providing remote batch
communication services to the IBM 4341 system through the 4341's communica-
tions controller (an IBM 3705). This support will include IBM's binary syn-
chronous protocols (HASP, 2780, and 3780) and Control Data's UT-200 protocol
at 2400 or 4800 bits per second through dial-up lines. The IBM software for
remote batch services (termed "Remote Spooling and Communication Subsystem,"
or RSCS for short) has been acquired. Work has begun on user documentation
for RSCS and the NCAR modifications to it. Testing of the system is currently
underway; a few users have been given access on an experimental basis to work
out the inevitable bugs.

Multi-User Software Group

The Multi-User Software Group (MUSG) provides comprehensive software
tools for use by NCAR scientists and researchers. These tools are developed
to supplement the many fine application software packages which are commer-
cially available because there always seems to be a need for specialized,
unique software to meet certain programming needs of our users.

MUSG has been active in several areas, the most important of which are
outlined briefly below.

GENPRO Activities

(1) Code Development. The first release of GENeral PROcessor (GENPRO) to
the general public is planned for the end of calendar 1982. The GENPRO system
is designed to be dynamic in terms of functional capabilities, where a new
function implies one or more new modules. The contingent of modules scheduled
for first release are those needed by the Research Aviation Facility (RAF) to
perform their highest level of processing--high-rate turbulence. Use of this
set of modules is not limited to any class of aircraft data, but can be
applied to a wide spectrum of data and applications.

At this writing, remaining coding activities are restricted to such
efforts as correcting bugs, enhancing efficiencies, and cleaning up of output
formats. System integration and testing are in progress.

(2) Documentation. The first release of the GENPRO User's Guide was made
available in mid-1982. A separate Operation Guide has been written for each
functional operation. Eight of the 13 Operation Guides have been reviewed and
approved for final editing and publication. These first copies are intended
for distribution to the MUSG consultants and to the programming staff of two
collaborative projects which shall serve as shakedown test projects for this
new software system.

(3) Portability Verification. A program benchmark which features; (a)
merging two tapes of one hour of aircraft data, (b) writing two tapes of one
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hour of aircraft data, (c) computing statistics on all of the data, and (d)
tabular prints of part of the data was brought up for the IBM 4341, CDC 7600,
CDC 203 and 205, CRAY-1, DEC VAX 11/780, and IBM 3081 machines.

The IBM 4341 NCARLBS Exec Project

A software library of executable command files (Execs), NCARLBS, was
created for the IBM 4341 computer. Since this system is the NCAR "gateway" or
front-end machine to the CRAY-1A and CDC 7600 mainframes, it is important that
the user interface be as useful and friendly as possible. The MUSG leader for
this project, Herbert Poppe, created a software coding and documentation stan-
dard, developed tools which helped to implement the standard, and led the
development of the following execs:

Command Name Description

CONVERT -- Converts disk files from one character code to another.

GETDISK -- Links to, and accesses, another user's minidisk.

NETWORK -- Displays Network link status.

STATUS -- Displays remote job execution status.

CONSOLE -- Allows for selected printouts of the console display.

MOUNT - Aids in magnetic tape logical connection and use.

In addition to this work, the MUSG staff have established an experimental
minidisk on the IBM 4341 (EXLIB) as part of the overall NCARLBS effort. This
disk is set aside as a test location for new software tools generated by out-
side users (e.g., Stanford Linear Accelerator Center), SCD staff, and other
external sources. The MUSG staff created a number of early software execs
which were added to this library and which were helpful in the initial stages
of bringing users onto the 4341.

PSTORE - A Permanent File Storage System

With the replacement of the CDC 7600, the functionality of the user
library of permanent files, PLIB, will also be replaced. The replacement for
PLIB is called PSTORE (Permanent Storage). PSTORE is implemented on the TBM
and is accessible from the CRAY-1, the CDC 7600 replacement, and (via the NCAR
local network) the IBM 4341 and other satellite computers.

PSTORE files will be accessed and maintained by a series of commands (job
control language statements). These commands may be executed from within a
job submitted to the CRAY-1 or the CDC 7600 replacement, or interactively
(including from within command procedures) on the IBM 4341 or other satellite
computers on the NCAR local network. These commands have the same functional-
ity and virtually the same syntax, regardless of the network node on which
they are invoked. These commands hide the processes of disposing and acquir-
ing PSTORE volumes to and from the TBM, transmitting files across the NCAR
local network, etc.
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The preliminary design of this file system has been approved and develop-
ment is now in the first of a planned series of development and implementation
phases. The commands which will be initially available will allow for copying
(PCOPY) files , deleting (PDEL) files, and displaying (PDIR) the names and
attributes (such as creation date) of files on PSTORE.

Scientific Collaborations

The Scientific Computing Division (SCD) is involved in a number of joint
software efforts with other NCAR divisions. The User Services Section
believes that a first-hand knowledge of user activities allows SCD to better
appreciate the problems of the user which ultimately translates into the
delivery of better service.

(1) AAP/SCD Collaboration. MUSG has continued to collaborate with the
AtmospTierlc AAiysis and Prediction Division (AAP) in developing and testing a
new Community Spectral Model (CSM) which will replace the frozen version of
the Community Climate Model Zero A (CCMOA).

The same basic model will also be used as a forecast model by the Large
Scale Dynamics Group within AAP.

This model is intended to be made available to members of the university
community for their use in modeling experimentation; consequently, extensive
documentation of the model structures, associated physics, and use of the
model are being prepared.

(2) CSD/SCD Collaboration. MUSG volunteered its data processing software
system, GENPRO7to the Convective Storms Division (CSD) for use in data reduc-
tion of the Cooperative Convective Precipitation Experiment (CCOPE) data from
the 1981 field program. The GENPRO software has been designed as a very gen-
eral and flexible data processing system. Part of this flexibility has
already been demonstrated by the CCOPE project.

GENPRO has been used successfully to read and decode the tape formats
from nine aircraft which recorded sampled data on magnetic tape during the
CCOPE field program. These aircraft contained a number of diverse data sys-
tems. The GENPRO system required only a few minor software adjustments in
order to successfully extract the variables of interest and make them avail-
able for further processing and graphical display.

The only negative feedback received on the GENPRO system has been that a
number of software and logical design problems have been encountered in the
graphical scaling and representation of the data. These are being corrected
as they are uncovered.

(3) ATD/SCD Collaboration. With the removal of the CDC 7600 computer
from NEAR, the- esearch Aviation Facility (RAF) of the Atmospheric Technology
Division intends to switch its large-scale batch data processing from the
current 7600 processor to the portable GENPRO software system which will be
run on the CRAY-1A. The first such project is in preproduction check-out,
with no serious problems uncovered as yet.
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In addition, selected components of the modular GENPRO system are being
installed on the ATD VAX 11/780 computer. This GENPRO subsystem is intended
for general "quick-look" and analysis support of the extended RAF User Commun-
ity. It is intended to provide such facilities as:

1. merging of data from multiple sources (e.g., several different aircraft),

2. graphic and tabular data displays, and

3. spectral analyses.

Related documentation is being prepared for both systems.

Other Activities

MUSG headed a software search for an interactive statistical analysis
package for NCAR which culminated in the recommendation to purchase the Sta-
tistical Analysis System (SAS) package. This system has been purchased and
installed on the NCAR IBM 4341 computer.

MUSG has actively participated in the planning, coordination, develop-
ment, testing, and documentation efforts associated with the removal of the
CDC 7600 computer. This has included the primary responsibility for replacing
7600-dependent input/output (I/O) software, identifying the needs of major and
unique projects currently on the 7600, and developing a permanent file system
structure to replace the 7600 PLIB system.

User Interfaces Group

The User Interfaces Group has primary responsibility for work in the Con-,
sulting, Documentation, and Training projects. All of the efforts within this
group are directed toward the SCD users, enhancing their effectiveness, pro-
moting their understanding of SCD systems and operational procedures, and
working with them on any computing-related problems. Each of the three pro-
jects within the group focuses on specific areas where users need assistance.
Each project works collaboratively with the others to create a user environ-
ment which is viewed as competent and flexible, giving our users, be they
local or remote, new or experienced, a consistently high level of assistance.

A summary of the principal activities and accomplishments of each project
is presented below.

Consulting Project

The Consulting Project, managed by Barbara Horner, maintains the consult-
ing office, located in the I/O area of SCD. It is staffed five days a week,
eight hours a day and continues to be one of the most visible components of
the entire User Services Section. During peak hours, especially in the summer
months when the number of outside visitors to NCAR increases, additional con-
sulting staff members are assigned to the office or placed on call. The con-
sulting office is most often utilized by scientists and researchers for spe-
cial assistance on the best software routines to use from among the many
mathematical, graphics, and utility packages available to them. In addition,
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the consulting office assists users in the diagnosis of hardware- and/or
software-related problems.

During the period covered in this report there were 5,065 in-person
requests for assistance from the consulting project. Additionally, the staff
answered 2,551 telephone inquiries from our remote users. Many of these walk-
in and phone-in questions required extensive follow-up to provide the users
with correct information or solutions. A total of 201 documented follow-ups
were cataloged between 1 January and 30 September, 1982. These resulted in 24
verified problems which were subsequently written into standard trouble
reports and forwarded to the respective computer vendors for action.

The volume of inquiries, follow-up work, and trouble reports verify the
value of the consulting office and the consulting project to the User Inter-
faces Group.

Documentation Project

The Documentation Project, managed by Linda Besen, has overall responsi-
bility for providing SCD users with the necessary manuals, user guides, and
on-line information to assist them in effectively using SCD computers and ser-
vices.

With the acquisition last July of the IBM 4341 system, the Documentation
Project has been kept busy generating manuals and guides for the IBM 4341
users. Much has been learned about the system since the initial documentation
for it was created. As a consequence, most of the first set of users' guides
have now been substantially revised and, in some cases, newly created.

Close collaboration with the Systems Section to document the Local NCAR
Network was another area of significant effort for the Documentation Project.
The manual has a chapter describing each node, available to all users, on the
network.

Work has been underway on a new, entirely updated version of the Data
Storage Manual. At this writing it is still in the planning phase of develop-
ment, primarily due to changes in the machine room which will impact the
intended audience and narrative for the document.

The NCAR Software Library Catalog, a compendium of all available software
within the SCD, was assembled for the Libraries and Software Group. It fills
a major need in the user community for those who wish to have a complete list-
ing of all of our software readily at hand. An automated procedure for
transferring this document to the IBM 4341 for use with NCARLIBS and the HELP
facility was developed and has been implemented.

Concurrent with these activities, the Documentation Project has continued
to produce two important publications: the "Daily Bulletin" and "The Record".
The "Daily Bulletin" is published every working day, circulated throughout
SCD, and placed on-line via the RJE newsfile program to bring important daily
information to over 70 remote sites. "The Record" is published on a monthly
basis and contains feature articles of interest to the general user community.
Regular reports on computer usage, computer resources granted, trouble
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reports, and suggestions and comments make up the bulk of this publication.
The subscription circulation is currently about 750 copies.

Related work within the Documentation Project included organizing and
editing the initial draft for The 1981 Annual Report for the NSF. Working
with the Training Project, we wrote six tutorials on the use of the IBM 4341
computing system. These were printed and distributed to interested users upon
request. These tutorials were also put on-line on the IBM machine on NCAR-
LIBS.

Training Project

In March of this year a preliminary design and implementation proposal
for a new Training Project was put before the SCD Administration by Greg
McArthur. It was agreed that, using existing manpower within the User Inter-
faces Group, the Training Project should become the third node in the triangle
of user support. With the creation of the project, managed by McArthur, the
User Interfaces Group now has a firm and broad base of support to assist our
users in a variety of ways.

The primary activities of the Training Project to date have been to serve
as a focal point for designing and implementing education and training activi-
ties which meet a variety of user-specified needs. Coordination of these
training activities between and within other SCD sections, groups, and pro-
jects is a principal task of the project. For example, a proposal was made to
Cray Research, Inc. which resulted in two courses being taught at NCAR by Cray
personnel.

An EXEC 2 file for use on the IBM 4341 was created which serves as a
computer-assisted training aid for our users to provide them with timely
instruction on how to convert their files and programs from the CDC 7600 to
the CRAY-1A.

A great deal of interest in the Training Project has already surfaced.
It is hoped that the expanding role of education and training efforts will be
well received by the user public. Current activities seem to indicate that
there is a real need for such services. The Training Project will continue to
evolve to meet our users needs, both now and in the future.

Miscellaneous Activities Within The Group

Site Visits

A form letter was sent out to approximately 120 off-site scientists
requesting a response as to their desire for site visits. The responses were
collated and the results compiled, and site visits to a number of our remote
user installations took place in the April-May 1982 time frame.
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SCD User Conference

Contributions to the Users Conference included publication of the confer-
ence proceedings, entitled Computing in the Atmospheric Sciences in the
1980's, and a display for the con erence abou Proposed Satellite-ata
Transmission.

Software And Libraries Group

The Software and Libraries Group (SLG), headed by Ben Domenico, develops,
acquires, implements, and supports software required by scientific users.
Major activities and accomplishments of the group during the period covered by
this report are given below.

Mathematical Software

SLG is working closely with the Advanced Methods Group to insure that
NCAR continues to offer users the latest in mathematical software. The FIT-
PACK and NAG libraries were implemented on the CRAY-1; REDUCE and SAS on the
IBM 4341. Currently being implemented are the packages SLATEC, LASO and VMCON
from the National Energy Software Center (NESC) and the Temperton FFT package
for the CRAY from the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasting
(ECMWF).

Program Development Tools

Increased emphasis has been given to portable software packages that aid
users in the production and maintenance of software. In this area, the IFTRAN
preprocessor was substantially rewritten and installed on all machines; the
Virtual Operating System (VOS) Software Tools and Text Control System (TCS)
packages were implemented on the CRAY, the 4341, and the PDP 11/70s. Work con-
tinues on improving and extending this software. An investigation of the
feasibility of running the Amdahl UTS system on the 4341 was also conducted.
A test of this system is planned for mid-1983. SLG continues its active par-
ticipation in the local and national USENIX and Software Tools Users Groups.

Documentation

The hardcopy and on-line versions of the NCAR Software Catalog were fin-
ished along with a Dicomed operations manual, a preliminary copy of the
Software Tools Programmer's Manual, and a primer for TCS. SLG staff members
published several Software Notes" articles in the RECORD. Work continues on
keeping the catalog and other library documentation up to date, and a primer
for the VOS Tools stream editor SEDIT is being written for the published ver-
sion of the Software Tools Programmer's Manual. SLG continues collaborating
with the Advanced Methods Group to produce articles guiding users to the best
software in cases were several packages may be available for solving a given
problem.

Library Maintenance

In preparation for the departure of the 7600, SLG has devoted consider-
able resources toward eliminating the dependence of library maintenance
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procedures on non-portable software, such as PLIB and the 7600 Editor. To that
end, SLG is converting its maintenance procedures to use the VOS Tools pack-
age, UNIX utilities such as MAKE and SCCS, portable processors like IFTRAN,
and the portable permanent storage and uniform JCL systems being developed by
Herbert Poppe. When feasible, the library maintenance procedures are being
used as test cases for these systems. Simplified user access to source code
and documentation have been provided with the GETSRC and GETDOC procedures on
the Cray and the HELP facility on the 4341.

Graphics

In addition to its major effort to develop a system that would enable
users to convert from the dd80s to the Dicomed system as the on-line hardcopy
graphics output service at NCAR, the Graphics Project, led by Lofton Hender-
son, implemented the system plot package on other SCD computers, developed
metacode translators for several graphics terminals, continued development of
high-level utilities, and handled the usual heavy load of specialized graphics
consulting.

Having finished development of the Dicomed Online Operating System (DOOS)
and turned the responsibility for it over to the Systems Section, the Graphics
Project is currently working on a plan for a major overhaul of the NCAR graph-
ics system. In order to keep NCAR at the forefront in graphics capabilities
offered to users, the initial focus of this planning is the Graphical Kernel
System (GKS) which is to be adopted as the standard of the International Stan-
dards Organization (ISO) and the American National Standards Institute (ANSI).
A decision regarding the NCAR System Plot Package will be made after assessing
the implications of the new standard and the "de facto" standard packages now
commercially available. Other possibilities being investigated are improve-
ment of the current high-level graphics utilities, the use of graphics as a
mechanism for communicating with the SCD computer systems, the availability of
high-performance work stations, the intermingling of text and figures in
graphical output, and alternative hardcopy output devices such as laser
printers.

COMPUTER OPERATIONS SECTION

The SCD Computer Operations Section, managed by Gary Jensen, is responsi-
ble for providing a variety of services to all users of NCAR computing
resources, both within NCAR and at university sites.

During 1982 we added one 300 megabyte disk to the Dicomed and have two
additional 300 Mb disk drives on order to augment the PDP 11/70s. We contin-
ued to add users to the Gandalf PACX system. We also began planning for
modification of the facility room for the installation of the CDC 7600
replacement machine. An uninterruptible power supply (UPS) to power our com-
munications equipment and the IBM 4341 in the event of a power loss was
delivered but has not yet been installed. A second Allen film processor was
added to our film developing equipment and is devoted strictly to developing
105 nnm microfiche. The Ampex TBM system that was previously installed at the
National Security Agency at Ft. Meade was acquired early in 1982. This system
provides a wealth of spare parts for our TBM systems.
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Staffing

The Computer Operations staff provides computer service 24 hours a day,
throughout the year. Fifteen and a half full-time employees (FTEs) are
assigned to direct computer operations. Personnel are scheduled so that rea-
sonable turnaround of computing jobs is always available. During weekends and
holidays, a reduced workload permits a reduction in staff. The Operations
supervisors are responsible for the overall operation of the computer room.
The staff assists users in solving minor problems that arise in the day-to-day
submission of programs, over the counter as well as from remote terminals
(RJE), and in helping prepare program and data decks on a limited basis.

The work characteristics of the shifts are as follows:

8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.: The,emphasis is on check-out and debugging
runs.

6:00 p.m. - 12:00 midnight: The larger (production) jobs are run.
Check-out and debugging jobs are run periodically.

12:00 midnight - 6:00 a.m.: The larger (production) jobs are run.
Special scheduled runs for short-term users are processed. Check-out and
debugging jobs are run periodically.

6:00 a.m. - 8:00 a.m.: Monday through Friday this period is
reserved for preventive maintenance and systems software check-out. On
Saturday and Sunday this time is set aside for systems software check-
out.

Activities

All shifts engage in the following activities, which are not necessarily
visible to users: they monitor all systems for efficient and reliable perfor-
mance; schedule job flow; diagnose equipment malfunctions, notify appropriate
SCD personnel and customer engineers when problems arise, and take corrective
action; read in program decks; remove, sort, and shelve program paper listings
and punched output; mount both half-inch and mass storage (TBM) tapes on
drives; perform TBM volume maintenance; clean tape drives; change printer rib-
bons and paper; clean and certify tapes; process and distribute microfilm and
microfiche, on other than prime shifts; maintain liaison with and assist
users, keeping them updated on the status of the system; assist remote termi-
nal users by phone; and keep system and hardware performance logs and update
manuals.

Computer operators are each assigned prime responsibility for a particu-
lar system, for example the CRAY-1, CDC 7600, Ampex TBM, Dicomed, PDP 11/70s,
SEL, Modcomp, and IBM 4341. This includes assisting in training other opera-
tors; system documentation; and writing, compiling, and updating on-line
instruction manuals for each system.

Shift supervisors provide on-the-job training for operators on a year-
round basis. In addition, operators attend courses in supervisory skills, as
well as computer hardware classes offered by computer vendors. Videotaped
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classes in computing principles were also offered to all operators.

Operations managers were responsible for computer and associated equip-
ment installation and arrangement related to the various remodeling projects
completed in 1982.

The activities of the Operations staff during the time between 1 January
and 30 September 1982 can be summarized by the following average monthly pro-
duction statistics:

38,000 CDC 7600 jobs run
22,866 CRAY-1 jobs run
22,745 Ampex mass store volume stage (VSN) or dataset requests filled

599,285 computer output pages printed
725,149 frames of microfilm processed
328,415 frames of microfiche processed
21,150 computer cards punched
3,779 half-inch tapes mounted
3,000 mass storage (TBM) tapes mounted

356 packages of computer output (film, paper, and tape) mailed
20 sets of available software processed and mailed

Data Entry

The Data Entry Group, headed by Mary Buck, is responsible for providing
data entry, data verification, and documentation services to SCD and other
NCAR divisions and, when possible, to university visitors. The work princi-
pally consists of unformatted source data representing computer programs,
results of field experiments, and statistical information. Data Entry staff
also handle some textual information such as books and technical reports.
Data entry is performed on the PDP 11/70s using the Interactive System/One
text editor as well as the IBM 4341 computing system. The staff also operates
IBM 129 keypunches.

The Data Entry staff closely monitors the operational status of the
Perkin-Elmer 1200 series terminals, the INCOTERM and Diablo printers located
in the data entry room, and the Decision Data 8010 data recorders. Preventive
maintenance on the machines is performed on a routine basis, including minor
repairs as needed.

The staff is also responsible for maintaining the IBM 026, 029, and 129
keypunch machines located throughout NCAR. This includes maintaining adequate
supplies of punch cards and other materials needed by users.

The staff provides advice and suggestions to users on efficient prepara-
tion of technical data formats, correct machine use, and preparation of pro-
gram cards.

Computer Graphics

Another component of the Operations Section is the Computer Graphics
Group composed of one supervisor, Andrew Robertson, and three technicians.
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The responsibilities of this group include the processing of microfilm and
microfiche generated by a Dicomed COM device. Capabilities of the system
include production of 35mn raster and vector microfilm, 105mm microfiche, and
16mn roll film.

Output from these devices is developed, processed, and distributed to
users on an hourly basis during prime shift hours and at two/three-hour inter-
vals on night and weekend shifts. On other than prime shifts, operations
supervisors accommodate urgent film processing needs of users, depending upon
the workload. In order to better facilitate the advent of heavy use of the
Dicomed fiche system, a microfiche copier/duplicator was purchased. This ser-
vice greatly enhances the throughput of the Dicomed system, since the user
will no longer be required to run computer jobs to get additional fiche
copies.

The quality control program initiated in 1980 has continued to assure
stabilization of the chemistry in the Allen film processor and allowed quick
diagnosis of problems with film or chemicals.

Seventy-five microfilm reader/printers, located throughout NCAR in vari-
ous sites in and near Boulder, are serviced and maintained by the Computer
Graphics staff.

Resource Accounting

Through the development, maintenance, and use of a computer accounting
database, the Resource Accounting Group (RAG), headed by Julia Bartram,
archives computer accounting and computer user data. This information is used
to monitor and control computer use of the various mainframes at NCAR and pro-
vides guidance for the resource allocations for our users.

RAG produces a variety of reports that track and record accountability
for these systems, providing visibility to the user community as well as NCAR
management, and the National Science Foundation. These reports not only show
statistics necessary for day-to-day operations, but those required to plan
short- and long-range computing needs. Status reports are posted daily for
all users and list the following by project number: daily computer use,
resource units allocated, units used to date, and the amount remaining in each
account. Similar information is sent monthly to the remote sites. Other
reports provided include computer activity broken down by NCAR and non-NCAR
use and by area of scientific interest.

Interaction with the computer user comunnity is another function of this
group. RAG receives information about the user population, validates new
users into the system, and answers inquiries about current account status.
The group assigns passwords allowing RJE access and assigns Programmer LIBrary
(PLIB) volume names.

File Management Services

Within the Computer Operations Section of SCD, the File Management Group,
headed by Mary Trembour, manages the various data libraries kept at NCAR.
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The amount of data maintained by SCD on tape media is considerable. Phy-
sically, the data reside on 500 Ampex TMS video tapes and 38,000 half-inch
magnetic tapes. Each of the video tapes holds 44 billion bits of data spread
along 3,800 feet of two-inch wide tape. It is essential that NCAR's inventory
of data tapes be managed carefully and accurately.

The file management services staff routinely performs a variety of func-
tions, including the assignment, release, and maintenance (i.e., cleaning and
certification) of half-inch magnetic tapes. It also manages the data volumes
on the video tapes used by SCD's mass storage device. One of the major
responsibilities of the staff is to devise unique solutions to the problems
posed by users who have different data storage needs. The solutions are often
individually tailored to meet the specific media needs of the user.

The group is currently implementing a "negative-growth" half-inch tape
library; recycling tapes and tape numbers to accomplish this goal. There is
an off-site tape library to store archival tapes.

Two systems to accommodate visitor tapes allow either temporary storage
for small datasets or long-term large block maintenance for scientists' data
tapes. The staff takes charge of tape storage (space available) and archiving
of data for users not located at NCAR by responding to their requests for
assistance in storing and retrieving their data and by assuring that the data
libraries are kept physically in order.

Additional responsibilities include shipping and receiving tapes to and
from outside users, preparing monthly library update information, processing
and distributing semiannual tape memos to more than 650 users throughout the
country, processing and filling requests for NCAR-developed software, and pro-
cessing and mailing tape invoices and RJE terminal output.

SCD Computer Maintenance

The SCD Computer Maintenance Group (SCDMG), headed by Michael Ward, is
responsible for more than 70 terminals within SCD as well as about 75 termi-
nals owned by other NCAR divisions. Also, the group has total responsibility
for the TMS-3, which is a small Ampex Terabit Memory System used to initialize
tapes for TMS-4, the SCD mass storage system. The group initializes over 250
tapes a year to be used in the mass storage system. They also maintain all of
the Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) equipment on the TMS-4. In addition,
they do most of the terminal wiring within NCAR and have responsibility for
all RJE hardware and communications equipment located within SCD.

This group installed and maintains the Gandalf Dual PACX IV port selec-
tion device, as well as the modems and telephone equipment associated with the
PACX. The time-consuming task of wiring all of the terminals in SCD to the
PACX was handled with efficiency by SCDMG. Terminals wired to the PACX give
the user a selection of computers for his access. The PACX also handles most
of the dedicated and dial-up telephone lines in conjunction with the Modcomp
RJE computer. Through the use of a Spectron 901 data scope, SCDMG is able to
troubleshoot user problems with the communications systems and devices.
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SCDMG has complete maintenance responsibility for the Dicomed D48 COM
machine. This includes calibration of the Dicomed system, maintenance of the
cameras, both fiche and 35mn, and total responsibility for the DEC PDP-11 and
associated peripheral devices.

This group does not maintain the CDC 7600, the IBM 4341, or the CRAY-1.
Everything else falls within its area of responsibility. This arrangement is
advantageous because dealing strictly with vendor-supplied maintenance is
sometimes difficult when vendors do not respond quickly and long downtimes
result. Furthermore, some of the equipment that SCDMG maintains is old and
costly to maintain. In some cases, the purchase of maintenance may even be
impossible.

SCDMG evaluates new modems, CRT terminals, and communication advances as
they are offered by vendors and then works with the SCD Data Communications
Policy Committee on the purchase of devices that they feel will best support
the user community. As an example, in response to the need to offer better
interactive capabilities to users as a result of the acquisition of the IBM
4341 computing system, SCDMG has installed 28 VT-100 terminals (six of which
have graphics capabilities), 30 SOROC terminals, and 16 ADM 3A+ terminals.
These new terminals greatly enhance user interaction with the computers in the
machine room.

During 1982 SCDMG offered a terminal maintenance program to all NCAR
divisions, providing in-house maintenance. This maintenance was charged to
the other divisions at a fee, less than that charged by outside companies.
Approximately 75 terminals owned by other divisions were maintained in the
time frame covered by this report under the terminal maintenance program. We
intend to continue this program in the future.

SYSTEMS SECTION

The Systems Section, led by Paul Rotar, provides software maintenance for
the operating systems and subsystems in SCD and helps isolate hardware faults
when necessary. It also develops and maintains network and communication
software to link the various elements of the NCAR system. It plans, develops,
and enhances system software to provide better service on the systems.

The Systems Section also provides services in support of activities in
other sections of SCD and, when required, to other divisions within NCAR.

The Systems Section is divided into three subsections: Large-Scale Sys-
tems, Small-Scale Systems, and Documentation. The division between Large- and
Small-Scale Systems was a result of recommendations made by the 1978 Computer
Evaluation Committee which felt that the systems functions should be well
defined as the growth of the section increased in the 1980s.

Large-Scale Systems, headed by Bernard O'Lear, are the computing systems
within SCD which provide the advanced computing capability in response to
research needs in the atmospheric sciences. There are currently three systems
for which the Large-Scale Systems Section provides software support: the
CRAY-1A, the CDC 7600, and the Ampex TMS.
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Small-Scale Systems, headed by Gil Green, are the computing systems
within SCD which provide front-end capability for the Large-Scale Systems.
This section is currently providing software development and maintenance sup-
port for the following systems: the IBM 4341 and Series/i, the Modcomp, the
DEC PDP 11/34 (Series/1 Simulator), the SEL 32/55, Dicomed, and NSC HYPERchan-
nel* adapters.

During 1982, the Systems Section consulted with users on problems with
systems' features as well as advised them on the use of system software. They
also assisted users having input/output problems with large data processing
codes. Software assistance was given to those divisions that have nodes con-
nected into the NCAR Local Network.

The Systems Section maintained operational software, i.e., repairing
problems in production systems code and making minor modifications as needed
to provide for various user requirements.

They consulted with Operations personnel on systems' problems, such as
determining whether machine failures are caused by hardware or software.

They consulted with customer engineers from Control Data Corporation,
Network Systems Corporation, Ampex Corporation, Cray Research, Inc., Modular
Computer Systems, and International Business Machines Corporation on interre-
lated hardware/software problems.

The Systems staff continued the enhancement of software to support the
NCAR Local Network utilizing the NSC Network adapter boxes and HYPERchannel
data trunks. Software was also developed to support major user-requested
features, performance improvements, operational improvements, statistics gath-
ering, and general system enhancement. The software for the TBM upgrade was
developed and installed in preparation for the actual hardware additions to be
made.

The CRAY Group

The CRAY Group provides system software support for the CRAY-1A computer.
The members of the group are Barbara Bateman, Marc Nelson, Jamia Oliver, San-
dra Fuller, and Eugene Schumacher. Schumacher, as Group Head, has overall
responsibility for the group, but also worked to improve system software
maintenance and backup procedures, and developed software to control disk
overflow problems and place limitations on disk storage allocation for indivi-
dual NCAR projects. Bateman developed software to limit disk storage use by
individual jobs as part of the overall Resource Allocation and Control Plan.
She also worked on performance monitoring. Nelson developed network software
on the CRAY-1A. He is currently working on the connection between the CRAY-1A
and the Modcomp II computer to replace the remote job entry capability
currently performed by the CDC 7600. Oliver is developing job queue manage-
ment software as part of the Resource Allocation Control Plan. This will pro-
vide background job submission control, replacing that function currently han-
dled by the CDC 7600. She also implemented and checked out experimental ver-
sions of the CRAY-1A simulator which have been used extensively for local

x HYPERchannel is a registered trademark of Network Systems Corporation.
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system software development. Fuller has written numerous statistics gathering
and summary routines to analyze CRAY run and error data. She provides user
consultation and has worked extensively in the training of student assistants
assigned to the Systems Section.

The CRAY Operating System (COS) generates periodic records of the perfor-
mance and CPU, I/O subsystems, and the COS software. Utility routines have
been written to gather and summarize these performance statistics on both a
daily and monthly basis. Some of the parameters examined are the user times,
I/O times, and system task times, the number and types of system failures and
restarts, counts of system service calls from both the system and user-level
programs, and the execution and I/O times for all jobs.

These performance statistics are extracted on a daily basis from the
CRAY's log files. Monthly summaries are maintained and daily performance is
monitored for variations caused by changes in the operating system or user
programming practices. In order to observe the impact of these changes and
enhancements to the operating system, job failure statistics are monitored
both daily and on a long-term basis. These statistics are used to find
methods of reducing system overhead and to provide the users with the greatest
amount of computing time possible.

The current version of the CRAY operating system, version 1.10, was
installed by the group. System improvements in this release included enhanced
job control language.

The group continued to devote a great deal of effort towards controlling
CRAY resource allocation. Code has been written to limit disk space alloca-
tion on the basis of both projects and individual jobs. The ability to tem-
porarily off-load plot datasets to the TBM when the Dicomed plotter is una-
vailable has been added. The locally developed job queue manager has been
integrated into the operating system and will be enhanced to control job ini-
tiation based on the availability of resources such as disks and peripheral
devices.

Changes planned for computer resource accounting have required the parti-
cipation of group members this year. Bateman has been a member of the
Accounting Study Committee which is charged with revising accounting methods
and data formats. Fuller has worked extensively with the Accounting Group,
providing programming assistance and guidance.

Training has had a high priority in the CRAY Group. Classes given by
vendors and by Systems Section personnel for cross-training have been widely
attended.

CRAY Group personnel have contributed to in-house documentation efforts
through extensive review and editing support to the Documentation Group.

System performance measurement is receiving considerable attention by the
group. Methods to gather measurements have been developed with an aim toward
performance improvements. For example, Oliver modified the operating system
of the CRAY to gather and summarize instruction frequency information, partic-
ularly with regard to vector instruction usage.
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The CRAY Group is responsible for local modifications to the CRAY. Local
modifications to CRAY software releases fall into three categories: those
required to adapt the operating system to the NCAR equipment configuration,
those temporary fixes which are needed until official corrections are received
from CRI, and enhancements which improve the utilization and performance of
the system at NCAR.

The third category is the largest and includes:

* The direct connection of the CRAY to the Ampex mass storage system.

* The inclusion of the CRAY in the local networking system.

* The extension of the job class structure routines to allow more flexibil-
ity in defining and controlling job class priorities.

* Adaptation of CRAY accounting routines and log file outputs to be compa-
tible with local accounting programs.

* Enhancements to the system's statistics-gathering capabilities to produce
a more complete picture of system performance.

* Various utility routines provided for user convenience.

The Network Group

The Network Group developed and maintains the NCAR Local Network (NLN).
The group is composed of three persons: B-Lynn Irwin, Darrell Holley, and
Louis Jones. Irwin is Group Head and primary implementor of the IBM 4341 net-
work software. Holley works on improvements to the network software and the
graphics software on the Dicomed II microfilm network node. Jones, though a
member of the Network Group, deals primarily with IBM communications. Marc
Nelson, now a member of the CRAY Group, continues to maintain and enhance the
CRAY network software. While not strictly a Network Group activity, a direct
Modcomp II link to the CRAY-1A utilizing NSC adapters and network software
modules was 95% completed this year by William Ragin and Nelson.

The NLN provides a connection mechanism for interconnecting the SCD com-
puters, as well as computers from other NCAR divisions. Complete software
packages exist for the following hardware/software systems:

CRAY under COS 1.11
CDC 7600 under NCAR's system
PDP 11/70 under UNIX
PDP 11/34 under RSX11M
SEL 32/55 under RTM 7.1
SEL 32/27 under MPX
IBM 4341 under VM/SP-CMS

In 1982, the NLN became critical to the operation of SCD. Nine fully
functional nodes were transferring data via the NLN at the end of 1982. Over
2,000 files per day moved via the NLN, containing an aggregate of over six
billion bits of data per day. Most of these files were either (1) jobs that
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originated on the IBM 4341 and were transferred to the CRAY-1A or the 7600 for
execution, or (2) the primary output files produced by these jobs which were
shipped back to the IBM 4341 for interactive viewing or hard copy production.
The bulk of the data (over 50%), however, represented graphics metacode files
moved from the CRAY-1A to the Dicomed for plotting on microfilm or microfiche.
An additional 25% of the total data was graphics metacode transferred from the
7600 to the Dicomed.

Almost all of the Network Group activities have been directed towards
improvements in transfer speed, resource utilization and functionality on the
Dicomed, CRAY-1A, and IBM 4341 nodes.

Di comed

Because of the saturation of the Dicomed, a significant effort has been
made to improve the efficiency in all areas of the Dicomed software. A 300-
megabyte disk was added to the hardware configuration. The camera driver was
modified to read network format files directly, thus eliminating a file copy
for each arriving network file. Better mechanisms, both manual and automatic,
were provided for managing acceptance of files from the network during periods
of heavy activity. In order to drive the existing cameras at their rated
speeds, it will probably be necessary to obtain a more powerful processor in
the future because the process of translating metacode into Dicomed instruc-
tions is apparently compute-bound on the 11/34.

CRAY

Two major improvements to the network software on the CRAY were made.
The first improvement was in the intertask communication code used by the net-
work software. This code was completely redesigned, and as a result, file
transfer speeds were increased and less disk I/O resources were utilized.

The second CRAY Network improvement solved a severe problem caused by the
Dicomed disks filling. When this occurred, the CRAY could not dispose files
to the Dicomed. The CRAY would then fill with jobs awaiting network file
transfer, therefore preventing new jobs from starting in the CRAY. The solu-
tion was to provide a mechanism by which the operators could cause files
awaiting transfer to a given remote computer to be dumped to the TBM mass
storage system attached to the CRAY. At a later time, another program could
be run that would access these files from the TBM and send them to their
specified destination.

IBM 4341

A considerable amount of work was performed to improve network perfor-
mance on the IBM 4341. Transfer rates were increased by bypassing standard
IBM disk I/O software. Use of permanent disk storage was eliminated by use of
the tenporary disk area which also allowed larger files to be handled. Con-
sumption of CPU time was reduced by bypassing IBM spooled I/O routines. User
interface routines were also continuously enhanced for ease of use, flexibil-
ity, and standardization.
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CDC 7600

Many changes were involved in providing for the 7600 network software to
dispose of files after failures had occurred in the initial transmission.
Some changes were made to enhance operator control of the network.

UNIX on PDP 11/70: Systems A, B, and HAO

Little maintenance was necessary for the network software on the three
PDP 11/70 UNIX systems attached to the NLN. A few modifications were made
recently to enhance network use of the 11/70 printers and implement better
error reporting.

SEL Systems

Little maintenance was necessary by for the SEL network software by SCD
personnel. SCD's SEL 32/55 has been used primarily as a sink for large
printer files generated by the Systems Section. However, some studies are
under way to determine if the SEL can be used to drive interactive color ter-
minals and perform related data processing now performed on the 7600. The
network connection makes this machine very desirable for such tasks since
graphics data can be easily acquired from originating computers like the CRAY.

The Atmospheric Chemistry and Aerononly Division's SEL 32/35 underwent a
drastic upgrade to become a SEL 32/27. This upgrade involved almost all new
device controllers as well as a new operating system. Minor changes to the
software were necessary to drive the new adapter controller; Systems Section
personnel assisted with these changes.

Modcomp RJE

Extensive effort has been devoted to moving Modcomp software support
tools from the 7600 to the CRAY so that the Modcomp software can be maintained
when the 7600 is removed. The other major effort involving the Modcomp has
been the direct connection of the Modcomp to the CRAY via dedicated NSC
adapters. This route was taken instead of a general Network connection
because of the amount of Modcomp system software that would have had to be
changed to support a multiple link network connection. This direct connection
effort should be completed by the end of 1982.

The Mass Storage Group

The Mass Storage Group is responsible for maintaining and enhancing SCD's
mass storage software. There are currently four persons assigned to the
group. Joseph Choy serves as the Group Head while working in all areas of
software development and mass storage enhancement. John Merrill wrote and
maintains utility software, works on system enhancements, provides utilization
statistics, and consults with users and other SCD groups. David Kitts joined
the group this year and concentrates his efforts in mass storage software on
the CRAY. William Ragin also joined the group and is acquiring TBM knowledge
while finishing Modcomp projects.

The group's duties involve maintenance of the following: the software
system for TMS-4 and TMS-3, the mass store I/O handler on the CDC 7600, the
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statistical and informational utilities on the CDC 7600 and the CRAY, and the
utilities which checkpoint and restore the Master File Directory which
describes the mass store contents. The group analyzes the usage and perfor-
mance of the system and develops enhancements which are useful to the opera-
tors and users and which increase the throughput and reliability of the sys-
tem.

The group is continually modifying and adding new documentation for sys-
tem changes, new software, and newly developed procedures for the operators
and the File Management Support Services Group.

Studying the usage patterns and performance statistics of the TBM is an
ongoing project. The goal is to ascertain the best methods to manipulate the
overall data base so as to secure the best possible equipment performance and
the greatest throughput. These statistics are also used to project the max-
imum capabilities of the system and NCAR's needs for future mass storage dev-
ices. We are continually looking ahead to determine how to handle future data
storage needs. Some research has been performed in the use of optical digital
data disks as mass storage devices in the NCAR network.

Because of the nature of the hardware and the very low level at which the
TMS-4 and TMS-3 operating systems interface with the TBM hardware, the Group
is frequently involved in detecting, analyzing, and locating the failing
hardware component.

The group's responsibility to give the users the best possible service
and use of the TBM requires that new features and streamlining of the TMS-4
system be a year-round consideration. New features have resulted in the fol-
lowing improvements: the management of the stored data is more efficiently
performed, the operator's job has been simplified, and throughput has
improved.

Besides adding new features to the TMS-4 system, the group identified and
corrected software errors and problems. Most of these errors manifested them-
selves as the use of the TBM increased with the direct link to the CRAY.

In early 1982, it was decided that the Master File.Directory maintenance
and utility programs for the TMS-4 system should be moved from the CDC 7600 to
the CRAY. This was done as a safeguard against the possible removal or
replacement of the CDC 7600. Some new features and improvements were also
added to several of these programs. All TMS-4 procedures can now run indepen-
dently of the CDC 7600.

In 1980, NCAR obtained the TMS-3 system from the Computer Corporation of
America. In 1981, the TMS-3 system was brought up as a stand-alone system for
tape testing and initialization. The original software supplied with TMS-3
was found to be incomplete (partially because of a damaged disk pack) and also
was inadequate for our needs. Thus, a modified TMS-4 system had to be created
which would run on TMS-3 and provide the field engineers with the necessary
diagnostics.

The demands for data throughput and capacity in the TBM system are con-
tinuing to grow at an increasing rate. During 1982, the Mass Storage Group
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was able to integrate some of the TMS-3 components into NCAR's TMS-4 system,
increasing the on-line capacity by about 20%. A plan was developed with the
Ampex Corporation to integrate the rest of TMS-3 and obtain additional
hardware to upgrade the data throughput, capacity, and redundant data paths in
TMS-4. The early phases of the upgrade were started in 1982. In order to
support the new hardware, a major redesign and rewrite of the software was
required to handle allocation of the upgraded hardware resources. In addi-
tion, operator commands to handle TBM tape were streamlined and simplified to
increase ease of usage and throughput of data located on off-line tapes.

During the year, we were able to acquire the Ampex TMS-1 system from the
National Security Agency. This system provides some possibilities for a
stand-alone tape initialization system, spare parts, and the expansion of the
on-line capacity for TMS-4.

The group provided consulting to identify the source of errors and/or to
isolate problems for users of the TBM system. The group advised users on how
to best manage their data and was involved in recovering data that users lost
or overwrote.

The IBM 4341 Group

The system software for the IBM 4341 and its supporting Series/i and PDP
11/34 terminal controller systems are maintained and developed by three per-
sons. Marie Working, the Group Head, maintains the Series/i software and has
been enhancing an IBM 4341-to-CRAY communications package called the Data
Management Support Processor (DMSP). Phylecia Brandley maintains the system
control program and Conversational Monitor System (CMS) software and has
introduced a number of valuable enhancements. Eugene Harano, who recently
joined the group from the University of Nebraska, will assume the activities
of Louis Jones, who moved into the Network Group. Jones developed the capa-
bility to handle the Control Data UT200 protocol under the Remote Spooling
Control System (RSCS).

The DMSP package has provided a most valuable capability. It allows a
CRAY user to acquire or dispose a dataset to a half-inch tape on the IBM 4341
without having to store the dataset on the disk system of the IBM 4341. The
package lacks the ability to communicate the volume serial number (i.e., reel
number) specified on the CRAY user's job control statements to the IBM 4341
console operator. Tape errors are not handled properly and end-of-tape condi-
tions are ambiguous. These problems are being resolved at this time so that
DMSP can help fill the tape-processing gap created when the CDC 7600 is
removed.

DMSP also allows an IBM 4341 user to interact with editor debugging and
simulation packages on the CRAY so that the CRAY responds interactively to the
terminal connected on the IBM 4341. This combination has already become an
invaluable tool for system software work on the CRAY. It is expected that as
the DMSP integration effort removes some of the problems with the DMSP pack-
age, as provided by the NCAR CRAY systems personnel, we should have an
extremely useful programning tool.
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Most remote job entry users coming through the IBM 4341 will wish to send
their jobs on to the CRAY. It was necessary, therefore, to write software
that connected RSCS to the Local Network. This has been accomplished, but
further work is required to ensure that the user can always locate the rem-
nants of a job in case of failure.

The need to support the Control Data UT200 remote job entry protocol led
to the development of a code that will support UT200 emulator users on the IBM
4341 through RSCS. Colorado State University now uses this protocol to com-
municate with NCAR.

The IBM 4341 Group held classes for menbers of the Operations Section
staff on the fine details of system operation. They also conducted a series
of classes for Systems Section menbers on operating system structure, hardware
architecture, and machine language. Considerable effort was devoted to
improving the section's working knowledge of the system.

The group also worked on a number of smaller projects such as modifica-
tions to the Series/i software and improving the communications between it and
the 4341 which had caused many problems. The 3705 communications software was
reworked to support half-duplex modems and the Uninet interface routines were
installed. Some non-IBM software packages were installed on the IBM 4341 to
allow users to interchange temporary disks between virtual machines and to
provide program event recording diagnostic statistics.

CDC 7600

The CDC 7600 support effort in 1982 was reduced from the levels in previ-
ous years because the CDC 7600 was scheduled for replacement by the end of
FY82. However, considerable effort was devoted to the network, I/O perfor-
mance, priority issues, and general maintenance on the CDC 7600. Only one
person, Betsey Chen, is now assigned to support the 7600 system, but personnel
are used from other system sections when necessary.

The CDC 7600 network routines that form part of the CDC 7600 operating
system have been extensively modified. Extensions were put in place to permit
very general CDC 7600-to-remote file movements. These are now in a reliable
state of operation.

Documentati on

Karen Friedman is responsible for all documentation activities in the
Systems Section. Responsibilities include writing, editing and information-
gathering assignments, as well as production of all documents in collaboration
with Systems Section personnel.

Other responsibilities include providing an interface between the Systems
Section and NCAR's Graphics and Photographics Sections in producing multi-
media materials and conference proceedings and in preparing special multi-
media presentations for Systems Section personnel slated as meeting speakers.
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As well as assisting the Systems Section, Friedman performs editing and
organizational work for other groups within SCD such as Administration and
Operations.

Professional Acti vities

Members of the SCD Systems Section have participated in various profes-
sional computer society activities during 1982 to keep current in their field
of interest and to be source people to these societies when expertise is
required regarding some of the special systems installed at NCAR.

Several menbers of the Systems Section have been heavily involved in the
IEEE Computer Society Technical Committee on mass storage systems (MSS). NCAR
is one of the few national laboratories which has an MSS (the Ampex TMS) and
therefore is called upon to contribute expertise in this area.

Bernard O'Lear and Joseph Choy co-authored a paper that was published in
the July 1982 issue of Computer magazine, a publication of the IEEE Computer
Society. O'Lear is Chairperson of the Society's Technical Committee for Mass
Storage Systems and Technology. Friedman is Publications Editor of this same
committee. The Technical Committee held the Fifth IEEE Symposium on Mass
Storage Systems in Boulder, Colorado, 26-28 October 1982. The purpose of this
symposium was to bring together users, vendors, and designers of mass storage
systems to provide a forum for the mutual exchange of needs, concerns, and
applications of MSS. Technology surveys covered the full spectrum of current
and future techniques. Invited speakers from government and industry
addressed users' needs at various levels. Vendors and systems designers
addressed requirements, as well as present state of the art and future MSS
designs.

O'Lear was invited to participate on the Technical Program Committee for
the Winter '83 Topical Meeting on Optical Data Storage by the Optical Society
of America. He and Choy submitted a paper for presentation at this meeting.

Friedman serves as Publications Chairperson on the Steering Committee for
the CRAY Users Group (CUG). She publishes the Proceedings from the meetings
held twice a year and maintains the site listings.

CRAY Group members have actively participated in CUG, an association of
CRAY computer customers which meets semiannually to discuss mutual problems
and supply suggestions to Cray Research, Inc. Eugene Schumacher, as an origi-
nal member of the CUG Steering Committee, has helped to define the scope and
set the direction for the organization. He and Jamia Oliver have presented
technical papers this past year at the group meetings. Gene Schumacher also
made presentations at a CUG subcommittee workshop, hosted by Cray Research,
Inc., on local area networking.
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SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING DIVISION

STAFF AND VISITORS

Administrative Section

Mary Bartels
Margaret Drake (Deputy Director)
Frieda Garcia
Kathy Lucero
Walter Macintyre (Division Director)
Percy Peterson
Betty Thompson

Data Support Section

Dean Frey
Roy Jenne (Manager)
Dennis Joseph
Paul Mulder
Wilbur Spangler
Gregg Walters

User Services Section

Daniel Anderson
Linda Besen
Frederick Clare
Ann Cowley
Astrik Deirmendj i an
Benedict Domenico
Michael Ernst
Salvador Farfan
William Frye
David Fulker
Bonnie Gacnik
Kenneth Hansen
Lofton Henderson
Stuart Henderson
Barbara Horner
John Humbrecht
David Kennison
Robert Lackman
David Maxey
Gregory McArthur
Donald Morris
Harsh Passi
Michael Pernice
Herbert Poppe
Richard Sato (Manager)
D. Duke Smith
Erich Thanhardt
Richard Valent
Gloria Williamson

Advanced Methods Section

John Adams
Gerald Browning
Ginger Caldwell
James Curry
Russell Rew
E. Cicely Ridley
Paul Swarztrauber (Manager)

Systems Section

Barbara Bateman
Phylecia Brandley
Betsey Chen
Joseph Choy
Karen Friedman
Gilbert Green
Gene Harano
Darrell Holley
B. Lynn Irwin
Louis Jones
David Kitts
John Merrill
Marc Nelson
Bernard O'Lear
Jamia Oliver
Deidra O'Neal
William Ragin
Paul Rotar (Manager)
Eugene Schumacher
Sandra Walker
Marie Working

Operations Section

Donna Barday
Julia Bartram
Wanda Bernal
Mary Buck
Steven Chapel
Sylvia Darmour
Cynthia Del Pizzo
Randy Eastin
George Fuentes
Marlene Furmanek
Nancy Goldstein
Delbert Harris
Sue Hartter
Rita Hemsher
Gary Jensen (Manager)
Richard Lindenmoyer
Stephen Long
Sue Long
Cynthia Martin
Stan McLaughlin
Rosemary Mitchell
Pamela Moore
Robert Niffenegger
Sharon Phillips
Vickie Pinedo
Andrew Robertson
Susan Schemel
Larry Scott
Valerie Shanahan
Steven Storm
David Strayer
Mary Trembour
Nancy Waldron
Kenneth Walton
Michael Ward
Wesley Wildcat
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SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING DIVISION

Visitors

Albert Barcilon, Florida State University, July and
August 1982

Pat Bornmann, University of Colorado, June 1982 to
June 1983

Lawrence Buja, Iowa State University, July and
August 1982

Frederick Carr, University of Oklahoma, May and
August 1982

Tsing-Chang Chen, Iowa State University, July and
August 1982

Geoffrey Chessire, California Institute of Tech-
nology, August and September 1982

Shih-hung Chou, SUNY at Albany, June to August
1982

P. Das, Texas A&M University, June and July 1982

Susan Dixon, University of Washington, July and
August 1982

Richard Farley; South Dakota School of Mines and
Technology; October 1981 and January, March,
June, and September 1982

David Fritts, University of Alaska, January and
May 1982

Gary Gislason, University of Alaska, September 1981
to June 1983

Richard Grotjahn, University of California at Davis,
March 1982 to September 1983

William Henshaw, California Institute of Technology,
August and September 1982

Lin Ho, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
November 1981 to April 1982

Hsiao-Ming Hsu, University of Wisconsin, December
1981 and January 1982

Randall LeVeque, New York University, July and
August 1982

John Molinari, SUNY at Albany, January 1981 to
January 1982

Terry Nathan, SUNY at Albany, June to August 1982

Sharon Nicholson, Clark University, March to
June and October 1982

Eric Nielson, Iowa State University, February
and March 1982

Alex Pearson, Florida State University, June 1982
to June 1983

Richard Steinolsson, University of California at
Irvine, January and February 1982

Larry Vance, Jackson State University, June to
August 1982

Lakshmana Viswanath, Iowa State University, July
and August 1982

Robert Walko, University of Arizona, May to August
1982

Stephen Warren, University of Washington, July
to September 1982

Ronald Welch; Old Dominion College, and South
Dakota School of Mines and Technology; December 1981,
and January and July 1982

Colin Shen, University of Washington, July and
August 1982
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ATMOSPHERIC TECHNOLOGY DIVISION

The Atmospheric Technology Division (ATD) of NCAR provides unique,
centrally administered facilities for use in atmospheric science research.
ATD's capabilities encompass high-quality aviation, ballooning, and field
observing facilities, augmented by strong internal research and development
activities. In addition, advances in color graphics and interactive
computers are contributing to an increased involvement by ATD in techniques
of data processing and analysis.

The division, in the period between 1 January and 30 September 1982,
consisted of four facilities: the Research Aviation Facility (RAF), the
Field Observing Facility (FOF), the Global Atmospheric Measurements Program
(GAMP), and the National Scientific Balloon Facility (NSBF). These facili-
ties provide the community with measurement capabilities that extend from the
earth's surface through the troposphere and into the stratosphere. A wide
variety of instrument systems is available; among them are instrumented air-
craft, Doppler radars, surface networks, sounding systems, and balloon plat-
forms. The operational staff and expertise for deploying these capabilities
are routinely provided in support of the community's field research pro-
grams. Within the facilities, ATD provides outstanding research and develop-
ment capabilities, particularly in remote and immersion sensor development,
tracking systems, data processing, interactive computing, and displays.
Through its Design and Fabrications Services Group, ATD also provides
mechanical design and machine shop services to all of NCAR.

The nine-month period ending 30 September 1982 has been an active and
exciting one for ATD, and 1982 has proven to be the second successive year
of very heavy field program support. The aircraft, radars, and PAM have been
in use nearly continuously since January. Major programs such as the Alpine
Experiment (ALPEX), the Coastal Ocean Dynamics Experiment (CODE), the
Cyclonic Storms Experiment (CYCLES), the Joint Airport Weather Studies (JAWS)
Project, the Prototype Regional Observing and Forecasting Service (PROFS)
program, and the Sierra Cooperative Pilot Program (SCPP) have received
support,as well as a large number of individual investigators. ATD supported
many universities, joint university-NCAR programs, and government agencies.
In most cases, the programs supported were sponsored by NSF; in some cases
other government agencies provided full or partial sponsorship. Scientists
with interests in atmospheric chemistry, air-motion sensing, cloud physics,
oceanography, mesoscale meteorology, boundary-layer meteorology, and short-
term weather forecasting have received support.

The JAWS program may represent the outstanding highlight of the year for
the division. This joint program, led by Theodore Fujita (University of
Chicago) and John McCarthy and James Wilson (both of FOF), is focusing on
describing the microburst, a small-scale, low-level thunderstorm outflow,
postulated first by Fujita to have been the cause of several major airliner
crashes. The data collection phase of this program, conducted in three
months this past summer near Stapleton International Airport in Denver, has
resulted in an observational data set which will provide unprecedented
spatial and temporal resolution of the kinematic descriptors of microbursts.
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ATD has also made substantial headway in several of its development
programs. Successful operational shipboard soundings were made from
commercial cargo carriers in the Pacific. Successful tests of the new
tropospheric balloon rawinsonde, Safesonde, were conducted in August and in
September. The developments of the next-generation portable automated
mesonet (PAM II) and the King Air aircraft remained on schedule. Both of
these systems will be deployed for the first time in support of field
research programs in fiscal year 1983 (FY 83). Successful testing of
airborne Doppler radar, using the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) P-3 in collaboration with NOAA staff, was completed in
both wintertime stratiform precipitation and summertime convective storm
environments.

FY 82 was the last year in which ATD provided oversight for NSBF.
Beginning in 1983, NSBF is sponsored fully by NASA and now functions as a
separate facility reporting directly to UCAR. During almost two decades of
operation NSBF has emerged as the foremost facility in the world for
launching and recovering large, zero-pressure stratospheric balloons. These
balloons permit astronomers to send very heavy payloads above the influence
of the earth's atmosphere at a small fraction of the cost of satellite
flights. For atmospheric physicists and chemists, this ballooning capability
permits important in-situ measurements to be made in the stratospheric
regions unreachable by other means. FY 82 was a difficult year for the NSBF
staff. The anticipated concerns of staff in a year of transition were
exacerbated substantially by uncertainties in funding and future management
philosphies and arrangements. It is a credit to the staff that service to
the community did not suffer, and indeed there were some substantial new
technological achievements.

Perhaps the most exciting event of the year for NSBF was a successful
flight for James Anderson (Harvard University). A reel-down device to lower
and retrieve in-situ sensors through a 20-km-deep slice of the stratosphere
(in a period of about one hour) was tested for the first time. The almost
simultaneous launch of four large balloons in an important stratospheric
chemistry intercomparison experiment added to the excitement. ATD has played
a small but significant role in the progress of the NSBF through the years.
We wish the facility and its staff great success as it enters this new era.
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DESIGN AND FABRICATION SERVICES

Missions and Goals of Design and Fabrication Services

The primary goals of Design and Fabrication Services are to provide
engineering design service through the Mechanical Design Group and
fabrication service by the Machine Shop to all of NCAR. The Mechanical
Design Group often renders design assistance by contributing development
team members to major project efforts. The Machine shop performs
machining, welding, sheet metal work, cleaning and anodizing, and assembly
services. It typically handles over 200 projects annually.

Accomplishments of the Past Year

Major development efforts that involved both the Mechanical Design
Group and the Machine Shop include:

PAM II (FOF - Brock)
Electra Nose Boom (RAF - Zrubek)
Air-Motion Sensing (RAF - Lenschow)
Balloon Launch Spool (NSBF - Gore)
Small White Cell (ACAD - Mankin)
Seatainer (GAMP - Stenlund)
Saberack (ACAD - Coffey)
U-2 Sampler (ACAD - Gandrud)

The Machine Shop support was distributed among the various NCAR
divisions as follows:

Percentage
Atmospheric Chemistry and Aeronomy 27.5
High Altitude Observatory 22.3
Atmospheric Technology (excluding NSBF) 46.1
National Scientific Balloon Facility 2.6
Scientific Computing 0.5
Admi ni strati on 0.7
Other Institutions 0.3
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RESEARCH AVIATION FACILITY

RAF Objectives

The primary objectives of the Research Aviation Facility are two-
fold:

* To support the atmospheric science community by
operating state-of-the-art instrumented research
aircraft with the necessary operational and
data-processing ground-support capabilities

* To undertake those technical developments of aircraft
and instrumentation systems that are necessary to
meet the research aviation requirements of the
atmospheric sciences at present and for the future.

Aircraft Fleet

During 1982 RAF's fleet of research aircraft consisted of:

* A Beechcraft twin turbocharged piston engine Queen Air, with a
range of 800-1,000 n mi and an altitude capability of 25,000 ft msl, which
can carry a payload of 1,000 lb, including crew. NCAR's second Queen Air
has not seen research service during FY 82. It will be permanently
retired from the fleet in FY 83 and will be replaced by a far more capable
King Air that was delivered to NCAR in December 1982. The King Air is now
undergoing modifications for research use.

* A North American Rockwell twin-jet Sabreliner, with a maximum
flight altitude of 44,000 ft msl and a range of 1,300 n mi with an
1,800-lb payload. The Sabreliner has been used extensively in support of
upper troposphere/lower stratosphere air chemistry and atmospheric-
dynamics measurements.

* A four-engine turboprop Lockheed Electra, which can cruise at
speeds of around 175 kt and climb to above 25,000 ft msl, with a range of
2,600 n mi carrying a normal payload of 10,000-15,000 lbs. This aircraft
supported the ALPEX program near Geneva, Switzerland, during FY 82.

* A Beechcraft twin-turboprop cloud-physics-equipped King Air
leased from the University of Wyoming to upgrade the RAF fleet. RAF will
lease this aircraft for six months per year--April through September--
through September 1986. It has an altitude capability of 30,000 ft msl
and a range of greater than 1,500 n mi, and it can carry a payload of
2,000 lb including crew. This aircraft supported the JAWS program during
the summer of 1982.
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Support and Development

Programs supported by RAF are generally in three principal areas;
atmospheric chemistry, cloud and precipitation physics, and turbulence/air
motion studies. Some programs involve measurements in all three areas;
commonly programs are flown involving two of the areas. The RAF support
for programs includes research and operational planning, aircraft
instrumentation, pre- and postflight calibrations, execution of the field
phase, and final data processing.

RAF's development role has increased over the past two years in
response to urgent scientific needs and also as the result of
organizational changes within NCAR. During the period 1980-82, RAF's
priorities have been to acquire a twin-turboprop aircraft to replace the
outmoded Queen Air and to develop new on-board and ground-support data
systems. These goals are being accomplished, and RAF's emphasis is
swinging more strongly toward new and improved aircraft instrumentation,
both remote and in-situ.

This has been a highly active year for RAF and one of great
accomplishment in both support and development. One or more research
programs were flown in each month of 1982. RAF's largest support program
during the year was the ALPEX program flown with the Electra out of
Geneva, Switzerland, from late February through early May. The ALPEX
program required a large commitment of RAF staff, resulting in a partial
curtailment of support to other programs during the operational period.
During the summer seven programs were supported by the Queen Air, the
Sabreliner, and the leased University of Wyoming King Air.

RAF has made development progress in several areas. The manufacture
and modification of the new NCAR King Air (by Beechcraft) were completed
with delivery of the aircraft to NCAR in December 1982. The aircraft will
be at Jefferson County (Jeffco) Airport for instrumentation during the
period from late December through mid-April 1983, and is scheduled for its
first research program (for Donald Lenschow) immediately thereafter. Two
exciting tests of airborne Doppler radar have been conducted by RAF in
conjunction with ATD's Field Observing Facility and NOAA scientists as
part of the CYCLES and JAWS research programs. The Aircraft Data System
(ADS) has been completed and documented. This new data system was tested
aboard the Sabreliner beginning in April-May 1982, and is scheduled for
installation aboard the NCAR King Air. The radome differential pressure
gust probe concept has undergone additional tests. This system, which
uses orifices on the radome for differential pressure measurements
(related to vertical and horizontal air motions), will permit RAF to
simultaneously make radar and gust-probe measurements. Work has continued
on cloud physics probes, including the PMS particle spectrometers, the
Lyman-alpha humidity probe, and the liquid water content probe. A
contract has been let to Ophir Corporation (in conjunction with CSD and
AAP) for an initial study of a 4.265-nm radiometric measurement of air and
in-cloud temperature.
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An RAF Fleet Workshop was held in February 1982, and an International
Symposium on Particle Measurement was conducted during May 1982. The
results of the workshop and symposium are described below.

Programs Supported

Sixteen field programs were supported by RAF during the last nine
months of FY 82. In support of these programs 650 hours were flown and
data collected for studies of boundary-layer and turbulent air motions,
mesoscale dynamics, atmospheric chemistry, and cloud and precipitation
physics. The RAF support for these programs included feasibility
evaluations for potential RAF support, operational planning, aircraft
instrumentation, calibrations before and after projects (including tower
fly-by), program field execution, and final data processing and review.

The research support activities are briefly summarized in the
attached table. The table lists principal investigator, institution,
major research objectives, and hours flown (inclusive of program-related
ferry time, tower fly-by, and calibration flights). Brief descriptions of
a few programs showing the level of operational and scientific support
provided by RAF during FY 82 are given below:

Project #2-660, Organic Nuclei Tests. Norihiko Fukuta (University of
Utah). The objectives of the research were to provide cloud physics
measurements within plumes seeded by either silver iodide or vapor-
activated metaldehyde. The actual weather conditions during the program
were poor to very poor. Seven flights were flown based upon North
American Weather Consultant forecasts. In general, multiple layer-broken
sky conditions existed, which were often too warm for seeding. The
project field period was extended by a week to increase the chances for
suitable super-cooled cloud conditions. Fukuta feels that three
successful plume penetrations were made.

Project #2-668A and 668B, Coastal Ocean Dynamics Experiment II
(CODE ITT. Clint Winant, Russ Davis (Scripps Institution of
Oceanography), Carl Friehe (NCAR, presently at University of California,
Irvine). CODE is a multiyear, multiorganization field experiment to
determine the dominant physical processes governing wind-driven ocean
currents over the California continental shelf. The 1982 experimental
field program was similar to the 1981 field program but consisted of two
deployment periods--one period in May and early June and a second in
July. (The Pearson program discussed below was flown in the period
between CODE IIA and CODE IIB.) The 1981 program results are published.
The aircraft measurements are considered essential for determining the
wind forcing function on the ocean surface.

Project #2-638, Ozone Flux and Budget. Richard Pearson, Jr.
(Colorado State University). This research was an extension of previous
aircraft measurements of the tropospheric sources and sinks of ozone; it
measured budgets of mean ozone concentration over water and over forest
and budgets of the mean ozone concentration and its variance in an urban
environment. The research included direct measurements of eddy flux
achieved by combining the NCAR air-motion measurement capability with a
fast-response ozone instrument.
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Project #2-670, Marine Stratus Studies. James Telford (Desert
Research Institute). This project was aimed at understanding the
dynamics, microphysics, and radiative properties of the stratus cloud
systems near the California coast. A previous project flown in 1981 did
not provide adequate data because of a lack of suitable weather
conditions. This year the weather was ideal, and the desired conditions
were present on virtually all of the days. The 12 research flights were
flown in a period of 16 days, well ahead of schedule. There were no
significant instrumentation problems. Preliminary assessments suggest
that this project was operationally 100% successful.

Project #2-044, Joint Airport Weather Studies (JAWS). John McCarthy,
James Wilson (NCAR/FOF), Theodore Fujita (University of Chicago). The
focus of the JAWS program is the intensive study of low-level wind shear
and outflow conditions in summertime convective storms, in particular, the
small, violent downward and outward gusts called microbursts. The
NCAR-leased University of Wyoming King Air performed several types of
missions, designed to assess the importance of the microphysical processes
affecting microburst development. Meteorological processes studied are
the penetrating downdraft formation at cloud top and, below cloud,
evaporative cooling in rain. FY 82 was the experimental field year for
this important program. Measurement results appear to be outstanding.
The RAF Sabreliner also participated in the field measurements (see
below). As a part of JAWS, RAF staff conducted the airborne Doppler
evaluations described below.

Project #2-789, Flow around Cumuli. David Raymond (New Mexico
Institute of Mining & Technology). The objective of this research was to
gather a coordinated set of convergence measurements from the Sabreliner
and a ground-based 3-cm-wavelength radar. The aircraft supplied the u, v,
and w wind components and measurements of humidity and temperature.
Pyrotechnic chaff devices were deployed from the aircraft which were
subsequently tracked by the ground radar. The measurements and the chaff
drops were made while flying in polygon patterns around cumulus-cumulus
congestus clouds over the Magdelena Mountains near Socorro, New Mexico.

Project #2-781, JAWS--Sabreliner. Edward Zipser, Edward Szoke
(NCAR/CSD). The objective of the research was basic studies in the
definition and evolution of a microburst and other low-level wind-shear
phenomena associated with summer convective storms. The RAF Sabreliner
N307D flew four research missions. Three missions emphasized studies of
the low-level evolution of the microburst and involved flying approaches
to Stapleton during heavy thunderstorm activity. A flight on 25 June was
dedicated to multiple passes through a wind-shear event between Greeley
and Denver; this storm produced three reported tornadoes, one of which was
sighted from the Sabreliner. (It is noted that this support program was a
short-term research project during a period when internal RAF tests were
scheduled on the aircraft.)

Project #2-715A, Radome Test. Edward Brown, Carl Friehe (NCAR/RAF).
The objective of the program was to evaluate whether pressure fluctuations
on the forward radome surface of an aircraft could be used to measure air
motion, that is, to measure the angle of attack and sideslip of the
aircraft. A flight on 5 February 1981 provided data adequate to show that
the concept is feasible. This program analysis has resulted in a report
accepted by the Journal of Applied Meteorology.
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Project #2-787, Airborne Doppler Radar Tests (aboard NOAA P-3
Aircraft) Peter Hildebrand (NCAR/RAF). The test flights initially
planned for the Sabreliner were successfully conducted aboard the NOAA P-3
aircraft during June of 1982. Just under 20 h of test data were collected
in the course of six flights around and through convective storms that
were being scanned by the FOF ground-based Doppler radars. The first
three flights were around weak storms and should provide good examples of
smooth data sets that do not change quickly. The last three flights were
flown in the vicinity of strong storms that were of interest to the JAWS
experiment. These storms have provided a good test of the scientific
capabilities of the airborne Doppler radar since the observations included
a wide variety of temporal and spatial scales. The data have been
reviewed and a large portion analyzed on the RDSS computer.
Multiple-Doppler analyses of the JAWS measurements are also planned. (See
also Development and Instrumentation Evaluation, Airborne Doppler Radar of
this report.)

Project #2-737A, Stratospheric Trace Gas Measurements. Michael
Coffey, William Mankin (NCAR/ACAD). This program continued a series of
stratospheric trace-gas measurements from the Sabreliner by these
investigators and was successfully completed in July. The principal
measurements completed their trace-gas data set through the inclusion of
the summertime distributions of high-latitude N20, N02, and HN0 3 and also
extended the spectral range of data in the infrared to permit
identification of other trace species. Data were collected on ten
research missions. These flights were flown at an altitude of
approximately 39,000 ft at either sunrise or sunset when solar elevation
was between -2° and 12°. They covered latitudes between 40°N and 72° N.

Project #2-805, Alpine Experiment (ALPEX). Ronald Smith (Yale
University). ALPEX was the field phase of the GARP Mountain Subprogram
with the general objective to determine the airflow and mass field over
and around mountain complexes under various synoptic conditions. The
specific tasks were

* To study the mechanism of cyclogenesis in the lee of mountains
* To investigate the local wind phenomena (foehn, mistral, bora)
* To determine the total drag of the mountain complex
* To observe orographic influences on precipitation, floods, and heat

budgets
* To measure the vertical flux and horizontal momentum in lee waves.

The RAF support with the Electra aircraft was a facility-wide effort
and in terms of both aircraft and instrumentation readiness, went very
well. We achieved a remarkably low percentage of data loss due to
technical problems. Whether all the stated ALPEX objectives will be
achieved is a question that will require years of data analysis. It
appears, however, that the RAF support contributed strongly to make the
field operation successful.
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RAF FLIGHT SUPPORT
1 January 1982 through 30 September 1982

Queen Air M3060

Research Research Project Principal Characteristics No. of Hours and
Number Period Name Investigator Institution of the Research (No. of Missions

2-660 1/14- Organic Fukuta U. Utah Cloud-seeding evaluation 20.9 (14)
2/21/82 Nuclei

2-668A 5/15- CODE IIA Winant et al. Scripps Inst. Coastal Dynamics Experiment, 61.2 (20)
6/4/82 of Ocean. Phase II

2-670 8/8- Marine Telford DRI Examines the dynamics, 59.1 (19)
8/31/82 Stratus microphysics, and radiation

Studies properties of stratus clouds

2-638 6/15- Ozone Flux Pearson CSU Measurements of tropospheric 48.3 (18)
7/2/82 and Budget sources and sinks of ozone

2-668B 7/10- CODE IIB Winant et al. Scripps Inst. Coastal Dynamics Experiment, 50.7 (17)
7/26/82 of Ocean. Phase II

2-652 9/27- Instrumenta- RAF NCAR Test and evaluate airborne 17.9 (14)
10/28/82 tion Test instruments

ELECTRA 1308D

2-805 2/23- ALPEX Smith Yale University GARP: Alpine experiment 172.0 (39)
5/6/82

LEASED UNIV. OF WYOMING KING AIR

2-044 5/15- JAWS McCarthy NCAR/FOF Joint Airport Weather Studies of 83.3 (32)
7/15/82 thunderstorm kinematics and

dynamics
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RAF FLIGHT SUPPORT (continUed)
1 January 1982 through 30 September 1982

Sabreliner N307D

Research Research Project Principal Characteristics No. of Hours and
Number Period Name Investigator Institution of the Research (No. of Missions
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for measuring air motion
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Development and Evaluation of Instrumentation

Airborne Doppler Radar. During FY 82 ATD staff performed a series of
comprehensive tests of airborne Doppler radar. These tests were conducted
collaboratively with the NOAA Research Flight Facility alnu staff from tne
NUAA National Hurricane Research Laboratories. These tests have included
flight programs in two large research field experiments and have provided
ground-based Doppler radar verification of the airborne Doppler
measurements.

The first field test was performed in conjunction with the University
of Washington's CYCLES field program off the Washington coast. The NOAA
P-3 aircraft, with the NOAA airborne Doppler radar, was brought to Seattle
as a part of the CYCLES program. In the field NCAR and NOAA staff rebuilt
the radar to produce an -20 dB improvement in sensitivity. The airborne
radar was then used to collect data on several stratiform precipitation
systems within range of the two NCAR ground-based Doppler radars. Data
from these tests have been analyzed, and a paper summarizing the results
from the tests has been submitted to the Journal of Applied Meteorology.
This test showed that the airborne radar accurately sees fine detail in
the storms at close ranges. Such detail will frequently not be seen by
ground-based Doppler radars when storms are several tens of kilometers
from those radars. The mean radial velocities seen by the airborne
Doppler compared well with the ground-based observations. However, when
data on individual radar beams were examined and compared in detail with
the ground-based data, it appeared that the airborne data were more noisy.
An evaluation of the possible sources of error suggested that
uncertainties in beam pointing angle of the order of 0.1° were the source
of these errors. This suggests that new airborne Doppler radars will be
required to measure antenna pointing angles to within about 0.01° - 0.05°
for certain, more demanding, scientific objectives.

A subsequent test in convective systems was conducted again using the
airborne Doppler radar on the NOAA P-3 during the JAWS experiment. During
June 1982, the P-3 was flown around strong convective clouds that were
simultaneously observed by three NCAR ground-based Doppler radars.
Preliminary analysis of these data indicates the airborne and ground-based
Dopplers see small storm features that agree well with each other. The
airborne Doppler can see extremely fine detail in convective storms and
was used to observe numerous microbursts. The P-3 aircraft was routinely
able to fly around two sides of convective storms in 5-7 min. This gives
good hope for pseudo-dual-Doppler synthesis of storm motions from a single
airborne radar. Such syntheses are currently being performed as a part of
the analysis. A paper containing early results from the JAWS tests as
well as the basic CYCLES results was submitted to the American
Meteorological Society (AMS) Instrumentation Conference. Analyses of
combined airborne and ground-based Doppler radar data to derive kinematic
storm structures are in progress.

Beechcraft Super King Air B200T. The new Beechcraft Super King Air
B200T (which has registration number N312D) came off the assembly line at
Wichita in April 1982. A number of standard Beechcraft options were
installed on the aircraft during manufacture and include a heavy-duty
strengthened wing to carry external wing-tip stores, heavy-duty landing
gear, de-iced brakes for slushy runway conditions, fuel-system changes to
plumb-in extended-range cabin fuel tanks, and 300-amp 28 VDC generators on
each enqi ne.
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The aircraft was flown to the Beechcraft modification center at
Selma, Alabama, where further modifications were made to the aircraft.
The modifications are extensive, including structural, electrical,
communications, and avionics considerations. These modifications will
permit a high level of flexibility and versatility in program support
including advanced remote-sensing techniques.

The aircraft was returned to Wichita from Selma in October 1982 for
painting, final aircraft checkout, and FAA certification. The modified
aircraft was delivered to NCAR in early December (1982).

At NCAR, the basic instrumentation and data system components have
been integrated in the laboratory, and a ground interface test of airborne
systems including software checkout has been conducted. The instrument
racks and wing-tip instrument pylons have been fabricated.

December to March 1983 is planned to be an intensive period for
equipment installation, ground and flight checkout, and analysis of data
for quality control, after which the aircraft will be placed in research
service (about late April 1983).

Leased University of Wyoming King Air. A contract was negotiated
with the University of Wyoming for the lease of their cloud-physics-
instrumented King Air for six months (April-September) per year during
calendar years 1982 and 1983 and for five months per year during calendar
years 1984, 1985,and 1986. The five months may be extended to six months
if the university does not request specific use of the aircraft. The
terms of the lease include some staff support for programming,
instrumentation, consulting, and program liaison. From 1983 onward, RAF
will operate the aircraft, which will appear to the user (as far as
support is concerned) as an RAF fleet aircraft. The availability of this
aircraft has permitted the retirement of Queen Air N304D from the fleet
and permits a delay of earlier RAF plans for a second fleet aircraft
purchase in FY 84. It is clear that the Wyoming King Air provides our
users with increased research capabilities earlier than would have been
possible otherwise.

Capability Improvement for the Sabreliner. An airborne dispensing
system has been developed for the Sabreliner that will allow the dropping
of expendable research stores such as chaff module and the Omega wind-
finding dropsonde. Expendables up to a diameter of 3.5 in. can be
dispensed. The system relies on internal cabin pressure for ejection of
the item. This system was used in the Raymond program for dispensing
radar chaff.
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Research Aircraft and Ground Quick-Look Data System. As meterological
observations become more sophisticated, new demands are generated by
research scientists for increased capabilities of instrumentation and
data-handling systems for field experiments. In response to these demands,
the facility has developed an extremely capable and reliable Aircraft Data
System (ADS) that includes both airborne and ground-based units. The ADS
on-board aircraft data acquisition, data logging, and data display system
has been developed to provide the scientist with the fullest possible
capability for data recording, data processing, and presentation of data
via CRT displays in a wide variety of formats to the on-board scientist.
The on-board aircraft system uses many of the same system components,
architecture, and software as the ground-based "quick-look" systems.
Ground-based systems have been developed for permanent use at RAF's Jeffco
Airport location and for mobile deployment to field sites. The Jeffco
ground unit includes dual printers and tape transports and a large amount
of disk storage for increased data processing speed and versatility. The
mobile ground unit is a subset of the Jeffco system components and is
packaged so that it can be transported to the field.

The configuration of the ADS airborne system can be varied depending
on the aircraft and specific investigator requirements. In its standard
King Air configuration, an ADS interface multiplexes high-speed data from
the various sensors and probes. Data are passed to magnetic tape for raw
data storage and also to a Hewlett-Packard computer for on-board display.
Subsequent data processing takes place either on the RAF Jeffco quick-look
ADS system or on the SCD Mesa Laboratory large-capacity computers.

The usefulness of the ADS derives from the speed and precision of its
data gathering and from its information display capabilities. On-board,
data passed to the HP 2113 computer are used to continually generate up to
ten usually preprogrammed video display channels, each of which can be
interactively altered in flight if required. A large variety of display
formats can be programmed, including fixed-format displays, flight-path
plots, time plots of two or more variables, histograms, and two-dimensional
particle displays. The displayed information can be either in graphic or
alphanumeric form. The displays are available throughout the aircraft on
CRT monitors via a video distribution system. Scientists at any monitor
can switch quickly between channels for rapid looks at all data.

The number of monitors depends on the particular aircraft (up
to eight monitors on the King Air) and user requirements. A hard-copy
printer is also provided for copies of any given display and data/program
listings.

The ADS interface samples 44 analog channels with 0.006% precision and
0.025% accuracy at selectable sampling rates of 1, 5, 50, and 250 samples
per second. It will sample 50 digital channels at 16-bit precision at the
same sampling rates and selectively sample the data from two
two-dimensional Particle Measuring Systems probes, and two one-dimensional
probes directly. It will also be able to selectively sample data from an
aircraft radar that will be installed in the future. The system provides
up to eight channels of 10-bit D/A analog voltage output for sensor control
or recording.
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Both scientists and engineering specialists contributed ideas to make
ADS truly a state-of-the-art system. The ADS development leader has been
RAF engineer Dennis Knowlton, with support from Richard Friesen in the area
of applications software. ADS was tested during 1982 aboard the
Sabreliner, and the full system will be installed on the NCAR King Air.

Radome Air-Motion Sensing Technique. The sensing probe for this new
technique consists of a cruciform array of five pressure orifices in the
standard radome. In-flight comparisons have been made with air-motion
measurements (angle of attack and dynamic pressure) obtained from a
conventional differential pressure flow-angle sensor mounted at the tip of
the Sabreliner nose boom. The results indicate that the radome system
works well down to scale sizes slightly larger than the fuselage diameter.
Finer scale comparisons were limited by the response times of pressure
transducers as connected in the conventional boom arrangement. An in-situ
calibration technique was developed for determination of the empirical
radome angle-pressure difference sensitivity factor, k, as a function of
aircraft Mach number. This estimate of k at low Mach numbers agrees
with that calculated for potential flow for a spherical radome. However,
the in-situ technique (when applied to the conventional nose boom sensor)
indicates that the value of k (originally determined from wind-tunnel
calibrations) may not be accurate for the present aircraft installation.

Comparison of the power spectra of the conventional and radome angles
of attack for a traverse in boundary-layer turbulence indicates that the
response of the radome system is superior to the conventional system
because of the shorter pressure lines that are possible in the radome
installation. The test results will be published in the Journal of Applied
Meteorology in February 1983 in the paper, "A Pressure-Based Air Motion
Sensing System for Research Aircraft," by E. N. Brown, C. A. Friehe, and
D. H. Lenschow. Because of its simplicity, rigidity, and noninterference
with aircraft radar, the use of radome pressure ports appears to have many
advantages over the use of sensors mounted on nose booms. Future design
considerations on the radome air-motion system will focus on all-weather
operation and radome system design for the King Air B200T.

Airborne Measurements Evaluation. RAF has begun an intensive
evaluation of its airborne measurement capabilities. This study began in
July of 1982 and will be completed by 31 December 1983.

The purpose of this evaluation is to document the performance
characteristics of research instrumentation flown on the NCAR aircraft for
which RAF offers total support. In this context, "total support" implies a
responsibility to ensure that measurements from a particular instrument
will be accurate to within a specified value, and within known confidence
limits, when taken in the same operating conditions. The goals of this
study are:

1. To identify all possible sources of measurement error
2. To evaluate and quantify the magnitude of these errors
3. To produce a comprehensive document for each type of measurement

(for example, temperature and pressure).
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The success of the initial goal requires careful scrutiny of the
entire measurement chain. The error sources are either associated with
inherent instrument design limitations or arise from extraneous sources.
The first of these sources are grouped as calibration errors. These errors
are identified when calibrating an instrument with a primary, secondary, or
transfer standard, and reflect instrument-dependent characteristics such as
temperature drift, frequency response, or other systematic and random
sources of error.

The second source of error arises with mounting of the sensor on an
aircraft and its operation at aircraft speeds. Errors are introduced into
the measurement as a result of mounting location effects, adverse
environmental conditions (e.g., in-cloud wetting of temperature sensors),
and rapid changes in atmospheric variables beyond the optimum frequency
response of a sensor.

The remainder of the measurement errors are found in the signal path
from the sensor output to the value stored by the data system. Such errors
arise through the aircraft wiring, signal conditioning electronics, and the
conversion of analog signals to binary representations for the on-board
computer.

Calibration errors are quantified through careful calibration with
quality standards. In-situ errors are more difficult to evaluate and
require a combination of techniques to obtain accurate estimates of
expected measurement uncertainties. Wind-tunnel studies, numerical
simulations, and intercomparisons of measurements from different types of
instruments will be used in this evaluation.

The final documentation produced for each measurement category will
include the following:

* A concise description of the instrument's measurement and operating
principles

* A comprehensive discussion and summary of each source of error
known to affect the measurement accuracy/uncertainty and the
conditions under which these error sources predominate

* A concise table of these error sources and magnitudes to be used as
a quick-look reference by researchers during the course of their
analyses

e A bibliography of sources for more comprehensive information.

In summary, the RAF measurement evaluation effort is intended to
provide users of the NCAR aircraft with an in-depth analysis of sensor and
related system performance. The results of this evaluation will help the
RAF focus on measurement areas that require additional research and
development.
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Fast-Response Lyman-Alpha Humidity Sensor. RAF accomplished further
development of the Lyman-alpha humidity sensor during FY 82. Arden Buck
has led RAF's efforts with this sensor, whose main use will be to obtain
accurate in-cloud humidity measurements.

The flight data from the low-level flight altitudes in the 1981 CODE
program showed unexplained anomalies for humidity profiles when compared
with dew-point hygrometer readings. The data from six flights (CODE, and
flights not over the sea surface from other programs) were analyzed for
clues as to the probable cause of anomalous response. It was concluded
that salt deposition (on the exposed Lyman-alpha window surfaces) during
low-level flights over the ocean is responsible for errors. Subsequent to
deposition, condensation and formation of droplets caused sudden shifts in
the Lyman-alpha response when relative humidity exceeded 80%. This
important finding has led to a more accurate interpretation of the
fast-response results.

These results also contributed to a tentative redesign of the RAF
Lyman-alpha probe. Our present probes are mounted directly into the
airflow and consequently are exposed to precipitation, icing, and other
problems (such as salt deposition). We constructed and tested a
prototype rain-shielded probe during the summer of 1982. Test results are
very encouraging, and several problems associated with the exposure of the
Lyman-alpha sensor exposure may be eliminated. A final design effort is
currently under way.

Another concern with the Lyman-alpha hygrometer has been the
premature failure of the source and detector tubes. Although normal
operating lifetimes of several hundred hours are expected, tubes have
failed after a few to a few tens of hours with resulting loss of data and
down time for repair. An expected problem area was the tube window seal.
The seal is subject to deterioration due to temperature stress, sunlight,
and possibly the Lyman-alpha radiation itself. A new ultra-low vapor
pressure seal (developed by NASA) for space use has been tested and has
yielded promising results.

Together these redesign and improvement upgrades are expected to
rather markedly increase the accuracy and reliability of this fast-response
humidity probe.

Studies of Optical Measurement Techniques

ATD/RAF visitor Robert Owen (NASA Marshall Space Flight Center,
Huntsville, Alabama) conducted an assessment of optical measurement
techniques for use on NCAR research aircraft. The resulting report
outlines a wide array of optical techniques and optical measurements that
can be used in support of the atmospheric sciences as well as the
development of ground-based and aircraft instrumentation. It is
recommended that an optical measurements and development program begin as
soon as possible (1984-85) to provide the UCAR scientific research
community with new measurement capabilities during the 1985-1995 decade.
Owen plans to publish the report as an NCAR Technical Note.
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ATD/RAF has joined with the Cloud Physics Section of CSD and the
Mesoscale Research Section of AAP in support of the Ophir Corporation
(Loren Nelson) on feasibility/design studies of an infrared radiometer for
remote cloud- and air-temperature measurement. If this instrument is
subsequently developed it would operate in the 4.26-nm CO2 band. The
project leader of this study is Jack Warner (CSD). RAF is also pursuing a
similar project to develop an instrument for remote temperature
measurement using the 14- to 16-um band of CO2 . Either instrument (4.26-
or 14- to 16-nm radiometer) could be developed as a scanning device for
measuring temperature profiles above and below the aircraft.

During 1982, Buck of RAF has expanded a previous airborne lidar study
and has completed a review of current lidar performance. The review looks
at incoherent backscatter techniques, differential infrared absorption
lidar (DIAL), and Doppler lidar techniques. Future cooperative efforts in
airborne lidar are proposed between NASA and NCAR/RAF scientists. A
conclusion of the review is that a simple backscatter airborne lidar would
yield a wealth of scientific information at moderate development cost. A
preliminary design study is being planned jointly by Buck and Jeffrey
Keeler (FOF).

Workshops and Symposia

The RAF Fleet Workshop and the International Symposium on Cloud
Particle Measurements were organized and conducted during 1982.

RAF Fleet Workshop. This workshop was held at NCAR during February
of 1982 to consider the scientific needs for research aircraft in the next
decade and the impacts of these needs upon the fleet of aircraft that RAF
provides for the atmospheric sciences research community. A group of
atmospheric scientists who represented the major research interests
supported by the RAF attended. They discussed scientific priorities for
research in the next ten years, the types of new instrumentation expected
within the next decade, and finally the operational requirements and
aircraft fleet that would be required to serve these scientific goals.
Peter Hildebrand (RAF) and John McCarthy (FOF) chaired the workshop.

The workshop participants reached several noteworthy conclusions.
First, they pinpointed two areas of aircraft instrumentation as needing
concerted effort by the research community: (1) the development of
airborne remote probing including Doppler radar, Doppler lidar, and the
associated data display and processing systems; and (2) the development of
instrumentation capable of measuring all in-cloud variables, such as
winds, temperature, humidity, and cloud water content. After some
expressions of concern over the conflict between allocation of funds for
research and for instrumentation development, attendees concluded that
reasonable tradeoffs can be made. Since developments in instrumentation
are almost always direct responses to specific research science needs,
integration of the two efforts, without sacrificing either one, should be
possible.

Second, the workshop participants made recommendations for a future
RAF fleet; these included endorsement of one NCAR King Air, half-year use
of the University of Wyoming King Air, and retention of the NCAR Queen Air
N306D as the workhorses of the fleet. The Sabreliner jet aircraft was
clearly identified as having the highest priority for enhancement and was
endorsed as a very important aircraft that serves many critical scientific
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needs. The limitations of the Sabreliner (range, operations under icing
conditions) could be alleviated in large part by replacement with a
medium-sized twin-jet aircraft of the Gulfstream-II or Canadair Challenger
variety. Such an aircraft would have greater range and cabin volume but
approximately the same altitude capabilities as the Sabreliner.

With respect to the Electra, the scientists clearly placed a high
priority on being able to use the Electra in certain programs for measurements
over large space or time scales, or for carrying large payloads. The
capabilities of the Electra for air-motion sensing and chemical sampling of the
atmosphere were regarded as unparalleled. The workshop attendees urged that
funding issues surrounding the Electra be resolved in order that the Electra
operations can be relied upon. However, given the choice between the present
mode of base-funding of the small RAF aircraft and user-funding for the
Electra, or base-funding for the Electra and a more restricted use of the
smaller aircraft, most attendees seemed to prefer the present mode of
operation.

High priority was also placed upon development of new mechanisms for the
use of non-NCAR aircraft by UCAR scientists. These aircraft included the NOAA
P-3, the NASA U-2 and ER-2, the NASA WB-57, and other government agency
aircraft. The NOAA P-3 aircraft were repeatedly mentioned as a good example
where such cooperation has provided important research benefits.

Cloud Particle Measurement Symposium (co-sponsored with CSD). The need for
a better understanding of the instruments being used to measure cloud particles
led to the organization of an international symposium conducted from 4-7 May
1982. This symposium was co-sponsored by NCAR (RAF and CSD) and Particle
Measuring Systems, Inc. (Boulder, Colorado). The symposium provided a forum for
participants to discuss calibration techniques, laboratory tests, and results
of intercomparisons. Those attending the symposium gained an understanding of
each other's instrument's operating principles and sources of measurement and
analysis errors. Most of the attention was focused on the Forward-Scattering
Spectrometer Probe (FSSP), the Axial-Scattering Spectrometer Probe (ASSP), the
one-dimensional Optical Array Probe (OAP), and the two-dimensional OAP, all
manufactured by Particle Measuring Systems. Other instruments for measuring
cloud parameters were discussed in the context of instrument intercomparisons.
The measurement of liquid water content was discussed in a session in which the
Johnson Williams (JW) and King hot-wire probes were the main centers of
discussion.

The symposium was co-chaired by Darrel Baumgardner (RAF) and James Dye
(CSD). The partially abstracted proceedings are summarized in NCAR Technical
Note TN-199+PROC, edited jointly by Baumgardner and Dye. Results from an
earlier mini-workshop held in December 1981 to evaluate the performance and
operating characteristics of Particle Measuring Systems forward-scattering
spectrometer probes were important to the symposium. Additional details of the
mini-workshop and the symposium are described in the CSD section of this report
(under Instrument Plans and Evaluations).
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FIELD OBSERVING FACILITY

Mission and Goals of FOF

The mission of FOF is to provide surface-based measurements and
specialized interactive computing capabilities in support of experimental
meteorological programs. In meeting its mission requirements, FOF engages
in the following major activities:

Operation of advanced remote- and immersion-sensing systems to
support the research of atmospheric scientists in universities and
NCAR

Development of new measurement systems in cooperation with RAF,
GAMP, CSD, and various university collaborators

Maintenance and development of a data-delivery system including
data archival, applications software development, and operation of
an interactive computing facility

* Development of operational and analytical techniques for optimum
use of its facilities, and transfer of these techniques to the
atmospheric sciences community. These techniques include sensor
calibration, instrument deployment, data collection,
scientist-machine interaction, and data analysis methods.

Although FOF's charter is broad, its emphasis in recent years has been
on supporting mesoscale and boundary-layer meteorology in accordance with
the growing national scientific interests in convective storms, winter cy-
clonic storms, boundary-layer processes, and air pollution as it is coupled
to boundary-layer turbulence, transport, and diffusion.

Strategies Adopted for Current Operations

The overriding strategy described in previous Annual Scientific
Reports remains essentially unchanged. Large cooperative programs will be
carefully planned at the national level. These programs will take place at
three- to four-year intervals and thereby provide ample time for analyses.
Since large programs will require most of FOF's field observing resources,
support of some smaller field experiments is likely to be pre-empted or
delayed. In the hiatus between large programs, while supporting some of
the smaller field programs, FOF must increase its emphasis on the
development of the next generation of observing systems.

FOF plans to focus its developments on essential hardware and software
systems, with limited expansion to meet the most pressing demands. These
demands consist of rapid-scan Doppler radars, polarization diverse radar,
an improved version of PAM, expanded interactive computing facilities, and
an experiment control center (MECCA). These developments require strong
parallel commitments to data processing and development of interactive
analysis techniques. A final observation is that collaborative university
programs and interagency programs may be desirable and/or necessary to
realize some of the development objectives. FOF expects to pursue such
opportunities when they appear to be of clear benefit to the community's
needs.
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Field Program Support

FOF supported five field programs during 1982. In January and
February we supported the University of Washington CYCLES project (directed
by Peter Hobbs) with the CP-3 and CP-4 Doppler radars. This was the sixth
time we have supported CYCLES with Doppler radar; significantly, it was the
first time that dual-Doppler data were collected. These data should
greatly assist continued CYCLES investigations of the microphysical and
kinematic fields present in wintertime extratropical storms as well as
provide additional information necessary to deduce mesoscale dynamic
mechanisms. Also participating in the program were the University of
Washington B-23 and NOAA P-3 aircraft. A joint ATD/NOAA test of the P-3
airborne Doppler radar was conducted by Charles Frush (FOF), Peter
Hildebrand (RAF), and David Jorgensen (NHRL) and comparisons were made
between airborne and ground-based Doppler measurements. Preliminary
findings are discussed in the Research Aviation Facility section of this
report.

During March the CP-3 radar supported the Sierra Cooperative Pilot
Project (SCPP) in a joint program with John Marwitz (University of
Wyoming), and James Moore (U.S. Bureau of Reclamation). SCPP used a
single-Doppler radar and the University of Wyoming King Air to examine
cloud-seeding effects on rainbands and postfrontal convection in
association with Pacific cold fronts. CP-3 data will be used principally
for examination of rainband kinematics and processes that bear on secondary
ice production in the region above the melting (0°C) layer.

CP-2 radar support was provided to PROFS during the spring and summer
(-160 days) from a site about 25 km east of Boulder. PROFS seeks to
provide integrated displays of Doppler radar data in real time and to
develop techniques to use these data for nowcasting as part of a diverse
data set including satellite imagery and a surface mesonet.

The Joint Airport Weather Studies (JAWS) project was a very ambitious
scientific initiative and support effort by FOF. In addition to principal
investigators Theodore Fujita (University of Chicago) and John McCarthy and
James Wilson of FOF, participants included Kerry Emanuel (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology) and Alfred Rodi (University of Wyoming). JAWS was
conducted from 15 May to 13 August to study microbursts (small-scale
downdrafts) that produce violent winds near the ground. The CP-2, CP-3,
and CP-4 radars and PAM network were deployed in a small array in the
vicinity of Stapleton International Airport. Instrumented aircraft from
NCAR, NOAA, and the United Kingdom, together with Doppler lidars from
NOAA/WPL and NASA, were part of the observations system. The CP-2 radar
was jointly used by PROFS and JAWS and, in this manner, each program
contributed to the effectiveness of the other.

The summer field programs benefited from several system developments,
including spectral width and AV/AR calculations and display for CP-4, field
software for optimizing scanning strategies, coplane and vertically
pointing capabilities for CP-2, and new display software for PAM data. In
addition, with expertise provided by Peter Johnson, Jack Fink, and Vincent
Glover (all of CSD), a field control center was established from which
operations were directed. There was an abundance of storms of many
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varieties that pushed the observing systems (and the observers) to their
collective limits. While massive quantities of extremely high quality data
were acquired, a variety of problems surfaced concerning power generators,
air conditioners, antenna systems, and scan control software. As a result,
these observing systems are being modified to improve their reliability,
durability, and overall performance. The PAM system worked flawlessly, and
over 2,000 radar tapes were collected with data on very exciting weather
situations, including more than 50 microbursts and seven tornadoes. The
collective FOF, RAF, and CSD effort was an outstanding success for JAWS and
PROFS.

Professors Garland Lala and James Jiusto (State University of New York
at Albany) received PAM I support for a study of fog formation and
transport processes in the vicinity of the Albany County Airport. This
experiment began in early September and was the last scheduled use of PAM I
(PAM II is expected to come on line in 1983). More than 25 fog and haze
cases were observed, together with five heavy rain cases. PAM I performed
extremely well throughout the program.

PAM II Development

Development of PAM II continued during 1982 under the direction of
Fred Brock. A channel on the Geostationary Operational Environmental Sat-
ellite (GOES) was assigned to PAM II by the National Earth Satellite Ser-
vice (NESS) using a new data communications format. Communication modules
for the remote stations have been purchased. The sensor data acquisition
and data processing module is nearing completion along with integrated
sensor units for the psychrometer and the barometer. The first 25 remote
stations will be assembled early in 1983 and deployed for the first time in
May 1983.

The PAM II Boulder base station, designed by George Saum, has been
supporting the GAMP Automated Ship-Board Aerological Program (ASAP) with
radiosonde data relayed through GOES West since April of 1982 and has
provided the NOAA/PROFS program with GOES visible and infrared spin-scan
radiometer (VISSR) signals since July. Supplemental funding provided by
NOAA/PROFS will be used to expand the base station by adding two more
antenna systems early in 1983. The PAM II Boulder base will then be able
to simultaneously monitor the east, central, and west GOES. PROFS will be
able to process VISSR data from all three satellites.

This expansion enhances the potential of PAM II to support multiple
simultaneous experiments. For example, it will be possible to deploy some
stations on the east and west coasts at the same time. The siting of
remote stations will be constrained primarily by the availability of
trained personnel for service rather than by the communications system.

Work has also started on the PAM II portable field base. A
trailer-mounted 4.5-m antenna will monitor any one of the three
satellites. The communications hardware is very similar to that in the
Boulder base. The field base will contain computing equipment with
software that is functionally identical to the Boulder base.
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Users of PAM II will be able to access the data base in real time or
later, through the Boulder base or the field base, with the same software
package. This package is an enhanced version of the PAM I real-time
analysis and display software. Similar data access capabilities will be
available to users of a small number of remote stations where the field
base cannot be deployed. Smart computer terminals, connected via dial-up
telephone lines, will permit real-time access to data from the Boulder
base--complete with many graphics display options.

Radar Developments

Rapid Scan Doppler Radar. Today's 5-cm-wavelength Doppler radars may
be nearing the end of their scientifically useful lifetimes. They are of
limited utility in cloud-scale research, since important spatial and
temporal scales of motion are quite difficult to resolve. Rapid-scan radar
would remove these limitations and appears to be technologically feasible,
but its development will be extremely costly. Two rapid-scan systems are
tentatively planned as replacements for the existing 5-cm radars. A third
rapid-scan system is proposed (as an addition to the base program) in order
to provide a fully determined system of dynamic measurements. It is likely
that such triple/fast-scan Doppler measurements will also lead to important
advances in understanding cloud thermodynamic and electrical structures.
Examination of technological feasibility (by Charles Frush and R. Jeffrey
Keeler of FOF) during the past year has led to the planning of a Rapid-Scan
Doppler Workshop, which is scheduled to be held at NCAR in April of 1983.
The two-pronged workshop will evaluate FOF's preliminary design findings
for feasibility and cost-effectiveness. The parallel Workshop objective
will be to quantify scientific justification in view of realistic system
limitations. This is particularly important in view of the development
cost. A blue-ribbon gathering of engineers and mesoscale scientists will
participate. If the workshop findings are definitive and positive,
NCAR management will give priority consideration to seeking the multiagency
support required for this development. The total development effort,
exclusive of FOF manpower commitments, is expected to cost at least
$10 million. It is likely that the collective judgment of the mesoscale
community will consider this development to be cost-effective because of
the quantum-jump scientific advances that should be made possible.

Polarization Diversity Radar. The CP-2 radar is now a dual-
wavelength Doppler system. Polarization diversity capabilities will permit
important advances in microphysical investigations. Specific advances are
likely for discrimination of hydrometeor phase and size distributions.
These measurements may have a strong impact on quantitative precipitation
estimation and weather modification research. This development program is
the result of a cooperative agreement between Thomas Seliga (Ohio State
University) and Richard Carbone (FOF) in 1981. Development began in 1982
with the first phase scheduled for completion and tests in the spring of
1983. Testing involves measurements of differential reflectivity (a
linear, copolar measurement) at the 10-cm wavelength. In FY 82, V.N.
Bringi (Colorado State University) became the third principal investigator
in this development effort. Bringi's suggestion to expand polarization
measurements to include the 3-cm linear depolarization ratio (LDR)
measurement has been incorporated into the development effort. In FY 84
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implementation of the LDR measurement on CP-2 will be completed and a
final test program is tentatively scheduled for May 1984. These
preliminary measurements will provide the base of knowledge required to
implement a permanent routinely deployable polarization diversity
capability in time for major convective storm experiments in the mid
1980s.

Airborne Doppler Radar. FOF is providing extensive engineering
design and will provide testing for ATD's airborne Doppler radar. Charles
Frush is leading this engineering support effort under the scientific
direction of Peter Hildebrand (RAF). The first definitive test of a
prototype airborne 3-cm-wavelength Doppler took place during CYCLES on
NOAA's P-3. The radar was developed by NOAA with FOF assistance. Tests
were carried out jointly with David Jorgensen of the National Hurricane
Research Center. Subsequent tests during JAWS produced highly valuable
data both for testing the airborne radar and for several JAWS case studies
of microbursts. The knowledge obtained from these flight tests will lead
to a final design of the first NCAR airborne Doppler radar in 1983. It may
be operational by late FY 85. Scientists from both FOF and RAF will
collaborate in system evaluation under RAF's direction. Concurrent with
the development, the radar surveillance needs of our RAF research aircraft
will be assessed. If judged feasible, the design of a combined research
Doppler-surveillance radar will be undertaken during the period as part of
the Doppler design task.

Research Data Support System

The past year has seen continued expansion of the Research Data
Support System (RDSS) in order to better satisfy user needs. Most
importantly, 1982 marked the transition of RDSS from a development-oriented
prototype system to an operational, user-oriented facility. Use of the
system increased substantially in 1982. User access to the system was
greatly enhanced by the addition of a program development terminal room
equipped with both alphanumeric and vector graphics terminals. Two new
rooms were also added for expansion of interactive color raster graphics
work stations. One such station was implemented in 1982 on the VAX 11/780
computer. Major hardware acquisitions were made with ATD year-end funds
and include a third 6,250-cpi tape drive for the VAX and a more reliable
disk drive for the PDP 11/60 computer.

Because the RDSS and the Mesoscale Research Section of AAP both use
VAX computers, often for similar purposes, it was decided to combine their
management under Raymond Bovet. Bovet's joint appointment has the full
support of AAP and ATD management. This will reduce duplication of effort,
increase commonality between the two systems, and yet still allow each
system to be tailored to meet the particular needs of its users. The RDSS
and MRS VAXs will communicate via Decnet beginning in 1983. This will
improve services--particularly for the CSD and analyses of CCOPE data.

Both the VAX and PDP 11/60 portions of the RDSS saw heavy use during
the past year, particularly during the JAWS experiment. The two existing
image work stations were almost constantly in use, 12 to 18 hours per day.
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The JAWS project will fund two additional image work stations in FY 83 to
improve access for the JAWS analysis and other users. The principal use of
RDSS continues to be radar data perusal, editing, filtering, and limited
multiple-Doppler syntheses. Software developed by FOF, MRS, CSD, and NSSL
are presently installed.

Applications Software Development

Software initiatives begun in 1981 were continued and refined in
1982. Richard Oye wrote an access package for the radar-data catalog, a
program to create common Doppler universal format tapes, and a program to
generate PPI plots from the catalog data. These programs run on the CDC
7600 and will be converted to the CRAY-1A in 1983. The radar-data perusal
and interactive Doppler editing software (IDES) were enhanced and moved
from the PDP 11/60 to the VAX computer of the RDSS. Single Doppler codes
for harmonic analysis of wind fields in widespread precipitation (and the
clear planetary boundary layer) have been brought up on the VAX by Bruce
Ramsay and expanded to include flux terms by Stephen Ramsden. The
GENPRO II software package developed by RAF and SCD is currently being
installed on the RDSS and should become available for processing aircraft
and other data in 1983. The PROFS data base is also available via the
RDSS.

Michael Carpenter expanded the capabilities of PAM I software to
include analyzed isopleths of the measured parameters and of derived
parameters such as wind-field streamlines, eddy-field streamlines,
divergence, vorticity, and energy flux convergence. This code was also
transferred to the RDSS to form a PAM perusal station that offers
capabilities similar to real-time displays in the postanalysis
application. This development is a first step toward the next major
applications software objective--integrating radar, aircraft, surface
network, and satellite data in one display/computational package for the
purpose of physical interpretation. The PAM perusal capability is also a
major step towards development of PAM II real-time software since this
package is, in effect, already on the Boulder base and can be easily
transferred to the field base station.

Immersion Sensor Development

The Sensor Development laboratory, under Julian Pike, has been
expanded to provide fully automatic computer calibration of the new sensors
being developed. The laboratory computer will select temperature and
pressure, collect data from the integrated sensors, generate calibration
coefficients from the regression equation, and insert the coefficients into
the on-board processor. This system will also maintain a data base of
calibration records for each sensor.

Research and Technique Development Highlights

As previously discussed, the principal scientific objectives of JAWS
are to determine the fine-scale structure and physical mechanisms at work
in microburst-producing storms. Applied objectives emphasize detection and
warning of wind-shear hazards to aviation and quantification of aircraft
performance deterioration in convectively driven wind shear.
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The field program was an outstanding success with multiple-Doppler radar
data collected on at least 50 microbursts, as well as numerous gust fronts,
downbursts, tornadoes, and hailstorms. Preliminary results, based on a
dual-Doppler analysis by Cynthia Mueller, show in great detail the
three-dimensional wind flow in one microburst. One exciting finding from
the Doppler analysis is the presence of a downdraft of 20 m/s within 1 km
of the ground that has been verified by the P-3 airborne Doppler radar
looking downward at vertical incidence.

James Wilson accelerated efforts to transfer Doppler technology to
NEXRAD and PROFS. He was invited to give presentations at the annual AMS
meeting in January and at a NEXRAD symposium in September. He has also
been working on technique development for PROFS. Similar studies, directed
toward the development and testing of algorithms to identify and track
significant Doppler signatures in convection may be sponsored by NEXRAD in
1983.

McCarthy and Carbone independently published three major papers on
basic studies in convection. McCarthy's work centers on mechanisms of
dryline initiation during the Severe Environmental Storms and Mesoscale
Experiment. Carbone's work examines the dynamics of severe cold frontal
rainbands and the formation of small tornadoes. Carbone also edited the
most recent volume of Atmospheric Technology, "Recent Progress in Radar
Meteorology" (which appeared in 1982). Twenty-five papers by FOF staff
were accepted in refereed books or journals and conference preprints in
1982.

Other University Collaborations

In addition to joint activities previously discussed, two additional
university collaborations involving PAM II have been initiated or
expanded. One agreement, with Joost Businger (University of Washington),
is to develop sensors for measurement and algorithms for parameterization
of flux quantities. The sensors will be installed on a few remote
stations, and the parameterization algorithm will be used to reduce the
volume of data that must be transmitted.

Another agreement has been initiated with John Kadlecek of Atmospheric
Science Research Center/SUNYA to develop an acid rain sensor for PAM II.
In anticipation of major acid precipitation and cloud chemistry programs in
the next decade, this development is timely and complementary to the
evolving PAM II system. The prototype sensor will be deployed at the
summit of Whiteface Mountain (New York) for extensive testing with proven
equipment.

Other Scholarly Activities

Julian Pike and Fred Brock conducted a short but intensive course in
meteorological instrumentation at Iowa State University. Course
offerings by ATD scientists are intended to improve the teaching of
instrumentation at UCAR universities. This will be continued on a regular
basis with either a course offered at NCAR or with further lecture series
at universities. Detailed planning for course options and credit is now in
progress.
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Wilson gave a series of lectures at the WMO-sponsored school on
operational radar meteorology at Erice, Sicily. Together with other
meteorological radar experts from North America, Europe, and the United
Kingdom, Wilson conveyed basic principles and concepts to students and
technical staff from several European, African, and Middle-Eastern
countries.

Carbone, Herzegh, McCarthy, and Wilson all served on Ph.D. student
committees at several UCAR universities in 1982.

Carbone began serving as editor of the Journal of Applied Meteorology
beginning in January 1982.
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FIELD OBSERVING FACILITY - USERS, FY 1982

Observing Systems

Name

Peter Hobbs

John Marwitz/James Moore

Ron Alberty

Theodore Fujita/John
McCarthy/James Wilson

James Jiusto/Garland Lala

Robert Clark

David Call

ATD Staff

System(s) Used

CP-3, CP-4 radars

CP-3 radar

CP-2 radar

CP-2, CP-3, CP-4
radars; PAM

PAM

Sensor Dev. Lab.

Sensor Dev. Lab.

Sensor Dev. Lab.

Affi 1 i ati on-Program

Univ. of Wash.-CYCLES

Univ. of Wyo./BuRec-
SCCP

NOAA/PROFS-PROFS

Univ. of Chicago/NCAR-
JAWS

SUNYA/ASRC-FOG

NOAA/PROFS

AIR, Inc.

NCAR

RDSS

Name

Roscoe Braham, Theodore Fujita, Robert
Kelly, Timothy Lorrelo, Roger Wakimoto,
Thomas Matejka, Brian Smith, Brian
Waranarskaus

V.N. Bringi, James Purdom, Robert Green

Robert Kropfli, William Moninger,
Michael Hardesty, Patricia Walsh

Owen Hertzman

John Marwitz, Brooks Martner, Bruce Johnston

James Moore

Peter Ray

Thomas Seliga
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GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC MEASUREMENTS PROGRAM

Missions and Goals

The primary functions of GAMP have been the innovation, development,
and feasibility demonstration of in-situ meteorological sensing systems and
cooperation with the atmospheric scientific community in using these
techniques in research. Principal emphasis is centered on systems
employing balloons as sensing platforms. Beginning in October 1981, GAMP's
scope of activities was broadened when it assumed responsibility for
providing tropospheric sounding support for the community.

Strategies

With the completion of the Global Weather Experiment, GAMP's emphasis
is no longer on the development and deployment of systems for global
measurements of atmospheric parameters in the troposphere and lower
stratosphere. The technologies used for the GARP sounding systems are now
being employed on a number of programs of direct service to the research
community: a radiosonde system of unsurpassed accuracy for mesoscale
research programs; a balloon vehicle for long-term measurements of the
electrodynamics of the middle atmosphere; and a radiation-controlled
balloon, RACOON, to provide a vehicle for vertical soundings in the
stratosphere of winds, gases, and aerosols. With support from NASA work
continued on a superpressure balloon system to provide wind data at low
cost over the oceans of the Southern Hemisphere.

Accomplishments of the Past Year

Safesonde. This system is designed to provide accurate soundings of
temperature, pressure, and winds for use in mesoscale research programs.
It consists of three simple translator stations, separated by 3 to 5 km
from a base station. The sonde location is determined by measurement of
the difference in arrival time of its transmitted signal at the translator
stations. Resolution of sonde position in the lower troposphere is 10 cm,
permitting measurement of fine scales of wind structure.

In September 1982, ten flights were made from the Wallops Test Facility
using the AN/FPQ-6 precision radar as a comparison standard. During the
first 30 min of all the flights, the measured wind differences between
radar and Safesonde were less than 0.2 m/s for 20-s averages--the specified
accuracy of the precision radar. Offset errors at extended ranges degraded
Safesonde performance somewhat, but these offsets will be eliminated with a
minor system redesign.

The Wallops test flights have demonstrated that Safesonde will meet
and exceed all of its design goals. The ability of this system to provide
fast-response measurement of temperature and humidity as well as fine-scale
wind structure will provide new insight into mesoscale phenomena.
Safesonde has demonstrated its ability to measure the winds averaged over
periods of 10 s or less. (The standard U.S. radiosonde and the Omega
systems require 2- to 4-min averaging.)
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Electrodynamics of the Middle Atmosphere (EMA). A team of scientists
from the Universities of Wasington, California, and Utah, and Cornell
University have received grants from NSF and NASA to conduct an experiment
to study the electrical properties of the upper atmosphere. This research
project, titled EMA, involves the design of a microprocessor-controlled
payload and the launch of up to eight small superpressure balloons in 1983
and 1984. The primary payload instruments will measure the vector
electrical field from DC to 10 kHz, and the payloads will include
instruments to measure local ionization, electrical conductivity, magnetic
field, and pressure and temperature fluctuations, as well as to provide
optical records of lightning. Measurement of these variables in the
stratosphere will permit the study of electrical coupling between the
atmosphere and magnetosphere, global current systems, and global response
to solar flares and magnetospheric storms. Flights of two to three months
at 28 km in altitude will be made in the Southern Hemisphere from New
Zealand.

GAMP has designed and purchased the superpressure balloons for this
program. A new launch system has been designed for the balloon vehicle to
take advantage of the large hangar facility at Christchurch provided by
Air New Zealand. The superpressure balloon will be inflated within the
hangar, the bubble rigidly held in a Stenlund three-rod clamp, and the
remainder of the balloon folded on an attached trailer. Whenever weather
conditions permit a launch, the balloon will be moved to the launch area
and attached to the payload launch vehicle. The entire operation can be
completed in a few minutes. If weather conditions are not favorable or the
scientific payload fails its final check, the balloon is transported back
to the hangar and held for the next launch opportunity. Lifting gas is
monitored and topped off to replace diffusion losses in the event of a
delay of several days. This technique avoids the traditional 2- to 3-h
inflation and check-out period on the launch pad with irrevocable
commitment of the balloon once inflation begins.

GAMP has designed a new gondola configuration for this flight
including a "heat-diode" for warming the electronics systems during
daylight hours. An interface electronics system, microprocessor, magnetic
field sensors, location, tracking, and initial data processing--all are
responsibilities assigned to GAMP. Complete integration of the system will
take place in early January 1983, with the first flight scheduled for
February 1983. The principal flight program will take place from November
1983 to February 1984.

The demonstration of this minimum-cost, long-duration flight
capability is expected to encourage many investigators to use this
technology for middle-atmosphere flight programs where recovery is not
necessary and communications requirements are not severe.

Atmospheric Soundings across the Pacific (ASAP). This program,
jointly sponsored by NOAA and the Atmospheric Environment Service of
Canada, had as its original objectives: (1) the demonstration of the
feasibility of a containerized atmospheric sounding system to be placed on
container vessels or car-carrying ships, and (2) the fabrication of up to
six containers for an operational program. With severe funding
constraints, the program was modified to combine the several engineering
tests with an extended demonstration of its operation.
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Funds for the program were received in November 1981. As of
mid-November 1982, the ASAP mobile upper-air sounding system had completed
six voyages (North America to Japan and return) on the Japanese car
carrier, M.V. Friendship. The success rate on upper-air soundings has been
above 90% on the last tree voyages after correction of a severe vibration
problem.

During this year the project progressed from concept to operation,
including:

* Demonstration of the feasibility of obtaining upper-air data from
ships of opportunity (commercial ships) at a moderate cost

* Successful balloon launching in high winds (>60 kt) using an
automatic balloon launcher

* Automatic processing and message generation of the upper-air data
and complete "hands-off" transmission of these data from ship via
satellite to the user in Canada

* Development of a reliable, safe, low-cost liquid helium system for
balloon inflation

* Operation of the complete system by one man with minimal training

* A complete Omega and LORAN-C survey of the North Pacific ship
routes to obtain the data needed for optimizing Navaid wind-
measurement systems for this region

* An analysis of the radio-frequency noise spectrum of the car-
carrying vessel; demonstration of the advantages of VHF radio
transmission from sondes at sea; and documentation of the dreadful
radio noise output of commercial computers.

MicroGHOST. With emphasis on Safesonde, EMA, and ASAP, electronics
design work on MicroGHOST was deferred. An additional six tetrasphere
balloons were procured and tested in 1982. These balloons were fabricated
from a polyester film which exhibited better stretch characteristics than
the film used for the initial 12 tetraspheres. Performance improvement was
not remarkable, but a more conservative test and creep program permitted
the transformation of five of the six ugly-duckling tetrahedrons into
swanlike tetraspheres. It has now been demonstrated that a $200
tetrahedron can be transformed to the equivalent of a $1,200 superpressure
sphere by careful application of stress at elevated temperatures. Flight
tests in early 1983 are expected to confirm the laboratory results.

Other Accomplishments

RACOON test flights have been postponed until 1983, but GAMP has
provided support to Glenn Frye for his solar-neutron experiment using a
RACOON vehicle on a global flight from Australia. In addition to
consultation on design, GAMP provided transmitters and a microprocessor
interface for telemetry to the ARGOS system from the Frye balloon system.
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GAMP also assisted Bruce Mate (Oregon State University) in his
development of a satellite telemetry and location system for tagging
whales.
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NATIONAL SCIENTIFIC BALLOON FACILITY

Mission

The mission of the NSBF is to:

* Provide the scientific community with the most efficient
and reliable operational balloon support possible.

* Through research and development programs, anticipate
and meet the changing scientific requirements of its
users.

Strategy

A team of highly skilled engineers, technicians, and management per-
sonnel offer a unique service to those scientific disciplines that require
exposure of experiments in the stratosphere or near-space environment.

Recognized internationally for its accomplishments in scientific bal-
looning, the NSBF, headquartered in Palestine, Texas, provides complete
ballooning support in flight operations, engineering, and program manage-
ment.

Research and development are conducted in a continuing proqram to
enhance the capabilities of scientific ballooning.

Operational Highlights

The NSBF flew a total of 46 balloon flights during the period of 1
January through 30 September 1982. Forty-two of these flights were flown
in support of science, and four flights were flown for engineering purposes.
Eight flights were flown from remote locations--six from Greenville, South
Carolina; one from Thompson, Canada; and one from Maiden, Missouri. In
September the first phase of an International Balloon Intercomparison Cam-
paign (BIC) was conducted from the NSBF. It consisted of four balloon launches
within the space of 3-1/2 hours, carrying fourteen instruments aloft on the
four balloons. The largest payload weighed nearly two tons, requiring a
42-million-ft 3 balloon. The smallest payload weighed 3/4 ton and used a 27-
million-ft3 balloon. The goal of the mission was to fly the four balloons at
altitudes between 38.5 and 41 km. Three of the four balloons achieved this
goal, butone failed to achieve its design altitude. However, the payload
was reflown successfully at a later date.

The purpose of the BIC program is to better define the limits of our
knowledge of the stratosphere. Each of the balloon platforms carried advanced
instruments to measure and compare observations of large numbers of atmospheric
molecules in the same part of the stratosphere. Measurements were made on the
atmospheric species that are keys to understanding the chemistry of the strato-
sphere including nitric acid, nitrogen dioxide, hydrogen chloride, clorine mon-
oxide, hydrogen fluoride, CFC1 3, CFzClz, water vapor, methane, and
ozone. The intercomparison will not only show the agreement between the various
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instruments, but will also test the different methods of data reduction and
analysis used by the various scientific groups.

Some of the world's leading scientists in the field were brought together
at the NSBF for the BIC program. They represented Belgium, Canada, England,
France, Italy, Japan, and the United States.

In recent years activity at the NSBF during periods of low stratospheric
winds has been intense. The large number of scientific groups that have
requirements for flight durations of 24 h or longer has taxed both facilities
and personnel. To offer more flight opportunities to the scientific community
for extended flights the NSBF conducted a field program of transcontinental
balloon flights from Greenville, South Carolina. Six flights were conducted
for five scientific groups. The average flight duration was 45 h and 30 min.
The balloons were recovered in Arizona and New Mexico.

Full telemetry and command coverage was offered from ground stations
in Greenville, Palestine, and a station provided by NASA in Lubbock, Texas.

In September a major step forward in the measurement of stratospheric
free radicals was taken when a reel-down payload system was flown on a 26-
million-ft3 balloon for Harvard University. The system designed and fab-
ricated by Harvard uses a wound reel containing 15 km of Kevlar line attached
to a science payload that is lowered and raised repeatedly through a chosen
slice of the atmosphere. On the initial flight the science payload weighing
59 kg was lowered from 40 km to 27.5 km and then returned to its initial
height.

Research and Development

NSBF designed an electronic diagnostics package to sample and record
the shock and loading experienced by a scientific payload during the flight
termination and parachute opening. Data gathered by this unit will be used
to prepare construction specifications for payloads.

A special 31-in.-diameter gas venting valve has been designed and fab-
ricated to allow a more rapid controlled descent of a balloon. The rapid-
descent technique is used primarily for atmospheric sampling flights.

Work began on the prototype airborne electronics system for use in con-
junction with the NASA Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System. When opera-
tional the system will provide approximately 80% coverage for earth-orbiting
long-duration balloon flights.

A computer data base system was instituted for logging and tracking of
all material used in NSBF procured balloons. The data base system will also
allow cataloging of all balloon and flight information. Ready access to this
information will be valuable for establishing balloon design criteria and for
investigating causes of flight failures.

Meetings and Conferences

In May, several members of the NSBF staff presented papers on balloon
technology at the XXIV International Committee on Space Research (COSPAR)
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meeting in Ottawa, Canada. NSBF staff also attended a meeting of the Inter-
national Committee on Balloons and Related Technology (ICOBART), which was
held concurrently with the COSPAR meetings. The principal topics of the
ICOBART meeting were the discussion of mutual ballooning problems and the
exchange of technical information. The manager of the NSBF is vice chairman
of the COSPAR panel on scientific ballooning and chairman of the ICOBART
group.

Several meetings of the Long Duration Study Group were held during the
period. This study group was formed as a result of a recommendation of the
Workshop on Scientific Ballooning. Its purpose was to reassess the requires
ments of the community for long-duration flights and present a plan for
development to meet those requirements.

A table of NSBF users follows.
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NATIONAL SCIENTIFIC BALLOON FACILITY USERS, 1982

Wim Aalders
James Anderson
Brian Bates
Alec Boksenberg
Edward Chupp
Carol Crannell
Tony Dean
Roy Downing
Siegfried Drapatz
Wayne Evans
Paul Evenson
Crofton Farmer
Giovanni Fazio
Peter Fenton
Gerald Fishman
Ian Furniss
Leo Haser
Michael Hauser
Leroy Heidt
Martin Israel
Richard Jennings
James Kurfess
Marvin Leventhal
Phil Lubin
Philip Marsden
Konrad Mauersberger
Stephen McBride
Allister McCoid
Mack McFarland
Walt Nagel
Tom Parnell
Francesco Perotti
David Ramsden
Paul Richards
Ravi Sood
Bonnard Teegarden
David Thompson
John Vallerga
C.J. Waddington
Joe Waters
R. Stephen White
Peter Woods
Rudolph Zander

University of Groningen, The Netherlands
Harvard University
Queens University, England
University College, London
University of New Hampshire
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
University of Southampton, England
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Max-Planck Institute, Germany
Atmospheric Environment Service, Canada
University of Chicago
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Smithsonian Observatory
University of Tasmania
NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center
University College, London
Max-Planck Institute, Germany
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
NCAR
Washington University
University College, London
Naval Research Laboratory
Sandia Laboratories
University of California
Leeds University, England
University of Minnesota
University of California, Berkeley
Queens University, England
NOAA
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center
University of Milan
University of Southampton, England
University of California, Berkeley
University of Melbourne
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Massachusetts Insitute of Technology
University of Minnesota
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
University of California, Riverside
National Physical Laboratory
University of Liege, Belgium
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STAFF AND VISITORS

ATD Director's Office

Harold Baynton
Carol Nicolaidis (Documentation)
Robert Serafin (Director)
Diane Wilson
Shelley Zucker

Research Aviation Facility

Lawrence Abbott
Harold Barber
Darrel Baumgardner
Edward Brown
Arden Buck
Robert Burris
Robert Carl
Celia Chen
William Dawson
Mary Dick
Richard Friesen
Reed Glenn
Keith Griffith
Peter Hildebrand
Gerald Kallinen
A. Alexander Kennel
Dennis Knowlton
Donald Lenschow
James Lundahl
David McFarland
Rodger McIntosh
Thomas McQuade
Clay Orum
Byron Phillips (Manager)
Charles Purdy
Reiko Raese
Annabelle Robinson
Ronald Ruth
Estevan Salazar
Paul Spyers-Duran
Gilbert Summers
George Tate
Margaret Taylor
Richard Taylor
Craig Walther
Lester Zinser
M. Norman Zrubek

Field Observing Facility

Eugene Albo
Gerald Albright
Robert Barron
Richard Bobka
Victor Borgogno
Raymond Bovet
Robert Bowie
William Bragg
Fred Brock
Richard Carbone (Manager)
Michael Carpenter
Jonathan Corbet
Don Ferraro

Charles Frush
Patrick Grundmeier
Paul Herzegh
Kenneth Hite
William Irwin
Catherine Jirak
Jeffrey Keeler
Cathy Kessinger
Arthur Klittnick
Errol Korn
Debbie Lawrence
Bryan Lee
Brian Lewis
Jonathan Lutz
Kenneth Mayfield
Robert McBeth
John McCarthy
John Militzer
Margaret Miller
Michael Moxey
Cynthia Mueller
Phyllis O'Rourke
Richard Oye
Julian Pike
Isaias Quizar-Gomez
Stephen Ramsden
George Saum
Steven Semmer
Michael Spratte
Evan Templeton
Joseph Vinson
Billie Wheat
James Wilson
Shelley Zucker

Global Atmospheric Measurements Program

Edgar Aden
Neil Carlson
Phyllis Carlson
Harold Cole
Terrence Hock
Vincent Lally (Manager)
Dean Lauritsen
Nancy Leach
Ernest Lichfield
Dale McKay
Claude Morel
Fred Navarro
Ranjit Passi
Aubrey Schumann
Justin Smalley
Sigvard Stenlund
Jack Tefft
Marcel Verstraete
James Ziese
Edward Chamberlain
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National Scientific Balloon Facility

Danny Ball
Carolyn Booker
Charles Burris
James Carroll
Mark Cobble
Grady Cole
Robert Collett
Alice Cradler
James Crocker
Bruce Cunningham
Victor Davison
Harold Dean
James DePue
Bettie Furman
Don Gage
Jim Gesin
Mack Gore
Dennis Gray
Arthur Gusa
Ralph Harju
Ricky Harper
Billy Harrison
Keith Hazlewood
Clarence Heide
Delbert Hoefling
Johnny Ingram
Roy Jamerson
Theo Johnson
Robert Kubara
Ben Laird
Lloyd Lasiter
Jarvis Lehmann
Glen McCool
Harry Morris
Keith Parkes
Robert Perrin
Jesse Phillips
Michael Poarch
Javiel Quintanilla
Mary Beth Reno
Judy Reynolds
Marvin Riley
James Rotter
Alfred Shipley (Director)
Titus Sigler
Earl Smith
Steve Smith
John Sparling
Dana Staples
Howard Stone
Joe Taylor
Virgil Vice
Stephen Waymire
Emmer Woodard
Sam Wooddell
Homer Woody
Nuel Woolverton
Boyce Worley

Design and Fabrication Services

Page Baptist
John Beeby
Jack Fox
H. Paul Geisert
Gilbert Granger
Charles Hodge
Michl Howard
Paul Johnson (Manager)
Edward Lambdin
Ivan Lee
Hayden Mathews
James Nielson
Alvin Sapp
Dale Smith
Russell White
William Zelt
Frederick Zimner

Visitors

Darrel Baumgardner, University of Wyoming, February
1981 to September 1982, RAF

Joost Businger, University of Washington, July and
August 1982, FOF

Kerry Emanuel, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
June and July 1982, FOF

Gavin Fisher, New Zealand Meteorological Service,
October 1981 to June 1982, RAF

Owen Hertzman, University of Washington, June to
December 1982, FOF

William Mahoney, University of Wyoming, June to
August 1982, FOF

Robert Owen, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center,
March to June 1982, RAF

Alfredo Piedra, University of Texas at El Paso,
June to August 1982, FOF

Robert Steinberg, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center,
February 1982 to January 1983, FOF

William Veach, University of Southern Colorado,
May 1981 to January 1982, FOF
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PUBLICATIONS

Publications of NCAR staff and visitors that either
appeared or were accepted between 1 January and
31 December 1982 are listed below. Coauthored pub-
lications whose authors are affiliated with more
than one NCAR division are listed only once, ac-
cording to the division of the first author. An
asterisk indicates a non-NCAR coauthor.

ATMOSPHERIC ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION DIVISION

Refereed Publications

ANTHES, R.A., 1982: Tropical Cyclones, heir Evotu-
tion, Structure, and Effects. Monograph
No. 41, AMS, Boston, Mass., 208 pp.

-- *D. KEYSER, and *J.W. DEARDORFF, 1982: Fur-
ther considerations on modeling the sea breeze
with a mixed-layer model. Mon. Weather
Rev. 110, 757-765.

--- , *H.D. ORVILLE, and *D.J. RAYMOND, 1982:
Mathematic modeling of convection. Chapter XV
in Thunderstorms: A Social, Scientific, and
Technological Documentary (E. Kessler, Ed.),
Vol. 2, NOAA, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C., 495-579.

----- , Y.-H. KUO, *S.G. BENJAMIN, and *Y.-F. LI,
1982: The evolution of the mesoscale environ-
ment of severe local storms: Preliminary mod-
eling results. Mon. Weather Rev. 110,
1187-1213.

*BARNES, S.L., and C.W. NEWTON, 1982: Thunderstorms
in the synoptic setting. Chapter V in Thunder-
storms: A Sociat, Scientific, and Technologi-
cal Documentary (E. Kessler, Ed.), Vol. 2,
NOAA, U.S. Government Printing Office, Wash-
ington, D.C., 109-171.

, *E. SALTZMAN, and *D.A. PRICE, in press:
Inocerarrus: Occurrence in the South Atlantic
and oxygen isotopic paleotemperatures at
Hole 530A. In Initial Reports of the Deep Sea
Drilling Project (W.W. Hay et al., Eds.), U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.

BAUMHEFNER, D.P., and D.J. PERKEY, 1982: Evaluation
of lateral boundary errors in a limited domain
model. Tellus 34, 409-428.

BLACKMON, M.L., and G.H. WHITE, 1982: Zonal wave
number characteristics of Northern Hemisphere
transient eddies. J. Atmos. Sci. 39,
1985-1998.

BRETHERTON, F.P., 1982: Ocean climate modeling.
Prog. Oceanogr. 11, 93-129. Also in Ocean
Climrte (E.B. Kraus, Ed.), Pergamon Press,
Inc., Elmsford, N.Y.

BRIEGLEB, B., and V. RAMANATHAN, 1982: Spectral and
diurnal variations in clear sky planetary
albedo. J. Appl. Meteorol. 21, 1160-1171.

BROST, R.A., 1982: Comments on "A numerical study
of a marine subtropical stratus cloud layer
and its stability." J. Atmos. Sci. 39,
690-692.

, O.H. LENSCHOW, and J.C. WYNGAARD, 1982:
Marine stratocumulus layers. Part I: Mean
conditions. J. Atmos. Sci. 39, 800-817.

--.- , J.C. WYNGAARD, and D.H. LENSCHOW, 1982:
Marine stratocumulus layers. Part II: Turbu-
lence budgets. J. Atmos. Sci. 39, 818-836.

CHARLOCK, T.P., 1982: Cloud optical feedback and
climate stability in a radiative-convective
model. Tellue 34, 245-254.

BARRON, E.J., in press: A warm, equable Cretaceous:
The nature of the problem. Earth-Sci. Rev.

---. , in press: Climate models: Applications for
the pre-Pleistocene. In Historic and Pateo-
climatic Analysis and Modeling (A.D. Hecht,
Ed.), John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,-New York, N.Y.

----- and W.M. WASHINGTON, in press: The atmo-
spheric circulation during warm, geologic
periods: Is the equator-to-pole surface tem-
perature gradient the controlling factor?
Geology.

..- and --- , 1982: The Cretaceous atmospheric
circulation; Comparisons of model simulations
with the geologic record. Palaeogeogr. Palaeo-
ctirrato. Palaeoecol. 40, 103-104.

, 1982: Mid-latitude
radiation, the upper
seasonal climate. J.
8923-8930.

model analysis of solar
layers of the sea, and
Geophys. Res. 87,

CHERVIN, R.M., and T.W. BETTGE, in press: Response
to "The probability of correct climate fore-
casts in the absence of any forecasting
skill"--A comment on "On the verification of
seasonal climate forecasts." Butl. Am.
Meteoro l. Soc. 64.

COAKLEY, J.A. Jr., and F.P. BRETHERTON, 1982: Cloud
cover from high-resolution scanner data; De-
tecting and allowing for partially filled
fields of view. J. Geophys. Res. 87,
4917-4932.
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.---, R.D. CESS, and *F.B. YUREVICH, in press: The
effect of tropospheric aerosols on the earth's
radiation budget: A parameterization for
climate models. J. Atmos. Sci.

DALEY, R., in press: Linear mass-wind laws on the
sphere. Accepted for publication in TeDLus.

----- , in press: A non-iterative procedure for the
time integration of the balanced equations.
Accepted for publication in Mon. Weather Rev.

DICKINSON, R.E., in press: Book review of Biophysi-
cal Ecology, by David Gates. Clirmate Change.

--.- , in press: Effects of solar electromagnetic
radiation on the terrestrial environment.
Accepted for publication in the Space Science
Board's Monograph Physics of the Sun.

---, 1982: Modeling of climate changes due to
carbon dioxide increase. In Carbon Dioxide
Review: 1982 (W.C. Clark, Ed.), Oxford Univer-
sity Press, Inc., New York, N.Y., 101-133.

- -, 1982: Stratospheric perturbations--the role
of dynamics, transport, and climate change. In
Causes and Effects of Stratospheric Ozone
Depletion: An Update, National Academy of
Sciences, Washington, D.C., 159-166.

ERRICO, R.M., 1982: Normal mode initialization and
the generation of gravity waves by quasi-
geostrophic forcing. J. Atmos. Sci. 39,
573-586.

---- , 1982: The strong effects of non-
quasigeostrophic dynamic processes on atmo-
spheric energy spectra. J. Atmos. Sci. 39,
961-968.

FREDERIKSEN, J.S., 1982: Instability of the three-
dimensional distorted stratospheric polar
vortex at the onset of the sudden warming.
J. Atmos. Sci. 39, 2573-2584.

----- , 1982: A unified three-dimensional insta-
bility theory of the onset of blocking and
cyclogenesis. J. Atmos. Sci. 39, 2313-2329.

GAL-CHEN, T., and J.C. WYNGAARD, in press: Effects
of volume averaging on the line spectra of
vertical velocity from multiple-Doppler radar
observations. Accepted for publication in
J. Appt. Meteorot.

GARRATT, J.R., J.C. WYNGAARD, and *R.J. FRANCEY,
1982: Winds in the atmospheric boundary
layer--prediction and observation. J. Atmos.
Sci. 39, 1307-1316.

GENT, P.R., and J.C. McWILLIAMS, in press: Consis-
tent balanced models in bounded and periodic
domains. Accepted for publication in Dyn.
Atmos. Oceans.

----- and ----- , 1982: Intermediate model solutions
to the Lorenz equations: Strange attractors
and other phenomena. J. Atmos. Sci. 39, 3-13.
Also Corrigendum J. Atmos. Sci. 39, 1175.

GROSSMAN, R.L., 1982: An analysis of water vapor
flux in the lower layers of the BOMEX fair
weather trades using a bivariate and condi-
tional mean statistical technique. Boundary-
Layer Meteorol. 23, 323-357.

HAY, W.W., *J.F. BEHENSKY, F.J. BARRON, and *,).L.
SLOAN, 1982: Triassic-Liassic paleoclimatology
of the proto-central North Atlantic Rift
System. Palaeogeogr. Pataeoclimatol.
Palaeoecol. 40, 13-30.

-- and Leg 75 Scientific Party, 1982: Sedimen-
tation and accumulation of organic carbon in
the Angola Basin and on Walvis Ridge: Prelimi-
nary results of Deep Sea Drilling Project
Leg 75. Ceol. Soc. Am. Bull. 93, 1038-1050.

HERRING, J.R., and R.M. KERR, 1982: A comparison of
direct numerical simulation with two-point
closures for isotropic turbulence convecting a
passive scalar. J. Fluid Mech. 118, 205-219.

_---, *n. SCHERTZER, *M. LESIEUR, *G.R. NEWMAN,
J.-P. CHOLLET, and *M. LARCHEVEQUE, 1982: A
comparative assessment of spectral closures as
applies to passive scalar diffusion. J. Fluid
Mech. 124, 411-437.

HOUGHTON, n.D., and R.M. CHERVIN, 1982; Global
distribution of vertically averaged meridional
momentum transport statistics for January: A
comparison between observations and general
circulation model simulations. J. Atmos.
Sci. 39, 1642-1653.

JULIAN, P.R., 1982: The aircraft dropwindsonde
system in the Global Weather Experiment. Bull.

Am. Meteorot. Soc. 63, 619-627.

*KAIMAL, J.C., *R.A. EVERSOLE, O.H. LENSCHOW, B.B.
STANKOV, *P.H. KAHN, and *J.A. BUSINGER, 1982:
Spectral characteristics of the convective
boundary layer over uneven terrain. J. Atmos.
Sci. 39, 1098-1114.

KASAHARA, A., 1982: Non-linear normal mode ini-
tialization and the bounded derivative method.
Rev. Geophys. Space Phys. 20, 385-397.

--, in press: Significance of non-elliptic
regions in balanced flows of the tropical
atmosphere. Accepted for publication in Mon.
Weather Rev.

*KEYSER, D., and R. ANTHES, 1982: An alternative
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